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ABSTRACT
These 34 conference papers presented by more than 40

authors and coauthors represent a documentation of the growth of
systematized education and the increasing emphasis on self-learning
and self-regulation of the instructional process. The book is divided
into the following seven subject areas: (1) Context of Indiildualized
Instruction, (2) Research Studies on Learning Programs in Meiicine,
(3) Technology: Concept, Application, and Strategy, (4) Instructional
Systems for Individualized Learning, (5) Outcomes of Self-Instruction
for User and Develt,per, (6) Programing Specifics and Variables, and
(-) Programer Trainirg and Development. A bibliography is appended.
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Preface
This publication marks the Third Rochester Conference on Self-

Instruction in Medical Education. In a real sense, it is preamble as
well as epitaph. While it contains a valuable record of research and
development in the period from 1965 to 1967, it is also a preparatory
piece to the call for the Fourth Rochester Conference to be held'
under the auspices of our Clearinghouse in June of 1968.

The present text, Individualized Instruction in Medical Education,
represents a continuing documentation of the growth of one of the
most exciting developments in all systematized education the in-
creasing emphasis on self-learning and self-regulation of the instruc-
tional process. In this regard, as illustrated in the two prior volumes,
Programmed Instruction in Medical Education and Self-Instruction
in Medical Education, and in this one, medical eel:cation in the
United States has played a major part.

To this observer, there are strange paradoxes at work. lf ever an
activity truly suffered from the criticism of its opponents and the
faint praise of its adherents, it must be medical education. Laymen,
bureaucrats, and socially conscious citizens demand Letter medical
care, increased facilities, and larger numbers of practitionersand
ascribe any shortcoming to the health professions and, in particular,
to their educational structures. Within the profession of medicine
itself, there is mixed emotion. Leading medical figures frequently cite
the reluctance of medical schools to change and the resultant lock-
step production of medical students.
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Now, these volumes on individualized learning in the medical
school are not a defense of medical education, per se. That academic
effort should properly be defended if, indeed, defense is needed
by the profession and by the faculties of the several medical schools.
These books, however, bear eloquent testimony to the contribution
that has been made in a most important area of learning research by
medical educators, and they emphasize one salient fact: medical
and health educators generally have done more to develop self-
instri wtional learning for their curricula than has any comparable
segl t of American society. Their contributions have in no small
way pi Ovided a beacon and a model for the public schools, the
colleges, and the adult educators of this country.

These volumes, and the papers they contain, speak most forcefully
for the values of the discoveries made. When students learn better,
and faster, and with more appreciation, then valuable changes have
taken place. In tow one must derive these generalizations from the
research and conclusions reported in the three Proceedings to date.
To have been involved in their formation is to have gained a pro-
fessional education in applied learning theory.

The papers from this Third Conference have necessarik, 'eel' rear
ranged in order to provide a .liost logical Lic veiup-
ment of concepts and examples. The manuscripts themselves repre-
sent thirty-four papers by more than forty authors and co-authors,
and we wish to express our deep gratitude for the cooperation of
these individuals. Hopefully, the reader will find a convergence in
style that has been brought about by editing, but in no case will he
find slanting or alteration to produce an editorial effect. For all that
is valuable in these papers, credit properly goes to the authors. The
editor accepts full responsibility for all errors of omission or com-
missionand he invites your bringing any discovered problems to
his attention so that proper errata may be prepared. While we know
of nothing problematic at this point, age and experience have taught
us our human frailties, and we suspect that we are somewhat less
than infallible.

In the section on acknowledgements, we have paid proper credit
to the several funds and organizations that have so long supported
our efforts to encourage the growth of self-instruction in medical
education. Our thanks also go to several individuals: Robert G.
Pierleoni who served as Assistant Director of the Conference; Gilda
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Orioli and Judy Dorman who functioned as secretaries, hostesses,
and Girl Fridays through the meeting and the long process of publi-
cation; James DeNio who aided in the arrangements and the audio-
visual aid preparation for the Conference; Donald Parry and his ex-
cellent staff from the conference center of the University who handled
most of the detail and auxiliary arrangements. May we also add a
personal tribute to Mr. Henry Brayer of the Christopher Press who
has worked with us in the preparation and printing of this volume.
He is what every editor hopes his printer's representative will be,
and this work could not have been done half so quickly without him.

With our work already facing us in the planning and conduct of
the Fourth Rochester Conference, we trust that the work of the
Rochester Clearinghouse on Self-Instructional Materials for Health
Care Facilities will continue to serve those medical schools and other
institutions that have become involved in the re-structuring of edu-
cation, and we look forward to the time when this will have ceased to
bear the haloor the onusof rioneerinr y re---?-sent the
on-onim, " n-roach to cu icua imnroveh uu studen. aohieve-

Rochester, New York
Aprii 9, 1968

JEROME P. LYSA GHT
Coordinator,
Rochester Clw. ,ehouse
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Part I

The Context of
Individucil Instruction

In the introductory paper, Fenninger portrays the challenges
of the times and suggests the need and the urgencyand the op-
portunityfor change in health education. Markee and Lysaught
separately survey the events that are taking place within the ed-
ucational institution, its curricula, its teachers, and its students.
Ilusted points particularly to the potential impact of a new force
in the health education field, that of the regional medical pro-
gram. And Fullagar places the prohknis of educating the pro-
fessional against the harkgrovnd of change and ferment in all
professional education.

20



Problems and Perspectives
In Education for the Health Professions

LEONARD D. FENNINGER, M.D.
EDUCATION, the foundation of our society, today faces perhaps the
most formidable task of any of our institutions. Education is the
means for providing organized bodies of knowledge; for developing
judgment, wisdom, and skill; for providing means of change while
preserving individual and community stability; for enhancing social
consciousness and personal satisfactions. It is at one and the same
time the channel for preserving individual dignity and for satisfying
the demands of a complex society. Education must meet changing
situations and new needs without sacrificing the knowledge, culture,
and beauty of the past.

And, just as education is the foundation of society, medical educa-
tion or to put :t more broadly, health education is fundamental
to the provision of health services.

This morning, as we begin this Third Rochester Conference on
Self-Instruction, I should like to consider with you changes that are
taking place in educational philosophy and method, the problems in
eddcation for the health professions, and how these changes serve
toward meeting these problems. Such a view of problems and per-
spectives may provide a framework for more specific discussions of
effective learning not only for medical students, but foe all others
who must be educated in health services and goals.

This Conference is concerned with exploration of the ways in
*Director. Durtau of Health Manpower. United States Public Health Service.
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4 individualized Instruction in Medical Education

which dif erent methods of learning can be used to improve the
transmission of information and skill in medical education. It reflects
some of the concern with the broader aspects of education and poses
some of the questions being raised in every educational community.

I should like to address myself more generally to the problems of
education in the health professions and occupations and to their
significance in the teaching of people who are involved in the delivery
of health services.

The Changing Face of Education
The significance of education for society as a whole is unques-

tioned. The significance of education in achieving and preserving the
dignity of each individual man and woman has been more recently
recognized. A system based on exclusion is yielding to a new philos-
ophy and new concepts of social expectation. For many hundreds of
years society selected, largely on the basis of birth, economics, and
social level, those few among the young in each generation who
should progress in the acquisition of information and knowledge,
returning those not so selected to a predominantly manual labor force.

This type of exclusive education is no longer suitable to the needs
of a society which is urban and technical, where manual labor has a
decreasing role. A mechanized society demands a wealth of highly
technical skills. Beyond our economic needs, however, this exclu-
siveness in education is also repugnant to our curcepts of democracy.

In every field of endeavor today, we hear of limitations of man-
power: not enough trained people to undertake the tasks which must
be accomplished if people are to achieve the satisfactions and the
happiness which should be possible for them.

As the social pattern has changed, similar developments have taken
place in the goals and expectations of individuals. Unrest is char-
acteristic of ou- time. Aspirationsin fact, demandsfar exceed
the capacities of our institutions and organizations to meet them.
It is hardly necessary to document the current impatience with the
educational institutions which were created to encourage "orderly"
relationships and "formal" training. Self-fulfillment and career ex-
pectations have a different face today.

Changes in concepts of who should be educated are necessarily
accompanied by changes in concepts of how they should be educated.
Advances in the understanding of the learning process and know-
ledge of how different kinds of information, skills, and behavior are





Problems and Perspectives 5acquired can be and should be put to use. We have been offered anunprecedented opportunity to experiment with ways of developing,selecting, storing, and making available all kinds of information.The ferment in the educational world is nowhere more pertinentthan in the field of medicine and health. Man has always been con-cerned with health but the resigned acceptance of disease, disability,and early death, inevitable until very recent times is largely abolishedtoday. Present-day society expects and demands that health care beadequate in scope, promptly available, and effectively rendered. Onehas only to pick up any publication or view any television programto be aware of the preoccupation of the public with health problems.Factors which have led to this concern about the adequacy ofhealth care and services are not particularly mysterious The popu-lation has increased in size; thus, more people need care. There aremore people in the oldest and youngest age groups, and these seg-ments of the population need relatively more health care. The popu-lation is increasingly concentrated in cities, creating problems in en-vironmental hazards, disease control, and mental health, whichearlier generations did not need to contend with. Homes, families,and medical institutions have changed. Means of communicationhave become more widespread so that the awareness of medicalprogress is no longer restricted to a chosen few. In our vastly moreproductive society, a better educated and more affluent public has anincreasing expectation of health services. A changed economic pic-ture and a different social philosophy have combined to lower oldbarriers to health care.
Health care has been changed profoundly by new knowledge andtechnology which can be applied to the prevention or cure of muchillness, to the amelioration of suffering, and to lengthening and im-proving life. This new knowledge, and the resources to use it, havemade most traditional thought patterns on health and disease irrele-vant. People confidently expect that effective health care will beavailable to them whenever they need it under all circurnatances.The implications of this change in atLtude for medical educationare clear: an urgent, pressing, uncompromising demand for an in-creasing number of health professionals, well-prepared, well-equipped, devoted to serving people in need, and widely and con-tinuously available. More people must be recruited into the healthprofessions; more education must be afforded them; more meansmust be given them to keep abreast of their fields and to developnew knowledge.

13



6 Individualized Instruction in Medical Education

Yet medical education has been slow to change. Its traditional di-
visions of roles and duties and its traditional methods of imparting
information have remained basically the same for long periods of
time. In a world of social and educational ferment, this educational
enclave cannot remain untouched. The medical school must be not
just the point of education for physicians, but the educational focus
for other health occupations and for the general public. What,
therefore, can we consider the problems and the perspectives which
face medical education?

The Problems in Health Education
It is all too easy to list the problems: the new needs how are we

to meet them? The new people how can we find and train them?
The new institutionshow can we develop them?

There is a panorama of new skills, new technologies, new methods,
and new procedures. There is need for a plexus of health profession-
als, whose responsibilities to prevent illness and to serve the sick
stem from those of the physician and are divided amdng several
groups of people. There is need for a range of institutions, both
medical and educational, manned by competent and dedicated people
whose functions did not exist a generation ago. We are seeing and
will see people working together in new ways, with equipment newly
developed, using techniques newly devised, in institutions newly con-
structed or adapted, fundel by new processes.

(1) The first problem is obviously that of recruiting capable people
into the many opportunities which are now available and which will
be increasingly available in health fields. All those involved in edu-
cation must be concerned in this recruitment effort, but particular
responsibility falls on the schools of the health sciences. Students in
secondary schools and children in early grades must be made aware
of opportunities and the ways in which they can prepare themselves
for such careers.

(2) The second problem is the diversity of responsibilities and disci-
plines which must be taught. The complexities of health care require
many people, possessing many different kinds of skills, working in
concert to provide the best in health care to the people who make up
the community. Each individual must b6 prepared not only to do his
particular task, but also to understand how his tasks relate to the
responsibilities of others.

(3) A third problem is the changingthe very rapidly changing

14



Problems and Perspectives 7
body of knowledge required in all fields of health and by their prac-titioners. Functions of individuals in the field of health develop con-stantly. New instruments and procedures mean that people must betrained in their use. Work carried on by one type of health practi-tioner may need to be transferred to anotner. Tasks may be dividedamong several interrelated occupational groups. A long familiar pro-cedure may be completely changed by the discovery or invention of anew method or technique. The need for education in a health occu-pation is therefore continuous throughout life. These people cannever regard their education as completed.

(4) A fourth problem is the institutions in which health care isgiven. They must, of necessity, be not only clinical centers, but educa-tional centers as well. The general hospital represents the most com-plex and expensive portion of the systems which provide health caretoday. Hundreds of people practicing many professional and techni-cal occupations are represented in its services. Each one must func-tion in his own right and also in relation to all the others. The intro-duction of any new technique or new service results in a change,great or small, in every aspect of the hospital. The change requiresthat everyone learn something, because everyone must function
differently with the introduction of the new element.

For example, if a new technique is introduced into the laboratoryfor clinical chemistry (and such techniques are being developed with
great frequency), the laboratory personnel are immediately involved,but many others must learn new things also. Consider the changes tobe made by those who procure supplies; those who distribute sup-plies; those who obtain samples; those who schedule procedures;those who record data; those who determine costs; those who makeup accounts; those who use the results in evaluating the patient'sprogress and determining future treatment.

The change inside the institution represents an educational prob-lem and the change in the nature of' the institution represents a fur-ther one. We are seeing today the development of an entire range ofmedical institutions hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation centers, nurs-ing homes, specialty care units, intensive care unitssometimes in-dependent, sometimes united in a medical complex. Whenever a newspecialty unit is devisedwhether for open heart surgery, renaldialysis, training of the mentally retarded, or treatment of a specialdisorder like Parkinson's disease or cerebral palsy new skills andprocedures must be taught. And, when a medical advance makes the
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8 Individualized Instruction in Medical Education

old purpose obsolete, the facility and its staff may undergo complete
change.

Consider the retraining of an emergency team transferring from an
old structure to a newly constructed one. Consider a laboratory
where automated equipment has been installed. Consider the change
in an orthopedic hospital where crippling from polio is no longer a
problem. Consider new patient units for the aged or a shutdown
of some obstetrical beds. These rather simple illustrations indicate
some of the gaps in the preparation of people for health occupations
and the responsibilities of education in an institutional framework
for their initial preparation, for their training, retraining, and pro-
fessional maintenance.

All of these changes also require education of patients, their fami-
lies and the public a field largely untouched in any systematic way.

(5) The greatest problem of all is the sheer matter of quantityhow
to deliver as much health care as we are capable of to all the people
who need it. Research in methods of health care distribution requires
types of education and approaches which we are only now beginning
to think about.

Perspectives for Health Education
What prospects are there for meeting these problems and solving

them? We could, of course, throw up our hands and say there will
be too many needs, too few people to meet them, too little training,
increasing health demands, as well as limited resources.

But we can also turn these discouraging aspects around and see a
completely different picture. The fact that more people are demand-
ing more and better health care means that we shall have a healthier,
more able, and more long-lived population. The fact that we have too
few people trained for health occupations now means that we have a
world of worthwhile job opportunities available. The fact that more
training is needed means that we can offer educational challenges and
career satisfactions to many who in years previous would have been
relegated to uncomfortable, dull, and unrewarding assignments.

To retain our perspective, let us recognize that the institutions
which provide education and training in the health field must be
part of the mainstream of education. Their students are products of
general education. However, we must amplify and extend the educa-
tional experience of those who choose to enter the health field, so
that students will not only profit from general education, but also

16-



Problems and fcrspectives 9

will be given a variety of opportunities to continue to educate them-
selves. This will mean major changes in our ways of organizing.stor-
ing, and transmitting information.

I hope that experiments in the transmittal of information by effec-
tive technics will show us a variety of means of reaching people of
different capabilities, different interests, and different respon: ',:lities.
The means of conveying certain bodies of information which do not
require the immediate presence of teachers are important to educa-
tion. This is not to say that Socrates is obsolete. The wise and ex-
perienced teacher is an essential in the development of judgment and
wisdom on the part of the student. And the development of judg-
ment and wisdom is the ultimate aim of education.

Similarly the wise and experienced teacher can enable the student
to see the logical sequels to factual information. He can encourage a
student to use his faculties; to observe; to experience; to select; to
rejcct; to grow in maturity, understanding, and knowledge. The
energies of both student and teacher are conserved, however, by
methods which transmit facts and rehearse procedure. Such methods
should be carefully developed, critically tested, and artfully used.

Although changes in education, like all social change, are usually
evolutionary rather than revolutionary, these are times when a signi-
ficant change in direction makes good sense. A new model in educa-
tion is timely, and I think we are seeing it on the drawing boards.
Meilical schools are not just changing the curriculum here and there,
but are adopting whole new approaches to community health, inter-
disciplinary programs, human behavior, and the significance of the
environment in health. There is intense interest in the principles of
education itself.

Our best possible efforts must extend beyond the formal full-time
programs associated with the schools. For every person in the health
occupations, not just for the physician, there is need to provide ways
for improvement and renewal of knowledge s.nd technics. Traditional
means are inadequate, and will prove even more inadequate as
knowledge expands and technics diversify. Most education has to
be self-education.

The range of subject matter for medical education is limitless.
Physicians, dentists, nurses, technicians, administrators, and all the
new health specialists will work in a new world where subject matter
is drawn from other worlds: those of the computer programmer, the
radiation scientist, the atomic physicist, the sociologist, the city
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10 Individualized Instruction in Medical Education

planner, the systems analyst, and dozens more.
While we increase and develop our resources for teaching and

learning, we must simultaneously create an educational setting in
which people learn to work together. Unless the educational ex-
perience continues to increase the ability of individuals to join to-
gether in using their knowledge for the benefit of the members of
the community, neither information nor technic will serve any purpose.

We must also provide opportunities for people to improve their
range of skills and to progress within their chosen fields. If this means
a change in the formal programs of education, we must be preparedto make it. It should be possible to increase one's competency, to
have experience recognized, and to undertake further formal educa-
tion without being considered a novice.

Educational methods, particularly in self-instruction, may play a
vital part in preparing people to expand their careers so that no in-
dividual need become trapped at any point which does not let him
use his full ability.

I should also like to emphasize that the perspective of medical
education should be outward as well as inward. Education cannot
only serve to improve the training and skills of the people in health
occupations, but can also serve to bring to the general public knowl-edge on the maintenance of health, the prevention of illness, the pro-vision of a safe environment, the recognition of illness when it comes,
the safeguarding of home and family, and the understanding of the
capabilities of modern therapy.

There is increasing applicability of methods for self-education to
augment the efforts of physicians, dentists, nurses and others in the
care of patients. The young couple who wish to learn about obstetri-cal and infant care, the child who learns about immunization, thetraveler who is briefed on health hazards in areas to be visited, the
serviceman who learns how to care for himself in difficult environ-
ments, the parents who learn about orthodonticsthese are all can-didates for self-education. The quality of our national life and ourpersonal health depend ultimately on education. Since methods for
self-instruction can amplify the work of the teacher and expand the
scope of the student, they are important to the broad field ofed ucation.

Those who gladly learn and gladly teach are our great resource.



Changing Teaching Practices in
Individualized Curricula

JOSEPH E. MARKEE, M.D.
THE FIRST REACTION to this title may be that it is an absurd and com-
plete contradiction; and perhaps it would have been exactly that just
a few years ago. But changes have occurred in medical curricula and
the teaching practices are changing. As Willard (I) recently wrote,
"This is clearly a time of ferment and change, and a time of setting
new goals for medical education in general but especially for gradu-
ate education. The Millis Commission Report (2) is probably the
most indicative document in this regard." As Ham (3) recently
stated, "Increases in student participation can certainly be accom-
plished by the process of change in instruction." And he continued,
"Possibly we can shorten the distance between the cup and the lip
and actually begin change-over of our methods. The time is right."

Educators in many schools agree with Ham and changes are oc-
curring. As Woodburne (4) recently stated, "Curricular haiigt is rife
throughout the country. The writer knows of almost no schools not
in the midst of it, planning it, or in the first years of a new program."
The apparent central theme in the curricular changes already made,
or in the process of completion, is the breaking of the "leek step"
M.D. program or the abandonment of the concept that there is any
one fixed sequence of courses that will best prepare the many gradu-
ates for all the many ways in which they will care for the sick. In
short, curricula are becoming more individualized and it is difficult
*James B. Duke Professor, Department of Anatomy. Duke Unive.gity School of
Medicine.
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to determine whether changing teaching practices are merely keeping
pace with or are, instead, the instigating factors in the new individual-
ized curricula.

Some of the many factors contributing to rapid changes in medical
education are : population and knowledge explosions, the technologi-
cal breakthrough, unprecedented increases in funding of medical edu-
cation and patient care, and constantly louder and more insistent de-
mands for more and better medical care. They have all recently been
described elsewhere (5). Therefore, this paper deals not with the
causes of change, but only with the changes occurring in medical cur-
ricula and in teaching practices.

Trends in Individualized Teaching

One trend involving changing teaching practices is gradual replace-
ment of the conventional lecture by what is now called large-group
teaching. The differences between the two are great and include the
use of: 1) multimedia audiovisual materials, and 2) student response
systems similar to the Edex or Classroom Communicator installa-
tions. As new teaching procedures become more sophisticated, the
role of the teacher changes and he modifies his procedures so that he
may interact with the increasing participation of his students. As this
interaction increases, there is a correspondingly increased similarity
between large-group teaching and individualized learning.

Anotr trend seen in the 75 medical schools visited is increasing
opportunity for self-education. Carstairs (6), in his report on Obser-

vations of Some North ,4merican Medical Schools, stated that, "Yale,
Stanford, UCLA and Duke University are, in my opinion, blazing a
trail which the rest of us are likely to follow E ooner or later. They
have had the courage to realize that medical education in the future
must be less comprehensive and more diversified." That is, more indi-
vidualized. Carstairs also points out that elective study familiarizes
the students with the valuable techniques of self-education and also
enables them to select the areas in which they acquire maximum
competence.

Tables I and II supply a visual impression of the extent of the trend
towards increased opportunity for self-learning. The percentages are
rounded and are based on a sample which includes about 50 Ameri-
can schools and 25 European schools.

There is considerable variation in the achievement of the different
schools utilizing self-instructional methods, devices and materials.
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Changing Teaching Practices 15

For instance, about 55% of the American schools are utilizing self-
instructional methods designed to give a mastery of information and
about two-thirds are using them very intensively. On the other hand,
only about one-third of the 45% of the schools utilizing supplemen-
tary self-learning methods arc using them so intensively.

Table II deals with the percentage of schools that, in their self-
education programs, arc utilizing various kinds of procedures,
methods or audiovisual equipment.

The percentages stated refer to self-help uses. They do not include
any of the usage in large group instruction. If these two tables are
studied simultaneously, it becomes obvious that there are many in-
terrelationships between most of the entries in the two tables. A large
number of medical schools are already using some or most of the four
types of self-education depicted in Table I, and are employing one or
most of the 10 procedures, methods and audiovisual devices listed in
Table 11.

One of the media that is used extensively in individualized learning
is standard 35 mm film. As Rchman and Bell (8) state, when a strip of
such film is used in sequence, "It is designed to illustrate step-by-sccp
development in areas where change of scene is as important as mo-
tion." Such film strips have many advantages and are used extensive-
ly in conjunction with a writtcn text or with a recorded narration.
Film strips do have some advantage over separate 35 mm slides.' A
rapid increase is mcurring in the use of both, but primarily of the
latter. The preference for slides is probably due to the recent techni-
cal advances in the design of slide projectors.

One of the major shortages is the kind of software suitable for use
in the audiovisual machincs. As Mr. Gerald Zornow (9) recently
stated, "The teaching machine, which was the biggest thing on the
communications landscape a few years ago, came a cropper not
necessarily because it was a bad idea, but because of lack of content.
`Thousand-Dollar-Page Turners' is the way certain teaching ma-
chines are described in some official quarters now." Maybe that is
why so few teaching machines are used in the 75 medical schools
visited. An alternate explanation may be that so many schools anti-
cipate great contributions from computerized self-education.

Computerized self-learning is beginning to have some impact on
medical education, but It would appear to be foolhardy to even guess
how great this impact may be. Although only about 15% of the
medical schools are utilizingcomputerized self-learning, most of the

Pa
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schools are already using computer technology in their research,
teaching, patient care or library activities. Currently, computerized
self-learning is largely financed through research funds rather than
through educational budgets. The dial access retrieval of videotape
material being investigated at the Medical College of Virginia, and
planned at La Jolla and Davis, would make segments of tape record-
ings equally available in the classroom or teaching laboratory or at
the multi-resources learning carrel in the library. As the educational
networks described in EDUCOM (10) become effective, these same
segments of tape may become equally available throughout the nation.

In most of the existing schools that are making self-learning op-
portunities available to the students, the self-learning facilities are
merely placed in a laboratory, or in some part of a secretary's office,
or in a portion of the library. In some schools, an entire room is set
aside for either the entire year or certain parts of the year. Self-
learning resource centers are being planned in all, or nearly all, of
the existing schools planning new teaching areas, amd in the new
schools still in the planning or construction stages. These new cen'ers
are to be intimately related to the library, computer facilities, and
teaching areas. (At Duke, for example, our learning carrels are lo-
cated right in the library stacks.)

Opportunities for self-learning in medicine have been greatly en-
hanced by what might be called "Improved Planning of Instructional
Presentations." One of these enhancements is most advanced in that
area of medical education commonly called 'continuing education."
Intramural and continuing education were once as far apart as the
proverbial East and the West. Now the impact of each on the other
is so great that it is folly to consider either separately. Significant
improvements in scripting, directing, and producing have become
evident in the medical continuation educational programs. These
programs are universally pre-recorded on videotape and transfers
(copies) of these tapes are viewed by groups of students and by indi-
vidual students. Four examples are: 1) The Bingham and Boston
A3sociates programs (11, 12); 2) The Los Angeles Broadcast Network
(13); 3) The University of California at San Francisco program; and
4) The Albany two-way radio network (14). The planning and direc-
tion of the first two programs is now controlled by "ex-commercial
TV producer-directors." The programs of the first and fourth
achieve their excellence by following a precise and detailed format.

An improved distributional system has increased the availability of

24



Changing Teaching Practices 17

material for self-learning and so instructional materials produced in
an individual medical school or center are used more widely. Four
examples may be cited: 1) The Network for Continuing Medical Ed-
ucation (15) now supplies medical videotapes for use in 450 hospitals
and nearly 50 medical schools; 2) The Association of American Med-
ical Broadcasters now lists more than 150 medical tapes and distri-
butes them to the members of the association, and to other eligible
medical schools and centers; 3) The Los Angeles Medical Television
Network which is described below has a large and growing distribu-
tion; and 4) the VlS which is a collaborative project of the American
Nursing Association and the National League of Nursing seemslo be
initiating a new trend in paramedical education. Their distribution of
nursing videotapes involves realistically small rental payments and,
at the discretion of the producer, small royalty payments. These four
examples may illustrate the lyTinning of a breakthrough in the re-
sistance of many schools to the us .. of self-learning materials pro-
duced outside that school, and we may be nearing the solution of the
problem of financial feasibility of the production of excellent self-
learning materials.

Four of the techniques employed in continuation education are en-
hancing self-learning and require special comment. The Bingham
Associates combined with the Boston Associates have developed a
so-called "medical workbook." The physician listeners receive loose-
leaf binders with extensive outlines and summaries of the open cir-
cuit TV programs. These productions are planned to assure coverage
of the subject matter areas currently significant to superior practice.

A different self-learning procedure is employed at the UCLA
(U. C. extension).2 Their 38 weekly programs are received at 71 hos-
pitals in scrambled image form (3). These 38 programs are video-
taped at the receiving hospitals and played back ad libitum. The
Medical Television Network duplicates are compatible with most
videotape recorders. These videotapes are available beyond the
broadcast range and 38 weekly videotapes are offered for playback
on remote recorders at the same tuition required of hospitals within
the broadcast range. Thus, distant hospitals are benefiting from these
programs. The playback by or for the physician or student at the
time of his selection constitutes a self-learning experience. Smart (16)
found that physicians view more playbacks than live programs in-
volving conference teaching.

A third kind of self-learning is achieved at 20 hospitals through the!
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18 Individualized Instruction in Medical Education

Utah Clinical Pathological Radio Conferences. In advance, Castle
prepares charts, records, graphs, and appropriate art work and dis-
tributes about 350 copies so that the listening student or physician
may have his own work material. Special mention should be made of
the two-way radio continuation education programs conducted by
Frank Woolsey at Albany (17). Last ycar Woolsey distributed over
27,000 35 mm slides for use in the hospitals participating in his two-
way radio conferences.

The telephone dial access medical tape recording library in Madi-
son, Wisconsin is a fourth kind of self-learning. During the 12
months ending April 1, 1967, 1,859 telephone calls were dialed by
physicians who listened to individual medical audiotapes pertinent
,o the care of their patients. These tapes deal with the nine major
medical specialties. This kind of self-learning is unique in that the
physician requests the information becaus:: he wants to use it in pa-
tient care and to use it immediately. The timing of the calls coincides
with the actual times of patient care, as is evidenced by the hourly
distribution of thc calls; namely, l %-1- from midnight to 6:00 a.m.,
24%-1- from 6:00 a.m. to noon, 38%-1- from noon until 6:00 p.m.
and 27%-1- from 6:00 until midnight. A special kind of motivation
activates th:;se telephone dialings. The ultimate reward of such learn-
ing is obviously ofdirect importance for patient care.

Examples of Use
Space permits only a brief mention of a few of the uses of self-

learning procedures in medical education. The use by West and
Stickley (18, 19, 20) of cinematic self-instruction (CSI) in the teaching
of a part of the pharmacology course deserves special mention. For
one part of the instruction, 8 mm films were prepared and used in
automatic projectors. To accompany each film, self-instruction pro-
grams were written in linear form. They utilized large steps or frames
and allowed opportunities for problem solving. Analyses showed that
students utilizing the cinematic self-instruction earned higher test
scores than did the students who covered the same subject areas in
the routinely operated laboratories. West (21, 22) recently reported
that this.kind of self-learning is an effective substitute for at least a
part of the laboratory instruction in pharmacology, but that the cost
of the production of the specially prepared films and specially
written programs seems to be prohibitively expensive. For this rea-
son, his approach does not seem to be a financially feasible substitute
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for large segments of laboratory instruction in medical education.
However, if West's films were used in a reasonable number of other
medical schools, this project could doubtless become a "financially
feasible substitute." After all, those textbooks that are used at a rea-
sonable number of schools do survive. As do the schools employing
them.

Doctors John and Valarie Graves (23) through their Medical Re-
cording Service and Sound Library carry out another kind of self-
learning. Each year they produce some 30 sound tapes on important
medical subjects, and prepare packets containing taN on a low-cost
reel and numbered 35 1 .m color film frames in pasteboard mounts.
Last yehr they mailed out 10,000 recordings. This operation is con-
ducted on the first floor of the Graves' lime and all costs to the
viewer, are minimized. The impact on self-learning is terrific. The
following is a quotation from one of the Graves' Newsletters: "You
never know where you're going to meet one of our tapes nowadays
All the best sister tutors use them and quite a lot of hospitals, and the
more up-and-coming academic centres. Doctors are meeting to listen
under the midnight sun in Iceland, and in Christmas Island (where
the postman only calls, says the Post Office Guide, 'from time to
time') and one or two tapes have recently ventured across the
Iron Curtain."

An interesting use of programmed instruction for remedial self-
learning was conducted by Christensen (24) who identified a group of
entering medical students with science grades and MCAT scores in-
dicating a deficit in preparation for the study cf biochemistry. During
the pre-matriculation summer, this group studied copies of the two
programs entitled pH and Dissociation (25) and Body Fluids and the
Acid Base Balance (26). After the first fall quiz the achievement of
this group compared most favorably with that of a similar group with
matched science grades and MCAT scores, but without the self-
instructional experience. Christensen raises the question, "Can we ex-
ploit to educational advantage some free time in the students' pre-
matriculation summer?"

At Oregon, Pearson (27) is supervising an equally interesting use
of remedial programmed learning. With permission from the pro-
ducers of a number of embryological films, he has prepared reduction
prints for use in 8 mm automatic projectors, and has also prepared an
accompanying straight-line program from the movie script and draw-
ings used in the story boards. The students who enter with a deficient
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20 Individualized Instruction in Medical Education

background in embryology are encouraged to use this kind of auto-
instruction. Studies indicate that these students do as well on the em-
bryology questions as do the students who had taken formal courses
in embryology as pre-meds.

To achieve more effective use of instructional time in neuroanato-
my, de Groot3 is using a self-learning device, the 8 mm automatic
projector. He has prepared nine neuroanatomy films dealing with
segments of subject matter previously requiring lengthy explanations.
If the students raise questions about these segments during the labor-
atory sessions, they are asked to view the appropriate film before ask-
ing for further help from the instructor who, consequently, can spend
more time in instructional activities that are felt to be more productive.

An Imaginative Departure

Many changes mentioned above were stepping stones that led to
imaginative departure which may foretell the future relationship of
individualized learning to a changing curriculum. One of the exciting
innovations involving changed curricula and individualized learning
is the quadruple-pronged La Jolla Project in Neurology. Subject-
matter experts in nine neurological disciplines are coalescing this ex-
ploding knowledge into an integrated whole. A second prong in-
volves workers who begin thL: arrangement of this information into
blocks which, when mastered sequentially, most rapidly lead to an
understanding of all of the information pertinent to modern neurolo-
gy. (This might be called a certain kind of straight-line programming
of learning.)

The third prong involves the simultaneous conversion of the infor-
mational content of these blocks into the verbal, or visual, or audio-
visual inedia that is most appropriate. These media can be used for
large group instruction, but .are planned primarily for use in indi-
vidualized learning in the multimedia resources learning center.

The fourth prong involves multi-objective learning. By selecting a
reduced number of the blocks and arranging them in various se-
quences, a variety of individualized curricula are constructed. Thus,
each doctor learns t he kind and amount of neurological information
essential to his own career choice.

Summary:
These generalizations apply only to changes currently occurring in
medical curricula and in teaching practices.
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1. Curricular changes are occurring in nearly all of the medical
schools in the USA and in many medical schools in Europe.
2. The central theme of these changes seems to be an increased
individualization of the teaching or learning process.
3. Concomitantly, teaching practices are involving greater
studcnt participation and a greater opportunity for self-education.
4. The increase in self-learning is occurring simultaneously in
both intramural medical education and in continuation medical
education. In the former, dramatic curricular changes also are
involved.

5. At least ten different kinds of self-learning opportunities are
being used either individually or in a Nariety of combinations
and the tendency seems to be to further combine these multi-
media into a learning resources center located in close proximity
to the teaching area, library, and/or computer facilities.
6. Apparently, the new responsibility of the teacher is to create
a better self-learning environment and to help the student ac-
quire the self-educational habits he will need throughout his
career in a rapidly changing medical world.
7. The experimental evidence of achievement in self-learning is
intriguing even though it is meager. The interest is high and the
rate of progress is gratifying.
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Footnotes
The newly developed 16 mm film strips, along with a coupled 1/4 inch lound tape,

are enclosed in a sealed cartridge. This equipment has many advantages over the 35 mm
film strip, and may be the film strip equipment of the future.
1 The TLC. extension at UCLA is the administrative and fiscally responsible member
of the Medical Telrision Network. The other members of this group of medical tele-
v ision producers a:* UCLA School of Medicine, U.S.C. School of Medicine, Loma Linda
University School or Medicine, City of Hope Medical Center, and U.C. California Collegeof Medicine.

a de Groot is Professor of Anatomy at the University of California at San Francisco.



Research on Self-Instruction:
Summary and Generalizations

JEROME P. LYSAUGHT, Ed.D.*

IT OCCURRED TO ME that I might begin by mentioning an abstract that

appeared in the Journal of Medical Education in February of this
year, from an article by David Hawkridge and David Mitchell on
"The Use of a Programmed Text During a Course in Genetws for
Medical Students." The abstract reads, "This is a study on the use of
a programmed text in genetics at the University of Rhodesia with
first year medical students having varied amounts of previous
knowledge of genetics. The students were given lectures, laboratories,
and programmed instruction with satisfactory results."

Accompanying the article, there are none of those descriptive and
inferential statistics that are so enjoyed by my friends, the psycho-
metricians. There is simple evidence that a group of medical students
were able to learn, and to learn effectively, the material on genetics.
No proof, of course, that they had learned to a degree significantly
better than they might have done by using another method; or that
they had learned much more efficiently than they might had they
been taught by some other means.

Yet I think in this simple research study, and some of the com-
plications that lay behind it, we have all the reason that we need to
pay ye*/ close attention to the suggestion of Ham (1) concerning the
tyranny of statistics. For these first year students at the University of
Rhodesia were not the first year students that you and I know, have

'Associate Professor of Education and Research Associate in Medical Education, The
University of Rochester.
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met, and have worked with in American medical schools. Many of
them had been provided variable, and sometimes almost ineffectual,
secondary education. But they were individuals striving with an in-
tense motivation and ambition; and they were working with other
individuals similarly committed to the aim of developing these men
to their fullest potential.

One commentary on this little article in medical programming is
that David Hawkridge is now persona non grora in Africa because he
demonstrated in this, and in other instances, that black men could
learn quite effectively both by programmed instruction and by other
forms of teaching. This happens to be a rather unpopular opinion in
certain parts of his world.

Problems in Education Research

I chose to mention this study, however, because at times the most
significant effects of learning, even learning in medical education, are
not those which can demonstrate some absolute form of statistical
difference on a test between the means of two groups at a .05 or .01
level of significance. There is moreover a logical corollary involved
here and that is this: there are times when we read in the literature of
statistically significant differences that pale into insignificance when
exposed to the "real world" of a teacher's critical eye.

For example, if you have enough thousands of students in a sample
population across the United States, you will find that there is a
statistically significant difference, almost one standard deviation, be-
tween the scores of 100 and 109 on a certain standardized IQ test.
From the standpoint of the classroom teacher, however, that signi-
ficance is of a very low order of magnitude because both of those
scores would place students generally into what we call simply the
normal population.

If I seem to stress this over-much in terms of research on pro-
grammed instruction in medical education, it is because we're Need
with some peculiarities, unique to this profession, that impinge
seriously on our efforts ever to find what a psychometrician would
accept as "absolute evidence" of superiority forany form of teaching.

To begin with, the student population of the medical schools of the
United States is a very select group. They are select because they have
survived some sixteen years of a competitive educational system to
be where they are. They represent a small and unique percentage of
the population, and they are still further selected upon graduation
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from a four-ytar college. Despite the fact that there are glaring dupli-
cations in the number of appli zations made for entrance to medical
school, I would submit that many medical schools receive thousands
of applications from which they can select only forty, sixty, ninety, or
a hundred students. Now one thing we do know from the study of
educational research is that every time we have a highly select
grouping from a population, the variability within that sub-sample
begins to increase markedly.

The most homely example I could find of this would be: if you
looked at the entire population of United States males, somewhere
close to 66 percent of them would probably vary no more than a few
inches in height, that is, somewhere between 5'7" and 5'11', we
could expect to find roughly two-thirds of the adult male population.
On the other hand, if we were to start choosing men on the basis of
this specific attribute, all previous predictions are off. If you were to
go to Convention Hall sometime this winter and watch the Philadel-
phia 76er's playing a basketball game, you would find approximately
14 men, having been selected largely on the basis of height, displaying
far greater variability between the smallest man on the squad, per-
haps a mere 6'2' and Wilt (the Stilt) Chamberlain towering at 7'2'.

So selectivity increases variability! And as variability increases, our
ability to generalize from one student, or one 'basketball player, to
another begins to fall off appreciably. For these reasons, then, we
should recognize that researchers in medical education are faced
with a most difficult task when challenged to prove that any instruc-
tional method is absolutely better than any other method at any
given time. Nevertheless, there is already accumulated evidence of
such an order that it would take, 1 think, almost a degree of naivete,
or else the studied resolution of ignorance, to dismiss casually the
evidence that has been compiled to date regarding the relative elTec-

tiveness of self-instruction.

Research on Medical Programs
Beginning historically with the first programmed course in medical

education, we saw evidence as early as 1962 (admittedly on a small
sample of students, and admittedly fraught with these same problems
of student variability) to indicate that the students learned at least as
effectively by means of self-instruction, and, in particular cases, more
efficiently. In 1964, at the First Rochester Conference, (2) we heard
seven research reports that attested to the fact that students usi .g
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No Significant

Difference

30 per cent

Program Significantly More
Effective 66 per cent

Program

Significantly
I ASA FffPC.tiVe

4 per cent

Figure 1. Summary of research reports dealing with
the comparison of medical programs to conventional
instruction, 1962-1967. Source The Clearinghouse
on Self-Instructional Materials for Health Care Fa-
ciliiies, Rochester, New York.
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sell-instruction did one of three things: (a) they learned appreciably
more than did their colleagues in terms of ach;evement and/or
testing; (b) they learned comparable amounts in e.2nificantly less

time more efficiently; (c) they tencied to become mor: motivated or
more responsible for their owil learning.

This last point is most open to dispute since our affective measures
are least reliable, but Ham (3 ) reported in the study on hematology,
which came within six months of the study of parasitology, that medi-
cal students had accepted significantly more responsibility for their
own learning using self-instructional materials. Ham's report credited
this as being even more important than possible gains in effectiveness

or in efficiency.
One year later, in 1965, at the Second Rochester Conference (4) an

additional twelve studies were reported with comparable results.
Still later, in preparation for this meeting, the Clearinghouse on Self-
Instructional Materials which operates out of our University of
Rochester Medical School (5) analyzed those nineteen research

studies that had been previously recorded at these conferences, and
added to them an additional eleven studies which met all our criteria
for controlled research including: experimental and comparison
groups: adequate instrumentation: well-constructed, definitive
achievement tests that could bc examined and, of course, be vali-
dated; and fintilly an acceptable degree and manner of execution. We
can report that of the thirty studieswhich met these rigorous re-
quirements for control two out of three, sixty-six percent, showed
that programs were significantly more effective in the instruction of
the student. (Effectiveness in this case is define,: a combination of
achievement testing at the conclusion of instruction and efficiency in
recorded learning time.) In thirty percent of the cases, almost one
out of three, there was no significant diflerence. In one particular
case the program was significantly less effective than traditional
instruction.

I think there is a reason for this general excellence, a reason for
these kind of results, and for just a moment I would like to compare
it with some of the results we found in general education which are
not nearly so promising. John Hartley (6) in England and James
Gilbert (7) of Northeastern University did very similar, almost iden-
tical, studies of the first 112 programmed courses that were used in
general education in the United States. These, of course, included
perhaps a few of the medical studies, but, for the most part, were
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studies which involved secondary and college level ,)crses in the
United States, plus a smaller number of elementary level courses.
The stud, J revealed that approximately forty-five perccnt of the self-
instructional units were significantly more effective than conventional
instruction, but that almost fourteen percent were significantly less
effective. When we analyze this contrasting picture, an interesting
pattern begins to emerge, high school programs tend to be more effec-
tive than elementary programs; college programs more effective than
secondary, and graduate and adult programs more effective still.

I think there are two reasons, at least, for this phenomenon. The
first is that in medical education, and in some of the college and
graduate school progranb, the subject matter experts themselves were
more uniquely and closely involved in the development of the instruc-
.ional material. When we glance over the authors' list of medical pro-
grams, we find them identified as professors at Dartmouth, at Har-
vard, at Michigan, at Rochester, and at many other schools. Most of
those programs developed for public education in the United States
were done by anonymous research groups and/or commercial de-
velopers. The point, in fact, is not that there is anything wrong with
the commercial development of a program, but that many of these
programs were detached from the two most important assets a good
program can have a good teacher, and direct experience with the
student body.

The second general observation on this contrast;ng trcnd involving
programs at varying levels is that there has been a significant differ-
ence in the field testing procedures, and in the experiences with
student utilization, between the programs designed for di fferent
levels of learners. Many of the programs that failed to meet the suc-
cess level we might desire or expect simply lacked adequate field
testing.

P. Kenneth Komoski (8) reported, for example, in one of the last
issues of the Bulletin of the Center for Programmed Instruction, on
some 300 commercial programs. (These would certainly include most
of the ones from the Hartley and Gilbert studies.) First of all,
Komoski couldn't get any information from the publishers on field
testing or validation, indeed couldn't even get a reply from the pub-
lisher in some cases, with regard to 93 programs. Another 100 pro-
grams met merely the most minimal standards of field testing and
validation. This left only one-third of the programs to meet the
process criteria that we insist upon in our own work in Rochester.
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dirco Conti ast, the programs developed for medical and health
educat;on xern to have been constructed with the same reserve, the
same caution, anG the same demand for quality that go into medical
textbooks generally.

It is frequently not the fault of the public schools that their ma-
terials have not been better developed, but it is io the credit of the
medical profession that high standards have long obtained.

Because medical teachers have developed their self-instructional
material personally, and because they have pursued legitimate field
testing, revision, evaluation, and rewriting, their programs have suc-
ceeded even better than might have been predicted.

Generalizations From Research
There are several generalizations that emerge from the survey of

available research. One is that there are still too few programs avail-
able. At the same time, there has been a significant growth, certainly
a "growth rate" that is almost unparalleled in any other form of edu-
cation, In Figure 2, the solid line represents medical programs that
are actually in print and available. Notice in 1960 there were only
two activitiesthe Dartmouth project and the Western Reserve
study, both of them just getting under way. It was 1963 before he
first program was actually available to the medical communi y at
large. Since then, we have seen a geometric growth such that in mid-
1967 there were approximately 45 programs available. Each one of
these programs, I think, satisfies all of the requirements that we
might demand of a good self-instructional sequence developed ac-
cording to a recommended process (9). As a comparison, we have
included the growth curve in paramedical programs. This is steeper,
but only because we have lumped together programs for nursing,
medical technology, and medical technkian training. Incidentally,
the apparent fall-off is simply an artifact of the reporting system; the
Clearinghouse normally receives very prompt information from
medical publishers, but we simply have not developed as rapid a
means for learning what is happening in the paramedical fields.

A second trend that emerges, related as it is to some of the con-
cerns expressed in earlier papers, is that medical programs are de-
signed to cover a multitude of curricular needs. Frequently, we hear
the ccmment made that programs are useful for teaching farts, or
teaching information. I think the general expectation was that the
first and greatest impact of programmed instruction in the medical
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field curriculum would be in the preclinical years. And, as we examine

the studies on those first lengthy programs in anatomy and neurol-

ogy, there is ample documentary evidence that you can teach a great
deal of information and do so effectively and efficiently.

By the conclusion of 1963, however, there were a total five pro-
grams available. Interestiney ,..nough, two of diem were rather short
programs in clinical areas. (See Figure 3) This same proportional dis-
tribution of programs obtained in 1965. By 1967, however, a very
definite shift had taken place. The geometric growth rate continues
constant that is, moving steadily in its upward trend. But internally,
a significant change has taken place. More and more programs have
been developed in those clinical areas which some persons had con-
sidered as being "beyond". the capability of self-instruction. Pro-
grams, in short, are now being used to teach much more than rote
materials. They are being used to teach current controversies regard-
ing diagnosis and treatment. For that matter, they are used to teach
theoretica! controversies. And often we find, as clinical programs be-

come more and more available, that these are the ones that seem to
have the most widespread benefit for practitioners, interns, and resi-
dentsfar beyond our initial expectation that programs would most
likely be of help to medical students.

In terms of a general analysis, then, of what research has shown
concerning programs in medical education, we have good evidence in

30 studies that programs are significantly more effective, or more
efficient, or both, when compared to traditional methods. If we ac-
cept the simple, descriptive reports such as that by Hawkridge and
Mitchell (10), that do not meet the control requirements of the
psychometrician, but might very well meet thc practical requirements
of the medical educator, we can add at least 25 additional studies.

There are also the reported "definite increases" in the motivational
level of many students using these kinds of self-instructional ma-
t( riais. There are without doubt some boring programs, and there
are some rather tedious programs in medical education, but learners
still generally find them interesting and useful enough to ask for
more. Perhaps, the boredom and tedium are not so excruciating in
comparison to other current methods of medical instruction.

The most exciting research finding, however, tomes from another
factor which is intimately bound up in our whole concern about sig-

nificant differences. It is this: if all the research since 1962 on pro-
grams for medical education had produced not one single significant
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difference between these methods, then medical education would still
possess today a valuable new tool.

Earlier in these papers it was emphasized that the medical teacher
faces problems in expanding information. He faces problems in ob-
taining needed faculty. He faces problems in additional numbeis of
students, and finally, he faces the problem of teaching students who
have a variable and more diverse background than ever before.

There was a time perhaps when most students entering the medical
schoo!s of the United States came from a fairly consistent pre-medical
undergraduate career. We find in our own institution, and this is
surely representative of many others, that more frequently students
are coming out of the sciences, the social sciences, and, indeed, from
the humanities. The medical student has changed!

All this signifies that many of the generalizations we have formerly
utilized about the background of students, their prerequisites, and
the boundaries of the subject matter to be learned are all changing.
We need new tools simply to retain the quality education we have
today without expanding or improving upon it. Since this is the case,
any instructional method which offers comparable results, accom-
panied by alternatives in terms of scheduling, teacher time, and stu-
dent grouping, is well worth study by the profession. When we can
further ad? -.uch bonuses as more rapid and/oi more thorough learn-
ing, then, indeed, we have reached a point of real promise.

The Real Value of Self-Instruction
Havi -onsidered the record of research, however, the fact re-

mains that self-instruction at best is a process. It is a process of exam-
ining what it is that we want the students to learn, how they are going
to demonstrate they have learned it, determining where the starting
point is for a student so that he doesn't repeat material that has been
learned previously, then fashioning an efficient logical sequence.
When this process occurs, the most significant finding from all our
research on programmed instruction in medical education might be
simply this: EACH OF THESE PROGRAMS NECESSARILY EXAMINED SOME

SEGMENT OF THE MEDICAL CURRICULUM MORE CLOSELY THAN IT HAD

EVER BEEN STUDIED BEFORE.

I can give you one brief fxample or this phenomenon from an ex-
perience in developing programmed materials on cancer for our
third and fourth year medical students. When we first went to faculty
members and asked the question, "What is it your students should
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know about cancer of the breast?", the answer that we received from
some highly intelligent people was that "the learners should have an
adequate knowledge." Now that's an indisputable statement, I
submit. When we asked them to specify what that ADEQUATE know-
ledge was, however, there was immediate disagreement. Not only
then, but every time we later achieved what I hoped might be an ade-
quate compromise, someone would insist that we speak to another
pathologist, or radiologist, and the compromise soon broke down.

The upshot was, however, that after some nine months of soul
searching, of argument, of downright recrimination and name-
calling there is now closer agreement and closer understanding of
what those students are to learn than there had ever been before.
And the self-teaching program that we now possess, requiring less
than two hours of student time to complete, does result in significant
learning on the part of the student. This student achievement is only
the outer manifestation of far greater learning and understanding
that developed within the faculty.

The entire process of self-instruction makes these explicit decisions
necessary. Not only do we have to know what it is we want to teach,
it becomes necessary to sequence it, break it into sub-sections and
items, and then produce it in visible form. Each of these steps is sub-
ject to review, analysis, and revision. Finally, we ,.ust decide whether
learning has taken place, ho ,v it is to be measured, and what the ac-
ceptable level of accomplishment must be. And these decisions, in
turn, are reflected in products also: student responses, test items,
achievement scores. In short, there is nothing in the process of self-
instruction that cannot be checked, up-dated. mproved, or altered.
It is not so surprising, then, that instruction developed in such a way
works. If it doesn't work, we can pinpoint our problems and correct
them. In this way, the process of self-instruction might be seen as
the application of the scientific method of teaching, in place of a
sometimes artistic, but frequently unmeasurable idiosyncratic
approach.

In the last analysis, self-instruction is good instruction because it
deliberately includes each factor that we now know contributes to
good learning. While devices, formats, and features may change, the
heart of individualized learning, the real value of self-instruction, lies
in the process by which it is developed, and this, many years from
now, will continue to represent a signal contribution to medical
education.
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The Role of Continuing Education and
Programmed Instruction in the Regional
Medical Program Setting

FRANK L. HUSTED, Ed.D.*
MAY I BRIEFLY REVIEW our history and our present status by indi-
cating that the Regional Medical Program is a product of the Presi-
dent's 1964 Special Health Message to Congress ; that this messagespoke of the three health specters of heart disease, cancer, and stroke
as requiring the special attention of the legislature. The commission
then appointed by the President to study the problems posed in com-batting these diseases, came ,) with over thirty-five recommenda-
tions out of which Public Law 89-239 was forged.

This act established the Regional Medical Programs, a mandate
which contains several salient features making it unique in the history
of health legislation. These unique features include : regional pro-
grams must be conceived in the region, by the region and for the
region ; regional boundaries are set by consent of the several health
forces indigenous to a reginn; funds will be made available (through
competitive grants) for a planning phase which may well result in the
development of an operational regional medical program designed
to combat the diseases of heart, cancer, stroke and certain related
diseases.

Continuing this brief review, it is necessary to emphasize that these
activities must take place through cooperative arrangements which
*Head. Educational Evaluation and Research Section, Continuing Educatkin and Train-ing Branch. Division of Regional Medical Programs. National Institutes of Health.Bethesda. Maryland.
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include all the health forces within a region. And now, for the pur-pose of this meeting, we come to the "piece de resistance" and I quotethis from Section 900 article (a) of Public Law 89-239 . . . ". . . .to
encourage and assist in the establishment of regional cooperative ar-
rangements among medical schools, research institutions, and hospi-tals for research and training (including continuing education) . .."I would be quick to suggest that the main purpose, the raison d'etre,of the regional medical program is patient care; to provide betterpatient care in heart disease, cancer, stroke and related diseases.This is a patient care pyogram!

However, it is necessary to note that one of the vehicles singled outfor aiding in this process is that cfrontinuing education and training.This aspect is of such supreme importance as to encourage the earlyestablishment of a specific branch in the Division of Regional Medi-cal l'rograms office to give attention to the educatic.nal institutions.Continuing education programs for all the health professions havebeen a most important component of the proposals received and ap-proved to date. As of September 1, 1967, 49 planuing grants in theamount of twenty-million dollars and five operational grants totallingmore than seven-million dollars have been awarded. Many others areon thc verge of approval. The regional medical program is a national
phcnomenon and it is on the move! Each of you, as a health educa-tor, has a responsibility to see where your ncw techniques of pro-grammed instruction and your old educational tools, tried and true,can contribute to this swelling need for the continued education ofhealth professionals.

A Closer Look at Continuing Education
Can we take a look for a moment specifically at cowinuing Ju-cation? With ri!I of its inadequacies recoe;nized, I wonder if we canaccept for the momeot the premise that continuing education in-cludes alt those educational ventures engaged in by professional per-sons for the express purpose or gaining the knowledge, skills, atti-tudes, and understandings necessary to maintaining and improvingbasic professional capabilities acquired in an earlier set or duca-tional experiences.

Viewed in this light, continuing educwion becomes a personal, in-dividual activity. We ran iresent a contiluing education "course"only when we can find and bring together a group of professionalswhose needs arc ;dentical or, at best, quite similar. However, the per-
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sonal nature of ueeds, thc exigencies of time, thc cost of absence Iron-the patient-contact scene in reduced delivery of health care, in locwn
tenens arrangements, in time, dollars and other factors suggest thatthe optimum continuing educational effort in the health professionsis one which is individualized . . . one selected by the learner as a per-sonal Jhoice based on needs and with reasonable expectations of thefulfillment of these needs. Furthcr, the venture should be one overwhich the learner has some measure of control in terms of objectives,timing, rate of progress, recourse to referral, and continuance or non-continuance as his schedules and priorities will permit. This is amost difficult order and one which the familiar "mass production"educational systems simply cannot satisfy.
Is program d instruction, with ail of its ramifications, a panaceafor continuing education? The first, and lasting, and yet over-simpli-fied answer must be, "No, it is not!!" But let's pause just a momentand look at available continuing education processes in light of theassumption which suggests that continuing education is as personalas the daily bath.

Thc traditional continuing education course would seem to be agood "jumping off" place, It conventionally takes the form of bring-ing the student to the academic institution. The major appeal of thistime-honored process is vested in the locale, the availability of mul-tiple faculty members, thc ability to capitalize on familiar academicpatterns and settings, the bringing together of a number of peoplewith similar needs, interests and objectives, and the general avail-ability of services not otherwise obtainable outside the "academiccenter." One aspect, hcwever, 'n which almost all these progams"miss the boat" is their inability to meet squarely the personal, con-tinuing education needs of the participants. In a practical, realisticsense, this may not be a wholly valid criticism, but that portion of thecriticism which is valid C a n be greatly reduced, and the program con-sequently enhanced, if more attention is given to thr needs of the in-tended student and if he can, somehow, be intimately drawn into de-veloping the course objectives and content.
A newer strain in the continuing education effort seeks to bringthe academic experiencz to the student(s). Circuit courses. two-wayradio, two-way video, films, filmstrips and other techniques keep thestudent close to his hon - base with the implicit assum7tion, or hope,that the problems with which the content deals will be those whichhe is currently facing. These excellent efforts add one more important
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dimension to the continuing education package and they do, in many
instances, move a step closer to the personalization so vital to con-
tinuing education. The opportunity to immediately relate the educa-
tional experience to current patient-care problems, to enable the stu-
dent to scurry to his own familiar personal or institutional library,
adds measurably to this elusive component via the very personal
mechanism of reinforcement.

The printed page, long the single most important vehicle of indi-
vidualized education, adds still another dimension to continuing edu-
cation. Armed with a truck load of journals, a case of cold beer, and
a quiet room, a man can get a lot a education at his own pace . . . or
is he hampered by misleading titles, unnecessary verbiage, or just
damn poor writing? Yes, he is so hampered, but it does not alter the
fact that he can be more selective. He can scan an entire page, or he
can pick meticulously through each sentence. This he can do for his
own private, uncluttered reasons. He can check back to previously
covered materials or he can pause for as long as he likes to ponder
the mysteries of some esoteric thought or some profound theoretical
position. This he can do, privately, without fuss or fanfare. Faced
with a perplexing problem, he can search through the literature (with
indexing aides) to find how some other scholar solved a similar
puzzle.

This is personal, needs-oriented education . .. for one must be an
active participant in the reading process. The late Nathaniel Cantor
argued that the learner must b.! an active nartiC.pant in thc learning
process. I would admit that reading the literature is not quite all I am
making it out to be. Nevrrtheless, it is one of the media of continuing
education in the health professions.

The whole fabric of traditional education shook like a leaf in the
wind with thc advent of automation and its marriage to audio-visual
aids. The innovators are still havin, a field day with automatic
sound-picture projectors, synchronized tape rec9rders, single concept
films, video tape replay units, and a host of otivr gimcracks too
numerous to recite. Ln truth, the dog who heard the master's voice has
given birth to a litter of whelps so numerous and so surefire as to
warrant the discarding of book, journal, and lecturer! But the hard-
ware people deserve more than facetious mention. The .whole exciting
area of electronic transmission of knowledge joitis programmed in-
struction as among the more promising avenues to date for continu-
ing education in the health professions.
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The caveats, however, are many. One cannot help but be alarmed
by the all too frequent concentration on hardware to the neglect of
the quality of content; by the ignoring of objectives in favor of in-
discriminate utilization ; by the "blinders" approach which touts only
one medium to the damnation of all others; and by a disregard for
the learner in favor of concentration on the "gimmick." Continuing
education needs these tools as surely as it needs the academic setting,
the lecture, the laboratory, the circuit courses, and the printed page

. . but we must ever bear in mind that continuing education must be
learner oriented, not process oriented.

Self-Instruction for the Future
This is the Third Con 'erence on Self-instruction in Medical Edu-

cation. This conference deals with one of the most exciting innova-
tions in the history of education a set of principles, practices, and
accoutrements dedicated to self learningone of the most important
educational concepts you or I will ever encounter. Out of this concept
have come teaching machines which range from simple hardware to
multi-million dollar computer systems; programmed texts and pam-
phlets ranging from a few pages for a single concept program to
massive volumes covering an entire discipline. More than any other
medium, programmed instruction gives primary attention to the
learner. Objectives must be clearly delineated; sequencing must be
given the most arduous consideration; field testing on live students
must be a part of the process. Early in his encounter, and with each
subsequent exposure, the learner has an opportunity to match his ob-
j :lives with those of the educational experience he is about to enter.
And yet erogrammed Instruction is only one tool or set of tools in
the continuing educat on package. Despite the glowing account just
rendered, many problems loom and defy solution . . . maybe, just
maybe, some of these problems arise out of our inability to shake off
the mass production phenomena wherein we may wtll sacrifice
quality of content to the gods of expediency, and the learner's needs
to the idols of commercialization.

One of the important pictures drawn to characterize the need for
continuing education in the health professions is that of the "k,-owl-
edge gap" . fox telescoping of the distance between the research
bench and the patient's bed! Between these two points stands your
student the practicing health professional. The knowledge. skilk,
attitude.; and understanding reached ill the research bench must.
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somehow, more crickly become a part of him! All r lions
which ignore this are as nothing! Media are only vehicles iping
the vessel to fill itself!

Where does programmed instruction "fit" into continuing educa-
tion in Regional Medical Programs? This can best be answcred by
considering the practical, earthly, problems of the "knowledge-
hungry" professional. The student in any of the formal undergeadu-
ate sequences has, in reality, but one charge ... to learn! The health
practitioner, on the other hand, has quite a different charge ... to
care for patients who desperately need his skills; to care for them in
the best possible way using the very latest skills and knowledge in his
field. Thus, his charge is twofold: to care for the patient and to keep
up with the latest in his field.

The critical nature of this constant task is magnified by the severe
manpower shortages in the health fields. The straight line deduction
sugge ts that absence from the field by even a few professionals may
well result in reduced patient care ... the obtaining of needed educa-
tion in new knowledge and skills may well result ultimately in better
patient care, but whM happens to the patient now when the practi-
tioner must absent himself for long periods of time to "bone-up" on
the latest developments? I submit that one crying need is an educa-
Clonal repertoire which embodies the concept of immediate avail-
ability; an educational "supermarket" that's as close to the health
professional as a bar of ivory soap! Programmed instruction, tele-
vision, radio, audio-visual carrels, co'nputer assisted ire. truction sys-
tems, the printed page and the ubiquitous telephone should form a
vital part of the armamentarium of continuing education for the
health professional.

But I would remind you that the programmed course which ignores
student needs will ring up "1. ,sale" on i ;elf, and many of the more
worthy programs which follow it; the television or radio sequence
whethcr it's one-way or two-way is really "no-way" if the objectives
of each and every program are not clearly delineated al,,1 neticulou-
ly constructed; the audio-visual carrel that belches the junk produceu
by everyone hut you might as well ' -,-ome the repositor he
equally valuable Steri-optican slide al, . iztrola; tfr prn
that ancient or academic media, which is put to th. ; png
the writer's logomachistic prowecs instead of it-apA. preci
and clarity to new and exciting findings might better have bee1 .. put to
the double use of the mailorder catalog; and the ever present tele-
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phone, with its exciting dial access and phone-a-vision potential,
which fails to serve the needs of those who find it a valuable learning
aid might just as well wind up with one end of the wire in hell and
the other end in a hot place.

In closing, may I paraphrase a great patriot and suggest that as you
prepare for each and every teaching-learning experience your con-
stant, conscious thought should be, "The Learner- and The Learner-
and The Learner- and The Learner."



he Professional Educatod and the
Teaching Professional

WILLIAM A. FULLAGAR, Ed.D.*

I AM INDEBTED TO Professor Lysaught for a number of things, among
them the invitation to speak to you, the topic, the title for my re-
marks, and an admonition even an order to be brief. You should
be grateful to him, at least for this last.

This month in the United States, more than 57 million students are
starting a new year in our schools and colleges, and over 21/2 million
teachers and other personnel are beginning their work with these
students. If you add to these 57 million all those persons who are
studying part time in institutions and all those persons who are en-
rolled in .formal training programs in industry, in agencies, and in
other organizations, you will have a number of people that approxi-
mates thc number of employed individuals in the United States. In
other words, you've got as many people going to "school" as you
have going to work. 1 mention these figures because I'm lways
amazed by the size of this enterprise in which all of us here are
engaged.

In my obserNation of vaeious parts of this vast educational system
in the United States, I'm struck by the similarity of the problems that
face those of us who wake up the 21/2 million. I have had some op-
portlinity to observe the health and medical education fields, having
participated in three or four continuing seminars on medical educa-
tion in the medical school here at the University of Rochester. Also,
Dean, Colkge of Elucction. The University of Rochester.
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I've served on a number of different advisory committees in connec-
tion with nursing programs, and at one time the division of nursing
education at Rochester was part of the Cnllege of Education. We do,
indeed, share the same educational problems. If we had taken a tape
recorder into one of the medical teaching seminar meetings, recorded
what was said, then changed a few words by dubbing in new ones,
the recording could have been passed off as a meeting of the faculty
in an elementary school in a sulcorb of Rochester or by changing a
few other words a meeting in the company training division of
Eastman Kodak Company, or a meeting of a department committee
in the College of Education We all face the same curriculum and in-
struction problems, and we generally speak about them in the same way.

The problems that we face and the questions that we ask fall into
three categories. First, there are the "what" questions what to
teach, what to achieve. Accompanying these are the "why" questions
--the rationale behind the "what," the psychological, the philo-
sophical, the sociological reasons for selecting what it is we want to
do. Finally, of course, there is the problematic area of the "how"
questions.

It seems to me that the "what" and the "why" belong essentially
to the sub-groups within the educational establishment. Certainly
those of you in the medical health field have the responsibility for de-
fining the "what" and the "why" in your area. That is exclusively and
uniquely your province. But the "how" belongs to all of us. It is in
this area of the "how" that we can have a productive "coming to-
gtther" of those Professor Lysaught has here labeled the profession.!
educator and the teaching professional.

In the category of professional educator he is, of course, refLsring
to people like me, and like others in this room people you will find
in colleges of education and similar operations; people who have de-
voted their career efforts to the study of the processes of learning and
the training of educational personnel.

And the teaching professionals he refers to are you in the auditnce
people with a primary commitment to a profession, or a discipline
vathin a profession, and the add;tional respo-libility of inducting
persons into the practice of that profession

The distinction between these terms is perhaps not very wide in
practice because you are all professional educators foi you are all
continuously involved in the education of others. Thc categorization,
however, does help to give meaning to the theme of this brief paper.
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The "how" questions are importai. fart, you can make a vely
good case that the great educational p:ooiems of today lie here. In
this country we are asking "how do you educate children with various
physical and psychological handicaps, how do you educate the slum
child, bow do you teach people who really don't want to learn, how
do you teach people so that they will continue to learli and want to
learn throughout life?" Or as Dr. Fenninger asked earlier in this
meeting, "how do you deal with the vast amount of information,
understandings, and techniques in the education of doctors and
other health personnel?" We could go on and on in describing and
detpiling this "how" area.

Needless to say, the "how" questions do not have simple answers.
In fact the answers and the methods of finding them are really quite
sophisticated. I know that the critics of teaching, and of teachers. and
of colleges of education, and of teachers' colleges have always seen
the "how" questions as very low priority items. They have frequently
said that the only thing -.nose damnable educationists belie- ir_ is
how to teach something called methodology and that the only
thing that teachers study is a witches' brew called methods courses.
You hear this all the time. Actually, if our critics but knew, they have
leveled the wrong charge. If there is any one thing tl.at we are guilty
of it is that we have known far too little about the "how."

Despite the fact that we have had formal instruction for centuries
and centuries, we have really given very little attention to a deep
study of the teaching-learning relationship. In the preparation of
teachers, for example, we really haven't focused on this at all in the
past. If anything, we have avoided it. We've taught about teaching,
about the learner, about the sch1 as a social institution. It has only
been in the last few years, and ther largely vnder the stimulation of
federal monies, that we have seen rt. 1 movement toward fundamen-
tal stur or research into what really goes on in the teaching-learning
process.

Of course, the "how" questions include methods of instruction, but
they include much mare than this. They include the c'lestions of how
you go about seiecting objectives, how you dett:.rmine the teaching
strategies necessary to achieve those goals, how you test and evaluate
to see if you are moving successfully toward those objectives, how
you conduct research on comprirative methods in different areas of
instruction. And, of course, we must not overlook the whole matter
of the use and evaluation of media and media systems. You are will
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aware of what has been going on in thr last two years in Americanbusiness with the formation of those comple7,.es sometimes calledknowledge industI ...., industries that are quite prepared to sell uscomplete systems ofeducation, and I dare say not only the proceduresbut also the objectives if we would but let them.
The r:ingle point I'm trying co make is this. While the :aching pro-fessional must function in the "how" area, the very fact of his com-mitment to his profession, and to his di:scipline within his profession,means that he can give ieively very little time to his activities inthis realm. But there are some other people who have committedthemselves to making their professional contribution in this area,and, of course, I am referring to the people you will find in colleges oreducation and elsewhere, the so-called professional educators. Iplea is that you affil'ute with your colleagues in professional educa-tion, that you seek thein out in your own or in a nearby institution.must caution you that you may not find them readily, but if you donot find them at all in your institution you should ask "why not?"And you ought to use your influence to see that such reso- -es be-come available to you.

Here at Rochester we have made a small start in this dire,tion. Wehave had several joint appointments between the Medical School ?ndthe Coi:ege of Education, some medical education studies, pro-grammed learning aud clearinghouse activities, a few research proj-ects but we are just getting started. I think it is significant that at thebeginning of this week when I went up to Dr. Lowell Orbison andtold him how pleased I was that he has just accepted the deanship ofour Medical School, the first thing he said to me was "let's get to-gether very soon for lunch and talk about the medical educationproject." Well begun may only be half done, but I know we share amutlial commitment.
I sincerely believt, that you can derive benefit from a working rela-tionship with your colleagues in professional education. But I'm notentirely altruistic and unselfish because benefits flow both ways. Inour College we profit immeasurably from this relationship. One ofthe great benefits is the stimulation that we get from colleagues whoare among the more stiraulating on a university faculty. Also, it ishelp:ul to as to broaden our whole view i.nd perspective of the edu-cational field. Further, this cooperation subjects our ideas to ,nuchmore criticism than they have usually been exposed to in thepast. A, you know, historically we have worked more with the public
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schools where our ideas are oftentimes accepted uncritically and
Ithout question. And, of course, we profit feom certain shared re-

sources. It is my hope that our begmning here at Rochester will
develop into a significant and contir !ling relationship. And my fur-
ther hope that the benefits we are beginning to realize will be shared
generally throughout the medical schools of this country.



(

Part II

Research Studies on Let., ning
Programs in Medicine

Individually and collectively, these papers demonstrate the de-velopment of self-instructional methods as a force to be reckonedwith in the future medical curric4um. Fiel and Garcia report onthe use of learning prorrams in the basic sciences to meet theseveral problems that seem to be indigenous to that instruction.Azneer, 13nth, and Pierce all discuss clinical applications ofpro-grammed learning and suggest multiple usage in each case .formedical students, resid,nts, and practitioners, or othersindi-
cating a versatility of programming not often einphasized. Clax-
ton points out the tise ofin ;MIMS designed specifically for reviewand up-dating .for para-medical personnel, and shows the utilityof such an app:ication. In total, these papers provide tangible
evidence of effective, efficient, and retained learning by means of
self-instructZonal materials.



1

A Preparation Laboratory for Advanced
Mammalian Physiology*

NICHOLAS J. FIEL, D.O., Ph.D."

EARNING in the modern university science laboratory presents a
formidable challenge to the student in terms of the complexity of the
equipment and the intricacies of the procedures that must be mas-
tered before an "experiment" can be conducted. Students must often
spend large parts of each laboratory period familiarizing themselves
with equipment, learning to op:rate electronic instruments, and as-
sembling mechanical apparatuF. In the "Advanced Mammalian
Physiology Laboratory," the student must also become proficient
with various, complex, surgical procedures. Consequently, "pre-
experiment" time may consume up io fifty percent of the laboratory
period: students' entry behaviors (skills and knowledge brought to
the laboratory) are inadequate for the learning situation to be effi-
ciently approached. Students often lack thc timc to observe, discuss,
and learn the basic principles the experiment was designed to teach.

To alleviate this situation the Department of Physiology at Michi-
gan State University initiated the development of an instructional
method, based upon a systems approach, designed to provide stu-
dents with appropriate skills and orientation before they began the
experimental phases in the advanced Mammalian Physiology Labora-
tory. This method involved the development of a Preparotion Labora-
tory, isolated from the traditional experimental or Action Laboratory,
and conforming to the following specifications:
'The work described in this paper war supported in part by a grant from the Mora-6,4141 Development Program, Michigan State Univeraity,6Assistas.t Professor, Department of Medical Education Research & Development.Michigan State University, College of Human Medicine,
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I. Be limited to 30 minutes.
2. Eit flexible enough to allow the treatment of a great variety
of subjects and procedures with clarity and brevity.
3. Be availa'ple at times convenient to the student.
4. Not require the presence of a professor.
5. Possess sin:plicity of operation.

The initial step was the formation of a production teamt which
ould determine the basic procedures for the development of the

Preparation Laboratories.
At this point we had completed phase I of the systems approach

The Analysis of the Problem (Figure 1). We had asked and answered
the following questions:

What was the proHem? Student setup and preparation for ex-
periments in the Action Laboratory required too much time.

Why did the problem exist?Because the students' entry be-
havi-oi into the Action Laboratory was inadequate.

How do we solve the problern?Improve the students' erv.ry
-.:pior by mcans of a Preparation Laboratory.

The nexi stcp in the systems approach was the Specification of Ob-
jectives in Behavioral Terms. The objectives of the Action Laboratory
were the first to be identified. From these objectives, the Entry Be-
haviors required for the Action Laboratory were determined. Once
these two elements had been defined (i.e. action laboratory objectives
and entry behaviors), the requirements of the Preparation Labora-
tory could be identified further in the following sequence:

I. Preparation Laboratory objectives.
2. Entry behavior into the Preparation Laboratory.
3, Training procedures.
4. Lvit behavior from the Preparation Laboratory (knowledge
and skills taken from the laboratory).

From this it can be seen tint the exit behaviors from the prepara-
tion laboratory were meant to correspond to the entry behaviors for
the Action Laboratory (Figure 2).

The flow of events illustrated in Figure 2 provided the basic format
for the development of detailed objectives, entry, and exit behaviors.
Earlier experimental "write-ups" for action laboratories were
studied and objectives reidentified: the general procedure is illus-
. Dr. Raymond JohnstonAssociate Professor of Physiology, who was the originatorof the concept of a Preparation Laboratory for Physiology.Dr. Robert Davit, Director of Learning Servicps.
Dr. Home HartsellAssociate Director of the Instructional Media Center.'the Author.
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II. Specification of Objectives in Behav;oral Terms

III. Mode of Instruction

A.
B.

Individual
Group

IV. Media Decisions

V. Field Testing

VI. Eviluation

Figure 1

Outline of systems approach employed in the
development of the Preparation Laboratory.
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trated in Table 1. This table was developell for the sixth experiment
in the series on the Exposed Dog Heart and is only one of many
pages constructed for this experiment.

The third step in our systems approach was to determine thc Mode
of Instruction.

Based upon the specifications for the preparation laboratory, de-
termined in the analysis phase, we decided the mode of instruction
would be individualized and placed in a earrel situation.

The fourth phase involved it4e(",7 Decisions. The persistent ques-
tion waswhat media wouid best train students for the desired exit
behaviors from the Preparation Laboratory? An example of the flow
charts used to plan media applications is shown in Table 2. In the
left hand column possible media are listed and in the center is a
statement of the task to be considered.

The final step, an Overview Chart (list of procedures) (Table 3) was
compiled from the prepara ,n laboratory objectives. For each
general heading, such as "A cial Respiration," one picture was
selected to illustrate the gent. ,pic. Overviews were used to orient
members of the production t who were not physiologists, to the
various experimental proc!, Describing the proposed pictures
also aided in this orientatio,

When the above procedu had been completed for the first two
Preparation Laboratories, a :ntative production schedule was drawn
up and production of slide, single concept films, linear programs,
etc. was begun.

Field Testing was the fifth step. Linear programs, written for the
Preparation Laboratory, were evaluated by Dr. Davis and tested on
senior nursing students. When the first complete Preparation Labor-
ntory unit had been assembled it was similarly field tested on senior
nursing students.

Facilities
The basic instructional unit was the carrel. Four pieces of equip-

ment were placed in each carrel.
1. odak Carousel Model AV 900 with remote control at-
tachment.
2. Viking deck tape unit.
3. Koss headphones.
4. 16' x 16" cardboard projection screens.

Equipment specific to the carrel function was selected: the Model
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AV 900 Kodak Carousel was chosen because its heavy duty motorrequires minimal maintenacice; the Viking decks, being playbackunits exclusively, reduced ccsts and prevented students from inad-.vertently erasing tapes. To rainhnize distractions from room noiseand to create an atmosphere in which students could concentrate onthe material ar.hand, headphones, rather than external speakers,were used.

A photograph of a completely equipped carrel is shown in Picture1. Shelves supporting the Kodak Carousels were made of 5/8 inchlaminated plywood, covered with wood simulated vinyl paper, andheld in place by steel I -rods.
Five other pieces of equipment completed the basic setup in thePreparation Laboratory : three "super-eight" Technicolor continuousfeed movie projectors, a center work table and a storage cabinet. Pic-tures 2 and 3 chow these items, the arrangement of carrels and thedesk where students signed in and o..it of the Laboratory. Frostedglass partitions were used to isolate the Preparation Laboratory fromthe rest cf the room.

Operation of Preparation Laboratory
Prior to their first laboratory assignment, students were introducedto the Preparation Laboratory and taught to operate the audiovisualequipment.
Undergraduate students were hired to work in the lab which wasopen five hours ,-er day, Monday through Friday. Upon entering thelaboratory, a student's time card was taken from the file and thefollowing facts recorded :

1. Date.
2. Number of the experiment he was previewing.3. The time he entered the laboratory.
4. The carrel to which he was assigned.

Upon leaving the laboratory, the time card was returned and thetime recorded. From these cards, the time each student spent in thePreparation Laboratory per experiment, and the total time spentduring the en..:re course, could be calculated.
It was the responsibility of the undergraduate assistants to organ-ize the Preparation Laboratory for each new experiment and to helpstudents in the operation of equipment. After a student had signedout and his time card was filed, the laboratory assistant would set upthe carrel for the next student. This procedure kept equipmenttrouble to a minimum.
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Table 3

Overview of PreparwLion Laboratory 6

. Artificial Respiration

1. Picture of pump and endotracheal tube.

. Chest Surgery

1. Picture of completed sternotomy.

C. Isolation and occlusion of arteries and veins

1. Picture of inferior vena cava being occluded.

( D. Pericardial sac pressure

1. Picture of completed procedure.

E. Pericardial sac hammock

1. Picture of completed procedure.

F. Arrhythmias

1. Picture of normal E.C.G. and abnormal E.C.G.

6 G
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Laboratory Procedure

Since nine Action Laborato::, experiments are performed in the
first quarter of the advanced mammalian physiology course (PSL
501), nine different preparation laboratories were developed. The
following arc the areas covered:

1. Osmosis
2. Blood Coagulation, Osmotic Properties and Volume Re-
lationships
3. Muscle Contraction
4. The Turtle Heart
5. Control of Blood Pressure in the Dog
6. The Exposed Dog Heart
7. Blood Pressure, Heart Sounds, and E.C.G. in Man
8. Respiration in the Dog
9. Renal Functions in the Dog

The Preparation Laboratories dealt with man:. different subjects,
including the pithing of the frog, operation of the Grass polygraph
machine, and open chest surgery. Because of the complexity and di-
versity of this material, two procedures were initiated:

I. Material was presented in the same sequence in the Prepara-
tion Laboratory as it would be in the Action Laboratory.
2. Students were given a written "overview" of the material to
be covered at the beginning of the Preparation Laboratory,
which included the title of the experiment and a list of subjects
to be covered (Figure 4).

Instructions at the bottom of the overview sheet always directed
students to put on the headphones and turn on the tape units. The
introductory dialogue for the sixth preparation laboratory, which is
typical of all others, begins as follows:

"This is Preparation Laboratory 6. Today we want to prepare
you for tlie sixth Action Laboratory which is concerned with the
exposed dog heart. First, let's take a look at the overview slide.
Turn on the slide projector and advance the machine to Slide 1."

The first slide always provided an overview to supplement the
written material. The accompanying dialogue briefly outlined each
procedure for the student. The overview slide for pr paration labor-
atory 6 and its assoeated dialogue is illustrated in Figure 5.

Following the overview slide, students were shown photographs
depicting each procedure listed in the overview slide (that is, one
photograph for each procedure). The last slide in this series listed

67
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PHYSIOLOGY 501 PREPARATION LABORATORY

Experiment 6 The Exposed Dog Heart

I. Subject Matter Covered

Student-

A_ CaNine sternotomy
B . Isolation and occlusion of

great vessels
C. Pericardial sac pressure
D . Pericardial sac hammock
E . Artificial respiration

Cardiac arrhythmias

Instructions
A. Put on the headphones
B . Turn n the tape recorder

Figure 4
Written Overview of Experiment Six
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OVERVIEW

I . CANINE STERNOTOMY

II . ISOLATION AND OCCLUSION OF GREAT VESSELS

A. INFERIOR VENA CAVA

B . SUPERIOR VEVA CAVA

C . AORTA

III. PERICARDIAL L' PRESSURE

IV. PERICARDIAL SAC HAMMOCK

V . ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

VI . CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIAS

Figure 5

"The first procedure you will study today is the correct procedure
for canine sternotomy. This will be followed by the technique for
occluding the superior and inferior vena cava and the aorta. Third
on the list is the pericardial sac pressure experiment which is
followed by the pericardial sac hammock procedure. The two remain-
ing items are: artificial respiration and cardiac arrhythmias. Now
lets look at a representative ;Aide of each of these -- Slide 2."
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the duties of each item member. During the semester, groups con-
sisted of five students, each with separate duties and responsibilities
(upon entering the Preparation Laboratory, each student woulk, cefer
to a posted list informing him of his team Lole that week).2 The same
five students worked together for the entire term, but their team
positions rotated each week.

Following this orientation material, the first subject 'isted in the
overview slide (canine sternotomy for Preparation Laboratory 6--
see Figure 5) was described in detail. For many of the procedures,
single concept films were developed; in these cases students were told
first to view the single concept film of the procedure. This gave them
a "gestalt" a feeling for the entire procedure and insight into the
"motion" involved. Students then returned to the carrels and fol-
lowed the same procedure through a step at a time using the sUes
and audio tapes which explained each slide.

In additio- to slides, tapes, and single concept films, linear pro-
grams were written for each Preparation Laboratory to cover largely
cognitive material. In the fifth, sixth, and seventh Preparation Lab-
oratories these linear programs were combined with oveclus to better
explain the normal and abnormal electrocardiograms.

Where feasible, psychomotor training was provided using m
and simulation. For this, students were directed to the center t;
where they might, for example, muzzle a model of a dog's head after
following the procedure on slides and tape.

Results

The final step was Evaluation. As stated in the analysis phase, the
main objective of the Preparation Laboratory was to improve the
student's entry behavior into the Action Laboratory so that the setup
time for experiments could be reduced. ,

From the students' time cards the mean time required for com-
pletion of each preparation laboratory was computed (Table 5).

Six of the nine action laboratory experiments required major setup
procedures ("pre-experiment" procedures) and the time from the be-
ginning of the laboratory period until all of the students had com-
pleted their setups was recorded (Table 6).

Unfortunately_ no comparable data are available for groups that
had not had the benefit of the Preparation Laboratory. However, a

:Tem* duty charts were also posted in the Action Laboratory. eHminating the neces-
sity for the student to memorise his specific duties.
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survey of the professors and graduate assistants who have been in-structing in thc Action Laboratories over the past three years pro-vided the following estimates of setup time ("pre-experiment" time)without the Preparation Laboratories.

I. Estimated minimum setup time for experiments 3, 4, and 8 =120 minutes.
2. Estimated minimum setup time for experiments 5, 6, and9 = 150 minutes.
3. Average estimated setup time for experiments 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,and 9 = 135 minutes.

These estimates include the time required to explain and to demon-
strate procedures as well as the time required by the students to per-form the procedures.

When the average time spent in the preparation laboratory (Table5-34 minutes) is added to the mean setup time in the action labora-tory (Table 6-71 minutes), students who had the benefit of thepreparation laboratory required an average of 105 minutes to com-plete their pre-experiment setups compared to 135 minutes (esti-mated averagesee above) for students not using this facility; a netsavings of 22u; for each laboratory.
Moreover, when only the setup times in the action laboratory werecompared, the students who had the Preparation Laboratory re-quired only 71 minutes compared to 135 minutes for students without

the preparation laboratory. This was a slvings of 47'.; of Action
Laboratory time.

Consequently, it was possible to reduce each Action Laboratoryfrom 5 hours to 4 hours. Furthermore, instead of the Action Labora-tory being devoted entirely to experimentation it was subdivided asfollows:
I. One hour for setup procedures.
2. Two hours for experimentation.
3. One hour for discussion of results in group conferences held
outside of the action laboratory

These discussion conferent:es have obvious advantages for in-
creasing student learning in regard to the physiological principlesmanifested in the Action Laboratory experiments.

A questionnaire was used to assess student attitudes toward the
Action Laboratories (Table 7). Comparisons were drawn among
three groups including: two groups of students who had PSL 502
without the Preparation Laboratory and one group of students who

7.3
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had PSL 501 with the Preparation Laboratory. No control data
exists for students taking PSL 501 without the Preparation Labora-
tory. However, PSL 501 and PSL 502 both deal with mammalian
physiology; are considered to be comparable in format and difficulty ;
are taught by the same instructors and include virtually identical
student bodies. Consequently, comparisons between the two appear
justified.

Despite the use of an imperfect control, it is clear from an inspec-
tion of Table 7 that the expediency of the Preparation Laboratory
concept is favored. Discussions with the faculty and graduate assist-
ants substantiate this general impression.

Further support for the Preparation Laboratory (Table 8) is pro-
vided by a second questionnaire administered to a group of students
after they had taken PSL 501 with the Preparation Laboratory and
PSL 502 without the Preparation Laboratory. That is, the question-
naire was given after the students had completed both PSL 501 and
502. Again, it is obvious these students also favored the use of the
Preparation Laboratory.

Summary

Because students were frequently not prepared to conduct complex
experimeMs in the advanced mammalian physiology laboratory, a
special multi-media Preparation Laboratory was developed by means
of a systems approach. ln this Preparation Laboratory students pre-
viewed experiments and acquired the necessary skills and information
to conduct the experiments successfully.

On the basis of evaluations and questionnaires, the following con-
clusions were drawn:

1. Student setup time in the Action Laboratory was reduced
by approximately one hour.
2. Student interest, attitude, and appreciation for the course
were greatly improved.
3. Students were overwhelmingly in favor of the development
of a Preparation Laboratory for another Physiology course.
4. Students felt Preparation Laboratories would be a valuable
addition to many other science courses.



A Multimedia Approach to Biochemistry
Laboratory Instruction

EUGENE N. GARCIA, Ph.D.,
E. WAYNE HULL, Ph.D.,

KENNETH H. IBSEN, Ph.D.,
and F. H. PASEMAN, Ph.D.*

THE FiRST STEP in an individualized learning program for medical stu-
dents (I) was initiated several years ago when a programmed text
was produced to cover the laboratory portion of the medical school
Biochemistry course. A first year progress report was made at the
Second Rochester Conference in Self-Instruction in Medical Educa-
tion (2). Since then, we have continued our study on the effectiveness
of this program. In thic paper, we shall ieport briefly on the results
obtained, and describe some other projects which have been added as
we attempt to develop an individualized approach to teaching in the
biochemistry laboratory. It is obvious that an individualized plan is
a radical departure from tradition and entails a number of complex
problems One of the first considerations is a validation of the various
tools used in such a program. For this reason we have proceeded
slowly in our efforts, taking time to test each next step.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the first unit, the programmed lab-
oratory text, the first year medical school class was divided into two
groi,ps. For the first three weeks both sections of the class had one
hour of laboratory time to study the programmed material. For the
next three weeks, the first section of the class had an hour in which to
study the programmed material for that week. The second section
did not receive the programmed material, but was given a lecture on

*All of the Department of BlochemistrY, University of California, Irvine California
College of Medicine.
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A Multimedia Approach to Biochemistry 75

the same subject during the same hour. All students performed the
same experiments during each week. Prior to the first lecture or
study period, a pre-test was given to both sections. A post-test was
given at the end of the week. After this second three week period, the
groups were reversed, so that section two had the programmed ma-
terials for the next three weeks.

According to the design, the section receiving only the lecture was
not to see the programmed material until after the post-test. Except
for one instance, the lectures were given by a staff member other than
the authors of the programmed text. The averages of the differences
between the pre- and post-test scores for each section were calculated;
and these differences were used as a criterion for the effectiveness of
the programmed material over the lecture presentation. These data
are summarized in Table I. It is of interest to note that in this partic-
ular topic, the nucleic acids, the post-test scores were almost the
same for both sections, though section two seemed to have had a su-
perior background knowledge as indicated by the higher pre-test
averagr 7he gain score of the programmed group is significantly
better. In this particular case, the lectures paralleled the laboratory
work, perhaps an indication that the use of programmed material
reinforces the lectures. However, in Porphyrins II, when the lecture
and laboratory topics tgain coincided, no such effect was evident.

As has been the case in several other studies, the conclusion we can
draw when comparing a programmed text with a lecture, is that the
self-instructional text can be at least as effective as a lecture aria cer-
tainly is more efficient as concerns the amount of material covered
in a given space of time. It seems that as lung as the programmed ma-
terial can substitute for a lecture, it qualifies as a proper tool for
teaching on an individualized basis.

The quarter examination, approximately a month later, provided
an opportunity to test retention of the material. The students had a
choice of essay-type questions to answer. The results on six of these
questions are shown in Table II. The overall performance does not
warrant any conclusion that the programmed material was either
superior or inferior on retention. Of course, by the time the quarter
examination was given, both sections had access to the programmed
material, as well as to other sources such...as class lecture notes and
library references, so that any difference stemming from the study
material would be fairly well eliminated.

An example of the enhancing effect of having an author of the pro-
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78 Individualized 4,110110400 in Medical Education

grammed material ohte the /ectilre and also construct the examination
can be seen in the pOrticillafISt high scores for the topic Inorganic Ions.

At the time of the layt Conference, we were beginning the develop-
ment of audiovistot protrAlbs for use in the laboratory instruction.
Since that time, we have (ItiiPleted four other programs and have
tested them on a 5.014 1101nber of students. We will be using them
with the entire clasS tor th0 kSt time this Fall, and we plan to collect
systematic data oil theif effeetiveness. The equipment we are using is
the Videosonic Sysieni, volleh ernploys a tape cartridge synchronized
with a cartridge o( %1Cor All slides. The average length of the pro-
grams developed On fOr is approximately ten minutes. These are
single-topic prograrN, 1e5ltned to present the features of a labora-
tory technique, so fli4t, the ottident will have some background knowl-
edge when he start5 to tise the apparatus.

So far the prog(tihl oh Paper clectrophoresis has been tested the
most e-tensively, orlki it ;5 nom/ available as a demonstration lesson
and as an instructiotial Progranlmed unit. This latter consists of the
demonstration anci the0 a repetition of the key slides with a series of
questions designee tO tAt COniPrehension. The student gives a covert
response which is relhfOltecl, or corrected, by the taped narration. We
think that an overt te0o0se .15 not necessary, at this point, since we
intend to use the grVani5 in the laboratory, and the student will go
directly to actual 09N.otio0 or the apParatus. Once he has been given
the correct instruv4o%r4 arid irformation, it should he a better learn-
ing situation when MPorkirig with the real equipment.

The Videosoni, ShOtn Machine is set up in a corner of a lab bench
where the prograni tikviecl Vly two students at a time. They can run
through the prow" Once 4iggl- then proceed to the laboratory work,
or they can run thrAoll Ole prograla more than once, or return to it
during the session Ahentver there is need. We intend to run through
a fourth of the OA GActi Week with each program, so that by the
end of the first foplr weeic0 have covered ail the common lab
techniques with 40 theN/eN 01 the class. Individual instructors will
be present each into %e0siot1 to answer questions and give direction to
the students as the aGtuoily operate the equipment.

The programs whiGh Ilztve bcen developed thus far are: Paper
Electrophoresis, 40010 Aeetate Electrophoresis, Thin Layer
Chromatography, ehototic Digestion, and Paper Chromatography.
Another unit on 61t,04pliqresis of Lipoproteins is being revised and
extended to inclu0 el Oration techniques. By using these audio-
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visual programs, it should be possible to cover a number of funda-mental techniques more rapidly and efficiently with the students.
Once these techniques have been shown to the students, we can pro-ceed to introduce them to actual research methods.

For some years, the students have engaged in a six week individual
project near the end of the second trimester of the biochemistry
course. This had been the only opportunity for individualized workpresented to the student and from the reactions of the students, it wasone of the better liked aspects or the laboratory course.

These individual projects were conducted in such a way that eachstudent submitted a research proposal and one instructor was assignedto talk over the project with the student. As a result of this informal
conversation, the project was then approved for completion, ormodified as the two parties agreed on specifics. An oral report wasrequired at the completion of the project.

The changes introduced for this year are designed to reduce thenumber of research topics, for olious logistical reasons. These willbe more structured than in the past. Each student will be guided moreclosely by an instructor when he begins his research project. Therewill be increased conference time with each student and suggestionsconcerning reference material which is related to the student's re-search background and knowledge. For example, a student with noprevious courses in biochemistry and little laboratory experiencewould be directed to learn about glucose determinations beforestarting a project about diabetes; and it could happen as an extremecase that his experimental work might never progress beyond ablood glucose determination. On the other hand, a student with pre-vious courses in biochemistry lecture and laboratory might begin bysearching the literature for hormonal effects on blood glucose levels,or an immunological study of insulin from various species, and hemight proceed so far as determining insulin effects in adipose tissueas compared to liver.
Posting a list of projects for research has the advantage of limitingthe inventory of materials ../hich must be available to the students.With the limited time available for these projects, some students havebeen frustratingly disappointed by having their reagtints or otherneeded materials arrive in the last week of the time alloted. By know-ing in advance the possible ramifications of the defined problems, itwill be easier to order needed reagents in time. Such an approach alsotakes the burden off the students who do not have enough back-
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80 individualized Instruction in Medical Education

ground to formulate a good research project themselves.
In this program, the novice researcher is led to consider a problem

and define specific approaches; then he is guided toward various
methods from which he may choose one oporoach to solve his prob-
lem. By this method, we hope to introduce the student to proper re-
search methods, with proper controls, etc. Since these are pragmatic,
narrowly-oriented students, the topics will have a definite medically-
related importance, such as diabetes, porphyrias, anemias, cardio-
vascular, or endocrine problems.

It is in connection with this medical aspect of the laboratory prob-
lems that it seems computer-assisted programs can play an important
role. After a firm foundation is formed by programmed units, clinical
data and clearly-defined cases can be presented to the student as a
problem-solving exercise. However, these computer programs can
serve a wider purpose by teaching him to sift through data in a ra-
tional fashion and develop hypotheses which he will then be encour-
aged to tt by actual experiments. These experiments may be as
simple as an actual verification of standard laboratory analyses, or as
sophisticated as improved modifications of clinical tests and attempts
to elucidate a step in a metabolic pathway. Preliminary steps have
been taken toward developing such a Computer Assisted Instruc-
tional program for use in conjunction with the individual experiments
dealing with porphyrins.

Once we have been able to validate the effectiveness of programmed
texts, slides, films, tapes and video as teaching tools, we hope to be in
a position to attack the problem of the complete individualization of
the biochemistry course developing a system in which the traditional
lecture system is replaced by this multi-media approach. As the hard-
ware technology improves, we hope to improve the effectiveness of
the "software," the essential and vital programs, which will have
meaning and reality for the medical students who use them.
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The Development and Testing of a
Programmed Course in Diabetic Acidosis

J. EDWARD AZNEER, Ph.D.,
EDWARD KESSLER, M.D.,

and LEONARD P. CACAMO, M.D.*
IT IS GENERALLY AGREED that one makpr problem confronting the
medical educator is the constant escalation of the amount of knowl-
edge that the physician must assimilate if he is to function effectively.
Because of the length of time that the medical curriculum requires for
completion, and the additional time spent in internship and residency
programs, it is patently inadvisable to think of lengthening the train-
ing period. As a result the medical educator is confronted by the
dilemma of having to teach more in the already crowded time limits.
In some quarters, the argument has been advanced that the medical
training period should even be reduced. When this happens, the
medical educator is faced with the problem of having to teach more
in less time. If this problem is to be solved the most effective teaching
and/or learning techniques will have to be developed and utilized. In
this connection, it has been suggested that programmed instruction
may make a significant contribution towards resolving the dilemma
of the medical educator.

The authors were faced with the problem of developing techniques
for making the internship in a community hospital as educationally
sound as possible. In order to do this they were immediately con-
fronted by the basic difference in the psychological climate that exists
in the "in tern or resident community" as contrasted with the atti-
tt:des o e medical school student body. The latter have a built in
"FAlen reit. 2111 Belmont Avenue. Youninstown. Ohio 44505.
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motivation to learn the materials in the cnrriculum because failure todo so precludes the possibility of achieving the coveted M.D. degreethat leads to a professional future. As a result, one can expect thatregardless of the method employed the medical student will learn thatwhich is required of him. This is not true of the intern or the residentwho already has acquired the M.D. degree. Such a person must bemotivatea to want to learn as much as possible in a situation wherethe coercive climate of the classroom is all but non-existent. More-over, since time is a real factor in his busy schedule, the teachingand/or learning techniques must stimulate him to make maximumuse of his already crowded hours.

In attempting to arrive at a decision as to what methods to employthe authors reviewed several other studies concerned with learningeffectiveness. They found a diversity of opinion with respect to theeffectiveness of teaching methodology. One researcher stated, " . . .the most consistent finding appears to be that programmed instruc-tion allows students to learn as much as more conventional methods,and in less time."(1) Conversely, Allender et al reported, "There is noevidence of significant diff,.::rence in instructional effectiveness orefficiency between a standard and a programmed text written by thesame author(s)."(2) However, Cheris and Cheris reported, "Pro-grammed instruction in radiology leads to greater achievement bymedical students than does a text presentation, both immediatelyafter learning and following a delay. However, more efficient learningresults from a text presentation."(3)
The lack of any concurrence with respect to the findings., coupledwith the fact that all populations in the foregoing studies were medi-cal students rather than graduate physicians, led the authors to con-sider the possibility that programmed instruction might be a valuableeducational technique in the instructional program of the communityhospital. Based on the literature it seemed possible, because pro-grammed instruction is self-pacing, that self-learning might be amotivational stimulus that could affect the learners. Accordingly, itwas decided to develop a progeam and to design an experiment fortesting these hypotheses.

Development of the Program
The initial decision concerned the selection of the subject matter tobe programmed. Diabetic Acidosis was selected for two reasons. First,because it was a limited rather than a broad area. This factor would
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make possible the preparation of a comprehensive program. Second-ly, since programmed learning seeks to elicit terminal behavior, it wasfelt that the subject matter represented a valid choice, since the prob-lem of Diabetic Acidosis is that of an acute clinical emergency. Thephysician in dealing with it must be certain of the accuracy of hisdiagnosis. He must also initiate adequate therapeutic mei. -tires tomeet the needs of the patient. For these reasons we felt Laat theeffectiveness of the program in effecting terminal behavior would bereadily measurable.

Having arrived at this decision, the physicians involved in theproject organized a "course" of instruction. This meant that theydecided what should or should not be included in the material to belearned. The material was then passed on to an educator familiarwith the technique of programming. When he had familiarized him-self with the material, he constructed the preliminary program whichwas then studied by the physicians involved in the project. After somerevision, the programmed text was sent to an authority on metabolicdiseases who made some suggestions which were also incorporatedinto the program. At this point, an experiment was designed to testthe efficacy of the programmed text and to determine whether it pro-vided a more effective teaching instrument than the conventional text.
Procedure

Tile hospital interns and residents were in v ted to participate in theexperiment. It was made very clear to them that no one would beoffended if they chose not to participate. Moreover, some of the resi-dents were in other specialties than internal medicine. However,medical residents were specifically excluded from participation.Twenty-nine members of the staff indicated a willingness to par-ticipate. They were then divided into two groups. One group num .bered fifteen and the other fourteen. Moreover, care was exercisednot to weight the groups, so that they were similar with respect to thenumber of American and foreign graduates. Since most of the foreigng saduates came from the same schools, it could be assumed that theyhad similar training. A pre-test was then administered to all the par-ticipants in the experiment. The tests were then surrendered to theauthors with the understanding that the participants would not betold how they scored. They were also requested to make no effort todetermine the accuracy of their responses until the experiment wasconcluded.

8 7,
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Programmed texts were then distributed to the fifteen members of
group I. The other fourteen participants were instructed to study the
subject in any conventional text available to them either in their
personal libraries or in the hospital library. The participants were
further instructed that whenever they had finished the materials they
would take another test. The respondents were asked to keep a record
of how much time they spent studying the subject and to note this on
the re-test. However, they were not told that the re-test would be the
same test, so that an accurate evaluation could be made concerning
the relative effectiveness of the programmed text in comparison to
that of the conventional texts. We also hoped that some data would
be derived concerning the relative efficiency of the two methodologies.

Results
Twenty-nine participants began the experiment, however, only

twenty-four were included in the final computation. (One potential
participant had to be excluded from the group because the date when
he completed the re-test was not recorded.) Four of the participants
in the conventior al text group never completed the re-test and one of
the participants in the programmed text group did not complete the
re-test.

The result of the pre-test showed that the two groups represented
roughly equivalent populations since the error frequency for one
group was 10.8 rind the error frequency of the other was 11.2 out of a
total of 42 answers. This does not consiitute a significant difference.
A comparison of the groups with respect to time spent in learning the
material, revealed that the mean of the programmed text group was
4.1 hours, while the mean of the conventional group was 3.7 hours.

When the re-test was administered, several interesting factors
emerged. Eleven re-tests were completed by members of the group
using the programmed text within four days after receiving the text.
In the same period of time, only five participants completed the ma-
terials and took the re-test in the conventional text group. (See figure
I) Finally, error frequency was reduced by 72.6% in the programmed
text group. However, in the conventional text group error frequency
was reduced by only 41.6%. (See figure 11).

Discussion
While an examination of the time spent in preparing for the re-test

shows that the mean time was greater in the programmed text group
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than among those using the conventional text, it should not therefore
be concluded that the conventional texi. is in any way superior. It is
actually somewhat misleading, because it must be considered in con-
text with the other data which show that eleven out of fifteen persons,
or 66.1%, using the programmed text completed the work and the
pre-test in four days while only five out of fourteen persons, or 35.7%,
using the conventional text completed the work leading to the re-test
in the same period.

The above facts, coupled with the finding that four of the fourteen
persons using the conventional text, or 28.6%, never completed the
work and the re-test, while only one member of the group using the
programmed text, or 6.1% did not complete the work and the re-
test, lead the authors to feel that there may be a built in motivational
stimulus in the programmed text, with its carefully ordered presenta-
tion of segments of the subject to be learned.

Finally, the difference in ratio of error frequency (72.6% in the
programmed text group against 41.6(;; in the conventional text) leads
the authors to the conclusion that the programmed text provides a
superior vehicle for instruction than does the conventional text.

The authors are not suggesting that the programmed text is so
effective a teaching instrument that it can replace the teacher. To the
contrary, this study indicates that a well-prepared programmed text
primarily affords the medical educator a better tool for his purpose
than does the conventional text. The authors are firmly committed to
the principle that the more modalities involved in the learning proc-
ess, the greater the degree of reinforcement. It is this conviction that
prompted them to prepare a taped lecture and a film strip to supple-
ment the Diabetic Acidosis program. The lecture not only reinforces
the te;.t, but makes possible certain additional suggestions that might
be difficult to include in the text, e.g. different approaches to therapy.
We do feel strongly that the stimulus of a well prepared "program"
makes it possible for the teacher to be freed from concentration upon
basics that can be self-taught by means of a programmed text. To this
foundation, he can add his own fund f knowledge and experience,
thereby making his teaching much more effective and meaningful.

Conclusion
The programmed text takes longer to complete than the conven-

tional text covering the same material, but the student is motivated to
complete the work in less days than..with a conventional text, thereby
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making it possible to learn more in a given number of days. Students
in this experiment using a programmed tcxt redliced their frequency
of error on re-test by 72.6'.; while those using the conventional textreduced thcir frequency of error by only 4I.6c; . Finally, it apptars
that thc programmed text seems to have a built-in stimulus to learn-ing for thc student. This factor should bc investigated by furtherstudy in order to determine whether the phenomenon holds trueunder varied circumstances.
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Experience with a Programmed Monograph
on Cancer of the Colon and Rectum*

IRVING M. BUSH, M.D.**

IN OUR AGE of computers that "think" and space capsules that soar,
endless attempts are being made to organize, systematize and "pro-
gram" medical knowledge. Our command of what we should know
and will be expected to know tomorrow continues to outpace all con-
ventional methods of learning. As the medical educator today must
impart more data with greater understanding in less time to more
individuals than ever before, undergraduate and post-graduate stu-
dents must be trained to conceptualize and integrate the newer ideas
into their armamentarium as the only defense against inevitable ob-
solescence ( I ).

Medical educators over the past fifteen years have come to realize
that these aims may only be achieved through a revision in the meth-
od and content of the traditional medical curriculum on all levels of
medical education based on an increased awareness and understand-
ing of the learning process (2). Realistic appraisals of the desired goals
are at present being evaluated. In essence, this restatement of values
and goals represents the antithesis of the traditional attitude of stu-
dcnt responsibility for success or failure in the learning process. By
merely postulating a concern with thc how and why a given instruc-
tional modality either succeeds or fails in reaching its stated objec-
tives, the burden of achievement is shifted from the learner to thc
teacher. With the realization that the manpower at the disposal of the
This study was supported In part by a grant from American Cancer Society. Inc.*DParIment or Urology. Cook County Hospital and Hektoen Institute for MedicalResearch. Chicago. Illinois.
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medical profession is not, in itself, a variable quantity, the quest for
ways to develop this resource through the institution of more effective
teaching techniques assumes even greater importance.

In conjunction with professional educators, educational psychol-
ogists and sociologists, the problems, objectives and methods of
medical, pre- and post-graduate education have begun to be studied
and clarified. While it is as yet too early to assess the over-all effect
this wiH have, it appears that we are moving toward the formulation
of a "new" theoretical statement which demands technologically
modern methods for its implementation. Motion picture films, edu-
cational television, tape recorded lectures, programmed self-instruc-
tion, teaching machines and tutorial projection systems are but a few
of the many techniques that have bccn and are being investigated (3).
As programmed instruction is one of the youngest of these methods,
it has been even more responsive to this burgeoning philosophy of
medical education.

Caught up in this new teaching-learning methodology of pro-
grammed instruction, we began to hope for a new era. Programmed
instruction would conserve the medical teacher's v.iluable time by
elTectively presenting didactic material, allowing him to spend more
effort on relating basic knowledge to clinical problems. Auto-instruc-
tional techniques would also allow the studcnt to use his decreasing
time morc efficiently since subjcc: matter would be highly organized
and logically presented. We reasoned, as others, that while the learner
was able to study at his own pace, understanding and absorbing the
succinctly presented information at each step, he would develop a
problem-solving attitude rather than a skill for rote memory (4).
Since the stimulus, response, reward, reinforcement method had pro-
duced increased "memory spans" in the laboratory (5), many be-
lieved the student's retention of learned actions would be enhanced.
Developed to its ultimate parameter, computer supervised, pro-
grammed audio-visual branched, random access projection systems
with self-testing and self-correcting features as are presently being
developed at several instiuttions, could explore in depth any avenue
of particular interest and in addition would be able to correlate with
existing or newly developed motion picture films, slides, tapes, micro-
scopic exercises or to the bedside itself (6).

Interest was not only expressed on an undergraduate medical level,
but everyone began to think of applications in post-graduate study
and review, nurses training, and patient education. Theorizing was
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not limited to national goals. It was postulated that programmed
units on basic problems might have universal appeal. Simple ma-
chine versions and paperbound texts, adapted to the medical prac-
tice and languages of the individual countries might increase the ex-
change of medical knowledge on an international level and aid in
spanning the information gap in developing countries (7).

Early Experimentation with Programs
With this background, the urology department of Memorial Hos-

pital for Cancer and Allied Diseases, New York City, began to de-
velop short urologic programs for use with or without telching ma-
chines. We produced: two programs for teaching machines on pye-
lonephritis and one on the staging of bladder cancer; a linear pro-
gram on giitourinary cancer for nurses; and a program on urinary
cytology adapted to a standard Kodak Carousel Projector. Our ex-
perience with these programs was reported at the First Rochester
Conference (8).

As experience in the field began to accumulate and more people be-
came interested and concerned in a true evaluation of the method
rather than with the newness, "gimmickry" or difference inapproach,
it was realized that the construction of meaningful programmed
learning units and modules was not as simple as initially thought. We
soon discovered that the construction of a self-learning program,
which once developed, might be more efficient (9), required the ex-
penditure of a great if not an inordinate amount of concentrated
effort, organization and planning. As neophyte medical programmers
working by ourselves or with professional programmers, we found
the defining of goal-actions, the atomization of ideas, the framing of
pertinent questions, the structuring of quantity and quality controls,
the logjcal rebuilding of the individual bits of information, and the
constant use of new evaluative methods difficult, perplexing and
frustrating. Though the producer of any successful book, journal,
article or talk subconsciously or consciously predetermines what his
purpose, audience, scope and mode of presentation will be prior to
starting his endeavor, this new teaching technique demands, that
before any writing activity begins, a clear, overt, integrated statement
of all these variables must he formulated.

One by one, the problems were overcome and thc program became
available for evaluation. Initially, we became discouraged when the
expected total educational miracle did not occur and students did
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not seem to learn significantly more with the newer techniques than
with the more traditional methods. To a certain extent, this may be
attributed to the basic nature of the medical student who can and
does overcome any type of curriculum change (10). For the most
part, however, it was due to our unfamiliarity with the technique;
evaluating programs before adequate testing and rewriting; and
lapses in communication between the programmer and the student.
As revisions were made and experience gained, programming began
to show some advantages. But, the question of the value of the in-
creased effort when equated with the reward was still undecided.

Development of the Piogram
In 1963, a second revised edition of the highly successful American

Cancer Society monograph, Cancer of the Colon and Rectum, by
Frederick A. Co ller and William J. Regan %/as published (11). It was
felt that this well-written, well-illustrated 83-page booklet was ad-
mirably suited for adaptation to a self-instructional format. One of
the rationales behind the venture was the idea that if an adequate
programmed version could be developed, it might be an ideal situa-
tion to compare programmed and traditional presentations of the
same information in a cancer field. Therefore, in 1964, under the
stimulus of Doctor Roald Grant and an award from the American
Cancer Socie,y, the project was begun. The initial program was pro-
duced in conjunction with Doctor Beatriz Nava, G. Robin Elhert
and the Educational Science Division of U. S. Industries. In order to
have a valid comparison, it was decided that the program should not
include any additional information or newer concepts not present in
the original monograph. After several revisions, an initial testing
program of 220 pages was completed early in 1965. It was mainly in
branched format but used constructed responses and other forms of
linear programming where the specific situation lent itself to this
method of instruction. Since the first published form was multilitho-
graphed, many of the original color illustrations had to be tempo-
rarily de:eted. Wtere this was the case, line drawings were substituted
.;;!.ien feasible. Most of the x-rays, line drawings, and color pictures
w:th definite contrasting colors were reproduced without difficulty.
Of interest was the use of optional information tracks by which
certain aspects of the program could be skipped, studied more in-
tensively, or taken in different order at the discretion of the reader.
In this way the programmed monograph became individually adapt-
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TABLE I

Total Pretest Group

Test Group Number Score Range

Interns 346 12.1 5-21

t Residents
i,

Generahs Zs

101

57

13.3

7.5

6-19

4-14

Specialists 56 12.2 9-19

TABLE II

Intern Pretest Group

Score Gain

Pretest 12. 3

Repeat
Prete st 12. 55 +2%
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able. In the final form, which will be discussed later, an additional
rapid track was added which permitted the well-informed physician
to quickly skim or review the presented information.

Conduct ef the Study
The initial pretest, consisting of 25 key multiple choice questions

taken from the monograph, was tested by 259 physicians: 160 interns,
43 residents and 56 specialists (surgeons, radiologists, internists and
pathologists) from several New York and Chicago hospitals. After
revising the pretest, 186 interns, 58 surgical residents and 57 prac-
ticing generalists were divided into two groups by a table of random
numbers (12). One-half was given the pretest and the Co ller and
Regan traditional monograph and the other half was given the pre-
test and the programmed version. Table I shows the results of all pre-
test scores. Note the low score of the generalists.

It was desirable that the post-test cover exactly the same material as
the pretest in order to determine whether there was any gain in
knowledge due to the fact of having taken the examination twice. The
initial pretest was given again, approximately three months later to
70 of the 160 interns who had originally taken it. The results, illus-
trated in Table II, revealed that there was essentially no gain in
knowledge from repetition of the examination and it was deduced,
perhaps erroneously, that the pretest could serve as an ideal post-
test. Of the 301 physicians who entered the actual test group, 140
interns, 42 surgical residents and 31 practicing generalists finished the
text or the monograph and took the post-test. In order to judge the
comparative retention of the learned information, the research plan
included an additional delayed post-test to be given three to six
months later. Ninety-two inteins, 16 surgical residents and 27 prac-
ticing generalists completed the full investigational protocol.

The 140 interns were volunteers from the 1965-66 and 1966-67 in-
tern classes of Cook County Hospital. This group, by design, was
divided into four sections of 35 interns each. Table III shows the
pretest and post-test scores of the four sections. It demonstrates that
the programmed groups did better than the readers of the original
monograph. Ninety-two out of the 140 interns finished the delayed
retention test protocol. Table IV, which has been adjusted to repre-
sent only these 92 interns, indicates thi-lt after three to six months the
total gain of both groups was reduced. However, the programmed
group still had slightly better scores. The results in the resident group
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TABLE III

Initial Testing Intern Group

Section

Monograph I

II

Prograna III

nr

Pretest Post-test Gain

12.8 17 *4.2

12.5 16.4 1e4.1

13.1 20.7 *7.6

12.6 21.4 +9.2

TABLE IV

Retention Testing Intern Group

Section Pretest Post-test Delayed
Test

Final
Gain

Monograph 1 12.7 16.8 16.1 *3.5

II 13.4 17.2 15.6 4-2.2
+3.1

Program III 13.1 20.7 17 +3.9

IV 12.9 20.5 17.4 +4.5
+4.1

9 9
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(Tables V and VI) were similar to that of the interns, the programmed
group doing better than the monograph group. However, the
generalists initially did just as well, if not better, with the monograph.
If all physicians participating in the experiment were tabulated
(Table VII and VIII) the programmed version gave better results
initially. Differences after three to six months were too small to be
reliably evaluated.

In general, the physicians who were in the programmed group
stated that the format gave them little difficulty. It was our impression
that the physicians taking the program took slightly more time to
finish. However, a constant comment was that when they finished
they felt as if they had been through the material at least once cor-
rectly. The generalists, on the other hand, who were the most enthu-
siastic group, seemed to prove the point that where there is desire and
motivation to learn, any acceptor method of presentation is ade-
quate. Based on our Usting experience, a fourth revision was com-
pleted and is undergoing production by the American Cancer Society
for widespread distribution and testing.

Conclusions
1) A programmed version and a monograph on cancer of the colon

and rectum have been tested and compared on three educational
levels. 2) Though it would seem that the program was equally effec-
tive or possibly superior to the usual prose presentation, the test
population did not score large enough for reliable statistical evalu-
ation. 3) The presentation method of the program was not found to
be cumbersome, even though students took slightly longer to com-
ot...te it. 4) A fourth revised program will soon be published by the
American Cancer Society. It is hoped that this program will be tested
extensively by others as soon as it is available. 5) More programs
will have to be developed, tested and evaluated under controlled con-
ditions before any definitive opinions can be expressed about the ex-
tensive use of this modality. 6) Experience in this field has provoked
great interest in the basics of medical education and has demon-
strated that in those situations where the teacher and student accept
responsibility maximum results are obtained.
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A Completed Psychiatric Program

JAMES L. MATHIS, M.D.

CHESTER M. PIERCE, M.D.**
VLADIMIR PISHKIN, Ph.D.***

THE DEVELOPMENT of a program in Psychiatry may present unique
problems in that many of its concepts are not concrete and subject to
cross-validation. However, it is probable that most of the difficulties
encountered will be present to some degree in all areas of programmed
medical education. We previously reported in the First Rochester
Conference on Programmed Instruction in Medical Education that at
least three major difficulties appeared in our initial attempts to pro-
gram psychiatric terminology ( I ). They were: 1) a very low inter-
judge consensus as to the adequacy of standard definitions; 2) an in-ability of the programmers to decide upon ':.° appropriateness of
terms to be included; and 3) a resistance upon the part of students
and residents in Psychiatry to the use of the programmed material.The first two problems may vary considerably from one branch of
medicine to the other. However, problem number three may be most
common to all specialties, and it appeared to us to be related partly
to the student's concept of his role in the educational system. It may
be that he saw programmed instructions as an infringement upon his
"free time," and that he also resisted a "do-h-yourself" departure
from the usual student-instructor relationship. Students are dis-

°Asolstant Professor. Detmrtment of Psychiatry. Metrology and ilehavioval Sciences,University of Oklahoma School of Medicine. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma."Professoi Department of Psychiatry, Neurology and Behavioral Sdences, Universityof Oklahoma School of Medicine. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and Chief. ResearchPsychiatry, Veterans Administration Hospital, Oklahoma City. Oklahoma.mProfessor. Department of Psychiatry, Neurology and Behavioral Sciences. Universityof Oklahoma School of Medicine and Chief Research
Psychologist, Veterans Admin-istration Hospital, Oklahoma City. Oklahoma.
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comfited by a departure from traditional procelures, and residents
may have resisted as a passive-aggressive method of expressing re-
sei!iment to an authority who was adding to his already full schedule.
There seemed to be, also, a general disinclination and fear to test
one's knowledge against the supposedly impartially objective pro-
gram. Some residents seemed to be more comfortable not knowing
the extent of any academic deficiency.

A program of definitions was the origina!iy designed research. !t
was thought that most students in psychiatry had initial trouble
learning terminology and categories in which to conceptualize psy-
zhological medicine. Since the experiment required agreement by
three investigators and three consulting professors of psychiatry,
many important concepts were excluded from the final version be-
cause sufficient consensus could not be achieved. In fact only 174
definitions and terms out of 450 were able to survive this methodology.

The terms were then arranged from the least o the most difficult
by giving them in examination form via a tape recorder to 87 Junior
medical students who had completed at least 250 hours of traditional
classroom instruction in basic psychiatry. Terms were ranked by
percentage of students correctly identifying each item.

The last step in the research was when these terms were combined
in this sequence with an outline of basic psychiatry which consisted
of 77 double spaced pages. The outline was a prose text which at-
tempted to focus on issues selected by the investigators to cover ma-
terial deemed basic and essential for a sttic_ot in mental health work.
Ninety questions and statements were programmed from this outline
so that it formed a continuum from personality theory through clini-
cal syndromes. The complete Program therefore consisted of three
parts: 1) 174 definitions, 2) a 77 page outline of Psychiatry, and 3) 90
programmed statements from the outline.

The next step was to test the embryonic program upon relatively
unsophisticated students (2). Twenty-five volunteer Freshmen and
Sophomores from a local seminary were asked to study the outlin,.
and to use the programmed sheets until they were 90'. proficient in
identifying the statements and concepts. This was to be done on their
own time, and they were to record the number of hours necessary to
reach this state of proficiency. At this time the definitions were not
included because it was thought they might compromise the volun-
teers' time and that per se they might hamper enthusiasm. As it
turned out the students spent the bulk of their study time looking up
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definitions. No semin:trian completed the task to 90(:,; efficiency.
Time spent ranged rfom eight to twenty-five hours, with an average of
17.3 hours of study.

Testing was done by means of ten questions prepared by an exam-
iner of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. This exam-
ination was given to the volunteei seminarians and to the Junior
medical students. A certified psychiatrist unconnected with the pro-
ject in a:iy way graded all examination papers without knowing the
identk of any examinee. The seminarians made an average grade of
43.2%, and the third year medical students averaged 58.4%. One
seminarian who used the program for only 17 hours made a grade of
82%; the highest medical student grade 78% .

The seminarians received no personal instruction from the authors;
they were motivated only by the knowledge that they were aiding in
an experiment. They had ro clinical contacts. The medical students
on the other hand, understood the test to be a routine examination
over past clinical material. We felt that the results of this testing of
the relatively crude program definitely justified further refinement
and evaluation.

The entire program was revised. As upon previous evaluations,
the number of errors and inaccuracies discovered was appalling.
This finding has continued throughout the work upon the program,
and it is obvious that the Law of Diminishing Returns takes over
long before perfection can be achieved.

The revised program this time including all three parts, was given
to 17 male Freshman college students and to two female secretaries
,.vith high school education who were working with the class (3).
Over a period of six weeks each of the three investigators spent ap-
proximately 11/2 hours with the entire group for a question and an-
swer period. These students were then given the National Board
Examination in Psychiatry even though the program contained no
sections on psychology, neurology, neuropathology, E.E.G., or
child psychiatry.

Only one of the volunteers studied the recommended 35 hours.
Average time for use of the program was 12.3 hours, and the mini-
mum time was three hours. The unadjusted grades from the National
Board Examination :anged from a high of 77% to a low of 55 The
average was 61.1%. The secretary who passed the National Boards
in Psychiatry with a grade of 77% had used the program for 12 hours.
Adjustment of the grades to exclude the questions on material not
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included in the program for basic psychiatry (approximately 15',.; of
the total) would have raised the grades considerably. As you know
the National Board Examinations are constructed with much care.
They are more comprehensive than instruments which most medical
schools might develop individually. By statistical chance one could
get only a 25% score.

We felt that the results justified a conclusion that programming
was an effective and efficient method of presenting basic psychiatry
to students unsophisticated in the behavioral sciences. Furthermore
this material could be presented with a considerable reduction in
time spent in teaching fundamentals of psychiatry.

As reported above, medical students had been used to measure the
degree of difficulty for each item on the program of definitions and
concepts. The results of this test were later re-evaluated to determine
the validity of each of the 174 concepts finally chosen. Validity was
interpreted to mean the correlation of the given item to the total pro-
grammed score. It was decided to determine if there were personality
variables which affect student performance of programmed education.

MMPI scores, previously recorded on each of the students, were
assessed to see if there was any relationship between individual per-
formance on the program and personality factors as measured by
tests. A similar correlation was made between the program scores and
a battery of selected social attitude scales which had been adminis-
tered to the students upon admission to medical school. Finally, the
over-all standing of each student at the end of the last completed
year of school was obtained and compared with the programmed
performance. These studies showed that: a) There was a significant
positive correlation between performance on the program and the
over-all academic rank in the medical school; b) the students making
the best scores on the program were most apt to show unconventional
thinking, intellectual orientation, and a high level of drive according
to the MM PI ; rd c) the students making the best scores on the pro-
gram were most apt to show a lack of prejudice to minority groups
and to have come from less authoritarian families.

These studies (4) hint that in the future personality attributes might
be more closely considered in conducting programmed education.
Refined research may indicate that content and timing of the courses
should recognize personality variables. All learning would profit
from such consideration of course, but programmed learning allows
objective methods to be developed and connected to personality
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characteristics with more facility than can be done in traditional
education.

The completed program in basic psychiatry is in the process of
publication (5). We feel that it is an effective and efficient means of
presenting basic psychiatry to beginning students in any field of be-
havioral science. W. also suggest it as a qubk review for more so-
phisticated students. Effectiveness, especially for those students with-
out clinical exposure, could be markedly increased by seminars and/
or case presentations by faculty members. This would appear to be afar more efficient use of curricular hours than many now devoted
to lectures.

We found that the non-medical student volmIteers were apt to usethe seminar time in discussing material not specific to the program.Much time was spent in handling the anxieties which frequently arisein the study of emotional processes, and a considerable portion wasspent talking about career opportunities and research progress inpsychiatry. It occurred to the researchers that exposure to specific
programs, along with access to role models, is a potentially valuableway to help recruit manpower into mental health professions.

The programmers had their psychological problems, also. We
frequently found ourselves invested in certain concepts upon whichthere was not general agreement. One of us might feel a term was of
major significance only to have it totally rejected by the others. This
was especially noted in relationship to the major involvement of the
programmer; resear...h or clinical work. The old observation thattotal objectivity is difficult to achieve was reconfirmed!

Had we not been involved in a research design, we could have dis-pensed with many hours of work on the original terms and concepts.
Elimination of the laborious attempts to reach inter-judge agree-ments would have saved not only time, but also would have preven-ted the exclusion of many terms of clinical value. FuturL program-
mers might profit from this experience.

The future of programming is unlimited. Our final form of an in-dividual book can be adapted to audio-visual methods without greatdifficulty and with an almost certain increase in effectiveness. Theuse of video.tape or movies to capture illustrative case material andcombine it with the didactic program appears to be the ultimate goal.The basic material can be expanded to include the sub-specialties ofpsychiatry, and greater in-depth teaching can readily be obtained by
detailed expansion of the clinical entities of psychoses, neuroses, or-
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ganic brain syndromes, etc.
Multimedia programming can permit students to acquire, quickly,

basic skills needed in order to move out into the wards and clinics. As
yet, we don't know how much programmed psychiatric material is
retained. However, both retention and motivation to learn are seem-
ingly enhanced by any process that mobilizes the students more
quickly to clinical responsibility. It is only with patients that the stu-
dent can see what is "relevant." Programmed instruction will then
become increasingly valuable as a review once the students begin to
obtain "relevant" learning.

Summary
A completed program of psychiatry is in the publisher's office after

almost four years of work by three authors, and with the assistance
of several colleagues and many student volunteers. An enormous in-
vestment of time and hard work is necessary on the part of the pro-
grammers, and even then, it is improbable that they would ever be
totally satisfied with the end result. As a method of communicating
the basic concepts of psychiatry, the self-instructional program ap-
pears to be both effective and efficient.

Programmed instruction can be used to reduce the number of di..
dactic classroom hours, thereby freeing faculty and student time for
more pertinent small group interaction and clinical contacts. The
program imparts facts; the curriculum time can then be used to in-
crease understanding.
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Lactation A Programmed Review

BRADFORD W. CLAXTON, B.Sc., M.Ed.*

A programmed course on lactation was prepared to aid student
nurses in their study of lactation and its relationship to childbirth.
The program was not intended as a basic course in endocrinology but
rather as a review or refresher course on the mechanism of lactation
for paramedical personnel.

The branching method of self-instruction was employed. The
branching or re-cycling method allows for relatively large amounts of
information to be incorporated into a single frame. The student is
able to select the correct answer only if the information given in the
learning frame has been mastered. If, on the other hand, the response
is incorrect, the student is directed to another frame and given addi-
tional information to clarify the point under discussion. The more
capable students who complete the course without error never see
the repeat or clarifying frames.

The program in its final form consists of 47 frames, eight anav-mi-
cal drawings, and two graphs.

Organization
In the first section the student is asked to name and locate the

various endocrine glands before proceeding. The second section
teaches the neural and physiological processes affecting lactation.
Information is then presented on two theories concerning the cause
of postpartum breast engorgement. Finally, preventive methods
available to relieve breast engorgement are discussed.
*Professional Relations Department, The Wm. S. Merrell Company, Division of Rich-
ardson-Merrell Inc.
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Field Evaluation
Two groups of third year nursing students were used to determine

the teaching value of the programmed course. Group A consisted of
14 students; Group 13, 15 students.

The program was administered to both groups immediately follow-
ing a pre-test: In both cases the groups were proctored. The students
were told the program was not a test but rather a method of instruc-
tion designed to aid their study. They were also instructed to take
their time and move ahead at whatever speed suited them best.

The average time required to complete the course was 45 minutes.
The fastest student completed the course in 28 minutes; the slowest,
57 minutes.

Administration of Tests
The students were given a pre-test to determine their prior knowl-

edge of the subject. The results of the tests were also used to equate
the two groups. Graph I depicts the cumulative distribution of the
-,re-test scores for groups A and B. As can be seen from the graph,
the distributions appear comparable. The mean score of 71.4 and 73
respectively were not significantly different. (p > 0.65)

After completion of the program a test was given to evaluate per-
formance. The students had not bee informed that they would be
given a post-test. The test was administered to Group A one week
after completion of the program; Group B, three weeks alter com-
pletion. The pre- and post-tests conta'ned the same questions; how-
ever, the questions in the post-test v,cre scrambled in an attempt to
prevent cueing.

Analysis of Results
The post-test scores for Group A showed ar: average increase of

20.6 points, raising the average score from 71.4 to 92. Group B
showed an average increase of 14 points, raising the average score
from 73 to 87. (see Graph II)

In both groups the improvement was very pronounced:
Group A (t 5.45 based on 13 df)
Group B (t 5.01 based on 14 df)
Initially it was thought that the difference in the post-test scores

between Groups A and B could be attributed to a memory factor.
However, no significant difference between the post-test means could
be shown. The probability of seeing a decreased benefit of this nature
could have occurred by chance alone p > 16,

1.;,1
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GRAPH I

SCORES FOR THIRD YEAR NURSING STUDENTS ON A
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GRAPH II

SCORES FOR THIRD YEAR NURSING STUDENTS ON A

TEST EVALUATING LEARNING AND RETENTION OF A

PROGRAMMED COURSE ON LACTATION
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Discussion
While it cannot be shown that the post-test mcan differed signi-

ficantly between thc two groups. a review of the observed scores re-
veals that five students in Group A obtained a maxitr score of 100
on the post-test; whereas only one student in Group B scored at the
maximum level. This could possibly bc duc to the relatively short
time between pre- and post-tests for Group A.

In both groups the desired results, increased knowledge of the lac-
tation processes, was pronounced.

Student Evaluation
Following administration of the programmed course the students

were asked to complete an evaluation questionnaire.
Comments were overwhelmingly favorable, although a number of

the students had criticism to offer. Thc comments, admittedly sub-
jective measurements of student learning, indicated student attitude
toward programmed instruction. Of the 29 students completing ;he
evaluation questionaire 18 gave the program a top rating of 10; 7 a
rating of 9. No student gave a rating below 7 on the 10 point scale.
At this point rcfetence should be made to the fact that only one of the
29 students had pieviously been exposed to programmed instruction.
The newness of the technique, and the students' knowledge that they
were beim; used as a experimental group, undoubtedly had a "halo"
effect upon the evaluation scale.

A majority of the students (68( ). in comparing programmed in-
struction with studying from textbooks, indicated that with thc same
amount of time and elTort they learned much more from the oro-
gramtried course.

The student comments also aided in identifyi..g ambiguous frames,
wording idiosyncrasies, and dwing discrepancies. The most fre-
q dent objection to the course as pru.,mted in its preliminary form was
thc random routing of frames. Thi', caused confusion and in some
cases the students lc.,st their place. This was corrected in the final de-
sign and will be discussed under Graphics.

Graphics
One of the inadequacies of programmed instruction co-arses to

date has bccn the lack &food graphics, Self-instruction ,-ourses that
otherwise meet all the criieria of good programs (i.c. subject pre-
sented in small logical steps, active responding, immediate knowledge
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or 1-sults) (1) fail to present the program in an interesting and read-
able format. Researchers in advertising are constantly analyzing the
effects of graphics on readership. Their studies show that pictures at-
tract and hold attention more rapidly than words, and that type and
size of print has a profound effect on the readers comprehension (2).
Yet, very few of these findings have been applied to the layout and
design of programmed instruction courscs.

One of the most frequent criticisms of the lactation course as pre-
sented in its preliminary form was the random routing to frames from
page to page. In four instances students reported losing their place.
To over-come this inadequacy in the final design, only the right hand
pages of the manual were used. The pages were numbered in the up-
p r right corner in bold type one and one-half inches high. The open
left hand page provides a restful area and functional space for illus-
trations used in conjunction with the learning frames. (see accom-
panying photograph)

No page carried more than three framesthe intent being to have
the studcnt refer to either the "top," "middle," or "bottom." To
further aid the student, the frames were separated by red lines. Other
important considerations in styling included the choice of non-glare
paper, easy to read type, simple line illustrations, and functional use
of cclor.

summary
A programmed course designed to aid student nurses in their study

of lactation has been developed. The program, utilizing thc branching
method, is organized into four sections consisting of 47 frame:; and 8
anatomical drawings. The program Wa s tested on two comparable
groups of nursing students. Follow-up tests indicated a rronounced
improvement in leat 'g. Student evaluation of the program was
favorable. Ambiguous frames id_mtified in preliminary testing were
corrected in the final design. Major emphasis was given io the layout
and design.
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Part III

Technology:
Concept, Application, and Strategy

In the introductory paper of this section, Komoski traces the
development of teclmology as an educational force and suggests
a new view that should be taken toward its contribution. Fonkals-
rud and Reine e discuss new and promising ventures into ate
appii. Ilion of tlw computer the highes, present form of tech-
nology to education. Wilds arid Zaclwrt in discussing the strate-
gies for L aching ingairy cimultaneously proride a model for a
more complex application of teclutology to reaching in the kinds
of decision matrices tl- y suggest.



The Impact of Technology on Education

P. KENNETH KOMOSKP

HAVE been asked to talk to you about the impact of technology on
education. It is my intention to articulate three distinct but relat :

impacts of technology as they have affected and are now affecting
education. The first of these is the broad, pervasive impact of what
may be called "the world-making technologies" on education, the
second is the narrower impact of the application of specific techno-
logical devices and concepts to education, and the third is the still
largely unrealized impact of a growing technology within edication.

The pervasive world-making force of newly emerged tedinologies
in industry, agriculture, and medicine along with new developments
in the technologies of energy, transportation, and communications
made mr.ss public educ;:tion necessary and possible during the first
half of the 19th Century. But the impact of these technologies on
inass education also gave it that form which, for the most part, still
pervasively affects most present day educational practice.

Tochy. new versions of the world-making technologies are simul-
taneously extending the limits of inan's knowledge and reducing the
limitations in form that 20th Century education Las inherited from
the technological forms and patterns of the last century. As a result,
we are now being challenged to redefine our educational forms and
re-design our teaching practices in order that they may effectively

serve a viorld that is continually being remade by the force of these
dynamic new technologies.
*President, Educational Produe Information Institut., for Educational Excluture,
Xew York City.
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All too often, this broad impact if t Funology on education is
passed over in dise:issions of teehnoli Aucation which, rather
short-sightedly, tend to center on the imi.ct of \ arious technological
devices, concepts, and medki, as applied to education. The mere ap-
plication of these technological devices and processes to education
fails to bring about any fundamental restructuring of out-moded,
century-old technological forms which have so pervaively shaped
20th Century education. Moreover, until very recently we failed to
see the need for an indigenous technology within education that might
enable us to re-form the structure and patterns of education. This
failure has, iit turn, mae it difficult to use potentially valuable tech-
nologies such as television and computers in ways other than those
which conform to out-dated educational practice. For example, the
broad but indirect impact of television ( n education has been far
greater than the impact of television applied directly to education.
In short, technologies applied to education tend to conform to
existing patterns and practices rather than reform them.

This conference is convened to consider the development of new
forms and pi actices within medical education. Much of this develop-
ment will depend on what I am calling the growth of an indigenous
technology within education. The potential impact of this technology
sterns not only from the promise that it will provide educators with
tools and techniques that will make individually adaptive, highly
flexible educational systems possible, I, ut from the increasinv proba-
bility .that in the erd such systems will provide the one tru!. economi-
cal form of educAon for a mass society that would remain demo-
cra ic and pluralistic.

Thus, bei 'lid ts prom:se, is the hope that through the nurture and
artful use of this emerging educational technology we may rid educa-
tion of tl,c false economy of practices geared to managine mass re-
sponses within a mass society and transform it into the art of develop-
ing in each individual the ability to manage his own responsibi!ities
within an increasingly rnasive so--;ety.

A Radical or Fundamental Meaning of the
word "Technoi

In an effort to these rfl-r...ks . -chnology and educa-
tion upon some common, :r tamiliar, ground, I would
like to explain that my commeitis are made with 4 radical (in the
sense of root orfundamental) meaning of the word "technology" in
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mind a meaning to which both Scott Buchanan and Walter Ong
have drawn attention in recent years. This radical or root meaning of
technology is suggested by :he fact that when the Greeks introduced
the word technology or technologia into Western culture it was used
to refer to the ordering of a particular bit of artistry in such a way
that its make-up or functioning might be clearly understood and
replicated by others, even though the originating artist might no
longer be present. That is, if you want to understand something,
make something similar. Thus, to the Greeks technology had to do
with techniques for logically arranging an activity or function so that
it could be systematically observed, understood (i.e., taught) and
hence repeated in the absence of the person who had first done the
arranging. Sometimes such an arrangement or ordering of a man's
artistry had to do with a wa) of doing things, a process; frequently
it took a more tangible form such as a mechanical device, a machine;
in either case such artifacts (i.e., artfully made things) were an artist's
or artisan's means of multiplying and spreading his effect.

Uwe allow ourselves to think of technology in this fundamental or
radical sense, we can see, for instance, that the arrangement of
thoughts that make up a computer program (and not just the com-
puter, itself) is technology. The computer, like all machines, is a logi-
Lal arrangement of thoughts designed to enable the computer to
achieve a 4')-i purpose.

Thus, tc-^clogy refers to any man-made device or process that
may be analyzed, arranged, and systematically integrated for the pur-
pose of p.oducing a predictable result. Therefore, to the extent to
which we. as educators, cons. 'oasly analyze our tools and techniques,
and logically arrange them into integrated systems in order to achi,!ve
educational purposes, we are contributing to the growth of tech-
nology within education. And when an individual educator syste-
matically orders the e 1. lents of environment such that learning
is predictable, then he may be cal',A an edication i technologist. For
an educational technologist is an educator who recognizes that his
most fundamental function lies in structuring arrangements for
learningone who knows that the technology of instructing gives
power to the art of education.

Let me pursue this important point a bit further. One does not
become an educational technologist simply ly.cause one has learned
to apply devices such as film projectors or teaching machines to an
existing educational system. The use of such devices may qualify one

1Z,;,
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as an audio visual technician or as an innovator, but not as an educa-
tional technologist in the radical sense. Today there arc many inno-
vative technicians in -ducationand, indeed, they fill an importantrole. But as technicians their activity is limited to the application of
specific mechanical and electronic devices (i. e., the products of
various technologies) to education and in doing so they have not pro-
duced any fundamental or radical restructuring of the traditional
forms of learning. However, it does happen that traditional forms ofteaching are sometimes restructured when technological devices are
applied to education (the teacher may teach in a television studio in-
stead of in the traditional classroom`,. Such restructuring of what the
teacher does in order to apply a new tech.)ological mediuM to edu-
cation does not necessarily mean that there has also been a restruc-turing of the process of learning as experienced by the student.

Unfortunately, too few of today's innovating technicians in educa-
tion have been able to carry their activities beyond this type of essen-
tially superficial application of other technologies to education. Too
frequently these technicians become so caught up in the formidable
technical problems of applicat;Jn, that they have neither time norenergy for the more fundamental, creative problem of what may be
called technological integration. Consider for a momcnt our current
concern for the "systems approach" to education.

Today the phrase "systems approach" is loosely used to describe
any "system" for applying available devices and media (i.e., other
technologies) to existing educational forms. However, the systems ap-proach in its radical sens means a technologically integrated ar-
rangement of teaching materials, equipment, teachers, techniques,
and learners systematically interrelated to achieve a particular set cf
educational objectives. There are far too few qualified educational
technologists to acheve such integration, and far too many unguided
technicians leading us toward a continuing, fragmented application.Put another way, there are very few technologically comn,2te. .

educators who are also creative enough to generate radically (i.e.,
fundamentally) different approaches to the systematic structuring of
learning. To the contrary, there is an abundance of educators whoconsider education a creative enterprise and who practice educationas z..ri art. All too often these educators depreciate, and even abhor,
technology's impact on education based on a frequently justified dis-
taste for the helter skel...:r work of the technicians in education. As aresult, in an age when musicians are extending the means of their
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7tistry to include new vpes of electronic devices and new forms of
musical notation, and when practitioners of the medical arts are
looking to such things as laser surgery, educaturs in an analogous
sense, have barely begun to make use of the educational counterparts
to the drum or scalpel, and still understand far too little about the
princip;es of "orchestration" or effective "diagnosis."

Thert is a clear need today for -.duzational practitioners who can
contribute to the effective growth and management of technology
within the art of education. In fact, one of the most important tasks
ahead for our society is the development of educators who see and
are capable of capitalizing on the potential of this growing tech-
nology. Since I assume one reason for your attending this conference
is that you wish to increase the number of such persons in medical
education, I will not belabor the importance of -ais need. Rather, I
want to examine further the important relationships that exist among
the three patterns: the broad, historical "impact of technology on
education"; the narrower, more specific impact of particular tech-
nological devices and processes that have been applied to educiltion;
and the more recent attempts to harness the potential impact of this
growing technology within education."

The Historical Impact of the Worid-Making
Technologies on Education

As !: have indicated, during the 19th Century, when the world-
making technologies first began to shape the western world they cre-
ated conditions which led not just to the possibility, but to the neces-
sity of popular education ; having done this, these technologies gave
a then-appropriate form to the process of education, which is no
longer appropriate for life in today's continually-in-the-remaking
world. Let's examine this statement more closely.

Popular education in the 19th Century, was an urban invention
born out of an urban need. First in England, and then later in this
country, large "popular" or public schools became a necessity of city
life because of, what one pioneer of popular schooling called, "the
street urchins" who wandered about factory neighbr -hoods while
mothers, fathcrs, and older brothers and sisters worked inside the
factory from 4 to 16 hours a day. These large concentrations of
factory-orphans, too young to work alongside their parents, were
perhaps the first social by-product of the factory system that had
brought together latzer and larger groups of workers into towns
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and cities.
In the U. S., we like to t;-ank of our school system as stemming

from "the little red school house" of a cnce agrarian so-:iety, and in-
deed our school year is still punctuated by the long summer vacation
which was once necessitated by the need for hands, no matter how
young, to help during the growing season on pre-mechanized farms.
But before the 19th Century was very old the technologies of agricul-
ture, steam-powered transportation, and manufacture had made us a
country of cities with city schools. And it has been the practices and
problems of city schools that have come to dominate the country's
educational thinking. Of these problems the most ubiquitous was
that of organizing and maintaining a standard quality of instruction
for continually larger masses of students who were to be made into
standard products of grammar school and later, of high school
training. The history of 19th Century educational practice is a long
quest for a so ation to this problem.

The first schools designed to deal with this probki-.1 had appeared
in mill towns around London by 1801. Of these the most. famous were
built by a social reformer turned educationist named Joseph Lan-
caster. The Lancastrian school typically was a very large single-
roomed building housing up to 500 studeats with which Lancaster
carried on a sort of instructional assembly-line. In the center of the
building sat a "master teacher" on a raised platform. Around the
wali, of the room were located instructional stations each mPnned
by what today would be called a "para- professional" who had been
trained to teach as a specialist at any one of a small number of sta-
tions. Student groups progressed from one station to the next re-
ceiving highly routinized instruction in the Bible, reading, and arith-
metic. There were "quality control" checkpoints built into the sys-
tem; after a child had rece ed instruction at a particular station, the
master teacher could take him aside and test him. If he seemed to

what was to have been learned -.,t that station he went on to
the next; if not, he returrvsd to his prior group. Graduations came
individually any time a child had learned what the school had to
teach. He then ioined the rest of his family in the factory.

You can see, I'm sure, the elements of a 19th Century factory in
Lancaster's scho:N1. Translated into industrial jargon, the system pro-
vided prodaction-line instruction by means of a division of labor
among specialized workers who could be used as interchangeable
parts of Lancaster's instructional machinery. This is not to say that
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Lancaster consciously modeled his school on the factory. Yet, the
purpose of his school was, after all, to prepare children for work in
factories and ...ere was a need to prepare for that work as quickly as
possible. Therefore Lancaster built a highly routinized, efficient in-
structional system that was designee to move the child swiftly
alrough school and into routinized industrial vv --k without delay.
Whether it was a conscious achievement or not, L.ancaster's school
was a model of 19th Century technological efficiency.

During the rest o. _7 .1. 19th Century popular schools lost most of
the individualization of instruction built into the Lancastrian school,
and they came to concentrate more and more on teaching standard
lessons in the "three R's" to diverse groups of individuals who were
to be transformed into standard educated products taught I tand-
ard sized groups that ..:ould be appropriately "graded" into ..;lasses,
not unlike the grading of raw material for industrial production.
Where Lancaster had advocated maintaining good student behavior
by the use of praise, token rewards, and "shame," many 19th Crm-
tury schools used physical punishment to control stue gts in the
classroom in much the same way such punishment ,,sed to con-
trol young workers in the factory. But if anything loss of hu-
maneness and allowance for individual progress, along with the in-
cleased routinization of instruction better prepated a child t join his
elders in the factory than had Lancaster's earlier more liberal educa-
tional practices.

The ProgressivesA Early Attempt to Re-Form
Nineteenth Century Education

It was this deac.ening rout;nization and lack of individualization
that stimulated t'llarles Pierce, John Dewty, and other end-of-the-
century educational thinkers to call for a fundamental (i.e. radical)
restructuring of educational forms and the invention of education
proctices that would free the developmmt of the individual child.
Dewey found many followers, but the majority of these followers
were individuak who by temperament were unwilling to systematical-
ly analyze, operate, niaintain, and improve upon Dewey's unstruc-
tured educationP.1 insights. In fact, they were as non-technulogical
as the late 19th Century school 1-as been non-individualistic. -.Vhen
it came to the need to generate an indigenous technology within edu-
cation this blind spot, along with otiv r factors, contnbuted to the
failure of the so-called progressives 11 their attempts to re-forin the
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standardized 19th Century mass education system which so stiii:.agly
paralieled the structure of the 19th Century system of standardized
mass production.

But to have expected the progressives, who after all were vigorous-
ly trying to rid education of a surfeit of out-moded technological
forms and practices, to have anticipated the potential of today's
emergent technology within education would be to impute to the pro-
gressives a more radical conception of technology than any save
Pierce and Dewey, themselVes, probably possessed.

The few educators who did try to order their approah to teaching
and learning into a system were at best split educational personalities
with progressivism in their hearts and "scientific education" in their
minds. But if their progressivism was unstructured, their "scientific"
efforts tended to be little more than a conscientious translation of late
19th Century technological concepts with which they hoped to i

structure education for life in the 20th Century. The origin of this
thinking was the work of Fredrick Taylor, the founder of "scientific
management," "time and motion studies," "job analysis," and sci-
entific measurement of production," all of which were aimed at sys-
tematically arriving at the one best way of doing a particular thing.
In education this meant an effort, for instance, to find the best way
of teaching Qth grade algeb) a, first year French, or of building an en-
tire curriculum. It stands today as one of the few examples of a con-
scious, direct, and wholesale application of increasingly efficient late
19th Century industrial processes to an education system already
structured by early 19th Century technologiil forms.

However, daring the years immediately preceding and following
World War I the so-called "scientific curriculum" and "scientific
measurement" and "management" movements, with their emphasis
on "task analysit." and normative statistical evidence about "what
children of a particular grade can and cannot be expected to do"
probably mitigated some of the was*e and harshness of traditional
school practice. Nevertheless, most schools accepted the 19th Cen-
tury technological premise that individuals were to adjust to the sys-
tem or be rejected, (i.e. raw material that could not be efficiently proc-
essed was rejected for material of a more malleable, workable type). In
short, 19th Century education had dealt with human resources much
the way industrial technology and agricultural technology dealt with
natural resources. Nineteenth Century industrial practice had a high
tolerance of industrial wastes, civic eye-sores, and the mindless pollu-
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tion of air and water; 19th Century educational practice had a similar
tolerance for wasted human beikigs, who were just as mindlessly
dumped into ghettos and onto the "other side of the tracks" in cities
and towns across the country.

Twentieth Centur; Residuals of Nineteenth Century
Technological-Educational "Efficiency"

Evidence of the pervasive impact of a no-longer appropriate 19th
Century concept of -1'ficiency on 20th Century education came when
the Alpha Examinati. (the first nation-wide intelligence test) result-
ed in the rejection of thouInds of draftees from military service in
World War I. These men wk. _ the country's first identifiable dropouts
(the fathers and grandfathers oftoday's hard core unemployed?) who
had been rejected first by the existing educational system and thenby the army.

Now, during the second half of the Cen y we are beginning to
recognize that we cannot tolen-Ae this kind of educational, social, and
economic slippage and waste. We are learning that a society which is
being constantly remade by new technologThal forces and forms must
educate every individual if it is to remain democratic, and pluralistic.
We are also learning that to do this means viewing education as an
"investment" capable of releasing the potential growth of all of so-
ciety's human capital, rather than a "trust" reserved for the more
naturally or socially endowed members of the population. More than
ever before, public education today means the education of every
individual who seems to have the potential, interest, and motivation
to learn any of the broad array of roles and skills that are constantly
being created in our society by new technological developments.

If such a society would maintain its dynamism it can n _ longer re-
tain educational forms, patterns and practices that lend themselves
n the training of mass resp -nses rather than individual re-

ibiliy growth.
One does not have to look far for evidence that in medical educa-

tion, as elsewhere in our schools, we are hampered by persistent,
though inappropriate forms, patterns, practices, and attitudes which
make it very difficult for us to restructure radically to fit education
into the more dynamic emerging forms and practices of a world irlthe re-making.

We are now in a period where the professional educfnor is being
asked to practice his art in a subtly, but profoundly different way; not
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by concentrating on the design of improved teaching presentations,
whether the traditional lecture or a modern multi-mediated version
of it, but by basically shifting his mle from that of presenter of
knowledge to that of designer o learning systems whereby each indi-
vidual student is able to learn as effectively as possible.

The Three-Sided Responsibility Upon Which the Successful
Development of a Technology Within Education Dep Inds

To make this shift the educator must see, first, that he not only has
the responsibility to educate, but the responsibility to educate in
radically new ways. He must innovate not simply by applying various
available technological innovations to education, but by utilizing
these emergent technologies within education to generate effectively
integrated, highly adaptive, flexible environments for learning. And
then, in order to further improve these accomplishments, the educa-
tor must evaluate. What I'm outlining here is what I've come to pic-
ture as a dynamic triangle (See Figure 1) of professional responsibility
which society clearly has the right to expect. from the educational
community. The triangle's base represents the professional's funda-
mental, on-going responsibhity to educate. Its first side represents
a new, 20th Century-genet ated responsibility; to question accepted
on-going methods and, having done so, to innovate. Finally the
third side represents the professional's increasingly critical responsi-
bility to question his innovations, i.e. to evaluate every attempt to in-
novate by assessing the extent to which that innovation continues to
possess the potential to advance significantly hic basic on-going re-
sponsibility ; to educate. If we as educators concern ourselves with
this tri-partite responsibility there may indeed be a continuing growth
of a technology within education.

This growing educational technology, like all technology, requires
that the artist who would use it effectively first of all know what he
wishes to accomplish by using it. Even here the emerging technology
can be helpful by providing the educational artist with some of the
intellectual tools necessary for translating intuition into a rational
structuring of what's to be done. Once the educator has done this,
the emerging technology within education can then offer him not
"scientific" but, nevertheless, helpful empirical techniques for logi-
cally analyzing learning behavior as well as techniques to be used in
sttucturing flexible and effective individualized, small group, and
large group learning systems. "Learning systems" in which the de-
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vices and processes being used are not unrelated technologies ap-
plied to education, but ones which use evidence of a radically inte-
grative force within education.

In Conclupion
I stated a moment ago that the responsibility to evaluate such

learning systems is an increasingly critical one for the educational
prof_ssional. In closing, I would add to this the thought that unless
we develoP better tools with which to evaluate the innovations that
we discover through technology we will run an increasing risk of
being overly influenced by: (a) educational zealots who will continue
mindlessly to apply each new technology to essentially unrecon-
structed educational forms; (b) commercial salesmen who will en-
courage us to become zealots ourselves in an effort to keep us buying
our way into today's educational "in group" called "the innovators";
(c) cultists for whom educational evaluation admits only "scientific"
results, i.e., those arrived at by applying the technology of statistical
measurerpc education and who seem convinced that a report of
"no significLnt statistical difference" means that nothing of educa-
tional significance has occurred. This is an intolerable destiny.

From now on our success as educators will turn increasingly on
how well we manage the dynamic tension among our responsibilities
to educate, to innovate, and to evaluate. It is by fulfilling this tri-
partite responsibility that individual educators and the educational
profession, in general, can move with increasing confidence toward
the productive use of a growing technology within the art of education.

/
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Computer Assisted Instructional Entry and
Exit Systems to an Information
Center Data Bank*

ROBERT D. REINECKE, M.D.

THE LAST DECADE has been an era of increased awareness of the prob-
lems inherent in medical education. This conference and others like
it give open evidence of the serious thought that is being expended on
the techniques and science of education. Programmed instruction
and more recently computer assisted instruction (or CAI) are excel-
lent examples of the successful introduction of new concepts which
will probably be adopted to solve some of the pedagogical problems.
Even if our success is overwhelming in the medical schools of this
country, we must face up to the fact that medical knowledge is esti-
mated to grow currently at the rate of nine per cent per year (1). The
medical student often is not handed the latest information initially;
this, coupled with the literature explosion, could create a serious in-
dividual void in five years, and a ten year void would be a incist seri-
ous drawback to decent medical practice.

The time-honored solution to the literature explosion has been the
perusal of librafies by the students, doctors, and others who need the
'This work was supported (in part) by the United States Public Health Center Grant
No. NB 05691 from the National institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness.
Natkmal Institutes of Health, United States Public Health Service. This work was
also supported itin part) by United States Public Health Contract No. PH 43-66-911
from the National Institutes of Health, Neurological Diseases and Blindness, Vision
Information Center, Boston, Massachusetts.

"Howe Laboratory of Ophthalmology, Harvard Medical School. Massachusetts Eye &
Ear Infirmary, 243 Charles Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02114.
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material carefully stored there. However, a curious decrease in the
use of libraries has come about at the very time when their use would
seem most obvious (2). The size of the literature on any given topic
often cows the most stalwart and makes any lesser personage almost
run from the library in despair. The need for something more than
libraries was brought to public attention by the "Weinberg Report"
in 1963 (3). The report concluded that a "specialized information
center" was the only apparent solution to the complex problem of
information retrieval and processing. Pursuant to that conclusion,
the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness of the
National Institutes of Health has es4ab1ished a network of national
information centers.

The field of vision was selected as an area which needed a special-
ized information center. One year ago a contract was made by NIH
with Harvard to experiment with possible methods of effectively
creating such an information tenter.

As we investigated information centers across the United States
and read of those elsewhere (primarily in Russia), I became dis-
couraged at the prospect of training information specialists to handle
all queries which might come to such a clearinghouse. Even more
discouraging was the prospect of replacing such people. Most of the
operational information centers were composed of an isolated data
bank which was only accessible to the information specialists and
entirely dependent on their skills and expertise. An alternative to the
present systems seemed a worthwhile goal.

Creation of a user accessible data bank with appropriate biblio-
graphic material and facts seemed essential to any good information
system. The problem was how a questioner might use the data bank
without the necessity of going through a buffer, an information
specialist. A form of programmed instruction presented by a com-
puter, that is, computer assisted instruction, seemed a possible so-
lution.

The basic problem became how to tie together an instructional
system, a thesaurus, and a data bank. The solution has been an hier-
archical thesaurus which is complete enough to encompass any
descriptor which may be needed, either in the instructional mode or
in the retrieval system.

Instructional Subject Matter Analysis
A recently completed linear program on Basic Ophthalmology (4)
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was used to evaluate the subject material's fit in the ht;erarchical
thesaurus. All of the program was entered into the Coursewriter in-
structional language. The text of the course was run through a pro-
gram to arrange every word in the program in alphabetical form.
Such a sort enabled us to assure ourrelves that the thesaurus was
compatible with the instructional material.

During the experimentation we began to enter material into our
data bank by utilizing the services of Excerpta Medica in Amsterdam.
Our thesaurus 's generated in such a fashion tha t only material in the
data bank or instructional system is listed in the thesaurus. A weekly
printout of the thesaurus in both hierarchical form and alphabetical
form is obtained for use by our indexers and users.

Model Demonstration Program
A demonstration program was written to evaluate our concepts.

The prop -n consisted of a CAI ..:ourse on an IBM 1401 computer
system w did the following: first, the student was taught how to
use the t titer and console. This part of the program was short,
easy to and worked well. Following that, we told the student
that or) _ limited amount of ins-xuctional material was available,
but if ht_ as interested in vision testing, pathological conditions of
the eye, ica1 anatomy of the eye, or diagnostic ophthalmological
instrum its he should so indicate by typing in the appropriate title.
After Mt- student had declared his interest and further defined that
interest with several alternative subheadings, a short CAI program
was given. At the termination of the program, such as one on ambly-
opia, the student is asked if he would like a Iist of the most recent
appropriate references to this subject. If he indicated that he would,
the references were typed out. (These references are on microfiche
copy arid available to the student.) After the reference listings, the
student is asked if he would like to see the hierarchical arrangement
of the thesaurus immediately about the subject under consideration.
If he types "yes," he is shown the appropriate portion of the the-
saurus on the display screen. If the student desires more references
he can go to the data bank directly using the descriptorts) which he
feels is (are) most appropriate. Simultaneous descriptors will limit
the drop-out from the data bank to those articles which are indexed
as appropriate to the various terms in the thesaurus.

Present Data Bank
Our present system is not sufficiently sophisticated to allow the
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meshing of the datv bank retrieval system with the CAI effort. The
meshing will be done in the future as larger and more complex
hardwart 'Ind ,oftware become availahl In the interim we will use
the CAI system as described and send the user to another console,
which is coupled to an S.D.S. 940 computer. The 940 maintains our
files in such a way that the student can enter the hierarchical number
(or numbers) and obtain an immediate printout of the acquisition
numbers of the appropriate articles. The articles are available to the
user in the form of microfiche copy. If the drop-out is too large from
the search, the user either adds descriptors or adds another figure to
the right of the original term which makes the search more specific.
If the user originally used the number A02 00 00 OG 00 00 and found
the drop-out too large he might decide that the appropriate material
would be filed under sella tursica, rather than the initial heading
which was Anatomy. He would enter the number A02 06 02 07 01 00
which would provide a smaller number of appropriate references. We
will be able to program the volume to references which the user may
specify as appropriate to his needs. If the drop-out is larger than the
number he has indicated, the user will be given instructions as to how
he may reduce the number of references in the drop-out. The reversal
of the above would be carried :-Jut if the drop-out were too small. An
alternative to being more or less specific in reference to a single
descriptor will be to add or delete descriptors Such changes will re-
duce or enlarge the drop-out of the search.

Philosophy of the Instructional Mode
We hope to be able to have random access to every bit of CAl ma-

terial in our system. Despite the random accessability, subject matter
will be requested for which we will have no available instructional
material. If we were the usual information center such aueries would
be handled by a person who would either look up the bit of informa-
tion or call an expert who might know the information. We plan to
answer the query in much the same manner, but the answer will be
codc.:d in the data bank in such fashion that at any time the same
qtnry is received again the response will be automatic and redundant
effort will not be required. The more important aspect is that the
later questioner would have an immediaLe response to his request.

The best instruction for a neophyte approaching a new problem is
probably to go to the professor in that field who is a good instructor
and a true expert on that particular subject. We would hope to simu-
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late that kind of dialogue in such a fashion that the user at the com-

puter could get a "feeling" for the new subject while learning the

basic facts about the general subject of interest before attempting to

ask for a detailed bibliography. Such a utopia will be some time in

perfecting, but the end product justifies our efforts.

Comments
The present effort represents our continuing attempt to amalga-

mate retrieval systems with computer assisted instruction which ac-

tually represents automated programmed instruction. The joining of

these two systems should provide a self instructional mode which has

far greater depth than anything to date. The initial cost of this system

will ultimately be justified by the wide-spread potential use of the

system which could be used anywhere that a suitable console is

available.
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Computer Assisted Instruction in Surgical
Education of Medical Students*

ERIC W. FONKALSRUD, M D., I. B. MAMMIDI,
Ph.D., and JAMES V. MALONEY, JR., M.D.

THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES of a good medical education consist of the
acquisition of a vast quantity of factual knowledge and a broad ex-
posure to patients, but perhaps of even more importance, the oppor-tunity to develop judgment and the decision-making capacity neces-sary for good medical practice. The current methods of teaching
surgery in the majority of medical schools may not adequately fulfillthe last goal since students spend most of their time on the wardsand in the operating room without the opportunity to develop and
exercise their logic and decision making ability. In response to these
shortcomings, a program of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) hasbemt used to supplement the usual fourth year clerkship insurgeryat the UCLA School of Medicine during the past year. This programpresents the student with clinical cases and allows him to request
laboratory studies, evaluate results, establish diagnoses and make
decisions regarding treatment.

Methods
Forty students were individually taken to an IBM 1050 typewriter

terminal located in the UCLA Hospital or to an IBM 2250 Graphic
Display Unit located in the Health Sciences Computing Facility. The
*This studY was supported in part by a grant-in-aid from thq U. S. Public HealthService (Nn. GM-13242)

"Frcm the Department of Surgery, UCLA School of Medicine, and IBM ScientificCenter, Los Angeles, California 90024. Professor Fonkalsrud is the John and Mary R.Markle Scholar in Academic Medicine.
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IBM 1050 terminal is connected by voice grade telephone lines to an
IBM 1410 computer bcated at the Irvine Campus of the University
of California which is approximately 100 miles distant (Fig. 1).

The computer presented the student serially with the brief hiswries
and physical examinations from a seric6 of clinical cases. The student
was directed to proceed with a sequential evaluation of the patient in
order to establish the correct diagnosis as efficiently as possible and
then to recommend the most logical course of treatment. A. numbered
selection list (Fig. 2) was provided to the first group of 20 students to
serve as a guide to possible requests which might be made to the
computer. For the second group of students the accompanying tech-
nician kept the selection list and .the student made spontanec-Is re-
quests which were converted to appropriate numbers by the tech-
nician and entered on the terminal.

The student was encouraged to request laboratory studies from
the computer which might assist in making a diagnosis. 'W hen blood
counts, chemistries, or skin tests were requested, the results were
given by the computer as they might be by the laboratory in the
hospital. When ioentgenograms were ordered, the films were given
to the student and he was asked to interpret them for himself using a
view box adjacent to the terminal. If a biopsy was requested, or
tissue was excised, the student was given a slide and asked to develop
his own histological diagnosis using a. microscope. If the study re-
quested was illogical, the computer responded correspondingly, e.g.,
if bronchograms were requested in an inappropriate situation the
response might be "The radiologist does not believe that there is
sufficient indication for this procedure at this time." In some situa-
tions in which the student made an inappropriate response, the com-
puter cited a group of references concerning that particular labora-
tory study. The student was encouraged to make a clinical diagnosis
as soon as he believed that adequate studies were available. If a diag-
nosis was entered on the computer before sufficient information was
available, the student was reprimanded "you do not have adequate
information to make a diagnosis at this time."

Once the computer recognized the correct diagnosis, the student
was requested to outline an appropriate course of therapy. When cer-
t,ain medications, e.g., antibiotics or digitalis, were recommended,
the dosage schedule and indications were requested. When specific
forms of treatment such as insertion of a chest tube were requested
the student was asked to describe in detail how he would perform

13
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the procedure.
Each student "treated" 2-4 patients in a one-hour session with the

computer. The student was given his typewriter record which sum-
marized all his conversation with the computer to serve as a work
sheet. The following is an example of a portion of one student's
dialogue with the computer:

COMPUTER: Patient 3. A 51-year-old man was driving his car
when he was struck head-on by a truck. He did not
lose consciousness but did complain of severe right
chest pain and dyspnea when examined 5 minutes
later. There were no apparent injuries to the ex-
tremities or head and no lacerations when he was
examined in the Emergency Room 20 minutes
later. The BP was 80/0, R 42 and P 132.
No breath sounds were heard over the right chest
and the percussion note was resonant. The abdo-
men was moderately tender but bowel sounds were
audible and there was minimal distention. Rectal
examination revealed no unusual findings. Weak,
but equal pulses were present in all extremities.
Proceed with your sequential workup to establish
the correct diagnosis as efficiently as possible and
recommend the most logical courses of treatment.
Your answers should be concerned with the first 8
hours of management.

STUDENT: Get a chest x-ray.
COMPUTER: Place roentgenogram F on viewbox. What do you

see?
Six rib fractures and a pneumothorax on the right.
What else?
Fluid in the right chest.
What would you do next?
Do a thoracentesis.
Large quantities of air and 75 cc of blood were
removed with subsequent slight decrease in res-
piratory effort.
Put in a chest tube.
What might be more important first?
Start an i. V.
What would you give?

STUDENT:
COMPUTER:
STUDENT:
COMPUTER:
STUDENT:
COMPUTER:

STUDENT:
COMPUTER:
STUDENT:
COMPUTER:
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STUDENT:
COMPUTER:

STUDENT:
COMPUTER:

STUDENT:
COMPUTER:
STUDENT:
COMPUTER:
STUDENT:
COMPUTER:

Ringer's lactate or saline until blood was ready.
Now put in the chest tube and be prepared to de-
scribe where the tube should be placed, ti tech-
nique of insertion, aiid the mechanics of three-
bottle suction. What should you do next?
Do a tracheostomy.
Explain why you would do this rather than insert
an endotracheal tube. How will you stabilize the
chest?
Use a positive pressuce respirator.
What would you do next?
Get an EKG.
The EKG is normal.
Put in a nasogastric tube.
Large amounts of air and 100 cc of gastric fluid
were removed.

Discussion
Factual medical knowledge is now so extensive that only a small

part of it can be taught in 4 years of medical school. In the future
struction may be largely oriented toward developing judgme .
developing the techniques for continued learning, i.e., how to
information, how to evaluate it properly, and how to apply it.

It has recently been realized that computers might be ideally suited
to programmed instruction. They can accept and evaluate student
responses quickly, can provide large branching capabilities, and in
many ways provide greater flexibility than is possible with the linear
programs of "teaching machines." The incorporation of visual in-
formation such as roentgenograms and slides for microscopic inter-
pretation, challenges the student in other parameters of his medical
knowledge. Subsequent discussion of the student-and-computer dia-
logue with a member of the surgery staff may direct the clinical teach-
ing to the individual needs of the student.

The computer course in surgery is recommended only as a supple-
ment in decision-making to the foundation of medical education, the
lectures and reading that provide the factual information and the
clinical experiences with patients.

Initial Program
The first cases were developed in COURSEWR1TF.R (II), a pro-

-4go
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TABLE II

Samp'e Program Using COURSEWRITER

You are called to the newborn nursery -o see an infant
born 45 minutes ago who is now having severe difficulties
with respirations. The mother's pregnancy was normal and
the d.livery was an uncomplicated elective low forceps.
The birth weight was 7 lbs. 4 oz. There is severe nasal
Claring. The R. is 72, P. is 164, T. is 36.6, and
B.P. 84/. No breath sounds are heard over the left chest
and only faint sounds are heard on the right. The heart
sounds are heard more to the right than usual. The
abdomen is soft and not distended.

Al. How should this patient be managed?
QU

CA Blood count

BR A2

CA Chest x-rays

BR A3

A2.

A3.

Hematocrit 46 per cent, Hemoglobin 15.3, WMC 9,200.

Al

See Roentgenogram F.

Al

-142,
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gramming language by means of which the teacher directs the com-
puter to present instructional material to a student and evaluate his
responses (Fig. 3). A subset of COURSEWRITER is shown in
Table I. Using these instructions a program is written as shown in
Table II. Thus when the student requests to see the patient, he is
given the summary record : "You are called to the newborn nursery

" The system then waits. If he enters the request "blood count,"
the response will be as indicated by the program, namely

STUDENT: Blood count.
COMPUTER: Hematocrit 46 per cent . and so on.
Five surgical cases are presently available under the system. Sev-

eral observations have been made following our experience with
COURSEWRITER to-date:

I. Following early experimentation, it became apparent that
the logical structure of the surgical cases was almost identical.
Consequently, a "kernel" program representing the logic struc-
ture was designed. The coding time was reauced tc about one-
third, since the kernel deck can be simply reproduced. Detailed
checking out of the programs is greatly simplified by the kernel
program since a thorough check on one of the cases indicates
that the others are probably also checked. The program repre-
senting a new case is checked only for the items specific to it.
2. Entry of new programs and later revisions were found to-be'
more efficient when done by cards at the central comPuting fa-
cility rather than on-iine from the terminal.
3. The limited number of switches and counters and the limited
computational capabilities of the language, restricted the design
of the logic structure, although the existing capabi?ities were
adequate to initiate the study and learn about the requirements
of the application.
4. The system's response to a student's inquiry was generally
acceptable.
5. Recovery from a malfunction of the compuer meant that a
student had to request the same case again, resulting in an un-
necessary and possibly annoying repetition. This problem was
partially solved by periodically printing out at the student's
terminal a label which marked his progress through the program.
When a malfunction occurred, the student restarted the case
and then branched to the most recent label on his printout.

A second set was coded to experiment with a relatively new gi aphic

143
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FIGURE 3

;anguage: COURSEWRITER

Computer: IBM 1410 (University of California,
Irvine)

Termina4.: IBM 1050

FIGURE 4

Language: FORTRAN (with GRAF)

Computer: IBM 8/360 (UCLA, Health Sciences
Computing Facility)

Terminal: IBM 2250 Graphic Display Unit
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device and a new set of language statements (Fig. 4). Graphic Addi-
tions to FORTRAN (....)RAF) (7) provide a FORTRAN user an easy
way to address graphic consoles. The IBM 2250 Graphic Display
Unit was evaluated in this teaching experiment. The unit consists of
a cathode ray tube (CRT) on which computer-programmed graphic
(points, straight lines) and alphanumeric (alphabetics, numerics and
special symbols) information is displayed. A keyboard and a light
pen provided the user with a means of entering and !nodifying com-
puter information. The student was given the operating instructions
(Fig. 5) on the terminal itself and he could disp' at will the various
selection lists.

Figure 5

Operating Instructions as Displayed on the IBM 2250

'PRI'
DEPRESS
DEPRESS
DEPRESS
DE:PRESS
DEPRESS

FUNC 1. Tt :11Sa..1..<1,i PATIENT DESCRIPZEON
1: UNCTION KEY 2 TO DISPLAY STUDY SELECTION LIST
FUNCTION KEY 3 TO DISPIAY DIAGNOSIS SELECTION LIST
FUNCTION KEY 4 TO DISPLAY THERAPY SELECTION LIST
FUNCTION KEY 31 T"..." SIGN OFF
FUNCTION KEY 0 TV 1ISPLAY THESE INSTRUCTIONS AGAIN

FORTRAN, however, is noi. designed to manipulate character
strings as required by this =ccl- ing program and consequently the
coding of a surgical case is lengthy. The quick response on a CRT,
however, does reduce appreaabi) the time needed to work through a
case. Auxiliary hard copy, needed for later review with the instructor
and for general evaluation of fre program, was easily obtained on a
line printer. The requiremee for a more conveniently located "re-
mote" terminal, however, prmented our frequent use of the device.

Responses from the studerta ushig this method indicate that use of
a visual selection list is not aceptable since it biases the student and
gives him unnecessary hints.

The general computational_ requirements of the clinical problem
solving process entail severti. factors. First, a continuous natural
language dialogue should be conducted between the student and the
computer in such a way that the communication is natural, logical
and meaningful. Such an in1,-;:rchange would require the existence or
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development of a program that would
1. Retrieve and print out appropriate stored or constructed
responses on the basis of the results of the syntax analysis (5), and
2. Ultimately, perform a syntax analysis of the input string.

Second, one of the main attributes of a good dialogue is the ability
of the computer not only io work at the pace of the student but also
to adapt the instruction to the reaction of the student with a constant
modification of the constructed responses depending on the student's
progress and difficulties. This adaptive mode, in which neither the
student nor the tutor is dominant (6), precludes the multiple choice
device (machine or programmed text) propose,' which
does not allow constructed responses. The so-caik,: I uter-based
right-wrong machine" (7) which compares student respomcs with
correct responses and decides on the basis of the outcome which
stimulus to display next, is also constrained by its inability to con-
struct responses, although it does allow the student much more flexi-
bility in determining the direction of the path taken. Such a mode
can present remedial information on the recognition of an erroneous
response, although it cannot be sure of selecting appropriate remedial
work.

The problem of patient management requires a more general prob-
lem solving process (8, 9). The development of a program which
allows a student to develop his clinical problem solving process by
exploring branches of decision trees to whatever extent is needed,
requires special capabilities in the computer terminal and the pro-
gramming language. The determination of these special requirements
are part of our current interest and research.

A typewriter terminal is an :nefficient interface in a mart-machine
communication; it can slow a student's rate of work and potenital
progress. Appropriate CAI terminals are necessary if full advantage
is to be tzken of the new technology. The following terminal capa-
bilities would greatly enhance the flexibility of such a man-machine
communication (10):

1. Remote access to a computer.
2. Keyboard and light pen input.
3. Output of computer-generated or computer controlled
displays.

On the basis of some preliminary work with an experimental con-
versational language, APL/360, it would seem to be quite feasible to
process a natural language input, thus eliminating the multiple-choice

14e
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list (Fig. 6). The length and organization of the dictionary required,
the degree of synonym classes provided and other transformations
of the input all affect the response time of the system, which must
remain "fast." Provision has to be made to edit the dictionary con-
veniently from a terminal by adding or deleting descriptors, creating
or rearranging synonym classes, and so on. Also essential is the ability
to create special routines and functions, expressed in a general pro-
gramming language with string handling and logical trees processing
capabilities.

Figure 6

Language: APL

Computer: IBM System/360 (IBM Research,
Yorktawn Heights, N.Y.)

Terminal: IBM 1050

Summary
In an effort to improve current methods of surgical education in

medical schools, a program of computer assisted instruction was ini-
tiated at the UCLA School of Medicine. The clerkship in surgery was
supplemented with this program for 40 fourth year students in an
attempt to develop their clinical decision-making ability. The student
was prese:Ited by the computer with clinical cases for which he re-
quested laboratory studies, evaluated results, and made decisions re-
garding treatment. An IBM 1050 computer and a graphic display unit
(IBM 2:50) were employed in the program which was expressed in
COURSEWRITER language. Subsequent discussion of the student
and computer dialogue with a member of the surgery staff provided
an individual guide for instruction based on the specific needs of the
student.

1 4
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Strategies for Teaching
Comprehensiveness in Inquiry

PRESTON LEA WILDS, M.D. and
VIRGINIA ZACHERT, Ph.D.*

MED;CAL STUDENTS during clinical clerkships and house officers dur-
ing their internships and residencies work with real patients who
c.,nfront them with real clinical problems. Whether they see patients
in a broad medic al field or a narrew clinical specialty, they are faced
with problems in a random sequence. From the learner's standpoint,
a random sequf nee of patients probably resembles a textbook with
the pages and chapters in a random order. Certainly, learning takes
place, but the cost in terms of frustration and inefficiency may be
somewhat higher than necessary.

The person who is preparing programmed case materials has the
opportunity to arrange his cases a:. he pleases. He may choose a ran-
dom sequence, or he may even camouflage his efforts so that in the
end, his carefully planned sequence appears to the learner as a ran-
dom arrangement full of surprises.

Appropriate problem solving behavior requires the following
attributes:

1. Comprehensiveness in the approach.
2. Responsiveness to new information as it evolves.
3. Selectiveness in the acquisition of further information.
4. Decisiveness, a willingness to take action on the basis of
available information.

*From the Department of Obstetrics and GynecologY, Medical College of Georgia.The search reported herein was supported by a grant from the U. S. Department ofHealth, Education, and Welfare Office of Education (Contract No. OEC2-6-051145-1784 ).
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The purpose of this presentation is to show how programmed casescan be arranged to encourage the learner to develop these attributes.Clinical problem solving requires special skills in inquiry as well asin answer finding. It is appropriate to divide the teaching of theseskills into separate phases. The divisions, however, are arbitrary andare useful only to illustrate the sequence in which new material maybe introduced, phase by phase, In a completed sequence of pro-grammed cases, the phases all overlap, run concurrently, and blendinto each other with no clear distinctions.

Phases in Teaching Inquiry
Phase I. The first pluse begins with the mathetic assumption thatthe proper place to start the learning process is at the end. Learnersof clinical problem solving seem to be more interested in answersthan in questions. "Don't confuse me with the facts, just tell me theanswer; how do I handle the problem?" In teaching clinical problemsolving by means of programmed instruction, the proper startingpoint is problem resolution, rat!ler than inquiry. The students areasked to find answers for problems in which all the necessary infor-mation is supplied. This type of case presentation may be dia-grammed as follows:

In effect, the student is asked, "Here is the problem, what is youranswer?" This is the simplest type of case presentation since it is asingle phase process. Within this framework, however, a series of

FIGURE I

I All needed information eupplied initiall
Evaluation

Avvropriate Managen

Neura-4.---1Caee

ur riateManal nt

PHASE X

DECISION WITH COMPLETE D&TA.
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problems of increasing complexity can be developed. The student
learns that appropriate management requires him to evaluate care-
fully all the information presented to him and relate this to his fund
of medical knowledge. The initial protocol for the case can be brief,
or it can present a detailed history and physical examination and
large amounts of pertinent and irrelevant laboratory work, all of
which the learner must evaluate critically before he can develop a
plan of management, which also can be quite complicated. The sim-
pler cases usually present only relevant information; more complica-
ted ones mix the relevant information with the irrelevant. Therefore,
in the first phase of the conditioning process, the student must dis-
tinguish between:

I . Relevant information
2. Irrelevant information

He must then take appropriate actions based on his evaluation of
the relevant information. The change from short, simple problems to
complex, sophisticated ones should be developed gradually over a
series of case presentations so that the student is not caught by sur-
prise and frustrated by a case which is too demanding for him.

Phase II. In the second phase of the conditioning process, he must
learn to respond to the absence of pertinent information, which can
be diagrammed like this:

The learner must evaluate the information given him initially and
then decide what additional information he needs in order to take
appropriate action. The student must make three distinctions:

1. Relevant Information
2. Irrelevant information
3. Missing information

Depending upon how the student has evaluated the information
given him initially, the missing information he collects from the data
gathering sections of programmed cases may be relevant or irrelevant.
If he collects and evaluates relevant information, he may proceed
rapidly toward a solution for the problem. If he flounders helplessly
in the collection of irrelevancies, it becomes apparent that he has not
yet learned to distinguish the relevant from the irrelevant and he
needs additional or remedial work at the first phase level.

Phase III. At the end of the second phase, the student should have
learned how much, and what additional, information he needs to de-
fine a problem with the precision necessary for appropriate manage-
ment. In the third phase of the conditioning process, the student is
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FIGURE 2

Some necessary information initiall withheld 1

Evaluation

Collects additionall
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[Fails to collect relevant'

additional information

1 Evaluation 1 Ina

No additional Additional
data needed data needed

[Appropriate management
*

I Next Case I

PHASE II

ro riate mane ement

Remedial wc7Fit

DISCOVERY OF ABSENT INFORMATION

FIGURE 3
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data needed needed .rc
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40

I Redefines problem I
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I Appropriate management 1

(Next Case I

PHASE III DEFINING THE PROBLEM
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now asked to identify or discover the problem. The process may be
diagrammed like this:

Initially the patient's difficulties are poorly ;dentified or concealed
altogether. The learner, in developing his habits of inquiry, must add
another category to his discriminations:

I. Relevant information
2. Irrelevant information
3. Missing information
4. Survey information

He is asked to make use of appropriate portions of history, physi-
cal examination, and laboratory work in looking for problems which
initially may be unsuspected. He is asked to develop habits of ob-
taining survey or screening information and also to develop respon-
siveness to positive findings from his survey. He must follow up each
lead and modify his plan of management for the patient in accord-
ance with his findings. At the conclusion of this third phase of the
process, the student should recognize that the patient's initial state-
ment of the problem is only a starting point for investigation, and
may represent only a small portion of the problem which must be
recognized, defined and resolved.

The three strategies, Phases I, II and III, for teaching inquiry that
have thus far been discussed all tend to emphasize the need for re-
sponsible, comprehensive information-gathering and tend to de-
emphasize the importance of efficient, decisive action in patient
management.

Phase IV. If all programmed cases went no farther than Phase III,
they would give the false impression that the ideal clinician is invari-
ably an obsessive-compulsive information collector. Certainly there
are times when this kind of behavior is appropriate. There are other
times, however, when compulsive information-gathering must be by-
passed in favor of decisive action. This can be diagrammed as follows :

In effect, the student is asked, "Can you recognize immediately
how much information is enough, or must you waste time and effort
in collet. ing unnecessary informationT' Cases designed to teach this
discrimination have the same essential structure as the simple puzzle
solving cases in Phase I; in addition, they carry as unnecessary bag-
gage the data gathering frames added in Phases II and III to give
practice in the art of inquiry.

Phase V. At this point the student should have become adept at
evaluating the completeness and relevance of the information he
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FIGURE 4

All needed information supplied
Irrelevant information withheld
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PHASE IV
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needed

Evaluation.]
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Evaluation

Remedial work

PHASE V

DECISIVE ACTION WHEN INQUIRY IS FRUSTRATEM
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needs to investigate the patient's Ltifficulties. In many clinical prob-
lems, however, action must be taken on the basis of incomplete in-
formation. The learner must learn to make vital decisions based on
probability estimates which in some instances must be based upon
very inadequate information. Up to now, most of the conditioning
has moved in the direction of requiring him to be comprehensive,
responsive, and selective in his collection of information, and yet he
must Oho learn to be decisive when information he needs is unavail-
able to him. This is diagrammed like this:

Here the question seems to be, "Can you take action in the pa-
tient's interest and accept responsibility for uncertainties which you
have been unable to evaluate?" A series of cases in this category is
designed to teach the student to look at the information he has, not
only from the standpoint of completeness and certainty, but also
to recognize instances where the need for decision-making requires
action in spite of incompleteness and uncertainty. In short, when in-
quiry has been frustrated, can the student resolve the problem anyhow?

Emphasis On Inquiry Training
Programmed case materials designed for undergraduate medical

students tend to emphasize the development of skills in inquiry and
diagnosis, rather than skills in therapy. This emphasis may be ap-
propriate in helping to correct the de-emphasis of inquiry in the med-
ical school curriculum. In conventional teaching, even when the case
study method is used, as in rounds, clinicopathological conferences,
etc., the participation of students in learning is limited to the Phase I
level. Furthermore, conventional methods of testing tend to ignore
the art of inquiry altogether. These deficiencies in the curriculum may
have a bearing on the findings of Peterson (1) and Clute (2) who noted
that the most striking deficiency of physicians in general practice was
their inadequacy of inquiry, their failure to obtain essential informa-
tion from history, physical examination and laboratory work.

Management Training
The political usefulness of programmed cases in teaching a wide

spectrum of inquiry skills is still largely unexplored. The teaching of
management skills, like the teaching of inquiry skills, requires similar
explorations. Undoubtedly, it can be divided into phases. A two-
stage management problem could be diagrammed like this:

In this illustration, the student, after completing the usual stages of

1 5 5
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inquiry, is asked to formulate therapeutic trials. Each stage of man-agement requires the collection and evaluation of further informationbefore the next stage in management can be formulated appropriately.Once case presentations reach this point of complexity, the pmsiblebranches and ramifications of management problems are endles;;, es-pecially if cases are programmed for cc -nputer presentation ratherthan simple paper and pencil formats. :.chnologies have been de-veloped to permit the programmed presentation of the most complexproblems, and strategies of programmed instruction are available toteach almost any desired pattern of problem-solving behavior, from"shooting from the hip," to information-gathering. The limiting fac-tors are human and require that the teacher and the student worktogether. "What do you want him to learn?" "How far into this jun-gle will he travel in order to learn it?"

Summary
Students of problem-solving can learn to be comprehensive, re-sponsive, selective, and decisive through practice in solving problems.The types of problems requiring inquiry can be classified and pre-sented in the following sequence:Phase IAll information supplied initially.Phase IIISome necessary information initially withheld.Phase IIIInitial problem mis-identified and pertinent informa-tion withheld.
Phase IVAll needed information supplied; irrelevant infor-mation withheld.
Phase V Essential information presented; desirable additionalinformation unavailable.

A programmed approach permits the student to practice the solv-ing of a wide variety of problems which require ;nquiry. This varietyis not available to the student with conventional group instruction.
References

1. Peterson, 0. L., M.D. "An Analytical Study of '.1.,rth Carolina Gen-eral Practice," J. Med. Education 31:12, 1956.2. Clute, Kenneth F. The General Practitioner. Toronto, Canada: Uni-versity of Toronto Press, 1963.



Part IV

Instructional Systems for
Individualized Learning

Not all self-instruction takes place solely within the teachingprogramcertainly not within the program as it is traditionallyconceived. Nor is self-instruction incapable of invoking technologyat a level below that of the electronic computer. Blyth suggestssome of the enduring problems in his discussion of the impact oftheory on educational practice. Ramey describes how simulationand role playing can be incorporated into an individualized learn-ing system. Graves and Harden describe for us some utilitarianand simple applications ofaudio-visuals to self-teachingand inso doing tell us about the growth of such efforts in Great Britain.Potts takes a more general look at an integrated audio-video re-trieval system. Finally, Reynolds reports on the development ofinstructional guides, developed in accordance with programmingtechniques, but designedly seeking to teach a lower order of endbehaviors.
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Impact of Theory on EducationW Practice
JOHN W. BLYTH, Ph.D.*

IN PREPARATION for this session this afternoon, I reviewed a numberof the comments that were made in the First Conference, a pioneereffort planned by Dr. Lysaught and his colleagues. In looking backover those earlier statements, I note that some of thl. things that wereofconcern to us four years ago have become history. Other problemswhich we were grappling with then are still with us,. We have learnedmuch in some directions, but we still have a long way to go in clarify-ing many of the questions that still confront us.In summary, however, of where we stand in comparison to ourposture at the first meeting, I would suggest that the broad outline ofthe general theory that started this movement in self-instruction hasstood up well to the test of practice. In particular, these generalpoints of our learning theory have been substantiated beyondrefutation :
1 . The importance of the active participation of the student inthe process of instruction;2. The importance of reinforcement either immediate orslightly delayed ;

3. The importance of prepz.zing very detailed specifications forthe behavioral objectives of instruction;4. The importance of analyzing the instructional problem intoa series of steps and preparing instruction in that step-wisefashion ;
*Director of Medic:LI Programming, Argyle Publishing, Inc.
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5. The importance of the empirical testing and revision of in-
structional sequences.

Notice that I omitted a number of the considerations that we might
have included four years ago. For example, I didn't speak of "small"
steps. I don't think there is any longer any orthodoxy on that now
since thet .e. is little agreement on what constitutes or describes a small
step of inuruction.

Some of the questions which concerned many people four or five
years ago seem to have become less prominentif, indeed, they
haven't disappeared altogether from discussion. There was, at one
point, considerable controversy as to whether a program should be
branched or linear and which was the correct method of program-
ming. I haven't heard anything about that for quite a while.

About a month ago, I was talking with somebody about a pro-
gramming problem and showed him a sample of one of the programs
we are developing. He took one look at it and said, "But, that's not a
program !" The reason he said this was that the material didn't look
like a page of print with a few of the words left out. That was his
concept of a program. Now, I'm not saying that there are not per-
fectly good programs with that form, but it's getting rare for persons
to believe that a program is typed into a particular visual pattcrn or
set format.

We are, today, much more flexible with regard to the development
and presentation of the program. We are much more versatile in our
use of media for presenting self-instructional sequences. If we are
concerned with oral skills, we use equipment that permits oral re-
sponses. If we re concerned with listening skills, we must provide
something to list.en to, rather than read. We're now at the point of
using video tape as a playback medium to reinforce some of our
learning principles. In short, there is far more flexibility in the type of
"frame" that is written, the type of program in which it is use:1, the
mode of presentation, and the total system in which the program may
be used. We have seen in these four years, particularly in health edu-
cation, a remarkable experimentation with diverse approaches and
different techniques. Out of such a ferment, we will inevitably come
to better and better methods.

Continuing Problems in Self-Instruction
Now I'd like to discuss some of the areas in which we still find our-

selves with problems. First, there is the formulation of behavioral
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objectives. The attention that has been devoted to the developmentof specific instructional goals may be the most significant thing tohave come out of the programming movement. It is not that wehaven't been concerned about the ends of teaching for a good manyyears as long, indeed, as education has been discussed. But theimpact of the self-instructional movement has forced us to specifythese ends of instruction more precisely and clearly than ever before.As one evidence of this impact, I would mention that there is cur-rently a large-scale, long-range project underway to formulate be-havioral objectives for the secondary school curriculum. It willprobably take at least one year to arrive at a satisfactory statement ofgoals, but consider for how long we have worried, argued, accused,and lamented about secondary schools without a specific statementof what the outcomes of that school should be.
Thus, the formulation of behavioral objectives, while still a prob-lematic part of instructional technology, is having its impact far be-yond the original concept of programmed instruction.
A second problem related to the development of sound teachinglies in the movement from behavioral objectives to instructional se-quences. Working with one aroup of subject matter experts, wefound that the program we were trying to develop could be analyzed

into a sequence of decision points and that appropriate actions hadto be based on the decisions made at each juncture. When we tried to
determine how a certain decision was reached at one of these points,
however, we most frequently were told that this was a "matter of
judgment!" There was a reluctance, or perhaps more an inability, to
say anything specific about how such a judgmenishould be formed
or what criteria were used in making a determination. When we sug-gested that the only valid instruction to be given to the student under
such a circumstance might be, "All right, gentlemen; at this point
take out your crystal ball, take a good look into it, and then decide
what you should do in the cited case," however, we were met withcries of anguish.

This task of specifying the criteria and judgmental aspects of prob-
lem situations is no doubt one of the most troublesome and pervasivein all education. As we begin to develop strong rationales, not onlyfor objectives that we wish to teach, but for the logical parameters in
which those objectives should be taught, then we are coming closer
and closer to an idealized educational system.

A final problem related to objectives, their determination, and
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their logical environment lies in the transfer from learning behaviors
however behavioralto task behavior with the patient. That is,
there can be excellent objectives developed in terms of clear, specific,
observable operations, but these behaviors can truly be academic, or
bookish, or paper and pencil kinds of things that fall far short of the
true terminal behavior that we should be seeking. What I am really
trying to suggest is that a continuing problem in self-instruction lies
in our own tendency to teach as in the past and not to exploit the full
capability of a new technology that would allow us to do much more
than ever before. We have, perhaps, taught some subjects in medicine
in a highly theoretic way simply because the lecture permitted only
that kind of approach. Now, we can not only teach theory, but we
should be teaching a better form of application and treatment and
our technology not only allows it, but provides for tangible enhance-
ment. We do not, in short, challenge our new technology nearly
enough.

Difficulties in Program Validation
The greatest single problem we are facing, however, is in the area of

program validation. We look with considerable distress on efforts to
standardize requirements for the validation of programsfor a num-
ber of reasons. One is that we find it difficult to control variables in
health care situations to the point where we can say with scientific
accuracy that the program did or did not meet all of our objectives.
This does not mean that we can't develop generally good and con-
clusive results, but to demand laboratory results requires laboratory
conditions, and the patient wards and treatment rooms are not an
equivalent situation to the experimental psychologist's apparatus.

If we follow the lead of those who infist on rigid standard;zation of
program validation, however, we shall inevitably back off from the
applied setting where controls vanish in the face of emergency situa-
tions, or where persenality variables may alter with the arrival of a
single resident. When we back off from the applied situation, we may
be entrapped ir. the nsychometrician's web of objective, highly con-
trolled testing. That, in turn, usually turns out to be some form of
verbal behavior that can be tested thoroughly and reliably. But recog-
nize you are now testing your ability to teach students to talk about
conditions, or answer paper and pencil problems, rather than do
what they have learned is best pra..;tice,

In doing this sort of thing, we inevitably restrict our teaching to the
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limited horizons of our current testing techniques. Add to this the
temptation to arrange teaching objectives to just those things that are
most easilyor even most reliablymeasured in a particular form of
paper test, and you have the classic example of the tail wagging
the dog.

We have encountered a further problem in relation to standardized
techniques for validating programs. We believe that a great number
of the well-developed self-instructional programs for health care
specialties ha.ie utility for a wider range of learners. Programs for the
medical student may be easily adapted to some nursing students,
some technologists, some public health students, and others. But
each of these vadant sets of learners, despite certain common die-
mèrits of background, also possess individual and group differences.
If you are to adapt a program to suit their requirements, there are
some persons who would argue that you need to carry out an in-
volved, standardized validation study for each variation. Now, we
have had some experience with this, and we find that within reason-
able limits we can "customize" a program for different groups merely
by changing a little vocabulary and a few examples.

Now some individuals would insist that an extensive standardized
protocol be followed in the validation of each application of the basic
program. This would be almost prohibitively expensivenot to
mention time consuming and laborious. Certainly, we would be con-
cerned with evaluative testing with small groups of each set of in-
tended learners, but we can hardly see the necessity for beginning
anew the entire set of initial and developmental tests when we know
that the basic purposes of the program have been attained. All we
are really attempting to determine is whether the modifications are
effective and understandable.

This leads to the final problem that we have encountered in the
validation of programs. Even if your program is thoi oughly tested
and evaluated, you may find that it fails for reasons which have
nothing to do with the technical proficiency or accuracy of the pro-
gram. We need to pay much more attention to the principles of
learning connected with the administration of the program. The useof the program itself needs to be reinforced. Too many people have
thought that a good program removes all responsibility from their
shoulders. Give it to the learner; forget about the rest. It just doesn't
work that way, of course.

If you want a program to work effectively and efficiently, then you

463
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must make conditions for its administration as favorable as possible.
Then, you must ensure that the learnings gained in the program are
reinforced in actual behavior. The medical student should have to
practice the skills learned in the program. Otherwise, like all other
learnings, retention and accuracy and finesse will suffer. In short,
some of our greatest problF:m is bound up in learning how to make
the most effective use of the effective programs already developed.

.4



The Physician's Responsibility to the Patient:
Videotape Problem-Solving in a
Self-Instructional Mode

JAMES W. RAMEY, Eti.D.*
THE TEACHING TECHNIQUE I am about to describe is one of a series of
teaching innovations with which-we have been working over the past
eighteen months. Through an academic appointment at Drexel In-
stitute of Technology, I have been using a graduate course in library
administration to test some of these innovations before introducing
them into the medical and other professional areas. Videotape simu-
lation, the first of these innovations, has now been successfully used
a number of times. It was demonstrated at the first-year medical
student level at the University of Missouri Medical School in Colum-
bia last spring (1), and this fall we are using it in a continuing educa-
tion course in psychiatry for general practitioners at the Institute of
Pennsylvania Hospital. The self-instructional format which we will
be talking about today is currently in the "dry run" phase.

Two of the most serious drawbacks to self-instructional courses
have been their lack of provision for student interaction and their
closed structure, even when branching programs are used. These
drawbacks can be overcome by introducing open-ended problems
and providing a form of feedback that involves total group response
and interactive sharpening of perspective as each student measures
his perceptions, logic, and the appropriateness of his response
against that of his peers. The technique is primarily suggested for
Execotiee Director. Institute for Advancement of Medical Communication and Adjunct
Professor. Drexel Institute of Technology.
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courses in which there are no cut-and-dried "right" answers. Con-
flicting approaches, conflicting value systems, diagnostic judgment,
or differences in perception can lead to many different degrees of
"right" solution to a problem. An important aspect of learning is the
realization that there are many situations in which several "right"
answers are possible and choices have to be made to determine the
most appropriate of these answers in that given situation.

Synopsis of the Procedure
Students are given a topic sheet and a written case that illustrates

the topic by means of a problem. The topic sheet includes suggested
reading, and source material, particular points that the student
should look for in his reading, and typical questions that might be
raised about the tcpic. After he has read and studied this preliminary
content, he is asked to respond to the case. He is not, of course, ex-
pected to digest all the suggested readings. Indeed, this would be im-
possible. He is expected to consider several points Of view, however,
and of the thirty or forty books and articles suggested on each topic,
several are underlined to provide a core and to ensure that the class
has some commonality of background. The reading list covers a wide
range of approaches, including biological, behavioral, philosophical,
and legal material, as well as technical and diagnostic procedures.

Each student must indicate in writing the nature of the problem,
the underlying issues in the case, and how hc would effect a solution.
Each student then receives a composite response sheet comprising all
student responses and is asked to review his own position in the light
of the reaction of his peers, defending those of his responses that
deviate from the cluster responses, citing authority, again in writing.
The student submits this second response sheet to the audiovisual
department where he is then permitted to view a videotaped version
of the problem.

Until now he has been considering a static case involving "facts"
and characters. The videotape introduces the dynamics of interaction
among the characters, their differing personalities, their perception
of the situation, the non-verbal communication occurring in the sit-
uation that is so vital an aspect of many problem situations, and
last but not least, a time dimension is added, lending a great deal
mor. depth to the problem.

On the basis of his reaction to the videotaped version of the prob-
lem, the student is again asked to jot down his decisions concerning
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the nature of the problem, the issues involved, and the most appro-

priate solution. Again he receives a composite group response sheet

and must defend, in a reaction paper, his personal position as well as

indicate further responses based on the group reaction to the video-

tape. When he turns in this reaction paper he receives the next topic

and case, and repeats the procedure.
Five topics are presented in this manner during the first ten weeks

of the term, and during the eleventh week the total class meets to

take the final examination, which consists of viewing a sixth video-

taped problem and writing a reaction paper in class indicating the

nature ol the problem, the underlying issues, and the most appropri-

ate solution.
Two other aspects of the course should be mentioned at this point.

The first is that students are required to write an outside reading

paper which is due the fourth week of the course. The paper serves

the purpose of immersing the student in the subject matter of the

course early in the semester. He is asked to analyze, compare, and

evaluate the position of twelve authors from tl e reading list with re-

gard to one of several relevant subjects covered in the course. The
other point I wish to make clear is that the instructor is available for

personal consultation throughout the semester.

Course Content
The content for this course is indicated in the title of my paper

The Physician's Responsibility to the Patient. This particular choice
of subject matter is Eppropriate to two different situations. Originally,

it was conceived for the undergraduate medical student's need to con-

sider conflicting value systems. This fact of life, which he will fre-

quently have to deal with in practice, is seldom made a formal part of

the medical school curriculum. The Institute of Pennsylvania Hospi-

tal, however, now view these materials as useful for the continuing

education course in Psychiatry for general practitioners.
The five cases presented in this course include: "The Heart Pa-

tient," in which a physician is called in on an emergency basis to

handle another doctor's patient and makes a radically different

diagnosis of the problem; "Crochety Mr. Smith," in which the family

of a man the practitioner has treated for many years wants the doctor

to help have the man committed; "The Dying Patient," in which the

new attending physician must deal with his first terminal patient;
"The Malpractice Suit," in which the physician must decide whether
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to go along with the advice of his insurance agent to settle out of
court; and "Problem Children," a case dealing with community
structure and the reporting of venereal disease. A copy of this last
case is enclosed with this paper.

The Videotape Simulation Technique

I am reminded at this point of the big church wedding that was
progressing along the usual course until the minister intoned the
traditional words "let him speak now, or forever hold his peace," at
which point a tall, lanky citizen got up and said, "Wal now, if nobody
else plans to speak up, I'd like to say just a few words about Texas!"
I think that it might be much more appropriate for me to say a few
words about videotape simulation before telling you how we have
set up the experimental comparison between teaching a course
through videotape simulation and teaching it in the self-instructional
mode.

The object of videotape simulation is to make use of the positive
values of role playing without such hampering side effects as em-
barrassment to the players, group reluctance to tear apart the per-
formance, and inability to get outside the part and com nent on the
action while it ;s taking place (2). Role players are selected in advance
and given the written case for study. At a convenient time before
class they assemble to tape the problem and are at this time assigned
their individual roles. Each is asked to use this two or three sentence
statement as a point of departure, drawing on his experience, read-
ings, and perception of the developing situation for elaboration.
Each is reminded that the point of the exercise is to get at the under-
lying issues so as to help the group better understand the dynamics
of the problem. AN ith no more instruction than this, role playing
begins. Situations ahd timing are usually suggested, but may be left
up to the players.

The entire problem is usually taped in less than thirty minutes.
Players are allowed in the taping studio only while on camera, and
no other students are about. Tapes may be made anywhere. Class-

,krooms, studios, motel rooms, or offices are equally appropriate, since
no props are needed and players become so completely immersed in
the problem within the first thirty seconds that nothing distracts them.

The taped problem is played back to the class discussion group
after they have first considetedthecase in its written form and formed
tentative conclusions about the nature of the problem, the issues in-

168
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volved, and possible solutions. The role players are now just an-
other part of the group and can comment as freely as the rest on
various aspects of the tape. In addition, however, they are resource
people who can explain some of the whys and wherefores of their
actions. Since the discussion leader can start, stop, reverse, or replay
portions of the tape, it is possible to follow several simultaneous
lines of action, concentrate on nonverbal communication, and/or
stop the tape and attempt to anticipate the next move. The house
rule is that anyone can stop the tape by raising his hand.

The group disassociates the tape images from its peers and seems to
have little difficulty in dispassionately getting directly to the point
without fear of bruising egos. At the same time the students continue
to share a sense of involvement, a need to work the problem through
together to a satisfactory conclusion. After the class discussion each
participant is asked to write a two page (maximum) typed double--
spaced reaction paper. This paper is open ended. Students are en-
couraged to react to whatever seems important about the course at
the moment, the case, the players, the solutions, the discussion, the
methodology, or the reading list. The kind of outside reading paper
mentioned previously is also required in this course format, which is
otherwise actually very similar to the self-instructional mode, in that
it alternates theory and problem sessions and has the same goals,
which are to acqua ial. students with the parameters of the subject,
including the various theoretical positions with regard to it, and to
give them first hand, "gut-level" experience at dealing with typical
problems in the area.

Experimental Design
The purpose of the experiment is to find out whether students in

the self-instructional section of the course do as well on the final ex-
amination as students in the videotape simulation (or control) sec-
tion. Three hypotheses suggest themselves with regard to the experi-
mental group: 1) that infoernal structure will develop within the
group to replace the missing formal structure; 2) that informal dis-
cussion clusters will develop within the group to replace thc missing
formal discussion sessions; and 3) that a convergence of responses
will occur over the length of the semester.

The experimental subjects will be chosen on a random basis from
the class of 46 students. Every other student will become a "section
B" student as he en1 rs the room during the first class session. He
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will be handed a red 3x5 card instead of a white one. When all stu-
dents are seated, those who have red cards will be told that because
of its large size the class is being split into two sections. They will
then be asked to leave the room and return in 90 minutes. The re-
maining control section will then receive the usual orientation brief-
ing, which takes 90 minutes. The experimental section will then get
its 90 minute orientation briefing. Both sections will cover exactly
the same material, but in different order. Having taught the course
four times, each time using a different order of presentation, I am
relatively certain this will not introduce an unwanted variable.

There will be several major differences in the two sections. The
control section will make and view tapes. The experimental section
will only view tapes. The control section will have both formal theory
discussions and formal problem discussions. The experimental sec-
tion will have no formal discussions. The control section will write
reaction papers only after each videotai,e discussion. The experimen-
tal section will write two responses to each case and also two re-
sponses to each videotape. The control section will write an abstract
paper due near the end of the semester, involving the chapter by
chapter abstracting of the work of any five authors on the reading
list. The experimental sectior will not write an abstract. The control
section will have to meet a specific schedule at only ten points in
time during the semester. The experimental section will have to meet
a schedule at 25 points during the semester, although five of these
points will each be self-selected within three days (the points at
which they view the five videotapes).

Both sections will view the final exam tape simultaneously and
record their reactions in class, indicating what they consider to be
the problem, what they believe the issues to be, and how they feel the
problem can Ile most appropriately resolved. A jury of experts will
also view the videotape, come to a consensus on these points, and
then evaluate the student responses as a means of comparing the
effectiveness of the two methods. A six month followup is planned,
to be conducted in a similar manner, to compote retention under the
two modes of presentation.

Students will be given a questionnaire consisting largely of open-
ended questions aimed at determining their general reaction to the
experimental teaching method, particularly with respect to its open-
endedness and to student interaction during the course. It shoule be
possible to determine whether the hypotl-eses regarding the develop-
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ment of informal structure and informal discussion groups were cor-

rect as a result of student responses to the questionnaire which will be

handed to the student as he leaves the examination room with the
understanding that when he brings it ;-,o the office he will receive his

grade in exchange for the completed que3tionnaire.
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Videotape Case No. 5
Problem Children

Dr. Brown has just recently set up practice in Small City. He has

been most fortunate in being introduced to the community by an old

college friend, Joe Fuller, who is the countyjudge, a vestryman in the

Episcopal church, and a member of the board of trustees of the com-

munity hospital. Dr. Brown is very likeable as well as being an ex-
ceptionally able internist and diagnostician and his practice has

grown swiftly.
In the midst of this success a sticky problem has arisen. Joe Fuller's

teenage son came to the office a few minutes ago with the Episcopal

rector's daughter. A look at their faces first led Dr. Brown to suspect

that the girl was pregnant. Instead, they expressed the suspicion that

they had a social disease. Examination proved them right both are
infected with gonorrhea. They came to him rather than to their family

physician because they wanted to keep the matter private. Dr. Brown

spoke to each one privately while treating them and discovered, to

his surprise, that each assumed responsibility for infecting the other.

Each acknowledged other contacts, mentioning the names of other
influential families in the city.

Dr. Brown is aware of his responsibility to report cases of venereal

disease to the county health officer for follow up. On the other hand,

he feels a personal responsibility to the people involved, and since

he is not personally acquainted with the county health officer but has

heard several rather derogatory remarks about the way in which he

discharges his office, Dr. Brown is hesitant to involve him in the situ-

ation. Although ht %as never heard of a case in which a scandal

actvally resulted from such a report, Dr. Brown is very sensitive to
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the kind of upheaval that could result if word of such a situation as
this ever did get around.

Sequence

TAKE I Doctor, Rector's Daughter, Judge's Son.

Open ended insofar as time is concerned. Could be ten to thirty min-
utes depending on whether or not Doctor presses them to either bring
in the parents or allow him to speak to them privately.

TAKE II Participants depend on outcome of Take I.

If students resolve problem in I then there is no II. Should not run
over thirty minutes no matter how long I is.

Assignment Sheet : Dr. Brown
You are really in a dilemma. As a physician you are duty bound to

report VD cases to the county health officer, yet you are afraid that
in a small city like this the story of the judge's son and the rector's
daughter might be just too juicy to keep quiet, especially since a num-
ber of other notable families are also involved. Should you reveal to
the boy and girl that each has been involved with other young people
sexually? If you go to their parents this will certainly come out, and
unless you do so without consulting the kids, they will find out then.
Can you ethically go to the parents without consulting them? Since
they are minors, do you have a duty to involve the families? Can the
medical problem be handled without going to the health officer?
What are the moral implications of protecting the families involved?
Are you willing to take responsibility for potentially exposing these
families to a public scandal, especially the rector and the judge, who
are particularly vulnerable? What are the ethics of the situation?

Elaborate as you see fit, based on your own training, experience,
and perception of the situation. Remember that our aim is to uncover
as many as possible of the issues involved in the physician's responsi-
bility to the patient.

Assignment Sheet : The Judge's Son
I don't know what Dad would do, aside from skinning me alive.
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That's why we've got to keep it secret. I don't see why the doctor has
to go stirring up trouble by filing a report and getting a lot of other
people involved. I wouldn't have mentioned any other names if I had
had any idea somebody was likely to be going around to talk to them.
It's bound to get out if they talk to everybody. If someone else is in-
fected too that is that person's problem. We took care of it ourselves.
So can other individuals.

Elaborate in any way you choose, drawing on your training, read-
ing, experience, and perception of the situation. Our aim is to bring
out as many issues as possible in the area of the physician's responsi-
bility to the patient.

Assignment Sheet : The Rector's Daughter
We came to' you in good faith, expecting you to respect our pri-

vacy. We co uld have -one to another town or I could have come in
alone and sworn I got it from a toilet seat. I answered your questions
honestly you can't ethically turn around and tell me about your
responsibility to society. Your responsibility is to me. If you were
even to breathe this to my father he would be likely to preach a ser-
mon about it next Sunday. Sometimes I think he's more fundamental-
ist than Episcopalian. He would want to take full responsibility for
"letting me down." If you make a report to someone else, then I will
be responsible for having violated their confidence. I don't think you
have the right.

Elaborate in any way you see fit. Draw on your training, experi-
ence, and perception of the situation to uncover the issues involved in
the physician's responsibility to the patient.

Assignment Sheet : The Judge
Thank goodness the kids decided to go to Brown. At least this way

we have some opportunity to consider and perhaps influence the
situation. If they had gone somewhere else who knows what might
have happened. Surely Brown realizes that this sort of thing must be
handled privately. If my political opponents got wind of it I'd be
finished. I know the recm-ds in the health department are supposed to
be confidential, but I don't want to take the chance if it can be avoid-
ed. I feel sure all the families involved will cooperate, so that from the
medical standpoint Brown can take care of the situation. Too much
is at stake to do it any other way.
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Elaborate in any way you choose. Use your training, your eyperi-
ence, y Jur imagination, your perception of the situation. Remember,
our aim is to uncover as many as possible of the issues involved in the
physician's responsibility to the patient.

Assignment Sheet : The Rector

You are numb. While you appreciate the reasons for Dr. Brown
discussing the situation with you and the judge, you realize that the
decision is really his to make, and you almost wish he had not spoken
to you abon, it, for now you have the burden without the decision-
making power. Somewhere you have failed your daughter. Surely
there can be no doubt in Dr. Brown's mind about how he should
proceed. He would have no compunction if the children involved
were from poor lower class families. "Lo, how the mighty have
fallen!" It is a bitter pill to swallow, but apparently it is God's will.

Elaborate as you see fit. Use your own experience, your readings,
your perception of the developing situation to get at as many of the
issues as possible, to enlarge out understanding of the physician's
responsibility to the patient.

a.7
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Audiotape in Medical Teaching

JOHN GRAVES, 0.B.E., M.R.C.S.,
If teaching is not effective, it is a waste of time: we should fire the

teacher, not the student. Not everyone learns in the same way some
learn best by reading, others by doing, others by listening or dis-
cussion. There is lic one perfect method. Some techniques are more
suitable for a particular subject or for a particular person, but a wide
variety should be available to the learner. Many stulies have been
made in this area: Asher (1) (teaching physiolugy); Owen (2) electro-
cardiography); Joyce (3) (pharmocology); Greenhill (4) (naval
studies); and Postlethwait (5) (botany) have compared the effects of
different techniques and different types of student.

One problem is that teachers tend to come from the top half of the
class and so fail to understand the difficulties of less gifted people. If
a principle sccms clear to them they may not see that others need a
diagram or laborious explanations. I have often tried to demonstrate
this to teachers (6) but Abercrombie's ,00k (7) "The Anatomy of
Judgment" is perhaps the best work on misunderstanding between
teacher and taught.

Teachers must teach, but (as Miller (8) emphasises) it is learning
that is the active process and only the student can do it. So we shall
do well to think, regarding a given objective, "how can the student
understand and learn this?" rather than "how can we teach this?".
Whenever a method involves a student in some active effort of learn-
ing or checking what he has learned, it is more likely to be successful.
This 's shown in computer teaching (9, 10) and in programmed teach-
ing (II). However, if we have used a particular technique and found
it useful, we must not conclude that it is the only useful technique.
Enthusiasts can ea:ily lose their tense of proporlon.
'Director. Medical Recording Service and Sound Library. Royal College of GeneralPractitioners. Kitta Croft, Writtle. Chelmsford. Essex, England.
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The Physicians' Need for Continuing Education
It was as a member of the Education Committee of thc Royal

College of General Practitioners that I first became involved in
teaching. 1 helped analyse a survey into the needs of general practi-
tioners in Britain for continuing education in 1956 (12). Their prob-
lems were those of community doctors everywhere: not enough time;
no suitable courses; no deputy, andominouslyloss of the habit of
regular study. These findings reflect those of Peterson (13) in North
Carolina in 1954. Most felt the necd but did not know how to start.

In the decade that has followed, we havc seen in Britain a remark-
able upsurge of interest in continuing education (comparable to your
Regional Medkal Program) culminating in the building of hundreds
of teaching centers in community hospitals. A national conference on
the building, administration, and financing of these centers was held
last year (14). Financial help on a generous scale (though not usually
adequate for elaborate hardware such as computers) has come from
government and commercial sources andsignificantlyfrom the
local doctor's own pocket.

How the Recording Service Started
To return to 1956, I was at that time involved in many teaching

projects for general practition..rs and was convinced of the need
(especially among isolated up-country doctors) for regular oppor-
tunities for study rather than attendance perhaps once a year at a
formal course. If they could not attend meetings, could we not take
meetings to them? So 1 had the idea of tape-recording meetings and
loaning the tapes. Almost at once we discovered that it was not only
the isolated doctors who needed help, and also that recordings made
at meetings were not as good as commissioned talks made in the
studio. But that is how it started, and by 1958 (15) it was obvious that
there was a real need for this kind of service. Our ortinal tapes were
not very good but peo:)le liked them and loudly asked for mere. We
are still. astonished by the continuing cry for "more!" which keeps
growing although we do virtually no advertising. The demand from
new kinds of learners, and for new kinds of material is such that
we can barely keep up with its growth, although we have greatly en-
larged our staff and equipment.

EsEentials of a Good Audiotape
We have always tried to satisfy these criteria:
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I . The material (lecture, talk, ci;scussion, description of visuals)
mast be informal and intimate as if speaking to a small group.
2. The audience must be defined, and the material suitable for it.
3. Acoustic quality and general style and finish must be very
good.
4. It must be spoken by the original author (or interest and con-
viction will be lacking).
5. Slides should be used to accompany tapes wherever possible.
6. Slides must be of very good quality.
7. The best audiotapes are those that stimulate argument, dis-
cussion, and further reading, rather than those that attempt to
cover a subject completely.

Value of Comments and Criticism
We felt so strongly about the need for high quality subject matter,
recording, and photography that we wrote a book (16) to answer the
questions we were always being asked about these things.

(Several extracts from typical audiotapes were played at the meet-
ing).

We have been fortunate in our listeners, who have never failed to
stimulate us with critical comment and suggestions, and in our col-
leagues who are using audiotape in various ways in medical teaching.
I now feel equally fortunate in being able to travel round the U.S.A.
to meet other colleagues using audiovisual and self-instructional
techniques, especially at ihis .onference in Rochester. We have our-
selves held two conferences on the use or audiotape: the first in 1963
(17) when the method was beginning to bc used by a number of dif-
ferent organizations in Britain, and the second in June of this year
(18) to celebrate the tenth year of our own service.

Some of the interesting aspects of audiotape teaching that have
arisen from listener's comments have been : its increasing use by
small discussion groups in hospital common rooms and in doctors'
own homes (this has become so popular that we wrote a short guide
(19) to help people start up a group); increased use of illustrations;
question-and-answer tapes with pictures and problems of diagnosis;
and soon we hope to make tapes for self-testing with multiple-choice
questions.

Arguments for the Use of Audiotape with Slides
I would not for a moment suggest that audiotape is a better teach-
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ing medium than others in current use. But it does have certain ad-
vantages which merit it being given a larger place than at present in
our teaching programs:

I . It is cheap, easy to use and distribute by post, or around the
teaching center.
2. Though providhig a permanent record without any process-
ing, it can be enised, altered, and re-used again and again. Mul-
tiple copies can be made and erased for classroom use.
3. Teachers' time is saved for more valuable tasks such as indi-
vidual tutoring and group discussion. The best use is made of
good teachers, and time and effort spent perfecting a lecture are
not lost after one occasli
4. The learner's eyes are freed to concentrate on visuals or
practical work while instruction comes through the ear. This is
an ideal wpy of demonstrating collections of slides, or objects in
a museum.
5. Recordings of patients can, for instance, demonstrate sounds,
voices, histories and interviews, collections of similar or rare
cases, conditions before and after treatment. They can be com-
bined with photographs, X-rays, case-histories, and other docu-
mentation as a permanent collection in the school.
6. For individual study, the listener can stop, go back, replay,
make notes and responses, study visual and other material and
work at his own pace.
7. For group study, a tape provides the material foi discussion
without the distraction of the speaker's actual presence. The
group can feel free to criticise arid disagree.
8. Recordings can bring famous men and occasions to the
homes of students and doctors in remote places.

I think it is high t ime that medical school and hospital libraries in-
cluded audio-visual material as well as books. Using headphones and
individual study carrels (5) a student can work with all the necessary
material at hand. Many universities have devised complicated hard-
ware for use in this way, but I would make.aplea for simple equip-
ment wherever possible, to encourage exchange of material between
schoolssurely one of the most valuable uses of this medium.

The Royal College of General Practitioners' Sound Library
Perhaps I may finish with a few facts about my own library of

audiotapes. Now ten years oid, this is a non-profit-making subsidiary
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(supported partly by grants, partly by loan charges) of the Royal
College of General Practitioners. My wife and 1, both in part-time
general medical practice, run it with a staff of eight, using good pro-
fessional recording, copying, and photographic equipment.

We now have nearly 400 different recordings, the average playing

time being 34 minutes, with an average of 20 illustrations. Originally
only for general practice, tapes tow also cover specialist and nursing
subjects and are lent to people in every branch of medicine all over

the world. The service is almost entirely postal, loans now numbering
about 10,000 a year, with a known annual audience of over 50,000,

but as an increasing number of centers now heve tapes on permanent
loan for regular use and do not give us listening figures, this audience

must, in fact, be very much larger. The scale of this demand, made on

a small non-commercial service that does almost no advertising, and
has none of the teaching resources of a medical school, suggests that
here is a real need that should be considered by anyone planning

programs of continuing education.
Most of our tapes we have planned, recorded and produced our-

selves. But now we are happy to be able to include an increasing num-
ber made by medical schools, notably by Dr. R. McG. Harden of
Glasgow, whose paper you have heard today. We hope one day to
have tapes from many medical schools, including American t:chools.

hope to track some down while 1 am over here. 1 should be very
happy to hear from anyone who would like us to include his material
in our library, or who would like to borrow any of those that we have,

or to have more information about the service.
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Self-Instruction Using an Audiovisual
Tutor Machine

R. McG. HARDEN*

Sir George Pickering reported a number of years ago a visitor to
Britain who said "no country has produced so many excellent analy-
ses of the defects of medical education as has Britain and no
country has done less to implement them." I feel certain that should
this gentleman revisit us he would be impressed by the increasing
efforts being made particularly in the field of audiovisual aids. Evi-
dence of this is the newly formed Education Section of the Royal
Society of Medicine, the new British Journal of Medical Elucation,
and the activities of the Association for the Study of Medical Edu-
cation.

In Glasgow four years ago it became obvious that our undergrad-
uate and postgraduate teaching commitments could no longer be met
using conventional methods. There was, in short, a need for some
self-instruction technique which could be used within the depart-
ment of medicine for individual student instruction and at the s2nle
time be appropriate to the General Practitioner who was unable to
leave his practice for more than an occasional visit to the teaching
hospital. We decided that the system to be adopted should fulfill
certain criteria. (See Table l).

Firstly, the material should be readily available for repeated use: it
should be as available as the textbook on the library shelf, able to be
used immediately in the library or borrowed for use later.

Secondly, the system should use both sound and vision and these
should be automatically synchronised.

Thirdly, the materials used should allow corrections to be easily
made. In this way the content could be updated either because of ad-
vances in medical knowledge or for other reasons. For example, an
otherwise excellent nurs ng film may have to be discarded simply
*Lecturer in Medicine, Gardiner Institute of Medicine, Western Infirmary, Glasgow,

Scotland.
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Table I

Criteria for a Self-Instructional System

1. Readily available for repeated use

2. Sound & Vision - automatically synchronised

3. Corrections easily made

4. Equipment standard and inexpensive

5. Within Resources of University Department

because of a change in fashion. The reaction to a serious film in
which the nurses are wearing skirts 6 inches too long may be only one
of amusement and the message is lost.

Fourthly, the equipment should be standard and inexpensive.
Finally, and very important, the preparation and production of the

material should be within the resources of a University department.
By all means let centers exchange their material this should be en-
couragedbut let each renter be capable of production of its own.
Even if central pools of material were available which they are not
some material is best produced locally. A library witl )nly a few
good books is little used. This is the main defect today of pro-
grammed texts. Only using the system I shall describe, has it been
possible for us to build up a reasonably comprehensive collection of
material covering most aspects of medicine.

The system we have adopted uses soun.:1, recorded on magnetic
tape, synchronised automatically with 35 mm coloured slides. (See
Figure I). A tape recorder and automatic projector standard equip-
ment in most departments were mounted on a cabinet along with a
Philips synchroniser. With this, impulses were recorded on the second
track of the tape. During playback these impulses operated a relay
thus allowing slides to be automatically shown in synchronisation
with the sound commentary.

This is a diagram (Figure 2) of the same system. The tape recorder,
projector and synchroniser are permanently connected as shown.
Using the remote control lead the projector can also be used for
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Pafg411-1.44TYA

standard lectures without disconnecting any of the wires. This system
does, however, have certain disadvantages. It occupies an entire lec-
ture room when in use. For the novice the projector and tape re-
corder are not easy to operate. There scemed therefore a need for a
more compact machine with the projector, tape recorder and syn-
chroniser combined in one cabinet.

The Kindermann tutor (Figure 3) is such a machine. It incorpo-
rates a tape recorder with built in synchroniser, an automatic pro-
jector, and back screen projection. Two machines are permanently
available in our library. Using a 6mple set of instructions mounted
on the machine and with the cont.cols clearly labelled, even the first-
time user requires no additional instruction in operation ofthe machine.

PROJECTOR
REMOTE

CONTROL
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The student obtains a tape along with the appropriate tray of slides
from the librarian. The tape is easily loaded on the sprocket and does
not require to be fed through a separate synchroniser. The slide tray
is easily loaded on the projec:or. The slides are never handled and
even if the tray is turned upside down they are prevented from slip-
ping by spring clips. Once started, the tape and slides automatically
proceed until the end of the lecture is reached. There is a pause button
control on the machine and a control for "blacking out" the picture.
The student can, therefore, stop, think, make notes and test his mem-
ory. For use in the library the external speaker is silenced and head-
phones are used.

In most instances the emphasis should be on the visual material
and the script should be written around the slides. The presentation is
dull and uninteresting if these are not var;ed. They should be in col-
our where possible and should include clinical photographs, X-rays,
and ECGs. Diagrams should be used to emphasize some symptom or
to summarize important points.

Most subjects can be dealt with in this way. The technique is very
suitable for the "spot diagnosis" where the student is invited to in-
terpret a clinical photograph, an X-ray, a microscope slide, or an
ECG. Only after he has written down his interpretation does he re-
lease the pause control and the "correct" iaterpretation is then pre-
sented perhaps with supplementary slides.

I first thought of titling this paper "The poor man's teaching ma-
chine." Perhaps in Britain we are all poor men and the cost of pro-.
ducing largc numbers of programmed texts would be ohibitive. I
avoided this title, however, because the system I have described has
many advantages other than expense. What are these advantages?

Firsta good speaker can reach a much wider audience and lis-
teners can hear the views of acknowledged experts. Some of our
tapes and slides have already travelled as far afield as Greece, India,
and even the United States of America. Many of the users may not
have the facility of synchronisation but the material can still be used
by manually changing the slides. Alternatively a hand viewer can be
substituted for the projector.

One advantage is that by listening to his own lecture and to criti-
cisms by other members of the department, substantial improve-
ments in the lecture are usually made. Seegal, in his "Lament for
Better Teaching," stated that it is the "rare department which satis-
fies the wishes and even the demands of students that more of the
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staff members be great teachers. Truly great teachers are rare." With
this system, however, those who are, can reach a wider audience, and
those who are not can stand on the shoulders of those who are.

As for the student, the use of both auditory and visual senses
makes distraction less likely. It has been demonstrated in several
studies that learning is facilitated by the combined use of sound and
vision. Vision plus sound is better than either alone.

The syste is convenient in so far as the student can choose the
time and pi-ce best suited to him. Because the tapes and slides are
relatively easy and inexpensive to produce, and because interchange
with other centers is quite easy, large libraries can be quickly built up
covering most academic areas. Finally, the capital and running ex-
pensF,s, compared to other audiovisual aids, are quite small.

For the future, I feel certain that the use of tapes synchronised
with slides as a self-instructional method will increase. The interest in,
and the demand for, the material we have produced has been phe-
nomenal and the scope for the technique is tremendous. One exciting
line we are at present pursuing, using programmed instruction meth-
ods, is the construction by the student, as the tape and slides proceed,
of a summary of the subject. This is retained for quick review later.

I would finally like to thank you for giving me this opportunity of
presenting to you one method of self-instruction currently being used
in Britain.





The Planning and Development of Random
Access Audio-Video Retrieval Systems

ROBERT E. POTTS*
THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS Of going about building a program incommunications. I use the term communications in the broad Eenscof the word. I do not believe in building a program in any one of thcareas of this media, but rather of establishing the idea that all areas ofcommunications should be utilized. First of all, underline it firmly inyour mind that this is not a cheap undertaking. If you are trying tofind an inexpensive way of solving your institutional problems, this isnot destined to be one of them.

Organization
First, make a decision on how sophisticated you think you shouldbe with your program. Do you want television, radio. audio-visual,or a retrieval system') You may deeid.: that you want to use all ofthem. After this decision is made, erasider the introduction of a newbox in your organiwtional chart at the highest level possible calledthe "Division of Medi...A Communications." Your next importantjob is to bring your Iliculty into the picture. It is imperative that theyuaderstand, feel a part of, and support your program in the use ofvisual materials. Without their cocperation your entiro program islost, and they must be included right from the planning stage. Next,start looking for a man who will be the director of the division. Heshould be an expert in the several areas of media programming sothat he can diro-ct and provide the leadership necessary to initiateyour program. Finding this man is not going to be easy; and when

°The Ohio Stato Univorsity. College of hfodkine. Columbus. Ohio.
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jou find him, hc is not likely to be inexpensive. Remember, the right
man is a professional in every sense of the word, and should receive
the same recognition that you would expect to accord any other
facu I ty appo in tment .

In almost every medical school there are already forms oforgan-
ized communication. They come under several headings such as
Medical Illustrations, Medical Photography, small audio-visual de-
partments, and some units owning their own types of projectors and
television equipment. Without exception, I am sure that every mem-
ber of your faculty has films or slides in his office.

The several units, groups, or departments should bc centralized
and brought under the umbrella of the Division of Medical Commu-
nications. Now I know that such organization initially takes time,
effort, and occasionally even additional staff, but too much duplica-
tion of equipment and materials can kill a program before it ever ha::
a chance to get off the ground. When centralization takes place, it
generally eliminates possible feelings of competition; it improves co-
operation between departments; and, in the long run, it enables each
department to have more and better equipment at its disposal with-
out duplication. Time schedules can be met, and a general improve-
ment in staff and workmanship can be the result.

As I said in the beginning, this is not an inexpensive undertaking,
and a Division of Communications must have continuous financial
support for any program. This commitment must be wade from the
very beginning. The budget, recognizably, will be difficult to deter-
mine at first, but this is where your expert in the field will be able to
advise you. Thr.rc is no doubt that grants can and will aid in helping
to make your program develop faster and make it stronger, but such
money should be seen as an adjunct, and not as the primary source of
support for your program.

Staff
We now come to the problem of staffing. If your 1,;ans include tel-

evision capability, it will be extremely important for you to hire TV
electronic enginet:s. I stress thc word TV. because not all electronic
engineers know how to maintain and operate TV Pquipment. Posses-
sion of a first class license is desirable and is required if you intend to
do an., broad,:asting. But don't let that first class license be your only
consideration. Background and experience are prime ingredients.

I must stress that unless you intend to hire these people, you should
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not get involved in TV. Without them, you are lost. Where do you
find these people? If you look in the trade journals, you will find that
schools and industry all over the country are looking for good TV
engineers. This, again, is one of the areas in which your chosen direc-
tor can be of great help. He may not always be able to locate an engi-
neer immediately, but at least he'll know where to start looking.

Next, you must acquire your production staff. Without experi-
enced production personnel, you cannot function. I don't mean to
imply that all your staff need be professionally trained. There is also a
need for support personnel. These people can be students. How
should these students be used? Use them for the distribution and
operation of all your A-V equipment and materials, for making
copies of your audio tapes, for filing materials, and for the hundred
and one different tasks of a non-professional nature that do take
place. Keep your prelssional people free to do the things they are
trained to do.

Faculty Orientation
After you have hired a director end develDped some engineering

and production support, your next job is to bring the faculty into the
picture. A teaching seminar on the use of visual materials is very
much in order. Most of your instructors will already have been using
visua!s of one type or another and some individuals may represent a
good source of new ideas on the subject. Those few who don't use
visuals can be sh "wn just how much more effective their presenta-
tions ia the classroom can bc made by using illustrative materials.
Such a seminar ,.equires proper planning and execution of examples
to nrove faculty that there is value in A-V usage; otherwise,
they will say, "I can do better than that without using such stuff." In
some cases, they're right! If this should happen, it becomes a long
uphill struggk o remove the bad taste of the first experience.

There ate five steps I like to follow in developing a program : 1.
hire leadership; 2. plan faculty orientation; 3. hire technical and pro-
duction staff; 4. develop software; 5. purchase hardware. There is no
doubt that you will have to purchase some hardwam to function
efficiently, but this should be the last consideration in terms of over-
all developmentt.

Make it easy for your faculty to use these services. No member of
your faculty should ever have to worry about making slides, overhead
transparencies, films, audio tapes, video tapes, or how to operate any
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11*

Individual student carrel complete with

television set, dial-access equipment, and

two way communications.
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materials. If a faculty member
has to worry about carti. l6ua film projector to the classroom,
setting it up and wondering if it is going to work when he throws the
switch, he is not going to use it. The same holds true for any opera-
tion ofa visual or mechanical

nature. Thfr is the task of the Division
of

Communications. It is their job to help the faculty obtain equip-
ment and arrange for the professor to use it effectively, efficiently, and
comfortably.

Development of Software
The deveiopment -7f your software begins with what you have al-

ready. Every profeslor has slides and films in his office. Bring these
slides and films together into r, central file, make copies of the slides,
and give a set back to the faculty member. In this way, if !ide is
broken or lost, it can be replaced just by making a phone call. This
also eliminates th e. danger ofdestroying the slide of a case :hat occurs
once in your lifetime. It also makes generally available to all the
faculty a resource greater than they probably realized. This is a big
joiJ, and one that will take a great deal of time. As these materials are
collected, however, they can be the nucleus for self-study units and
review programs for students as well as source material for faculty
and staff.

During this time, you can i-egin the purchase some hardware. If
TV ic part of your program, then two or three cameras, switching
controls nd video tape ml.-4.hines should be pzirchased. Plan from the
beginning for the integration of these

components to exploit your
software. The

synchronization of audio tapes and slides is an effective
wa) of ,reserning materials to students and is relatively irexpensive
an ideal firfit marriage of soft and harti wares.Ittateriai Retrieval Areas
As you develop your software, yiu must also bear in mind how,

and where, you intend this material to be ,sed. Do not plan your ma-
terials so!ely for the purposl of erri,7'. ent. Devclop them as a part
ofyour course material. Nc a must that students view this
material it iit full Mr .tio

_in make it easy for them to
obtain the material. lf y, locate and equip areas throughout
your scnool so that the stteicili or staff member can go, in off hours,
to view the instructional material. We use the term Autodidactic
Laboratory, at Ohio State. You should equip this area with slide
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GVSC ANOOSU
DIAL ACCESS SYSTEMS

evsc. cesu
COM PUTEP NO YES

NUMB:R OF AUDIO
TKACV'.:-, PER REEL

TYPE OF EQU I PME NT CH ESTER NORTH
ELECTRIC

NUMBER OF AUDIO PR06KAMS
RECEIVED BY DIALIN6 120

N UMBER OF VI DEO
PIALiNG STATIONS NONE I 18 *

NUMBER OF PROGRAMS
POSSIBLE ON V I 12E0 2. *

TYPE OF AUDIO VIKING -I-
PLAYBACK UN ITS CHESTER MAGNECORD

NUMBER OF 50
PLA'IBACK LJN1T5 (4- T RAC 10 (FULL T1KACK)

TYPES OF V I DEO TAPE 2 AMPEX 1500
MACH IN ES AND NUMBER 2 AMPEX 4405 Z AMPEX 66015

NUMI3ER OF CARRELS EQUIPPED 140 I 3E39 **sic

* 5E/AIG INSTALLED Fog !ISE THIS FALL
** / é ARE Z. fr:"

**lc ONLY /8 ARE EQUIPPEP WITH V/0E0

projectors, film projectors, audio tape machines, record players, car-
tridge film projectors and, of course, reading materials. You may,
alternatively, have a central location for this function. Whichever
your case may be, do make it convenieLL.
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Sophistication of System
All of this talk has been leading, I hope, to the development of a

much more sophisticated presentation of material than just the use of
TV, radio, or any other single form of audiovisual presentation. In
more recent years new activities have entered our departments
retrieval systems, computers, programmed lcarniog, and random
access retrieval for both audio and video material.

Now we are going to go one step further and add the possibility for
the student and the staff to select at random, jus".. by dialing,.
grams of slides, video tapes, films and, of course, audio tapes.
Schools 1l over the country have embarked on a program that will
make it possible to receive this material day or night anywhere on
campus. Student response systems have also become an integral part
of such circuits.

During the winter quarter 1967, the systfnn at Ohio State Univer-
sity received 507,463 calls: 487,995 were from on campus locations
and 19,478 were from off campus locations like the dormitories, fra-
ternity houses, and sorority houses. These figures should be compared
with those of the winter quarter of 13.66. During that period a total of
311,952 calls were received. This reflects n increase of 195,501 calls
in a single year. The cost of thic system, including the computer, is
$450,000. This figure includes the addition of 18 video carrels that are.
currently being installed for use this fall.

Table I illustrates the differences between two large dial access
systems, those at Ohio State University and Grand Valley State Col-
lege. The total cost of the latter system was approximately $300,000.

If you eliminate the cost and sophistication of the computer, the
flexibility of the system at Grand Valley S, -tte College : --,rnewhat
grealer. However, the equipment used at OSU is far superior to that
used at GVSC. The advantages of having better equipment can only
serve to enhance the material programmed, and build it into a system
of much higher quality. The stud,mt, therefore, receives his material
faster, easier, and at much nigher fidelity ; and after all, this 's our
primary reason for providing this system.

It is essential that you kr what you want your system to do be-
fore you start. With this knowledge, you can plan personnel, materi-
als, and equipment in proper fashion. With adequate planning and
help, you can arrive at the "right" degree of sophistication for .) our
facility..

1U3



Guidance vs. Teaching:
An Old Concept Needing A New Look

ROBERT L. REYNOLDS*
IT IS NOW APPARENT that the value of programmed self-ins, Iction asa training/education tool has been far outweighed by the c. ibutionits exploration and development have made to the developi.....nt anduse of broader concepts. These concepts are reflected in our concernfor an instructional technology and a systems approach to training/education. Pursuant to these concepts, an instructor will, in part,establish measurdble, behavioral learning objectives, relate these ob-jectives to the eventual use of the learned knowledge and skill, andperform the necessary validation procedures. It is in the applicationof these techniques that a major conicadiction in the training/educa-tion process can be brought vividly to one's attention.

Of the many possible contradictions in our instructional processes,ncne are nn re common than the tendency -o encourage unnecessarylearning. This occurs when the instructor intentionally has his stu-dents commit to memory knowledge and skills which will be forgot-ten or outdated before its There are procedures and techniquesthat students are encourage .1 to commit totally to memory thenthey are warned nut to ti ust their memory for fear of making a seri-ous or costly error! There are instances when students should be sowarned and are not.
Such contradictions in our instructional processes can be lessenedby determining more precisely what a student will need to do corn-

*Educational C.:onsultant, Atlanta, Georgist.
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pletely from memory and what will be permissible andlor best to do
while receiving explicit guidance. in the former instance, the student
will be taue (i.e., he will be required to learn) to an extent that
promises to insure a minimum degree of retention loss. In the lam..
instance, the student will be required to learn only that sufficient to
make the subsequent use of a guide effective.

This guidance vs teaching concept is certainly n Jt new, but it is not
being sufficiently and properly exploited. The inadequate application
of the concept is culrally reflected in our scorn for the "cook book"
approach and our consistent failure to perform satisfactorily when
following how-to-do-it instructionsnotably, those accompanying
unassembled toys and appliances during Christmas.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES
From its inception in 1963, the Instructive Communications Unit

of the National Communicable Disease Center has addressed itself
to the development 7nd use of guidance materials where analysis re-
veals it to be most appropriate. One of the first products of the Unit
was a three-part course on laboratory diagnosis of -hiasis ( ). A
portion of the part on laboratory procedures had t vith certain
staining, concentration, and cultivation. Since absolute accuracy is
demanded in these complex procedures, it was recognized iit mem-
orizing all the detailed steps is not feasible. Therefor: lab 3ratory
personnel would be required to use printed "cook books" already
provided by the laboratories. The negligible increase in time required
by the concurrent use of :le "cook books" was determined not to be
a precluding factor in their use. Although these procedural guides
were to be used, the curriculum planners felt rather strongly that the
performance of l7.13oratory personnel could be improved if they
learned to recognize the rationale for various steps in the procedures.

n applying the precise behavioral analysis characteristic of "good"
pr3gramming, it was soon discovered that the "cook books" already
in use (and which were to be used as the object of the rationales to be
taught) were in fact grossly inadequate, possessed frequent omissions,
and ambiguities. Therefore, it became necessary for vaiid guides to be
developed, and they were subsequently recommended as replace-
ments for those previously used. Although the lesson covering ra-
tionales was also developed, the question remaihed as to whether the
more carefully prepared guides migh.: not have been adequate in
themselves to correct any previous p -formance deficiency. With such
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poor examples as the earlier "cook books, it is not sii rnrising thatguidance material falls into disrepute.
Experie :lee on the amebiasis project has been more recently ap-plied in the development of similar materials for the laboratorydiagnosis of malaria (2). These materials, under the sponsoi ship ofAID, are being prepared for use in world-wide malaria eradicationprograms. It was decided at the onset of the project that staining pro-cedures should be presented in guides for use by the proposed labora-tory personnel. Using the guides during actual on-the-job workwould keep the prior, non-productive training period relatively briefand inexpensive. Again, the negligible time required in the use ofguides is not a precluding factor and the dependence on guides wouldalso insure a high degree of accuracy and a minimum of retentionloss. Preliminary evidence on the use of the guides by relatively naivestudents has shown that they can successfully stai,i slides appropriatefor microscopic examination. These students had no prior training instaining procedure and were successful in theirfirst use of the guides:-

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
The professional person is beset by a multitude of administrativeprocedures. To perform adequately he must be given training orother assistance; training time, if appropriate, is at a premium. Sucha problem was posed to the Instructive Communications J nit by theorganization's perscnnel department. The problem was how to helpsupervisors (mostly professional persons) perform certain routineduties more effectively. Aft( analysis, the duties were discovered toinclude the preparation of certain documents required by civil serviceand the local organization. The complexity of the documents, andtheir infrequent and irregular use, made a one-time-teaching formatunsatisfactory. The time required away from the job and the certaintyof .etention loss pricr to eventual use of knowledge and skill learnedmilitated against such an approach. The obvious solution was to pr--pare and validate self-sufficient guidance materials (3) for use by thesupervisor when needed. An added value accruing to that of havingan explicit guide was that, in its preparation, many ambiguities inpersonnel procedures were uncovered. This alone added significantlyto a correction of the pre-guide performance deficiency ofsuper: isors.

MECHANICAL PROCEDURES
The advance made in mechanical and electronic hardware has been
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a blessing to the medical sciences. It has also required that medical
and paramedical personnel be able to operate, maintain, and repair
various pieces of equipment. Here again, infrequent and irregular
use, probable retention loss, and need for training time can be elTec-
tively circumvented by the use of guidance materials. This was done
by the Instructive Communications Unit when it prepared and vali-
dated maintenance and repair guides for use by medical and para-
medicai personnel with two jet injector models (4,5). Operation,
maintenance, and repair guides (6,7) were also prepared for use by
United 'Wes and West African Nationals in the West African small-
pox erac.....dion program. Operation of the equipment was also in-
cluded in gu; -nee format, and the personnel was trained to make
frequent ref,-;re.ice to it, because the entrance repertoire of the per-sonnel was particularly deficient in basic mechanical skills.

COMMUNICATION PROCEDURES
Most professional persons ai called on occasionally to make for-

mal presentations. Few things Live proved more frustrating in train-ing circles than attempts to provide satisfactory training to help
these occasional speakers. Lecture preparation is a formidable task
for which most of us are ill-preoared nd for which insufficient occa-sions arise to allow us to retain a high degree of skill, even if had
once been obtained. No doubt the most popular product producedby the Instructive Communcations Unit is the Lecture Preparation
Guide (8). Although it may 5e used in a formal training setting, it
was prepared primarily for private use by the health professional
when he is called on to make an cccasional presentation. The Guide
serves as the professional's personal, on-call-anyime, expert tutor
and provides succinct, but complete, step-by-step directions. Al-
though Wcture preparation is often thought of as a ski!l just short of
pure art, the behavioral analysis used in developing the guide traus-
forms lecture preparat ; 11 to a system that can be applied surely and
confidentlyby the most inartistic.

CRITICAL PROCEDURES
No one directly involved in using the procedure discussed so far

would agree that completeness and precision in th.:ir performance
are not critical. But how can such procedures compare with those
performed by the physician as he manipulates the balance of life a rid
death. In such extreme situations concurrent guidance finds no bet ter
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place in ract, it is found far less frequently than f.hould be the case.
Recent experifmce in establishing performance objectives for airline
pilot training re-vealed the frequent use of writtcn checklists (guides).
These guidef. are used to insure no omission that could result in air-
craft failure a-d almost certain loss of human life. Routine as well as
the most critical emergency procedures arc performed while under
concurrent direction from guidance materials.

investigation has revealed the use of a checklist (guidance) in the
highly critical space industry. For example, maintenance procedures
that may change overnight are under direct control of guidance. This
concurrent guidance may be delivered by a compact tape recorder
which allows the engineer to maneuver and manipulate freely. The
engineer, with the appropriate basic training and a properly pre-
pared guide, can perform specific procedures on specific equipment
both of which he may be seeing for the first time.

GUIDANCE AS A TEACHING TOOL
Thus far it has been suggested that guidance is usually used in lieu

of attempting to teach total mall or of full reliance on memory. This
is probably tnte, but guidance can be also used as an intermediary in-
structional device that enables a job to be done effectively with little
initial, specific training. If the guide is then used often enough, and
conditions permit performance without a guide, one wi!l find himself
gradually and painlessly relying more and more on his memory. That
is, a greater degree of learning with respz'ct to the task will take place
during the frequent, guidance directed, on-the-job performance.
With the exception or the procedures invo!ving the airline pilots and
space engineers, all or the previously cited puides could, in actual
practice, be omitted from concurrent use once their frequent use has
permitted complete mastery of the procedures.

Guidance material can be produced and used with the express in-
tention that the on-the-job trainee must be able to perform without
assistance from the guide within a specified time period. The Instruc-
tive Communications Unit did, in fact, produce such a guide for non-
professionals employed to perform maintenance on portable insecti-
ci,k sprayers (Q) after a minimum of formal training.

CRITERIA FOR USING GUIDANCE MATERIALS
On the bask: of thc examples cited, the following conditions can be

said to be favorable toward the use of guidance materials:
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I. Procedures are rather complex, requiring set patterns of be-
havior and precise actions.
2. Procedures arc dor,e infrequently, thus permitting retention
loss between occurrences.
3. Effective performance of procedures is required after little or
no initial, specific, formal trainirv.
4. Limited time and physical circumstances do not preclude the
use of concurrPrit guidfince.

There are l'our pitfalls to avoid, however, in using the guidance
technique. Two of these have to do with making the decision to de-
velop guidance materials and the other two pitfalls have to do with
the actual preparation.

MAKING THE DECISION
Making the decision to use the guidance technique often encoun-

ters the same type of resistance that meets decisions to develop
measurable behavioral learning obje :fives. The resistance comes in
the form, "It can't be dory"- That is it is the belief of the opponent
that a procedure, or a gene!al application of knowledge and skill,
cannot be defined sufficiently to make explicit precisely what should
be done ...id when. The illogic of' this negative position becomes
apparent when witnessing the effective repetition of a procedure,
even if highly varied. If correct repetition is better than chance, it
must be assumed that performance is not trial and error even if, at
the moment, the performer cannot give overt expression as to the
"whys" and "whats" of his behavior. Thc personnel and lecture
preparation guides are examples of procedures whose promise of
being precisely defined was constantly challenged. However, the
opponent of guidance is granted one point: the timc and effort re-
quired to make a procedure precisely overt may preclude the devel-
opment of a guide. In such cases, it is usually assumed that the trainee
or performer will somehow, perhaps intuitively manage to find the
appropriate answers from the general instruction that can be provided.

Making the decision to use guidance materials may also threaten
the vulnerable egoespecially that of the professional. Too often we
behave as if a person is not competent unless he has absolute and
comprehensive recall of his subject specia!ty. How does onc react to
the physician about to administer an injection with the jet injector if
he seeks out and uses the repaii and maintenance guide to service
the injector? Since we know the guide is well prepared and validated,
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we should have complete confidence in the phvsician's use of the in-
jector! In fact, if he uses the guide, we can be surer that he will not
overlook some critical step in the procedure than if he were to rely
entirely on his memory. This position seems more compatible with
a familiar definition of an educated man: "He knows when to seek
help, he knows where to find it, and he knows how to use it."

ACTUAL PREPARATION
Once the decision is made to prepare and use guidance materials,

it must be remembered that the principles and techniques known as
instructional programming are applicable. Guides are very much a
type of instruction and as such are no less subject to programming.
Making overt and precise that which is to bc done and when, pro-
vides the measurable behavioral performance objectives of the pro-
cedure. These behavioral statements are presented to the user in in-
structional increments and in a format that insure correct perform-
ance. The instruction (guide) is revised on the basis of actual use
(tryout), and the final version eventually validated in mass tryouts so
as to provide publishable data on its effectiveness. The initial skills of
the anticipated users must be taken into full account in lesson prep-
aration and validation. Also, the language used in the guide must be
meaningful even at the risk of offending "certain professional
standards." For example, in the guide on staining procedures, the in-
struction says, in part, "Dip a piece of pH paper at least 2 cm. into
the buffered water. . . ." it was discovered that proposed guide users
could not estimate ,.;m.; therefore, the instructions were changed to
include a graduat«1 line 2 cm. long placed directly beneath the words.
There may be those who would say that the user should know how to
estimate 2 cm. In an attempt to enforce this notion, tMy would not
include the additional instructions (graduated line) even if such
omission meant invalidating the guide.

This leads to the second pitfall to avoid in actual preparation of
guidance materials. Those of us who may be accustomed to writing
instructions directed toward establishing "understanding," that is,
various degrees of generalization and discrirniDation, find ourselves
tending to build unnecessary understanding into guides. For example,
in the guide on staining procedure, the instruction directs the user to,
"Place slides into support with thin film down. . . ." No attempt is
made to explain that this is done to prevent the residual of fixing so-
lution into which the thin films are dipped from running onto the
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thick films. This information may have been included as meaningful
context in an instruction directed toward having the student learn
the procedure to the point of total recall over an extended period of
time. This is just not the primary purpose of thc g ncle. However, thc
curriculum planners desired that the guide users have a modest de-
gree of understanding regarding the procedure. This led to the pre-
paration of a separate lesson explaining the reasons for major por-
tions of the procedure, even though it was not essential to the satis-
factory use of the guide.

It has already been stated that the language of a guide should be
appropriate to the initial behaviors of the proposed use' . It is also
essential that other skills and knowledge prerequisite to ,he usc of a
guide be made explicit so that users can be properly prepared. In the
guide on staining procedures, the user is expected to have at least a
minimal degree of knowledge and skill regarding the use of basic lab-
oratory equipment. The guide makes this clear, but does not attempt
to provide the necessary prerequisite instruction.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION
Few, if any, professions are represented by a greater investment in

instruction, both qualitative and quantitative, than is the broad field
of medical science. Therefore, it is to be expected that those in the
medical profession are particularly sensitive to the currcnt short-
comings in instruction and to possible solutions. For the latter, the
development and use of guides offer much, both directly and indi-
rectly, to medical students and to those in iiiedical practice.

THE MEDICAL STUDENT
Increasing concern is being voiced as to how the medical student of

today, and especially those of the future, can master the rapidly
multiplying stole of medical knowledge. The medical student has
already been transformed into a kind of human spongerequired to
absorb great quantities of fact by rote and without discrimination
toward its relative value and eventual application. Told to pause a
moment to seek and think about broader relationships and implica-
tions, the student replys, "No time; I'll do that later!" An attempt to
explain increased retention and understanding through the Socratic
teaching technique receives cool reception. What may appear to be
a slower, more demanding, method of having the student actively
derive new knowledge from his appropriately cued prior repertoire
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does not seem to fit into the medical student's packed curriculum.
Because the didatic approach appears less time consuming, it is too
often favored ovt!r the Socratic. Tell the student what to learn
(memorize) and he w:11-- at least enough to pass an upcoming exam.

We suggest, to help conserve the student's time, that his study be
made more relevant and productive. To make his long-range per-
formance more reliable, we must recognize that learning and know-
ing are not non-dimensional absolutes. If oliswere not obvious before,
instructional programming with its stress on neaningful, measurable
behavioral learning objectives should have made it clear by now.
The medical student should never be required to learn to recall from
memory a procedure, a process. or a complex nf terms if learning to
use a relevant guide could be just as effective in the operational set-
ting. The energy and time thus saved could be put to better use ac-
quiring more meaningful knowledge P7garding relationships and
applications.

THE MEDICAL PRACTITIONEI
All medical professionals know that

begins after medical school. Critical ls
iast month of formal training can be (
hung. As the time lag increases betw,

)rocess of learning really
wledge learned during the
dated before the shingle is
acquisition of knowledge

and application, retention loss becon an even greater enemy to
effective performance. Guidance matefials can be especially helpful
to the physician who has only a minimum of time available for for-
mal training and is forcec to do most of his new learning and re-
learning on-the-job. Is there any reason why guides on new or esoteric
diagnostic procedures both clinical and laboratorycannot be used
by the pnysicipn as the need arises? They would certainly insure ac-
curacy and minimize the expenditure of unnecessary training time.

Guidance materials in an appropriate format (e.g., dial access
systems) can certainly bz. kept up-to-date more readily than can the
active physician. Therefore, if the physician can be encouraged to
use such a guide, the lag between discovery and application would
be greatly reduced. Consider for yourself the implications of such
guides in the area of pharmacology alone.

GENERAL IMPLICATIONS
Barring some major upset, it is a certainty that within the life time

of the present medical student, he will participate in the effective and
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common use of the computer in taking case histories, making diag-
noses, and recommending treatment. There may appear at first
glance little relationship between the lig ammoth computer and the
examples cited. Even so, both represent an application of the guid-
ance technique; in the development of computer software, the kinds
of analyses and decisions made are essentially the same. If medical
educators and medical institutions could begin now to accept, de-
velop, and use the simpler guidance materials within everyone's
reach, this would provide a smoother and more effective transition
to the eventual acceptance, development, and use of the computer.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps the specific examples cited have been overextended in
making a general case for the guidance technique. At least some cau-
tion has been shown in not suggesting specific subject areas (be-
haviors) in medicine that can be best served by guides. These specific
decisions will have to be made by experienced medical practitioners
and academecians.

However, as difficult as it may seem, making these specific deci-
sions is not the greatest barrier to effective use of the guidance tech-
nique. Rather, it is the egocentric position in which man often finds
himself. Being a c.eator, he cannot often subject himself to the di-
recting and addictive influences of that which he createsthinking
himself above it. However, by doing so. man has continually freed
himself for pursuits more appropriate to his stature. This was ac-
complished when the wheel and lever were allowed to extend the
effectiveness of man's muscle power. Perhaps the guidance tech-
nique, whether in the form of simple printed lists or complex systems
computers, will be allowed to extend the effectiveness of man's
mental power.
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting Guide. National Communicable Disease
Center, Atlanta, 1967.
6. Instructive Communications Unit. Ped-O-Jet Major Repair Guide:
Model POJ. National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, 1966.
7. Instructive Communications Unit. Ped-O-Jet Opera:ion, Maintenance
and Major Repair Guide: Model POJ. National Communicable Disease
Center, Atlanta, 1966.
8. Instructive Communications Unit. Lecture Preparation Guide. U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, 1966.
9. instructive Communications Unit. Operation and Maintenance of Por-
table Sprayer. National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, 1967.
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Part V

Outcomes of Self-Instruction:
For User and Developer

In the first three papers of this section, we are provided in-
formation on the utility ofprogramme4 instruction for a varied
population of students. Forney and Pedersen tested learning se-
quences with physically handicapped students and found them
successful. Mackenzie and his colleagues are continuing to in-
vestigate the advantages of individualized learning for adult
"problem" learners who must he taught how to care for their dia-
betic condition. Soltesz reports on the development of a program
to teach supervisors how to train non-professional hospital em-
ployees. In contrast, Wilds and Zachert present an intriguing
analysis of case presentation teaching that proceeds from their
preceding work with learning proA,7ams; Summit likewise at-
tempts to specify the learnings that came from developing pro-
grams, not for the user, but for the writers andprogrammers.



The Use of Programmed Instruction WithSeverely Physically Handicapped Students*

RUSSELL FORNEY, Ph.D.**
EUGENE PEDERSEN, M A.***

IN THE physically handicapped student population, factors of paral-ysis, diminished sensory reception, social isolation and physical im-mobilization following surgery can markedly impair the abilities ofthose students in an institutional educational program. Too often, thehandicapped student suffers a progressive decline in educational levelbecause of the interruptions in the normal learning sequence for re-peated illness or hospitalizations. Automated teaching devices haveshown promise in alleviating some of the problems in acquiring andretaining knowledge in such educational settings.Results supporting the superiority of automhted instructionmethods over "conventional" classroom methods, when the subjectmaterial has been ordered or sequential, have been reported in theliterature (Lumsdaine & Glaser, 1960). This relation has been demon-strated both in terms of the amount of material learned and theefficiency of learning (Goldbert, Myles, Dawson, and Barrett, 1964,and Hughes & McNamara, 1961). However, none of the studies re-ported have sampled directly the effect of automated instruction orlearning in a physically handicapped population.
*Supported in part by a grant from the U. S. Office of rlducation, Division ofHandicapped Children and Youth (USOE #2609).**Chief, Clinical Psychology and Rehabilitation Unit, Derartment of Preventive Medi-
cine and Community Health, University of Rochester School of Medicine andDentistry.

***Research Assistant, Behavioral Medical Sciences, Rancho Loa Amigos, Downey,California.
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The project reported here was primarily concerned with the evalu-
ation of one automated instruction method in teaching a sequential
and rational subject material (matheriatics) to a sample of severely
physically handicapped students. Other relevant questions included :

(1) 'What is the nature of the relationship between intellectual ability
and the possible differential effectiveness of automated instruction
and classroom instruction? (2) What is the relationship between the
complexity of the subject material and the effectiveness of the two
teaching modalities? (3) When the two teaching methods are com-
bined, which sequence of instruction produces the greatest behavioral
change (i.e., with machine instruction preceding the classroom in-
struction, or classroom instruction preceding the machine)? (4) How
is the sequence of instruction related to the intellectual level of the
students?

METHOD
Subjects

Thirty-two inpatients at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital, a unit of
the Los Angeles County system, were included in the study. The ages
of the subjects ranged from 12-21 years with an average of 16.64
years. Subjects had a mean IQ of 95.84 (Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale or Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children). The sample c,3n-
sisted of 5 postpoliomyelitis, 11 traumatic quadraplegics, 10 trau-
matic paraplegics, 1 arthritic, and 5 muscular dystrophy patients.
The average length of disability for the sample was ° 58 years.

As indicated by performance on the STEP 3A Reading Test (The
Sequential Test of Educational Progress), the mean reading level for
the sample was 267.91 in terms of converted score. This is comparable
to the reading level of the eighth-grade sample presented in the pub-
lisher's norms (viz., 268.00).

The subjects ranged in grade placement from seveath through the
twelfth grade with a mean of the tenth grade. While the experimental
Ss performed at the eighth grade level with respect to reading, they
had an average grade placement of the tenth grade. Thus, in terms of
reading ability, a two-year lag is evident when comparing the hospi-
tal students with national norms.

A seventh grade reading ability was recommended for - successful
program. Therefore, a cutoff point for screening subjects on the
STEP Reading Test was established at the third quartile of the
seventh grade national norms.
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Design
Subjects in the four groups were matched in tcrms of read;ng level

and intellectual ability. A description of the four treatment modes
follows:

I. Thc first group, N = 7, received the teaching machine (TM)
mode of instruction over the first half of the unit aid the class-
room (C) mode of instruction ow/ the second half of the unit.
This group is symbolized as 1 M
2. A second group. N = 7, received a counterbalance order,
i.e., classroom instruction over half of unit and teaching ma-
chine over the second half of unit. This group is symbolized as
C TM.

To assess any possible effects that might have resulted from making
thc transition from oue mode of instruction to another (e.g., novelty)
and to allow for the ealuatioo of the longitudinal effects of each of
the teaching modes, two "continuous" groups were established.

3. The third group, N - 7, received the teaching 'line mode
of instruction across both halves of the instruction units
(viz., TM - TM).
4. The fourth group, N 7, received the classroom mode of
instruction across all subject material (viz., C -+ C).

Subjects within each group were divided at thc mean into high and
low intelligence groups.

Independent Variables
I. Instruction material (covering fractions and decimals): units
were split at the mid-roints, thus, making G kir units ol instruc-
tion.
2. Teaching machine mode of instruction.
3. Classroom mode of instruction. Teachers used course out-
lines prepared from the material covered by the TM.
4. Matching criteria: STEP 3A Reading Test, and WA1S or
WISC.

Dependent Variables
I. Amount of instruction time required to complete units
(TM vs C).
2. Performance on the arithmetic achievement test in terms of
mean difference scores (i.e., pretest, midtest, posttests).
3. Rate of learning material -esented on TM (% errors/
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frames/minute): Since the rate with which the S progressed
through the program was partially dependent upon the correct-
ness of response, this derived measure took into account the
percentage of error made over any unit of material.

Apparatus
The teaching machine used in this study is normally operated by

ten pushbuttons located on the right side of the viewing screen. For
this project, the machines were modified by replacing the mechanical
pushbuttons with a separate unit containing a series of five two-way
microswitches and electrical relays. Since the mechanical push-
buttons required considerable muscular effort to activate them, it was
necessary to replace them with the microswitches which could be
operated with relatively little exertion and with any functionally in-
tact body part, including the tongue.

The programmed materials were presented on 35 mm film strips.
Each frame or page of the filra was projected onto an opaque viewing
screen. Each unit of inf tnation or concept was followed by a mul-
tiple-choice question (fo, possible alternate responses were genera!ly
provided). Choice was indicated by pressing the corresponding
mieroswitch. There were two possible outcomes for any choice made.
If the correct alternative was selected, the succeeding frame con-
tained verbal re-enforcement and new material. If the alternative was
incorrect, a "corrective lesson," directed at the specific nature of the
erroneou3 response, was presented. Following this, the original frame
appeared arI the question was answered again. If another error was
made, the same process was repeated. As long as success was at-
tained, new material was presented. Hence, mastery of the concepts
was demonstrated before progress through the program could have
been achieved. An error-counter attachment on the teaching machine
recorded the number of errors made by each subject (i.e., the number
of times the "return" button had been used).

Three-sided wooden booths fabricated from 3,4' x 4' x 4' plywood
sheets and painted a flat white were used with each of the machine
units. These booths reduced the sources of distraction arising from
extraneous visual and auditory stimuli.

To equate instruction material presented by the two teaching
modalities (i.e., TM and C instruction), a teaching manual and text
were prepared from the commercial material with the consent of the
publisher. These texts were used by the instructors during the C
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instruction phase.

Procedure
The subjects who were to receive TM instruction were given pre-

liminary training in the operation of the machine to establish a stable
rate of response. For this training phase, a fil.n strip covering English
grammar was us.ed. For one week preceding the experimental phase
the Ss were given a daily half-hour training session.

During the experimental portion, the subjects using the teaching
machine were given a 25-minute daily session, while those receiving
classroom instruction were given the normal 50-minute daily arith-
metic session.

During the course of inst .uction, no assistance with regard to the
subject material being presented was offered by the examiner.

Since the programmed instruction included some "homcwork"
assignments, it was necessary for the atendant or the examiner to
assist those unable to write by transcribing the written portions of
the program.

In the classroom, the teacher presented material that was equiva-
lent to the programmed material by using the prepared text.

The experimental procedure can be summarized in the following
manner:

a. Pretest on fractions administered.
b. Instruction over first half of fractions unit.
c. Midtest covering fractions administered.
d. instruction over second half of fractions unit.
e. Posttest covering fractions administered.
1. The same procedure was repeated during the units on decimals.

RESULTS
Table 2 presents the mean IQ, and the mean reading scores for each

of the treatment groups. Relative to these matching criteria, it will be
noted that the treatment groups are comparable. None of the differ-
ences presented in Table 2 were found to be statistically significant.

The two criterion measures employed for the experimental analysis
were the mean difference scores between performance on the pretest
and midtest and between performance on the midtest and posttest.

Three factors were taken into account in the analysis of variance:
( I) Sequence of instruction methods (TM C,C -+ TM, C C, TM
-*TM); (2) Units of instruction (Fractions and Decimals); and (3)
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TABLE2

SUMMARY TABLE
MATCHING CRITERIA

Treatment Groupe
Criteria TM -4 C C --)TM TM-4 TM C-# C

Mean IQ 91.67 97.50 99.89 94.71

Mean Reading* 258.20 271.00 . ?1 .55 260.00

N 7 7 7 7

Reading Scorns are cited in terms of STEP converted score.

TABLE3

MLA!. DII.FER:ACE SCORES FOR SUBTESTS IN THE
HIGH AND LCW INTELLIGENCE GROUPS RUN

UNDER THE FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Treatment Groups

TM-4C C-9TM TM-41M C -4 C

Intelligence Hi Lc Hi Lc Hi Lo ka Lo

Din% Score 23.34 57.50 12.67 25.32 15.75 32.00 32.99 14.00

Intelligence (high and low). Table 3 contains the appropriate mean
difference scores that were obtained under the four treatment condi-
tions. Table 4 contains the mean difference scores for each unit of
subject material.
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The summary of the analysis of variance is represented in Table 5.
All of the main effects (sequence of instruoion methods, intelligence,
and subject material) were found to be significant. (P < .05).

Intelligence

Diff. Score

T A L 4

MEAN DIFFERENCE SCORES FOR STUDENTS IN THE
HIGH AND Lal INTELLIGENCE GROUPS AS A

FUNCTION OF SU a:CT MATERIAL

1st half 4nd half 1st half 2nd half
Fractions Tractions Decimals Decimals

Hi Lo Iv. Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo

9.00 15417 ;!5 34.92 29.09 52.16 22,08 26.25

TABLE5
SUMMARf TABLE

ANALYSI
ON THE

Source of Variance
Within Subjocts

(A) Sequence of

;F 'rARIANCE PERFORMED
DEFFERENCE SCOlES

SS df MS

Instruction Methods 872.02 3 290.67 10.41*

(B) Intelligence 270,73 1 270.73 9.70°,

A x B 1)329.58 443.19 15.8710

W. Groups

(errors within) 1.339.63 48 27.91

Between Subjects

(C) Subject Materi4 1)349.20 3 449.73 11.58°

A x C 1,761.82 9 195.76 5.00

B x C 316.85 3 105.62 2.72°

A x B A: C 499.94 9 55.55 1.43

C x Subj.; W. Groups
(errors between) 5,590.77 344 38.82

P COS

The two-way interaction effects (sequence x intelligence, sequence
x subject material, and intelligeno subject material) were all signifi-
cant at P< .05 level of confidence.
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Simultaneous comparisons were performed on the marginal differ-
ences presented in Table 3 and 4 to ascertain which of these differ-
ences were statistically significant. Table 6 and 7 present the results

TABLE6
POST HOC SIMULATANEOUS CCMPARISCH OF

MARGINAL DIFFERENCES*
(IQ x Teaching Method)

Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
o h e a d f g b

Meanss 12.67 14.00 15.75 23.34 25.32 32.00 32.99 57.30

8 - 1.33 3.08 10.67 12.67 19.33 20.32 44.63**

d 1.75 9.34 11.32 18.00 18.99 43.50*
a - 7.59 9.57 16.25 17.24 41.750*

e - 1.98 8.66 9.65 34.16**
h 6.68 7.67 32.18.*
b - .99 25.30**

o
r

- 24.51"
-

Sb 5.28

Range
Q.95 (r. 48) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2.83 8.43 3.77 4.01 4.20 4.35 4.58
Q.95(r,48) 115.04 18.06 19.91 21.17 22.17 22.97 24.18

* Newman-guels Teets Winer, B. M. (2), Statistical Principles in Experimental
Design.

P (.05
TABLE7

POST HOC SIMULTANEOUS COMPARISONS OF
MARGINAL DIFFERENCES*
(IQ x SUBJECT MATTE')

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

a b g c h e d f

9.00 15.17 22.08 25.25 26.25 29.C9 34.92 52.16

- 6.17 18.08 16.25 17.25 20.09 25.92 43.16**
- 6.91 10.08 11.08 13.92 19.73 36.99**

- 3.17 4.17 7.01 12.84 30.08**
- 1.00 3.84 9.67 26.91**

- 2.84 b.67 25.91**
5.e3 23.07,4,

- 17.24**
_

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2.85 3.43 3.77 4.01 4.20 4.33 4.58

48) 15.04 18.06 19.91 21.17 22.17 22.97 24.18

Teets Winer, B.J., (2) Statistical Principles in Experimental
Design.
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of these comparisons. The resuats irmlicate that the low intelligence
subjects run under the TN/I C condilion, demonstrated the greatest
amount of learning (viz., values listed under column 8), and that the
low intelligence Ss demonstrated the greatest arncyunl of learning
durhng the 1st half of the decimals unit (values in column 8).

Tike instruction time required to complete the fraction and decimal
units for the Ss receiving machine and classroom instruction is sura-
rnarized in Table 8. Subjects on theaverage took one-third as much
time to complete the nnitsofinstruction when receiving machine in-
struction than when -eiving classroom instruction (Y) < .05).

TABLE 8

A COMPARISON OP TBE TA:ME REQUIRED
TO COMPLETE INSTRUCT/ON UNITS

Machine Classroom
(25 min. session) (50 min. session)

1st half Fractions 5.88 hrs. 20.00 hrs.

2nd half Fractions 9.46 hrs. 27417 hrs.

let half Decimals 4.84 hrs. 14.17 hrs.

2nd half Decimals 5.55 hrs. 19.17 hrs.

Average M - 6.43 hrs,

*t - 12 95 / 2.32 - 5.58 (P .05).

To cvaluate the relationship between performance during machine
instruction and the amount of learning, correlations were performed
between the acquisition data or machine data (errors/frames/rain-
uIes) and the difference scores for the high and low intelligence Ss.
The results of these correlations appear in Table 9. Significant posi-

TABLE9
CORRELATIONS COEPPZCIENTS BETWEEN MEAN
NUMBER OP ERRORS/FRAMES/MINUTES AND
MEAN 13IPPERENCE SCORES POR THE
HIGH AND LOW INTELLIGENCE Ss

Subject Material
1st half 2nd half lst half 2nd half

Intellt- Hiah .59 ,920 .800
genets

Low .90* .85* .41 .02

*P <05
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tive correlations (P < .05) were obtained for the high intelligence Ss
over the first and second halves of the decimal unit, and for the low
intelligence Ss over the two halves of the fractions unit.

DISCUSSION
Three factors were taken into account in the analysis of variance:

(1) Sequence of instruction methods (C C, C TM, TM --+ TM,
TM * C); (2) units of ;11struction (fractions and decimals); and (?)
intelligence (high and low). Table 3 presents the appropriate mean
difference scores that were obtained under each of the cone"'ions.

The summary of the analysis of variance is represented in 5.
Three main effects were found to be significant (P < .05): the sequence
of instruction, the complexity of the units of instruction, and the in-
telligence level of the students. The significant sequence of instruction
effect affirms the reported concept that automated methods are su-
perior in the over-all learning effect to conventional methods. The
marginal totals of Table 3 orcl,,.ing erred among the pre-
sentation ot In 1-err. veness ;ank c-dering would
be C --> TM lowest, C C, TM --> TM, and TM C highest. The
obvious relation is that TM either alone oi for Dwed by C is a more
effective type of presentation for physim- handicapped students
than is C alone or the C TM arrangerre--t

The significant units of instruction effect Istrates that the mean
difference scores increase as the content . plexity increases, an
expected a priori relationship.

The third main effect, intelligence, demonstr-.ted that the lower IQ
groups derive a greater benefit from TM insnmeti on than from C alone.

All of the two-way interaction effect s. sequenee x intelligence
(A x B), sequence x subject material (A x and intelligence x sub-
ject material (B x C), were found to be significant (P < .05). Simul-
taneous comparisons were performed on -rste marginal differences
presented in Table 3 and Table 4 to ascemaan which of these differ-
ences were statistically significant. Tables t zad 7 contain the results
of these post hoc comparisons. The sequerm x intelligence (A x B)
interaction effect (Table 6) suggests that theTM > C sequence (viz.,
the values listed under column 8) demenstrtted the greatest amount
of learning. In fact, differences occur in the bwer IQ groups in all the
treatment sequences. However, the differences are significant only in
the TM --> C group. This suggests that the Icwer IQ groups derive the
greatest benefit from the automated lean ng techniques when pre-
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sented in tandem with C.
The B x C interaction (Table 4 and 7), Subject Material by Intelli-gence, show that the brighter students in this handicapped group dideffectively use the automated method although not as effectively asthe duller student. As the complexity of the content increased thebrighter group derived more benefit from classroom interaction. Theduller students continued to show positive incremental changesthroughout, with the automated methods being definitey superior.Th;s suggests that task complexity, as related to abstract concepts,may be more effectively handled in the classroom setting for thebrighter students.

The instruction time required to complete the fraction and decimalunits for the Ss receiving machine and classroom instruction is sum-marized in Tabl 8. Ss on the average took one-third as much time tocomplete the units while receiving machine instruction than whenreceiving classroom instruction (P < .05). When this result is con-sidered, together with the amount or learning demonstrated underthe two teaching modalities (i.e., Ss learned as much, or more, whenwith TM than with C) the TM method would appear to be the moreefficient teaching modality.
The physically handicapped grc,ip included in this study re-sponded differentially to the teaching methods used and to the com-plexity of the content.
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Programmed Instructional Material for the
Adult Diabetic Patient With Grade School
Education: Development, Use, and Evalluation
In a Clii.ic Populations*

GARY M. ARSHAM, M.D.,
MARY F. B. MOHAMMED, R.N., M.N.,

RUTH LAIDIG, M.A., DOVRE H. BUSCH, B.A.,
MAX MILLER, M.D., and

MALCOLM S. MacKENZIE, M.D.
IN DESCRIBING the present report as preliminary we seek to achieve
two things. First, we would establish for ourselves the customary way
out through the back should any onslaught be more vigorous than
we now choose to entertain. But tempered onslaughts we welcome,
else we would not be here. And second, you must know that this is
very much work "in prow ess." Something over three years ago a
group of us at the University Hospitals of Cleveland organized our-
selves to produce a product a product which is not yet at hand. Our
objective is to produce a program which will teach diabetic patients
with limited verbal skills how to take care of their disease.

Other contributors to this symposium have been concerned with
educating groups (or individuals) with demonstrated high learning
*This Droiect has been conducted at the University Hospitals of Cleveland and suP-Ported by Community Health Services Grant No. CH 37-21. United State* PublicHealth Services.
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ability, whose learning skills at the time of contact are in a good to
excellent state of training. The subjects we are concerned with are,
on the average, over 40 years removed from their formal educational
experience, and this experience, even at the time, was for most of
them insufficient to develop more than minimal verbal skills. But
one great advantage we do have. The new departures in self-instruc-
tional education reported here by others must win their way over
traditional teaching methods, which may be far from ideal, but which
have by and large served American medical education well. A strong
stimulus for our group has been the assured knowledge that con-
ventional teaching methods, used with the population we are con-
cerned with, will failand fail by a margin so wide as to make the
effort expended probably not worth-while. One outstanding excep-
tion must be mentioned and that is individual instruction pro-
ficient, personal, patient, and persistent.

We are convinced that no teaching system, no aids, no machine will
excel this one-to-one tutorial method with its unique responsiveness
to the student's progress and problems. But teaching time available
to physician, nurse, and dietitian is limited. If our program makes
these individual tutors more effective by having taught the patient a
major amount of basic content, we will feel rewarded. Except for this
individual instruction our program need win out over nothing!

How fortunate then that the trial and error process of program de-
velopment has an inherent self-editing feature. One other aspect of
programmed instruction I would mention here because of its peculiar
fitness for our "student" group. These people, when placed in the un-
familiar area of a learning situation, tend to fall into a self-protecting
passivity which further inhibits any educational yield. The active
response feature of programmed instruction seems almost made to
order for our population.
Education for the Diabetic Patient

We have said that the use of conventional teaching methods with
our patient group, when measured by the effort expended, is probably
not worth-while. One equivocates only because of the over-riding ed-
ucational need. For in diabetes the patient's understanding and prac-
tice of a self-care regimen are widely held to be indispensable ingre-
dients of proper medical management.

It is an incurable diseaseoften progressive over its course in
severity and complications. The here and now is a metabolic im-
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balance, the hereafter is for too many a damaged vascular bed. Medi-
cal opinion has not reached full consensus on a cause and effect re-
lationship between the metabolic imbalance and late vascular com-
plications. But clearly predominant is the view that restoration, to
the greatest degree feasible, of the metabolic balanceand this on a
continuing basis promises best for the diabetic's present and future
well-being, it is the impairment or restoration of balance that is as-
sessed under the heading of diabetes "control." It is subject to daily,
even hourly fluctuation; it is the measure of the patient's self-care
regimen. For only when hospitalized, does the diabetic patient share
any part of his diabetic management with medical or para-medical
personnel. At all other times he is uniquely in charge. Other per-
sonages, regardless of how skilled or how devoted, influence his dia-
betic care only through him. Their assistance can be effective only
through his informed cooperation. It is for this reason that educa-
tion of the patient is an almost universal objective of those who deal
professionally with this disease.

So much for the need. Here is what we set out to do. We had avail-
able to us well established diabetes out-patient clinic with a total
enrollinet., of about 800 adult diabetics, the vast majority of whom
had the stable middle-aged onset type of diabetes. From 1948 on,
this clinic had fostered a whole series of ventures aimed at patient
education. Why these :-uccessively failed was in large measure ex-
plained by a study published in 1964. This produced quantitative
documentation of the severely limited language skills of the very pop-
ulation we were concerned with (1). It was found that 43 per cent of
the patients in this diabetes clinic were unable to profit from any
health material written at a fourth grade ievel or above.

The project we are embarked upon is distinctive perhaps in four
ways: we were relatively early in utilizing programmed instruction in
health education; we seek to educate by this new means a group with
heretofore marginal educability; we seek to teach behaviorial skills
through a behaviorally mediated program; and we will evaluate our
success, in part, through the rigorous criterion of whether improved
diabetes control can actually be demonstrated.

At the time our project was initiated, we knew of only one program
designed for diabetic patients (2). Analysis of this program for read-
ing level (3) showed major portions of it to be at the 11 th to 12th
grade level, and therefore far beyond the reading skills of a great
majority of our patients.
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P HASE ONE

Write initial Mast program on: I) specimen collectton
2) urine sugar testing
3) urine test record use

Random selection of patients; Collection of descriptive data.

Pre-test - ADMINISTER PROGRAM (272 patients) - rust-test.

P HASE TWO

Data collection on diabetes control: 1) veight
(each clinic visit) 2) daily urine sugar tests

3) 4 before-meal urines
4) fasting blood fugar

Write full program.

P HASE THREE

Continue data collection on diabetes control for 136 experimentaland 136 control patients.

Pre-test for information and attitude -

ADMINISTER FULL PROGRAM TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUP -

PG4t-test for information and attitude.

P HASE FOUR

Continuo data collection on diabetes control for both groups.

Post-test experimental group for retention.

Figure 1
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Organization of the Cleveland Project
Our total project, which is summarized in Figure 1, involves four

phases. In Phase 1 we secure a study population and teach them cer-
tain behavioral skills, which, necessary for data collection, we ask
them to perform throughout the balance of the project. In Phase II
we make a year-long observation of each patient's level of diabetes
control, and we prepare the full program of everything we want to
teach them about diabetes. In Phase III we administer this program.
And in Phase IV we assess diabetes control for a year after instruc-
tion. It will be noted that only one half of the study population re-
ceives final programmed instruction. The remaining patients have the
usual instruction from physician, nurse, or dietitian available to
them, but receive no special instruction. We have felt this group to
be necessary because of the betterment of diabetes control that may
well ensue from merely making regular standardized assessments of
this control. It should be understood that our experimental design
does not include a direct comparison of programmed versus con-
ventional instruction.

At the present time we are nearing the end of Phase II. We have
adequate pre-instructional observations on our patients and are in
the process of trial and revision of late versions of the total program.

We began Phase I by writing a linear program of about 120 frames
for use on the Mast Teaching Machine. We sought to teach three
things: how to collect urine specimens, how to test them, and how to
record the results. These represented specific terminal behavior skills
which we wanted our patients to utilize thereafter in order to provide
us the necessary data on diabetes control. Figure 2 shows this pro-
gram in use with some of its associated "properties." During the
course of the program the patient physically manipulates specimen
bottles, simulated urine, test tubes, dropper, testing tablets, color
comparison tubes and chart, and makes entries on a test record form.

This program we gave to 272 patients, the residual of 457 patients
rand -mly selected from the total clinic population. From the gross
random sample, 117 patients were excluded: for inader uatc vision
47 ; for inadequate reading skill-43; for prolonged planned absence
from the clinic-12; for physical incapacitation II; and for poor
clinic attendance 4. Inadequate vision and inadequate reading
skills were determined by failure to respond appropriately to the first
six frames of the instructional program as reproduced in Figure 3.
Poor clinic attendance was defined as loss to clinic follow-up for
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1. We have something new for you.
It's fun to usit.

It's called a Teaching_ftchine.
Now press ANSWERERTEN.

2. Look at the paper tape below.
Write your name on it.

Do this now.
lilThen press ANSWER butto .

Good!
Now press ADVANCE button.

Pt

Look at paper tape.
Did you write your name
on it? Good!
Press ADVANCE button.

3. A. you answer the questions,
you will learn about Diabetes.

This machine will teach yraITURTE
Fill in the blank with the best answer.
Then press ANSWER button. Diabetes

Now press ADVANCE button.

4. It's important for diabetics to take
good care of th.aselves.
We'll help you .eara to take
good of your diabetes.
PleasiWirte the word.
Then press ANSWER button.

S. Your body can work normally even
with diabetes.
When your body work., normally,
ve say your diabetes is under control.
It's important to take good can-UF--
yourself and keep your
diabetes under
Write the word.
Then press ANSWER button.

6. One good way to see if your diabetes
is in control is to test your urine
for sugar.
You can help keep your diabetes
under if you your urine
every 3i77----

Figure 3

22;

care
Now press ADVANCE button.

control
Now press ADVANCE button.

control
test (or check)
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Urine Sugar Test Record

Name Diabetes Teaching

Phone Mrs. Busch, 791-7300 ext. 47$ if you have any questions.

Date Day
1

Before
Breakfast

2

Before
Lunch

3
Befor..
Supper

Bedtime
before eating

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
----

Thurs. 811.

Find
much

these
"Before

..

Now pick up the paper beside you
marked "Urine Sugar Test Record".Fri.

Sat. the 4 columns where you write how

Breakfast",
Supper", and

Sun.

sugar is in your urine.

are marked "Before
Lunch", "Before

before

kon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Bedtime before eating (Error rate:
109/243)Set.

_
Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

IFWed.

Figure 4

periods greater than six months. Irregular attenders were not ex-
cluded. Of the remaining 340 patients, 21 refused to participate in the
project and 33 consistently failed to keep appointments to take the
programmed instruction. Fourteen failed to return to complete the
programmed instruction once begun, despite persistent attempts at
follow-up. This left 272 patients who completed the program and
constitute our study population.

Characteristics of the Study Population
Either at the time of intake screening or program administration,

demographic and descriptive data were obtained on each patient
which included: age, sex, race, interval since diagnosis, duration of
attendance in our diabetes clinic, percentage overweight or under-
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weight, last school grade completed, present occupation, and
"highest" occupational level achieved (4), number of persons in
family unit, who in family unit does the shopping and cooking, and
the average money expended weekly for food. Additionally, a short
screening test ("QT" for Quick Test) affording an estimate of "verbal
perceptual ability" or general intelligence was also administered to
all the patients (5).

Only certain of these data are pertinent to the present report. Of
the total 272 patients, 86% were Negro. and 79% were lemale. The
mean age was 56.9 years with a range from 16 to 83 years. Patients
45 years of age or older comprised 84% of the study group. The
following table shows the percentage distribution by last school
grade completed:

Grade
Percentage

Distribution

4 or less 13

5 - 8 43
9 - 12 39
over 12 5

Mean = 1 s.d. = 8.0 3.1 grades.

For reasons given above, presently elicitable verbal skills fall short
even of these grade levels nominally reached.

The mean age at diagnosis for our study group was 47.1 years with
seventy-four percent acquiring diabetes in their fifth decade or later.
The mean duration of diabetes was 9.8 years, and for an average of
6.3 years they had attended our diabetes clinic. At the time of intake
into the study, 62% of the patients were 30% or more overweight (6).
The morbidity conditions associated with diabetes and obseity may
not be fully additive, but assuredly they are in excess of either alone..
A successful diet teaching plan giving attention both to kinds of food
and amounts will have a usefulness beyond diabetes.

The results of the intelligence testing of the 272 patients are given
in the table below. The mean IQ score was 80.5 with a standard devi-
ation of 21.5. It should be noted that the QT Test was developed and
standardized on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) using
an entirely white population.

224
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Percentage
IQ Score Distribution

40-75 31

76-90 37

91-130 28

Unobserved 4

Ammons and Ammons have presented much oata which support
its validity as a measure of general intelligence. The QT is short, easy
to administer, and relatively non-threatening.

Experience with the Instructional Program
With the 272 patients who completed the Phase I instruction,

actually three versions of the program were used. Our experimental
design did not require constancy in the program at this stage in the
project, so towards the end of the instruction period two successively
modified versions were given to 13 and 16 subjects. Data will be pre-
sented only for the original version taken by 243 patients

It will be subsequently seen in some sample frame sequences that
the content of this program on urine testing and recording is actually
very simple, and the responses called for, hardly challenging. From
our earliest planning we viewed this Phase I program as affording us
invaluable experience in the use of programmed instruction in our
population. Shown below is the percentage distribution of 243 pa-
tients according to the time taken to complete the program:

Percentage
Time (hours) Distribution

less than I 9

1-2 39

2-3 30

over 3 22

Mean I s.d. = 2.35 his. 1.63 hrs.

Although our clinic is composed primarily of middle aged stable
diabetics we do hav° E few younger diabetics in their late teens or
twenties. They fell a!i ost entirely in the 9 percent who finished in

29p
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less than an hour. Similar rapid performance was seen in a small
group of 5th and 6th graders who knew nothing of diabetes. Re-
sponses from both these younger groups were almost error-free. But
it is the 22% who required more than three hours that are most
notable: for them the constructed response of the Mast teaching ma-
chine proved to be too demanding. For teaching the more complex
content of other areas of diabetes, a different vehicle for program
presentation would have to be found.

Another measure often used to evaluate programmed instruction
is the percentage of correct responses made on the program. This in
itself, however, is not necessarily a good index, for it may be quite
easy to answer correctly a frame which teaches nothing. In general we
subscribe to Holland's statement that "while low error level is usually
a necessary condition of good programs, it is not a sufficient one" (7).
In the completion of our program of 123 frames, our patients over-all
made correct responses 76 per cent of the time. This ;s lower than we
would have wished, so we have been at pains to identify the causes
of error. Some patients hesitated to follow the "machine" instruc-
tions. These patients we had failed to make understand that we
really wanted them to perform the behavior which the machine di-
rected. Certain errors on frames of instruction were made because of
a language deficiency rather than failure to understand. For example,
one frame dealing with a urine specimen collection requires fil'ing in
the word "supper" in the phrase "Before " Many patients
put "3"; this is a correct identification of the bottle to be used
(bottle number 3) but does not make verbal sense. The behavior has
been learned, which is our objective. But the frame of programmed
instruction is not really appropriate for the population. This type of
response error we would hope to eliminate.

In Figure 4 there is reproduced a portion of the Urine Sugar Test
Record which we wanted to teach the patients to use. Super-imposed
is the frame which initiates this teaching. The constructed response
called for was beyond the capacities of 109 out of 243 patients. Thus
painfully we learned that this wordy but actually simple frame would
have to be subdivided, with the establishment of response feedback,
to show that the columns were actually being "found." As it stands,
the frame illustrates, I think, that. with this populatior one will not
realistically look for much in the way of mental "leaps" or inter-
polations.

The more difficult matter of teaching a concept that will govern a
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contingency is illustrated in Figure 5. The high error rate on frame
40 shows disappointingly poor learning from frames 36 and 37, al-
though the fact that this was the first frame presented in this format,
undoubtedly contributed significantly to the error rate.

36. What if you do forget?
Then please leave the bottle empty.
Would it be all right to fill it with
urine from some other time?

(Write yes or no.) no
37. The doctor would rather get an empty

bottle than a bottle with the wrongurine in it.

38. You'rr doing fine.
Now let's review a little. How many urines
will you bring the doctor?

4

39. You make each one just before you eatany food.

40. Suppose you eat before you save
your "Before Supper" urine.
What should you du? Choose A, B, or C.

A. Save some anyway so the doctor will get some.B. Leave the "Before Supper" bottle empty.
C. Fill the bottle with urine you saved before lunch.

Figure 5

Error rate

41/243

78/243

13/243

29/243

B 122/243

An additional sequence of frames is reproduced in Figure 6.
These are from a ievised version of the program that was given to 13
patients. The ideas we sought to teach were the "just before" rela-
tionship of urine collections to meals, the sequential use of numbered
specimen bottles, and the saving of only an aliquot of the urine
voided. The high error rate on frame 26even with the strong visual
promptis disquieting. It illustrates a difficulty our population has
with generalizing even the simplest information.

Progression to a New Vehicle
The program on urine collection, testing, and recol ding served its

Purpose well. Augmented by some individual coaching, when neces-
sary, it taught our patients the behavioral pattern we wanted them to
follow. And it taught us some of the hard facts about programming
for this population. First, it taught us that too many of our patients
will not be reached by the Mast Teaching Machine with its demands
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for reading and the writing of a constructed response. Secondly, it
became clear that the time commitment that we would need ask of
our patients in order to teach them the full content of diabetes in-
struction on a Mast machine was totally unrealistic. And thirdly, we

3ti

Error rate

Look at the brown bottles on table.
Pick up the bottle marked 1.
What words are
painted on it? Before Breakfast 2/13

22. Here is how to fill bottle 1.
Save your uline just before
you eat breakfast.
Put this urine in the bottle
marked number 1 2/13

23. Go to the bathroom just before breakfast.
You only need to save a little urine.
Do you have to save all your urine? no 1/13

(Write yes or no)

24. -BREA K FAST

25.

26.

Just save some
urine you before 3/13
eat brilWriTF.

Would it be all right to eat
a little food before you save
your "Before Breakfast" urine?

(Write-WW or no)

CitiO

CMZ;)M
no 3/13

The next bottle you fill is marked
"Before se.

Figure 6
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were confirmed in our belief that these patients can probably be
taught patterns of behavior through performance, but not as pre-
dictable sequellae of verbal concepts.

From its inception our project has been dominated by the idea
that the diabetic diet is the most importana area in patient education,
and the area that has traditionally been most difficult to teach. It was
through our efforts to set objectives for terminal behavior in the diet
teaching that we were led to a major recasting of diabetic meal plan-
ning (8). The new system will not be given in detail here. Suffice it to
say that it is based on fewer foci lists, fewer foods to be measured,
and fewer measurements to be used. It is theoretically less precise
than currently used diet plans, but simplification carries the promise
of better net adherence. It fosters interchangeability between starch-
aerived carbohydrate and that from vegetables or fruit. And it is
compatible with presently used dietary p).-scriptions.

To present this new diet plan in a progi am med format we are
utiLizing a new vehicle for program presentation, which has been de-
veloped in collaboration with the programming department of
Appleton-Century-Crofts. This is pictured in a pilot set-up in Figure
7. A tape-recorder, its progression controlled by the student by means
of an advance button, directs the use of a workbook in which re-
sponses, discriminating between alternatives, are made with a
special pen. Prior chemical impregnation of the correct answer
provides prompt confirmation. Qualitative and quantitative diet
information is obtained from a teaching wall chart color-coded for
the three main food groups: meat-milk, vegetable-fruit, and starch.
The color-coding is carried over onto a plate that is used for mock
meal assembly at the direction of the program. Also shown in the
picture is the half-cup scoop which has become the standard mea-
sure for most foods.

The completion of this program on diabetic meal planning, plus
some shorter attendant programs which cover other areas of dia-
betes self-care, will allow us to move into Phase III to administer the
full instruction to one-half of our study patients, randomly selected
after stratification according to years of schooling and IQ scores.
During Phase IV we will, in addition to gathering data on diabetes
control in all the patients, have an opportunity for program revision
on the basis of the extensive testing that will have been provided by
Phase III use.
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st7

-.14017:757-,ti

elf-instructional booth for diabetic

patient. Note audio player, programmed

text, and illustrative panels for use by

the learner.
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Summary
Programmed instruction has been written for adult diabetic pa-

tients with limited verbal skills. Conventional teaching methods have
largely failed to teach these patients the medically critical self-care
regimen which they should follow. A study group of 272 patients,
randomly selected from the Diabetes Clinic of the University Hospi-
tals of Cleveland, demonstrates a mean age of 57 years, a mean dura-
tion of diabetes of 10 years, a mean I Q of 81, and a mean educational
level of 8 grades. Experience with the presentation to this group of a
linear program, calling for simple written responses and covering the
subjects of urine collection, testing, and recording, is presented. The
program included actual performance of the desired behavior as an
integral part of its structure. The appropriateness of this teaching
method for this population was confirmed, but problems encountered
with the need for a constructed response and the time taken to com-
plete the program (mean time 2.35 hrs. for 123 frames; mean of 75(;(")
correct responses), have pointed the way to a new vehicle for program
presentation. A patient-controlled audio tape directs the use of a
work book in which discriminatory choices are marked with a
special pen, confirmation being seen by a color change in the correct
response box. The study group will be observed for level of diabetes
control for a year before and a year after taking a behaviorally
oriented program on diabetic meal planning presented thro,igh this
vehicle. References
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Programmed Instruction to Train Hospital
Employees How to Train Others

SHIRLEY SOLTESZ, R.N., B.S.

Tms PAPER is a review of the steps involved in designing and produc-
ing the self-instnictional program, "How to Train Hospital Employ-
ess." The areas I want to cover are: defining the target population,
setting the course objectives, determining the course content, estab-
lishing a teaching strategy, and testing and using the program.

The Target Population
Communicating to the target population denotes tossing a unit of

rt:levant, comprehensible concepts at the right people. So the author
needs to know who the right people are: when he starts talking, who's
listening?

We wanted this programmed course to be read by as many hospi-
tal employees as possible, but we realized it would be necessary to
narrow down the universe to those employees who will say: "I want
to learn," We set about sifting the crowd by asking two) questimu.
First, where arc those potential trainers who have basic needs that
can be met by the concepts to be put forward in the program. And
second, what is a typical target stud.tnt like? For instance, what posi-
tion does he hold? Where does he work? What is he already able to
do? What does he already know? And how does he see himself in re-
lation to his co-workers?

In order to locate our target group we conducted a moderately ex-
tensive field study. We visited various sized hospitals, from a subur-
ban general hospital of approximately eighty bed capacity to an ur-
ban institution with over two thousand beds. Most information was
Prt tramming Project Director, Argyle Publiablag Corporation, Now York. New York,
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,
assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direc-
tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,
and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions
which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population
on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart-
ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?
And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employ-
ees benefit from improved trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality
trainers would benefit the greatest number or employees in the house-
keeping department, dietary and nursing depatiments. lt was felt,
generally, that every student trainer would benefit directly. Those
with minimal experience would be provided with an organized,
proven mode of changing behavior. In departments with multiple
trainers and many employees working on rotating shifts, uniformly
trained trainers would introduce consistency to the training goals and
training techniques, thereby fostering a degree of security in both
trainees and trainers. Experienced trainers, of course, would add
another method of training to their repertoire, perhaps a better
method, offering them a choice of methods, and allowing more time
for individual problem solving.

It was felt that trainees would benefit indirectly from improved
trainers. A qualified trainer would recognize individual needs more
readily. Planning, execution, and follow-up of indoctrination training
would be based on goals that are different from those required for
up-grading on a continuing basis, or for refresher training. And the
benefit of increased job satisfaction for both trainers and trainees
alike, was not to be minimized. In general the supervisors felt that
greater esprit de corps .ould be a likely bonus.

There were varying opinions regarding the area that demonstrates
the most critical need for improved trainers. For instance, a super-
visor of special billing clerks felt that her department needed good
trainers as critically as any. She felt that a good trainer would be able
to motivate the trainee to be fast, accurate, and relatively independ-
ent fo direct supervision.

On the other hand, a housekeeping supervisor felt that the trainer
mi:st be able to evaluate the limitations of each employee he plans to
train and should train him individuaBy for each task he would be ex-
pected to perform on the job. Then the trainer must be able to cvalu-
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what
and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum
available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec-
tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,
haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effec-
tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the
staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He
felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what
makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
trainer of others. Yet, in his own department new assistant techni-
cians receive indoctrination training from the most efficient technician.

These observations and others were reinforced by information we
gleaned from a report of a personnel research project conducted at
St. Vincent's Hospital, New York City, and published in 1964 (1).

After talks with the supervisors (in most cases, trainers as well) we
began to draw some conclusions. Generally speaking every area has
its own critical need for improved trainers. In each case the nzed
expressed was based on what the supervisor saw as the major function
of a good trainer. They stressed the need for trainers to be able to
carry out such functions as motivation, evaluation of limitations and
individual training, preparation to meet indi idual goals, efficiency
and effectiveness.

Most supervisors we spoke to agreed that the greatest number of
employees would benefit in the housekeeping, dietary and nursing
departments. These areas have a continuing need for indoctrination
training of large numbers of employees due to the very high rate of
personnel turnover. In addition, these departments have the greatest
number of lowest skilled employees. This creates a continuing need
for initial on-the-job training, up-grading to fill vacant job classifica-
tions in the higher skill levels, and up-grading to improve job satis-
faction and retention of partially skilled employees. Although these
three areas have the greatest number who would benefit directly and
indirectly, all other departments have certain selected employees who
would also gain measurably.

The next step was to describe the potential student trainer as we
found him. We analyzed such factors as educational level, verbal
facility, and background experience. We evaluated the relative com-
plexity of the skills to be learned (taught) in various departments.
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the
target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-
ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-
ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)
2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.
3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-
formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.
4. He supervises the activities of at least one person, at least
part of the time.
5. He is often second in command within his own unit. (This
may not be true in the smaller hospitals.)

Our field study also indicated that the terms "supervisor" or
"supervisory functions" were interpreted in a limiting way. Most
employees we talked to associated thes,: terms only with the job titles
"Supervisor," "Director" and "Department Head." However, when
the general descriptive characteristics of the target population are
applied to each department trainer, we find the job title varies, may
not include the term "supervisor," but often does include supervisory
functions. It was agreed that throughout the program we would try to
avoid references to the trainer as a "supervisor" in order to avoid
ambiguity.

For each of the following departments, we have underlined the
proposed target student according to his job title. This classification
would be most accurate for an urban general hospital of approxi-
mately two hundred beds.

Admissions

1. Department Head
2. Admitting Clerks

Dietary:

1. Department Head (Dietitian)
2. Chef or Food Service

Supervisor
3. Diet Aids

235

Accounting:

I. Department Head
2. Supervisors of Special Billing
3. Special Billing Clerks

ECG, X-ray and Lab:

1. Department Head
2. Stipirys
3. Technicians
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Housekeeping:

1. Department Head
2. Area Supervisors
3. Utility Men
4. Floor Maids

Nursing :

1. Director of Nurses
2. Supervisors
3. Charge Nurses
4. Head N rses
5. Team Leaders
6. R.N.'s
7. L.P.N.'s
8. Nursing Aids

The above listing is not intended to designate the limits of possible
use ef the program. It is intended only to identify the group to whom
the program primarily addresses itself.

The Course Objecti-ves
The purpose of the program is to develop real training skills in the

student trainer, and not just the verbal skill of stating what a good
trainer should know or be able to do. Therefore, after making an-
other careful analysis of the terminal behaviors we wanted to bring
about, we stated the objectives of the course in behavioral terms. For
example, after completing the course, the student will be able to do--
the following:

Make appropriate preparations for training
Determine training needs
Plan the order of training
Prepare the trainee for training

Train individuais to execute a task or procedure
Detertr.!rie the training steps
Give thc trainee an overview of what he's to learn
Instruct the trainee
Give the trainee feedback on his performance
Consolidate trainee's learning as he goes along
Withdraw trainer assistance and put the trainee on his owit

Medical Records:

1. Department Head (Med.
Rec. Lib.)

2. Ass't to the Department
Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys
4. Special Clerks

Social Service:

1. Department Head
2. Ass't Department Head
3. Social 'Workers
4. Case Workers
5. Social Work Secretaries
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Maintain a high level of performance
Evaluate trainee's performance periodically
Motivate trainee to maintain performance standards
Retrain as needed

The Course Content
The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field
study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the
content of the course: I) The basic training principles to be taught
must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
be few in number, clear-cut, and underly techniques and skills that
are easy to apply. 2) The specific case examples used to demonstrate
these principles must provide a high degree of face validity. That is,
the learner must immediately perceive the relevance of each example
to his own unique situation. And 3) The level of the language and
vocabulary must communicate easily to a high school graduate, but
contain enough professional and medical jargon to maintain the in-
volvement of a technically advanced reader.

Four basic training principles were selectedthe principles of per-
formance, feedback, withdrawal of support, and consolidation of
learning. These have been used and tested in many training situations
similar to those found in hospitals to meet the objectives of both in-
doctrination and refresher training. Therefore, we felt that these same
principles could be applied effectively by most hospital trainers to
meet the specific needs of their own depattment.

The principle of performance implies that the trainee should per-
form during training what he must do on the job. Immediate per-
formance helps to "lock in" appropriate behavior so that subse-
quently, the appropriate response behavior is more likely to result
whenever similar stimuli are presented. To apply this principle the
program prescribes a well defined procedure for easy recall: tell him
what to do; show him how to do it; review what you've covered; and
lastly, let him perform the step, task or procedure.

The second principle to be taught is feedback. There are two as-
pects of feedback that could be taught. The verb form of the word
means sending back information in response to a bit of information
transmitted. But this is a two-way street. After the trainer communi-
cates information to the trainee, he evaluates the verbal and visual
factors in the environment to determine whether or not the student's
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trainer
can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's
responses. But, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,
needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's
secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the
aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle
we specify a clear-cut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether
he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and cor-
rect him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;
occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
more and more on his own. Application of this principle depends on
the judgment of the trainer in the immediate time and place. We rec-
ommend three kinds of support which can subsequently be with-
drawn in accordance with the stages of competence displayed by the
trainee. When the student performs the task with a degree of finesse,
the trainer should stop telling him he's right. He probably already
knows he's right at this point and may feel the support is patronizing.
If, on the second or third performance he performs inaccurately, the
trainer should remind him he's not correct but stop reinstructing him
when he's wrong. He will probably be able to correct himself at this
point. The third step is to stop telling him when he's wrong. Usually at
this point he will catch his own error within seconds, and feel a cer-
tain pride in recognhing his own error.

Consolidation is the last principle to be taught, that is, pulling to-
gether small units of information so that they become a unifie.
whole. We recommend teaching one small unit of information at a
time. The size of the step is arbitrary, but is usually Foverned by the
ability of the student and the difficulty of the materiLl being taught.
After presenting two or three steps, the trainer would have his trainee
perform all units that make up the entire procedure.

Preparation for Training
After the trainee learns how to apply the principles of good train-

ing, he studies how to prepare for training. Although preparation
should always precede the actual training, we decided that when the
student knows what good training requires, he would better under-
stand the necessity for careful preparation. And besides, the vogram
tries in every way possible to apply the principles of training it teach-
es. The first principle Get the trainee to performis applied with
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for
Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring
about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-
tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan
the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the
indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for
refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-
ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall
training goal. Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
title. Then he is taught how to use a job breakdown form to determine
what behaviors are required to reach the goal, and what behaviors the
trainee already is able to perform. Lastly, the trainer must subtract
what the trainee already is able to do from the required behaviors.
The difference is the training needs.

Preparation includes ordering the tasks to be taught. Since the
order is partly determined by the demands of the job itself, tne rela-
tive interdependence of separate tasks and the ability of the trainee,
we composed three questions the trainer can ask himself to establish
the order in which he will train several tasks. First, he asks himself
which tasks the trainee must be able to accomplish at once, on his
own, and which can be postponed? Analyzing these categories sep-
arately, he asks if any of the functions or tasks depend on any others,
and, if so, which ones? Finally, with the tasks listed in their order of
interdependence, he asks which ones are easier to learn? The order of
training is established by a final analysis.

Having determined the order in which to present the material, we
wanted the trainer to prepare his student to get the most out of his
training. This behavior requires attention to a couple of physical and
psychological factors preliminary to the actual training. The pro-
cedure taught is straightforward. The student learns how to select a
comfortable, undisturbed location to carry on training, and how to
minimize apprehension and put the trainee at ease. Finally, the text
suggests some ways to strengthen the trainee's motivation to learn.

Follow-up of Training
We felt that follow-up behavior requires two sub-terminal be-

haviors. The trainer must be able to evaluate the trainee's perform-
ance and thes take appropriate action on ti.e basis of his evaluation.

.2t99
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and wefelt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a work-able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to checkand how to check.
Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check mostoften on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener-ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affectthe patient's welfare most directly. He is taught to check on a regularbasis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should checkmore often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is andhow recently he has learned the tasks. The trainer must then findyardsticks with which to measuve both the quantity and quality ofhis employee's performance. Some objective measures are suggested.It's not enough to decide which tasks are the most important and tomeasure them regularly. He must know what to do with th.., measure-ment. The trainer must be able to identify acceptable performancefrom unacceptable performance by comparing his measurementsagainst a good standard. Where no standard exists, he is taught toestablish an objective criterion of his own.

The second subterminal follow-up behavior is +o enable the studentto take appropriate action on the basis of the evaluation. This in-volves teaching him what action to take in order to maintain goodperformance and an alternative action if the performance is unsatis-factory.
Let's begin with the assumption that a person who is recognized fordoing his best is more likely to continue putting his best foot forward.Therefore, the trainer is taught to rewai:d good performance. Admit-tedly, the kind of reward which the trainer may offer depends on hisown job position. But there are usually some things which affect anemployee's willingness to do his best that a trainer can do somethingabout. For example, every trainer can offer praise for a job well done.In addition, he may be able to recommend a raise or a promotion.The program encourages him to tell higher-ups about his trainet.'sgood work.

Taking action to improve poor performance is a little more in-volved. Again we start with another assumption that the trainee israrely 100% unsatisfactory. The trainer is taught to maintain theemployee's good performance by rewarding him in some appropriateway, but in areas where his performance is weak or unsatisfactory, hemust first determine the causes of poor performance before he can
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take action to improve performance.
The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.
I. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible perform-
ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-
volve telling him what's expected.
2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance
because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-
sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to
handle in this program. The program only recommends that the
trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
importance of performing up to standard.
3. The trainee may be unable to meet acceptable performance
standards. The trainer is taught to recognize that inability to
perform, due to weak skills, requires retraining. He is also taught
that retraining will not solve a problem of poor health or mal-
functioning equipment.

Case Examples
Determining the specific case examples is the last task before the

programmer begins writing the program. Our objective was to tailor
the program for a hospital, giving a high degree of face validity to
everj example used. This meant that situational examples had to be
selected so that they helped the reader: I) to perceive the common
factors that exist in training and supervising throughout all depart-
ments; and 2) to appreciate the relationship of any specific example
to his own unique department.

Information gathered during the field study made it possible to
develop the schema of existing functional relationships which fol-
lows. On the basis of this schema it was possible to determine which
examples would be most relevant to the greatest nu:nber of readers.
We selectee :he largest number of examples to demonstrate the ties
between the accounting, admitting, and nursing departments. For
instance, an example based on job functions of a special billing clerk
in the accounting department (such as recording charges for drugs,
supplies and equipment, etc.) is likely to be relevant to the nurse on a
particular unit who initiates the charge cards. And the same example
is relevant to an admitting clerk who assigns room accommodations
and must submit charges for basic FAitecrn and board. (See Table 1)

The next largest group of examples exhibits the ties between the
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die-
tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and
social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart
indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other
than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from
14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary
Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-
ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
randomly chosen sample of 100 consecutive words indicates a Flesch
Index of reading difficulty of 5-6 (2). Material exhibiting this index
assumes that the reader is a high school graduate and may have some
college.

Testing
How do we know the completed program will teach what we say it

will? First of all, experience tells us it will. But we can't rely solely on
experience and intuition to be sure it works, ;o after each chapter was
completed, a developmental test was conducted on a sample of the
target population. This afforded the programmer the opportunity to
check the relative complexity of the language, the sophistication of
the vocabulary, as well as the facilitation of syntax and strategy used
in presenth-.g the concepts.

During testing the programmer observed student reponses, noted
the areas of difficulty and encouraged each student to express the
reasons for his difficulty and incorrect responses. Our objective was
,-,ot to get 90% of the students to respond correctly on 90(;;- of the
frames (or some other arbitrary percentage), but rather to enable him
to accomplish the terminal behavior at the end of each carefully
planned sequence of teaching frames.

All developmental testing was conducted at Lenox Hill Hospital,
New York City, with five employees who exhibited the relevant
characteristics of our target population, with the exception of the
level of formal education completed. The selection of trainees in-
cluded a supervisor of accounting clerks (M.S. degree), an admitting
officer (B.S.), a patient unit nurse (R.N.), a dietary aide (High School),
and an assistant foreman of porters (incomplete High School). The
average completion time for the entire p`rogram was 6-61h hrs.
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s

gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direct

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart.

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employ.

ees benefit from impromi trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in the house-
1tannimit fintiot re Mari i A:A.dleitl ...,i .....!.... J...., ,---A_ IA e I.
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec-

tive as well as efficient, The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effece

tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience,

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good

frqinto nil Milani Vat li:f1 /Mile% flAlthMeigliAdAt MiA11 4..L.:
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

I. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

24 He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the actilities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often seond in command within his own unit. (This

mv nnt k trilP in thii gnin1Ipr hnoitik 1
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain pencormance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: I) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. But, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a clear.cut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him ;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal, Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a worka
able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to cheek
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener-
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. ,lie is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks. The t.ra.npr miicf thiAn g.A
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible perform-

ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program, The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die-

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments,

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direct

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would hep determine the potential target population

(in the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart.

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employs

ees benefit from improvai trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in the houses
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effecd

tive as well as efficient, The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effect

tive, Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience,

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train," He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train,

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol,

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per.

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the activities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often scond in command within his own unit. (This
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to mainto performance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. But, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a cleamut procedure, The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him ; when he's right, point out he's right and support him ;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior,

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear.cut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer, First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal. Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a worka
able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to cheek
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener-
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. ,lie is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks. The t.ra.npr miicf thiAn g.A
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible perform-

ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program, The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die-

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments,

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
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As anticipated, the foreman of porters was at a considerable dis-
advantage; the programmer observ,:d that his reading ability was
minimal. All other students responded well with little or no difficulty.
The kind and extent of revisions undertakcn were most often deter-
mined on the basis of difficulties and suggestions received from the
dietary aidc. All students seemed enthusiastic throughout testing, aad
reported that the program kept thcm interested and involved.

Using the Program
Putting the program to use involves two considerations: thc mode

of employing the programmed text, and the problem of gaining faculty
acceptance and administrative support. An accompanying Leader's
Guide offers assistance in both these areas. It provides a description
of programmed instruction, its advantages and recommended ways
to use it. It also includes how to select prospective student trainers,
thc objectives of a program coordinator or group leader, and an inte-
grated step-by-step lesson plan for each chapter of the program.

We recommend three ways to use the program: independent study,
supervised individual study and supervised group study. Some em-
ployees arc personally motivated toward self-improvement and seck
ways to implove their own job performance. In such cases, the train-
ing coordinator or personnel director should be able to answer in-
quiries about materials available, or supply the program, or report
hospital policy on thc supply or purchase of the program. The em-
ployee can study on his own time, with mioimum supervision and
guidance from the training coordinator (or personnel director).

How to Train Hospital Employees may bc uscd in supervised indi-
vidual study. On occasion it becomes apparent that certain employ-
ees would benefit measurably from learning how to train better. Or
they may need to learn how to train for possible promotion, skiil
increase, or review of previously larned training skills. These indi-
viduals are selected for training on the basis of their needs; they may
be recommended by their supervisors. The students are supplied with
materials and their training is supervised from beginning to end by
their own immediate supervisors, who have been appointed as thcir
personal training coordinators.

Although classrooms and scheduled classes arc unnecessary,
supervised group study is often used to increase learning. In any
hospital there are usually employees in different departments who
have similar training needs and can benefit from group study. In such
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cases, five to twenty-five employees may be selected from various
departments for group training. The group meets with a group leader
one hour a week for five or six weeks. They study one chapter at a
time away from class, and at the group session they review the course
ma:erial. The accompanying Leader's Guide provides the group
leader with questions and specially designed problems to stimulate
discussion. Both the discussion and the problems help the student
trainers to apply the principles learned to real life situations.

Conclusion
The opening sentence of this paper claims that what follows is a

"review" of the steps involved in designing and producing the pro-
gram. At this point most readers wili consider it a misrepresentation
of the fact. But, indeed, it is only a review, when all the facts are con-
sidered, and this ;s the point we hopt- to have made.

The program is not simply a chunk of instructive material "pack-
aged" in a new format ; rather it is a painstakingly analyzed, detailed
plan for changing behavior. Our goal, simply stated, was to make the
reader an effective trainer. Our first series of analyses determined the
potential target population and the characteristics of a representative
member. The analyses which followed helped us to determine all the
skills which must b exhibited by an effective trainer and to establish
specific training needs by eliminating those skills he already possesses.

Still, before wc could begin writing the program we had to deter-
mine what concepts, principles and attitudes the student must intern-
alize in order to be able to perform the desired skills, and Then we had
to decide how to present them. We had to establish an ehicient se-
quence for all the information to be taught, then establish the most
effective sequence for each smaller twit of information, select rele-
vant examples, and then prescribe the language and vocabulary with-
in which we would deliver the information to the student. At this
point the programmer sat down to create a behavior changing pro-
gram, one word, one sentence, one frame at a time.

After all this, the programmer still believes that if the student
hasn't learned, the programmer hasn't taught. So early in the devel-
opment of thc program, we had to test the thoroughness of our analy-
ses, the accuracy of our judgment, the clarity of our writing, and the
value of our experience, against a saw ole of the predetermined audi-
ence. Seldom are results of testing so dtvastating that the programmer
doesn't recover; however, revisions are made wherever they are re-
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coked, rind. if extensive revisions are necessary, the same unit would
be tested again to ensure attaining the desired behavioral objeotiveg.

Finally, we come to using the program. A student working on his
own time, at his own pace, should be able to meet his own objectives
and the objectives of the program. Super vised group study is known
to increase learning, and provides additional benefits not attainable
by independent study. But, using the program for independent study
or adapting it to a classroom situation implies confidence in and
acceptance of this new technology.

We hope this paper has contributed in some way to both.
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Objectives and Rationale of Case
Presentation Teaching Using
Programmed Materials
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THE RANSFORMATION of a medical student into a skilled clinician is a
process which requires experience with hundreds of patients distrib-
uted over a learning period of four or more years. Programmed in-
struction is not likely to accomplish four years' work overnight; in
fact, programmed instruction has not been proven to be inherently
more efficient or effective than other methods of instruction. The in-
creased efficiency or effectiveness of programmed instruction relates
most surely to the methods or preparing programme instruction
which lead to the recognition and removal of inefficiencies that persist
unnoticed in most of the other instructional media. Programmed in-
struction, in order to function at all, must have defined or definable
objectives. It must communicate; otherwise, self-instruction does not
occur. In comparison, a lecturer can give classes for years without
even considering problems of objectives, communication, or evalua-
tion.

A proper starting point is to look at the nature of what the student
must learn. Patient management is a complex and highly variable
process. It is appropriate to consider two stages of clinical problem
solving:

1. The stage of inquiry
2. The stage of problem resolution

*From the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical College of Georgia.
The research reported herein was supported by a grant from the U. S. Department of
Health. Education. and Welfare Office ot Education (Contract No. OEC2-6-051145-1784).
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The ste.ge of inquiry usually involves two steps: finding the problem;
then. defining it. Finding the problem may be easy or may be ex-
tremely difficult. Sometimes the patient tells you, "My problem is
such and such." On the other hand, large amounts of information
may need to be obtained and evaluated in order to recognize the full
scope of the patient's difficulties--which may be perceived quite
differently by the physician than by the patient. The possible ap-
proaches for collecting information leading to the problem are many
and varied, but the process is not a random one; information must be
collected with a proper consideration for effectiveness, efficiency and
patient safety.

After the problem or problems have n identified, the stage of
inquiry continues with attempts to define them. The majority of
clinical problems require that a surprisingly large amount of infor-
mation be collected and -valuated in order to define the patient's
problem precisely and rule out complicating conditions. In history
and physical examination alone, the work-up of the usual medical
surgical patient calls for collecting and evaluating information ;n
more than 50 different categories. The more information the physi-
cian collects, the more he must call upon and apply his fund of spe-
cialized medical knowledge and the more selective he must be to
obtain this information in a safe and efficient sequence, constantly
modifying his plan in the light of new information as he receives it.
During this process he must decide when he has collected enough
information to proceed with formulating a plan for treatment or dis-
position of the patient. The decision, "How much information is
enough?", may be based on only a few items in extreme emergency
conditions, or on hundreds of items in many chronic conditions. But
in every case, it involves a series of complex probability estimates
which the physician often makes unconsciously.

The stage of problem resolution differs from simpler and more static
types of "puzzle solving" because it involves concurrent inquiry or
discovery as well as answer finding. Part of the problem is that the
patient's difficulties must be recognized and defined in the process of
being resolved. Sometimes, a clear separation is possible. Manage-
ment, therapy, or disposition of the patient's problems, once they
have been defined, .:an often be represented on paper as simple "Yes-
No" decisions. The process of making these decisions, however, is
seldom so simple. It often requires the physician to handle dozens of
items of highly specialized information, much of which is incomplete
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or conflicting, before he can reach conclusions which permit overt
action. For other problems, the stages of inquiry and resolution re-
main inseparably intertwined. Appropriate management requires a
prolonged series of therapeutic trials which must be carried out con-
currently with gathering and evaluating further information about
the patient's response to the trials,

Effective, efficient clinical problem solving has some characteristics
which are generally recognized as desirable. In attempting to de-
scribe the characteristics of clinical problem solving, people will differ

in their language and in what they se.xt and emphasize.
Here is one such attempt :

I. The initial approach to the problem is comprehensive in
scope.
2. As information accumulates, the goals of inquiry are contin-
ually re-evaluated an,i the problems are redefined.
3. The acquisition of information becomes increasingly selective:

a. Unnecessary risks are minimized
b. Important problems are given priority over inconsequen-
tial ones
c. Efficient sequences are preferable to less efficient ones.

4. Urgent situations, needing prompt action, often require re-
sponsible decision-making with incomplete or unreliable in-
formation.

These statements may seem more meaningful when rephrased as
questions :

I. How does the student learn to be comprehensive, responsive,
selective, and decisive in his approach to patient care?
2. How does he learn to distinguish between necessary risks and
unnecessary ones?
3. 1-1(,w does he recognize the important details from trivial

ones, and distinguish the efficient approaches from the less
efficient ones?
4. How does he know when he has enough information to make
a decision?

The person who would use programmed instruction in an attempt
to teach patient management cannot avoid facing these questions
seriously and looking for usable answers. These answers are, at best,

tentative and incomplete.
Skill in clinical problem solving can be considered as having three

special attributes:
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1. Facility in handling complex, conflicting probability estimates ;
2. Development of unique, personal strategies for problem
solving;
3. Maintenance of an open approach to inquiry.

I. Facility in handling probability estimates. Almost every clinical
decision which requires "experience" or "judgment" can be thought
of as a probability estimate involving conflicting data. Whether the
decision involves an item of history taking, or of physical examina-
tion, or of laboratory work, it must be made after a consideration of
such as the following (the list is incomplete and the items in it are not
mutually exclusive):

Sometimes only one factor is involved in making a decision. It can be
plotted on one axis.

FIGURE 1

ONE FACTOR DECISION

low risk > high risk

Sometimes two factors must be considered which, in the abstract,
have no correlation with ePch other and could be plotted as inde-
pendent variables.

rare

FIGURE 2

TWO FACTOR DECISION

important

trivial

common
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In some decisions, there may be three independent variables. For a
given clinical .Jecision, they could be plotted in three dimensional
space.

In mou dinical decisions, however, the number of independent and
interdependent factors or variables is more than three. Skilled clini-
cians handle questions involving multiple simultaneous independent
variables as a matter of routine and with few signs of discomfort.

Perhaps it is just as well that they seldom att );mpt to illustrate their
decisions graphirally, because to do so requires the use of mult-
dimensional space. Each independent factor requires a dimension a t
right angles to all the other dimensions.

It is a comfort to realize that many clinicians and computers resemble
each other in sharing an ability to work eEciently at solving prob-
lems in multi-dimensional space, and also in sharing an :nability to
visualize the process. A clinician in evaluating one patient may make
a hundred or more complicated data processing efforts, each of which
involves multi-dimensional decision niaking.

FIGURE 3

THREE FACTOR DEC IS ION

high benefit

low benefit
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FIGURE 4

SIX FACTOR DECISION
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2. Development of unique personal strategies. The student, inlearning the clinician's skill in making rapid, largely unconsciousprobability estimates, has to develop these skills in his own uniqueway. Clinical problem solving, as has been emphasized, requires skillsin inq uiry and discovery. Learning of clinical problem solving isprincipally "discovery !earning." Much recent theoretical work inthis area has come from Dr. Jerome Bruner of the Center for Cog-nitive Studies at Harvard University. He has written:"It is only through the exercis,:.: of problem solving and theeffort of discovery that one learns the working heuristic of dis-covery, and the more one has practice, the more likely is one togeneralize what one has learned into a style of problem solvingor inquiry that serves for any kind of task one may encounter . . .I have never seen anybody improve in the art and technique ofinquiry by any means other than engaging in inquiry. . . Theprincipal problem of human merrr)ry is not storage, but retrieval.The key to retrieval is organization or, in even simpler terms,knowing where to find information and how to get there . . .Dr. Bi uner summarizes:
"The very attitudes and activities that characterize 'figuring out'or 'discovering' things for oneself also seem to have the effect ofmaking material more readily accessible in memory."To translate Dr. Bruner's hypothesis to the practical problems ofteaching clinical problem solving, the student is given practice casesto solve and develops his ,inique personalized strategies for problenisolving. He improves his efficiency in retrieving information from hisown storage system. In teaching clinical problem solving, one musthelp him develop his skills by offering him practice cases that are rep-resentative, realistic, and properly sequenced.3. Maintenance of an open approach to inquiry. If the student's ex-perience in problem solving is adequate in quantity, quality, andrepresentativeness, his personalized problem solving strategies willinclude characteristics which one may hope will be maintained as life-long habits of inquiry. These include the following:

I. Comprehensiveness
2. Responsiveness
3. Selectiveness
4. Decisiveness

The transformation of an inefficient or incompetent information-gatherer into a clinician who is skilled in the art of inquiry is a leatn-
c*";4iJs*;"'A
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ing process. Programmed cases, if they are to help bring about this
transformation, should be planned and organized into a pattern
which permits effective learning. Such a planned sequence might
differ rather sharply from the unplanned, random sequence of pa-
tients seeking care at a hospital emergency room or clinic.

Summary
I . Problem solving is complicated, but may be divided into two
stages:

a. Inquiry
b. Problem resolution

2. Problem solving requires many skills such as:
a. Facility in handling probability estimates
b. Unique, personal strategies of problem solving
c. Open approach to inquiry

3. Problem solving or inquiry skills are learned by practicing inquiry.
4. Skilled problem solving behavior has several characteristics :

a. Comprehensiveness
b. Responsiveness
c. Selectiveness
d. Decisiveness

References
J. Bruner, J. S.: "The Act of Discovery," Harvard Educational Review,
Volume Thirty-Three, Number 1, Winter 1963. Pages 124-135.



Three Medical Programmed Courses
and What They Taught Us

LEON SUMMIT*

MANY OF YOU are familiar with onc or more of the three programmed
medical courses we developed and distriblited through Spectrum. If
you have copies of any of them, hold on to them, because Pfizer is no
longer reprinting them and thcy arc rapidly becoming collectors' items.

The courses are "Allergy and Hypersensitivity," "Cnrrent Con-
cepts of Thyroid Disease," and "Physician's Liability for Battery,
Negligence, and Acts of Others."

The goal of the courses was to teach much about allergy, thyroid
disease and medical law to many people in little timc. There is ample
evi&nce that they achieved this goal, but I am not going to discuss
this aspect or the courses f,!xcept by implication.

I will fccus, instead, on uther things these courses taught wton
what we learned from the experience of developing and disttibuting
them, from Inc resp_mse to them, and frIrn the e7citing way this ex-
perience began and the unfortunate way it endrd. I will try to put in
perspective some things we learned about the virtues of programmed
instruction and the faults of some of its early examples; about the
reasons why these three courscs were so well received, and why both
bad programs and good ones are turned out by expertt. as well as
amateurs; and about the hazard of relying on the generosity of the
government, foundations, or business to sustain the creation of
worthwhile teaching materials.
°Director of Publi,:ations. Media Medics. Inc. New York. New York.
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It is basic to my pcint of view that I came into programwd in-
struction not as a psychologist or teacher, hut as a journalist and edi-
tor. 1 was not an expert in either the new or the old methods of edu-
cation, and had no vested interest in either. This has influenced m t
only what 1 did and how 1 did it, but also my interpretation of the
r is.

In thc fall of 1962, as editor of Spectrum, I stumbled into pro-
imed instruction by running an article on it.

.:eaction to the article was so phenomenally r,tvorable that I Was
suddenly over my depth in the new educational technology, and in
self-defense I quickly acquired a smattering of knowledge about it.

Soon after that, I was invited to join three other speakers in a
panel discussion of wgrammed instruction before an audience of
medical writers.

The first two speakers said that as Ph.D.'s in psychology they had
been involved in pigeon experiments that illustrated some of the
concepts of programmed instruction. The third panelist, an extremely
articulate and forceful speaker, said that be, too, had a doctorate in
psychology and had experimented with pigeons: this, hc added, was
before he decided to find "a more useful way" to earn his living, en-
rolled in medical school, and acquired an M.D. Hc then delivered a
savage attack on prognimmed instruction, camouflaging in articu-
late glibress and vocal thunder what he lacked in information and
perspective.

Everybody was stunned, including the next speaker, me. 1 had no
doctorate in medicine, psychology, or anything clse, and no pigeon
experiment 1 could boast ahout. So tl.ere 1 stood, naked and c'efense-
less before a hushed and spellbound audience. Armed only with my
dangerously little bit of knowledge ablut programmtd instruction.

groped for words to break the cold chill left by the previous speaker.
If it was a cruel fate that had pushed me into this predicament, a

kinder providence evened thc score by putting into my mouth some
lucky words that broke the ice and broke up the audience: "Obvious-
ly," I said, "I'm the only pigeon on the program."

Today 1 am a somewhat more sophisticated pigeon. And I ask
each of you, in order to understand my point of view. to remember
that you, too, in respect to teachers and textbooks and classroom
procedures, were for many 'fears just one of the pigeons. You, too,
were at some time victimiied by inadequate. untested teaching ma-
terials and by teachers skilled in presenting a facade of pedagogy but
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almost totally unaware of how people learn.
The faults still dominate our educational structure at every level.

They feed on the fallacy of the traditional viewpoint of education.
This view is that the teacher, out of the undoubted goodness of his
heart and the not-so-certain goodness of his materials and methods,
opens a vast fund of knowiedge to the studentand if the student
does not learn, the student has failed, not the teacher. This rationale
is the caitch for the development and dissemination of relatively un-
evaluated teaching materials and methods, and their uncritical ac-
ceptance by many school boards, administrators and teachers.

Today we are witnessing the beginning of a reversal of this view-
point. We see the student as an eager receptacle of knowledge, with a
mind uncluttered and ready to learn. If with such receptivity learning
does not occur, or motivational problems arise, it may well be that
the teacher has failednot the student.

This view supports the premise that all educational materials
should be tested and validated before releasejust as drugs are
testedto make sure they achieve their purpose before they are im-
posed large-scale on the educational public.

Once we accept this point of view, teachers, textbooks, and the
whole educational structure become opened to a far more honest and
far more critical evaluation.

If this had been done many years ago, we would not today still be
creating teaching materials by an indefensibly archaic process that
lets unvalidated textbooks, written by inexpi;rt writers, superficially
reviewed by junior copy-cuitors, and accepted by uncritical or un-
perceptive teachers, be used to waste the time or students who
deservt better.

tviat.y textbooks anu related materials, perhaps most or them, are
today still being created by methods that long ago became obsolete,
if ever they were defensible. Man) (.(tbooks currently in use cou'd
not survive a test of their effectiveness or efficiencynor could many
other teaching materials, methods, and, unfortunately, teachers.

If we strip the learning process down to its barest essentials, we
find that most if not all learning is self-instruction. The ptilne role of
the teacher, the textbook, the audiovisual aid and the entire s:hool
plant. ;,s to create a favorable environment for self-instructien. The
student's own mind must do the rest.

To perceive these things does not require great intuitive genius or
traiiiing in behavioral psychology; but we owe a debt to the behavior-
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al psychologists for making us take a harder look at what we have
been doing in education, and why.

The advent of programmed instruction has sharpened our insights
into these things. Its underlying philosophy emphasizes the need for
more individualized instruction and for validation of materials and
methods, and its successful applications have demonstrated that
these goals are not only desirable but practicable.

Some of you may remember the Spectrum article I mentioned
earlier. It included a brief programmed sequence on how to read an
electrocardiog-am, and asked physicians whether this teclinique
could helr ith their continuing education.

The faw-rable response was staggeringmore than 30,000 in 30
dc.ys, more. t!,an 65,000 in a year, and less than a dozen unfavorable
replies.

Then we dIscovered we had a bear by the tail, because thousands
of practicing physicians and medical ed....cators read our article as a
promise to provide programmed courses.

At that time virtually nobod:v, including the alleged experts, knew
how to develop high-quality programmed materials in medical sub-
ject matter, or how much work it would take. This was in the early
post-Sputnik era, when teaching machines were being oversold and
fast-buck artists were making big profits on expensive hardware
stuffed witn shoddy software purporting to be programmed in-
struction.

By 1962, some educators were denying that programmed instruc-
tion had any merit at all. Others were saying its virtue was limited to
ote mwerial nd smple subjects. Even among its advocates, some

were sa)inly you couldn't program :-omplex and unstructured sub-
jects like medicine, or material that wvs controversial. They dis-
counted the remarkable response to Spec,rum's article as a wave of
naive enthusiasm evokea by the novelty cf programmed instruction
and tile over simi lification of a brief examplc. They s,lid that phy-
sicians "know a gimmick when they see one," and predicted that full-
length medical programmed courses would never survive the acid
test of Itse.

Unaware that a bumpy road lay ahead, we committed ourselves to
the production of one or more programmed courses. Out of this
commitment evcnti,ally came thc three programs I have mentioned,
two of which we did in collaboration with Basic Systems, and one
with Educational Design.
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We developed and distributed the courses over a of fouryears as an educational service of Spectrum. (By "we," i . a sriallgroup of people representing a wide range of technical, editorial andgrapnic skills, working together as an informally constituted team onwhich I served as editor and director.)
The courses were not released until repeated field tests showed ahigh rate of gain in knowledge. Since then, they have gone throughwhat amounted to profession-wide field tests, with perhaps more crit-ical review than any other medical texts have ever had to face.As to their educational impact, ther;, is no question: More than ahalf-million copies were reciuc,ted owl a period of four years. Therequests came from the great majority of practicing physicians inthis country ane from many overseas, and from tens of thousands ofresidents, interns, medical educators and students, nurses, dentistsand veterinarians. Though they were designed for the continuing edu-cati'm of physicians long out of medical school, they were adoptedfor teaching purposes in almost every medical school and traininghospital in this country and in many overseas usually after intensivecritical review by a curriculum committee, department head or di-rector of education.

In English and in translations, they went into use in many othercountries, and at the time Pfizer dropped this service to themedical profession they were reputedly the three most widely usedprogrammed cours,-s in the world.
All this is cold statistical evidenec Supporting it is :!be warm docu-mentation of tens or thousands of grateful letters, postcards, tele-grams and phone ca.is expressing astonishment at how much waslearned from this material, and ho N much faster than from any pre-viously available instructional matter.
So it is clear that these courses acf- ieved their primary goal ofteaching much in little time to many people. They also demonstratedthat self-instructional programmed matcria! was a valuabt ,! adjunctto conventional teaching methods.
There had been much talk about tne physician's need for con-tinuing education materials, and hr--. the need could tc

response to these courses underscok .vill-ingness of physicians to try any new at,proachef, -r . nat ifinnovations were good enough they could eves; waj to ac-ceptance by the establishment of medical education.
People concerned with medical education have asked many ques-
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tions about these courses. Some questions have been difficult, but
with time and experience I believe we have arrived at reasonably
correct answers.

One of the most frequent questions is, "Why did these courses
have so much more impact than other programmed courses devel-
oped under comparable conditions?"

To compare the impact of one programmed course with that of
another is tricky, especially in a field like medicine. Among the
many aspects that must be taken into account are organization, ac-
curacy, clarity, graphic presentation, format, interest of subject mat-
ter, consultants, etc., and it is difficult to make a fair comparison.
Even when all things else are the same, difference in interest or rele-
vance of subject matter may be the ultimate determinant.

The subjects of the Pfizer courses were chosen with a view to mass
interest and usefulness. The goal was to serve the continuing educa-
tion needs of the largest possible number of general practitioners.
From this "box-office" point of iiew, allergy and medical law were
obvioully excellent choices. In the case of thyroid, we nearly aban-
do led it as a subject of too little interest after most physicians re-
sponding to a questionnaire said they knew all they needed to know
about thyroid disease; but a few responses alerted ,us to the fact that
most physicians did not realize I:ow deficient their knowledge was,and how faulty were some of theit 1-7-actices in cases of suspected
thyroid dysfunction. Thus thyroid, lc turned out to be an excellent
choice.

Rut among the medical programmed cow ses released by other
drug companies and commercial publishers were s. m of equally
universal interest, and some of these were well programmed. Yet
they had distinctly less impact. Why?

To whatever extent the difference in impact reflects a difference in
quality, it is probably a tribute to team progra iiitigto Litt may
have been an unprecedented intensity and quaPity of collifioration.

W hen we went into this project, we contracted with the largest and
probably the best of the commercial programming organizations
around aL that time. This was Basic Systems (now a part of Xerox).
We soon discover.-cl that the supro?,:ed experts still bad much to learn
about prou7ammed instruction, and so did we. The problems were
deep and critical. The primitivet state of programmed instruction was
one of them. Another was the gcneral "badness" of medical writing,
especially that found in many tt.o.tbooks. Still another was that, like
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the writers of typical medical texts a nd journal articles, the writers of
programmed instruction had much to learn about simple, clear and
unambiguous writing.

As in the beginning of any new discipline, the early development
of programmed instruction saw the growth of many schools of
thought, around each of which protionents rallied as the "one true
church" of programming. The apostles laid down strict rules as to
what constituted "correct programming," and their disciples often
rushed into print with hasty products whose hallmark was medioc-
rity. But even these took on a false aura of excellence when compared
with conventional teaching materials.

At the same time, the esoteric language 1,3ed to describe pro-
grammed instruction to the uninitiated and to differentiate one
school of programming from another, became a whirlpool of be-
havioral jargon in which the "bapt.......xl" were drowning even some of
their fellow programmers.

These were some of the factors that led initially to serious friction
between the Spectrum editorial staff and the Basic Systems program-
ming staff. But the early friction led to an important benefit, because
with better understanding we achieved a degree and quality of team-
work that became the unique and distinctive feature of the project.
We developed collaboration to a high degree of perfection in the al-
lergy course, and carried it out again in the thyroid and law courses.
Thus it proved its merit three times in a row.

So the reason for the impact of these courses lies partly in the ad-
ditional quality that resulted from team -rogramming from the
pooling of many skills (subject matter, educational, programming,
testing, editorial, graphic, etc.) in intensive collaboration uninhibited
by the obsolete single-author concept which underlies the mediocrity
of much conventional teaching material.

But quality is not alone the explanation. We cannot overlook
methods of cnmmunication and distribution. In Spectrum we had a
uniquely well read and widely distributed means of put-licizing tilL
Pfizer courses. Long before the first course, "Allergy and Hyper-
sensitivity," came off press, a 3-page preview in Spectrunz had
elicited the unbelievable total of 70,000 prepublication requests_
Quality could not have been a factor, since the allergy course was not
yet finished and nobody had ever seen it though its quality no
doubt played a rok in the later prepublication requests of 90,000 for
thyroid and 115,000 for medical law.
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Many other excellent courses, developed as school or private
projeL..s as well as by commercial publishers, do not become well
known because no effective medium of communication tells their
story to enough interested people. It is a sad fact that there is not one
publication today which offers a high quality of eduicational journal-
ism and stirs interest and excitement with bold and objective coverage
of educational innovations. When the educational journals do ven-
ture into new fields, they do so superficially, and without a strong
challenge to the built-in prejudices of teachers and resistances of the
educational establishment.

Because of the absence of such a publication, many outstanding
pieces of workbooks, programs, films, visual aids, etc.serve the
local or limited purpose for which they were developed, but remain
otherwise unknov$ n. In many cases this represents a great social loss.

Another factor in the impact of the three courses was that they
were interesting. This was especially gratifying because it was no ac-
cident. We know that programmed courses were being described as
dull and boring, no matter how effective, so we tried deliberately to
build and hold interest. We took a hard look at the do's and don'ts
laid down by the programming experts, rejected some as little, more
:titan sectarian dogma, and thu:, avoided some of the traps and
straitjackets with which they were build;ng dullness into their
work. We kept the format simplevaried frame sizeintermingled
well-writter prose with programmed matterpermitted an occasion-
al light touch to warn, the page, without self-conscious and patroniz-
ing attempts to force :iumor into the program. We did whatever
seemed to work, aim; avoided whatever didn't.

We took c2norrnous pains with language, avoiding technical jargon
and complicated :'ormulations. We tried to show that teaching ma-
terial needn't be dull to be scientific that it car be both simple and
interesting, even in programmed form, and that dullness is not in-
herent in program instruction.

T'-iere is no reasnn why teaching material dealing with scientinc
subject matter has be presented in complex language that guaran-
tees dullness. This grewt universe of ours is held together by simple
principles. There is-nothing complicated about science r cept the
complicated straitjacket of language in which we lock up ideas. In
the language of the courses we developed, we tried to break the verbal
straitjackets and liberate the ideas.

Our only standard was excellence of communication. When praz-
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ticality made compromise necessa compromised but nev on
a significant point of fact or clarity. vY e tried to prove that excellence
is a feasible standard.

Apparently we succeeded as many thousands of letters attested,
with comments such as "the most interesting thing I've read in
years," and "better than a good mystery story," or "so interesting I

couldn't put it down till the last page."
The interest of the material was undoubtedly enhanced by the fact

that we ignored advice to omit controversial material, and instead
included it on a large scale, especially in the allergy and law courses.

Some people argue that differing points of view can't be presented
in programmed form without communicating advocacy of one. Be-
hind this false notion is the equally false one, to which the statements
of some people in programmed instruction have contributed, that it
is useful for rote, well-organized subject matter such as mathematics,
but not for material .tat cannot be so well organized and integrated.
Differences in subject matter call for differences in hs-Ali,Ag, of
course, but the underlying philosophy of programmed instruction
remains the same, and remains applicable.

One of the most difficult of a!! questions to answer is that of the
cost of good programming. Answers based on -:ommercial experi-
ence, or the cost of getting programs done non-commercially, may
be misleading because there is no certain correlation between cost
and qualit, in either commercial or noncommercial programming.
Contracting with a commercial organization does not necessarily
gLarantee a iier quality of performance than might be achieved '..)y
turning to purely local resources of known people in a school or on
a campus. Local people often discover unknown or unappreciated
resources within themselves when they art- given a challenge to thOr
untested qbilities, and a friendl' environment within which to de-
velr them. A team of such people working together in constructive,
noncon7,-titive collaboration may turn out Iner product than they
could have bought for any price they could affc

When the first edition r f the allergy course can-I oui, many people
asked its cost and were discouraged b.) the ,snswer $100,000. But
this was a highly unusual cost. it came at a pioneering stage, when
not enough was known much of this cost was usefully spent in ex-
perimentation, and some was unfortunately misspent in false starts.
This was the price of acquiring a body of experience in a flew disci-
pline. But the hundred thousond dollars also paid for a hunired
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thousand copies, at only $1 each a rather low cost per copy.
From this point on, the cost dropped sharply. We learned better

and less expensive ways to do job without compromising quality.
Six months after the 1st edition we put out a massively revised and
updated 2nd edition for abcut S40,000 for a run of 10C,000 400 a
copy. The thyroie course, comparable in size and difficulty, co
about 650 a copy for the original run of 100,000, and could have been
reprinted in a similar run for about 200 a copy.

The law course, roughly half the s. of allergy and thyroid, cost
only about 180 a copy for the first 100,000, and could have been re-
printed in a similar run for about 100 a copy.

All these costs reflected on the one hand the high initial costs of
commercial programming organizations, pnd on the other hand the
per-unit economies of large print nins. With more experience initial
creative costs will go down. As for the unic cost, it must not be over-
look-:.d that the Pfizer courses were designed to be given away. Com-
mercial publishers, gearing their print runs to present-day sales ex-
pectancies based on outmoded methods of distribution, print short
runs for much higher cost. Perhaps if their methods of creating, pro-
moting, and distributing such materials were modernized, they
could produce more copies of worthwhile books at a considerably
lower unit cost, and sell them at a much lowel price for a sufficient
profit. In so doing, they would assure greater distribution and in-
crease the usefulness of excellent teaching materials.

I am often asked why Pfizer dropped this nrogram, which had won
it so much good will for so little cost as compared with the enormous
sums spent for convention.11 advertising. This is an important ques-
tion, and more people should ask it not of me, but of Pfizer. I ilrefer
not to deal with the question except 4n the context of a broader ques-
tioi Can we depend on drug company advertising or generosity for
a continuing flow of objective educational material unrelated to
product advertising? More and more I have become convinced that
the answer is, "No!" In a drug company such material is, and must
by definition remain, secondary to drug sales, and therefore bc al-
ways at the mercy of the balance sheet, a dip in a sales curve or the
whim of an executive, without regard for social consequencesand
who is to say C-is is wrong?

In the same way, uvernment and foundation grants are sensitive
to the philosophy and competence of elected or appointed officials,
and to chanpes LI the country's political, social, and t_conomic cli-
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mate. They are a snaky foundation for long-term, uninterrupted pro-
duction of worthwhile educational materials.

Then what is the answer? To develop another innovation a cre-
ative and marketing structure which can produce high-quality edu-
cational materials and reach a large market with low enough prices
to gain the economies of long print runs, and still make a reasonable
profit.

The job can't be done by continued use of antiquated methods of
creating nd marketing textbooks. There mast be a method of sup-
plying a full range of quality educational materials that can pay their
own way, and are therefore secure against capricious abandonment.

Scenes Irvin the Third Rochester Conferences

U pper left: Chester M. Pierce, M.D.,
Professor in the Department of Psychiatry,
Neurology, and Behavioral Sciences at the
University of Oklahoma Medical Centel .

U pper right: T. Hale Ham, M.D.,
of the Western Reserve University Scl,nol of Med;cine.

Center, left to right: Joseph E. Markee,
James B. Duke, Professor of Anatomy at Duke University
and J. P. Lysaught, Ed.D., Associate Professor of
Education and Research Associate in Medical Education
at the University of Rochester.

Lower le J t: Irving M. Bush, M.D.,
Chairman of the Department of Urology
at Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.

Lower right: Virginia Zachert, Ph.D.,
of the Medical College ot Georgia.
Medien1 Tribune PlintoJim Lanny



Part VI

Programming Specifics and Variables
Rubadeau introduces this section with a report of research in-

volving learner-centered instruction, and suggests this as a variant
qf programmed learning. Millar, in discussing the phases of test-
ing and revising, and Wilds and Zachert, in analyzing the me-
chanics offrame writing, seek to provide specific guidance to the
programmer -and the reviewer. Peterson and her colleague prof-
fer their experience in taking a program cIt to learners other than
the initial target populations, and discuss the variations they
found. Wilds and Zachert, in a second paper, discuss the variable
treatment of controversial subject-matter, and suggest analytic
designs for ha frese problems. Lastly, Grop suggests an
explicit treal, of i ,.),tructional strategies as a means for ar-
riving at the choice of programming media to use in a specific
situation.
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A Comparison of Learner-Centered andTeacher-Centered Learning:
An Experimental Test in the Academic Setting

DUANE 0. RUBADEAU*
iN ME YEARS since World War II much interest has been centeredaround the measurement and the improvement of teaching effective-ness. In many of the research studies, the teaching methods and tech-niques examined fall into two classifications; those associated withstudent-centered instruction, and those associated with teacher-centered instruction.

The present study was based on the findings of research on pro-grammed instruction in the industrial setting, where the investigatorswere interested in the sequencing of materials for programming, --tndinadvertently came 14/on an approach for improving the effectivenessand efficiency of instruction. (1,2,3) In this approach, called learner-controlled instruction, the learners could ask any questions in anyorder of the instructor who acted as an "infinite bag of knowledge."Results showed the subjects in these studies learned more effectivelyand efficiently than those taking the course by the regular instruc-tional method.
The purpose of the nresent study was to determine which of threelearning situations, learner-centered, teacher-centered, and inde.pendent study was most effective (better) and most efficient (faster).In addition ability level and preference were studied to determinetheir relationship to instructional method.

'Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, State University College. Geneseo. NewYork.
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THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Th r. sample consisted of four sections of General Psychology and

one section of Health Education students. Three of the sections of
General Psychology and the single Health Education section were
from the State University College at Geneseo, New York. The other
section of General Psychology was from the University of Roch-
ester's Eastman School of Music. The total number of students in-
volved in the study was 141, with 26 from the University of Rochestei.
and 115 from Geneseo State. All of the students serving as subjects in
this study were first semester freshmen.

The criterion instruments consisted of two measures of effective-
ness, one measure of efficiency and two reaction scales. One measure
of effectiveness was a 100-item objective test of knowledge about
total course content administered prior to the beginning and at the
terminatiou of instruction. The second measure of effectiveness was a
50-item objective test designed to assess knowledge of the "principles
of lea.-1-2," par: of the course (the experimental phase). These 50
items west included in the 100 item test of total course content. The
learning test was administered at the beginning of the course as part
of the total test, immediately following the unit dealing with princi-
ples of learning and again nine weeks later at the end of the course as
part of the total test.

The measure of efficiency was the amount of reported study-learn-
ing time recorded in study-learning time logs.

Two reaction scales were utilized to obtain a quantitative measure
of students' reactions to instruciional methods.

To test the subsidiary hypotheses on the effect of ability level and
preference for type of instruction, the following instruments were
used. To test for preference, the Preferred Learning Procedure Scale
was developed. In this scale, a learner-centered to instructor-centered
continuum of instructional characteristics was presented. Learner-
centered instruction was defined as allowing the student a great deal
more freedom in choosing the direction of learning, as well as placing
a great deal of the responsibility for organizing and assembling the
various principles and concepts on the student. The instructor-
centered method was defined as the instructor taking the primary re-
sponsibility for establishing the direction of learning. Each learner-
centered item was paired with each instructor-centered item to form a
25-item paired-comparison forced-choice instrument. The PLPS was
scored in such a way that k t score indicated that the student pre-
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ferred a learner-centered approach, while a low score indicated a
preference for an instructor-centered appro' oh. The maximum score
was 25, while the minimum score was zero.

Ability level was determined by the combined verbal and quantia-
tive scores from the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance
Examination Board.

The experimental procedure was composed of six phases (See Fig-
ure I ). Phase I consisted of two 50 minute class periods. On the first
day of class, a general introduction, the presentation of reading
assignments, an explanation of the general objectives for the course
and an explanation of the study-learning time logs was given. This
was followed by the administration of the PLPS. On the second day
of class, all subjects were given the total test, which included the test
on principles of learning.

Phase II consisted of a three-week period in which the groups re-
ceived lecture-discussions on material covering scientific method,
psychology as a science and design of experiments.

In Phase III, also a three-week period, the subjects were first
assigned to the various experimental and control groups. In this
phase of the study the experimental groups were expesed to the
three instructional approaches being tested. The material on learning
was covered during this part of the course.

Phase IV refers to the two class periods immediately after the ex-
perimental phase of the study. The learning test was administered in
the first period and ihe two student reaction scales were adminis-
tered in the second ,,eriod. During this phase and for the rest of the
semester, all subjects in the experimental and control groups re-
turned to their regular class sections, and received the lecture-discus-
sion type of instruction.

During Phase V, a nine-week period, other aspects of the course
were covered, e.g., sensation, perception, personality, etc.

Phase VI, the final phase of the study, includes the last class period
and the final examination period. During the last class period, the
reaction scales were re-administered. On the scheduled final examin-
ation day, all subjects were administered the 100-item objective test of
total course content.

Procedure
Subjects for the three experimental groups were selected on the

basis of their scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test. The Gen'eseo
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mean for combined verbal and math scores on this test was 1080 with,a standard deviation of 105. Low ability was defined as those scoresone standard deviation or more below this mean and high ability asone standard deviation or more above the mean. Of the 197 enteringfreshmen who had taken the College Boards, 33 of high ability and 33of low abiliO, were randomly selected for the sample. These studentswere assigned to groups on the fonowing basis: 12 low ability and 12high ability to Teacher-Centered Leal ,,ing; 10 low ability and 10 highability to Learner-Centered Learning; and 11 low ability and 11 highability to No-Instructor Learning.
Students making up the control groups were not preselected on thebasis of ability.

Methods of Instruction
Three methods of instruction c used to test the hypotheses ofthis investigation: Learner-Cer d Learning (LCL), Teacher-Centered Learning (TCL), and ostructor Learning (NIL). Allthree of the experimental group, 2ived identical assignments andsets of objectives related to the I iiciples of learning material.Teacher-Centered Learning rd s to traditional classroom instruc-tion, including lecture and discu Jn, where the direction of what isto be learned reposes largely in t c hands of the instructor. Learner-Centered Learning refers to the situation in which the learners, dur-ing individual interviews, werc allowed to ask the instructor anyquestions, in any order desired. The instructor was "turned on"when the student asked a question, and "turned off" when the ques-tion was answered, or when the student felt he had enough informa-Answers were as brief or as long, as specific or as general as thestudent desired, No-Instructor Learning refers to the situation inwhich the learner studied independently, i.e., they did not meet withthe instructor, but gathered and organized the material by themselves.During the experimental period (Phase III), while the learning unitwas being covered via lecture-discussion in the TCL and Controlgroups, the 20 stude:nts in the LCL group met with the instructor onan individual basis. The students in the LCL group were required tosign in with the instructor during their scheduled meeting times. Ifthey had no questions they were free to leave. During this same peri-od, the students in the NIL group did not meet with the instructor atall. The students in the TCL group were required to attend all lectures.In this study, the same instructor was involved in TCL and LCL
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learning. This instructor also taught the Geneseo and Rochester Con-
trol groups. The instructor was a doctoral candidate with a major in
educational psych( :ogy and a minor in psychokiby who had seven
years experience teaching a wide variety of psychology courses, and
who has taught the general psychology course on numerous occasions.

Analysis of variance an i covariance were the primary statistical
tools. The accepted level for significance was set at .01 or less for
this study.
Results

Differences in effectiveness as measured by the total test and learn-
ing test were not significant for the three methods of instruction. The
learner-centered group, however, learned more efficiently than the
teacher-centered group and the no-instructor group (See Figure 2).
The LCL averaged 9.7 hours in study-learning over the three week
period. The NIL group mean study-learning time for the three week
period was 13.5 hours. The traditional instruction group (TCL) mean
study-learning time for the three week period was 17.3 hours. For the
LCL group, this averaged out to approximately eight minutes/
person/week with the instructor.

Differences in student reactions to instri .ctional approaches as
measured by the two reaction scales wcre not significant among any
of the instructional methods.

When students were categorized on the basis of their preference of
instructional mode, no significant differences were found between
those preferring LCL and those preferring TCL. There was, however,
a trend for thc students preferring LCL to perform better than TCL
or NIL on the measures of efftaiveness, although this difference did
not reach significance.

When students were categorized on the basis of scholastic aptitude
into high and low ability levels, the high ability group performed
significantly better on all effectiveness and efficiency measures; how-
ever, the high and low ability students in one instructional mode did
not have significantly different outcomes than high and low ability
students in the other instructional modes. Again, there was a trend
for both high and low ability students in the LCL group to perform
better on the effectiveness criterion measures.
Implications

One of the major implications is that learner-centered learning
does allow the students a great deal more freedom than the regimen-
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tation found in the conventional instructional setting. Furthermore,
learner-centered learning may well provide added stimulus for stu-
dents to take the initiative in directing and promoting their own
learning.

Further research needs to be conducted to de;.ermine whether the
LCL technique be used with total course content and on what
type of material is most amenable to the LCL instruction.

Summary
The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether

learner-centered learning would produce more effective and efficient
learning than teacher-centered learning or independent study. In ad-
dition, the subsidiary problems of the effect of preference for instruc-
Conal mode and effect of ability level on effectiveness and efficiency
of learning were also studied. For the learner-centered karning, a
procedure was devised which allowed the learner some degree of con-
trol over the direction of instruction. Results indicated no significant
differences on criterion measures of effectiveness; howe-ver, on the
criterion measure of efficiency, the learner-centered learning students
learned significantly faster. When students were categorized on the
basis of preference for instructional mode, no significant differences
were found. High ability students performed significantly better than
low ability students on all measures of effectiveness and efficiency as
expected. There was, however, no significant difference in perform-
ance between high or low ability students under one instructional
mode and those instructed by the other instructional modes. Learner-
centered instruction emerges as a viable, and an interesting, alterna-
tive to traditional forms of teaching.
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An Empirical Guide to Program Revision

MARY L. MILLAR, M.A.,

PROGRAMMED INSTRuc rIoN, if well prepared, has proved to be a use-
ful learning tool in a variety of subjects and in a variety of situations.
However, it is difficult to write a good program. Possibly this is one
reason why few good programs are yet available and why programmed
instruction is still used only on a limited basis. And, also, why pro-
grams have generally been so effective.

No way has been found to make program writing easier or faster,
but experience has led to the development of a modification in the
preparation of programs which facilitates the testing and revision
phase and improves the quality of the final product. It is the purpose
of this discussion to describe this modification and show some exam-
ples of revisions that resulted from its application.

A Suggestion for Modification
The basic steps in the process of writing a self-instructional pro-

gram remain unchanged. These steps as described by Lysaught and
Williams (1) are illustrated in Figure 1. The diagram shows the inter-
dependence between the steps in the process, with each step modify-
ing the preceding step and leading to the next. This is most clearly
seen in the phase where the modification is applied, which begins
with the construction of items. As a number of items or frames are
written, according to criteria determined by the preceding steps, they
are tried ou.,. (initially field tested) by a student who typifies the group
for whom the program is designed. Errors and comments made by

Programming Specialist and Editor. General Learling Corporation.
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SELECTION

DEFINITIONS
& ASSUMPTIONS

OBJECTIVES

PARADIGM OR
MODFL

%.'"..%-.%/
REVISION

/i
(

EVALUATION

INITIAL TESTING

ORDERING jL.....-----''-''.-.. CONSTRUCTION
OF ITEMS

Figure I

From: Lysaught, J. P., .and Wtlliams, C. M. A Guide to
Pro Kra:Tuned Instruction. New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. , 1963. P.26.
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An Empirical Guide to Program Revision 283
the student serve as a basis for changing frames to eliminate sourcesof error, delete unnecessary repetition, or increase the amour.t ofpractice, and then the revised program is tried out by anotherstudent.

The faults which arise from student trials are usually of three types:subject matter, programming, arid editorial. Instead of relying solelyon data from these student trials as a basis for revision, it is suggested
that this programmi.ig phase be modified by the addition of a reviewby at least one person with knowledge and experience in each of thethree categories.

The complement y nature of student trials and specialists' reviews
makes the revision phase of program writing more efficient and moreprecise. For one thing, if a student and one or more reviewers findfault with the same frame, the need for revision is verified. Foranother, students often are unable to specify the reason a frame
causes them difficulty. A reviewer's comment on the 5/4me frame may
identify the source of difficulty, and thereby simplify the revision.Also, compztent reviewr:rs frequently do detect faults that studentsdo not.

Examples of Faulty Frames
The nature of these faults can be understood most easily by look-

ing at a few frames which contain typical examples. These examples
were collected during the preparation of the third edicem of Allergy
and Hypersensitivity publishrzl by Pfizer Spectrum. They are particu-
larily appropriate to this discussion because mc -4 of then: were de-tected by subject matter, programming, or editorial reviewers and
they demonstrate that refinement is always possible, e,:en in a care-fully prenared widely used program.

Figure 2, frame S from the second edition of Allergy and Hypersen-sitivity, illustrates two common programming faults. 1 he first fault is
insufficient information. Compare Figure 2 with Figure 2A, the sameframe as revised for the third edition. The headings "antigen" and
"antibody" have been added to indicate clearly which symbol repre-
seasts which chemical entity. Without the headings, this relationship
is only implied.

The other fault is the presentation of a difficult discrimination be-
fore the student is prepared to make it. Notice in Figure 2 the subtle
difference between the antibody symbol used in the second example
in the frame and the antibody symb. . in the correct response column

2 79
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The geometric forms below symbolize the relation between
antigens and antibodies. In reality, these substances are
complex chemical entities.

) Antigen-antibody reaction

) No antigen-antibody teaction

No antigen-antibody reaction

When we say that an antigen reacts with antibody SPECIFIC for
it, we mean that their configurations are Ocomplementary

identicui.

Draw the shape of the antibody that le speollic for the antigen
shown below:

Antigen-antiboly reaction

complementary

Figure 2
From: Allergy and Hyperseneitivity. 2nd Edition.Glum Pfizer & Co.. Inc. 1964.to the right of the frame. A student could easily assume that the sym-bol in the second example is the one to be drawn to match the antigenbelow. Changing the configuration of the antigen for which a specificantibody must be drawn requires the same response from the studentbut eliminates needless difficulty.

Figure 3 is frame 8 from the second edition of Allergy and Hyper-sensitivity. In this instance, the programming fault is calling for aresponse that doesn't use the informat:on presented in the frame. Re-vision of this frame poses difficulties and there is good argument forleaving it as is. As the frame stands in the second edition it performstwo functions. It introduces and defines sensitization and it requiresthe student to distinguish between sensitization and spe:cificity, thetopic of the frames immediately preceding frame 8. If the frame wererevised to require "sensitization" as a response, a copy frame could
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A n Empirica! Guide to Program Revision 285
easily result and the opportunity for the student to distinguish be-tween the two ideas would be lost. Either occurrence would reducethe challenge and the value of the frame.

The revision as shown in Figure 3A is perhaps little improvementover the version in the Figure 3, but it does emphasize and make ex-plicit the distinction between "specificity" and "sensitization."Another argument in support of this revision is the behrvior requiredof the student In the revised frame, the focus is on comparing the twoideas and se!ecting the term consistent with the meaning of thesentence. This behavior is more relevant to the objectives of the pro-gram than writing out the word.

The geometric forms below symbolize the relation between antigensand atitibud(es. In reality. these substances are compitx chemicalentities.

Antibody

) Antigen-antibody renction

No antigen-antibody reaction

No antigen-antibotly reaction

When we say that an antigen reacts with antibody SPECIFIC for it.we mean that their configurations are ['complementary Didentical.
Draw the shape of the antibody that Is specific for the antigen shownbelow:

.c> Antigen-antibody reaction eornpterrentary

Figure 2A
From: Allergy and typersenaitivity. 3rd Edition

Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc. 1966.

A third programming fault detected by review is shown in Figure 4and the resulting revision is shown in Figure 4A. The fault occurs inframe 20. Frame 19 is included to show that the prompt for the firstresponse in frame 20 is totally unnecessary. The simplest solution isto remove it.
The frame used as the last example of programming faults containstwo faults. The frames immediately preceding frame 88, which isshown in Figure 5, deal with the number of reactive sites on antigens
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Whenever a person is exposed to al. antigen to which he is

not allergic, he may develop antiboc.:ies for it. These will

make him allergic to it_ This is called SENSITIZATION.

This process may not occur until after repeated exposures

to the antigen. Some people are more easily sensitized

than others.

The antibodies produced as a result of exposure to the

antigen are for that antigen.
specific

Figure 3
From: Allergy and Hypersensitivity. 2nd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer & Co. Inc. 1964.

ANTIGENIC1TY is the ability of an antigen to elicit antibody

formation,

In general. the greater the antlgenleity of a s,ihstanee. the

Olosa likely Omore likely it Is that antibodies will be formed.

The nntige:Acity of the albu- is greater

than that of the ovomueoid , of the

albumin fraction of milk is greater than that of the casein

fractim.

Of the subei.ances mentioned above, which is most likely to

elicit antibody formation? °albumin Oovomucoid Ocasein

The ability of a substance to elicit antibody formation is

referred to as !city.

This is one of the factors that determine the likelihood

of

more Ilk.-

albumin

antigenicity

sensitization

Figure 4
From: Allergy and Hy Pe rsensitivity. 2nd Edition.

CM.. Pfizer & Co.. Inc. 1864.

and antibodies. The purpose of frame 88 is to summarize and rein-
force these facts. The revised version of this frame, shown in Figure
5A, points out the faults. First, the critical response in this context is
the number of reactive sites, rather than antigen or antibody mole-
cules. Second, the response portion is better placed at the end of the
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sentence after all necessary information has been given, rathei than
at the beginning.

Other programming faults that may b detected during the revision
phase include improper frame sequence, unnecessary repetition, and
inclusion of irrelevant material.

Whenever a person is exposed to an arl ;en to 1.4.1 ch he is

not allergic, 1-,) may develop antib: -lie i or it. These will
make him allergic to it. This is FiENS1TIZATION.

This process may not occur until at-, repeated exposures

to the antigen. Sonic people are tx....tre -tztsily sensitized

than others.

The antibodies produced as a result of exposure to the

antigen are 0 specific for that antigen 0 sensitized to

that antigen.

specific for

that antigen

Figure 3A
From: Allergy and Hypersens ity. 3rd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer & Co. Inc. 1966.

The ability of a substance to elicit antibody formation is

referred to as

This Is one of the factors that determine the likelihood antigenicity

sensitization

Figure 4A
From: Allergy and Hypersensitivity. 3rd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer it Co., Inc. 1966.

Faults relating to subject r,iatter will depend, of course, on the
topic of the program and are difficult to imagine. One example
wilt suffice here. In Figure 6, frame 334 contains the statement that
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chloral hydrate can be used in intractable asthma because it does not
depress respiration. Missing is the dosage limitation which is needed
to make the statement completely accurate. The specification of

All ['antigen molecules 0 antibody molecules are

thought to have no more than two reactive sites.

Most, if not all, ['antigen molecules Oantibody

molecules have more than twc.

antibody molecules

antigen molecules

Figure 5
From: Allergy and flypersenettivity. 2nd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc. 1964.

decrease anxiety
barbiturates carbon dioxide

*--> depress respiration narcosis

chloral hydrate decreases anxiety

tranquilizer decreases anxiek,

Barbiturates, particularly in large doses, should not be used

ill intractable asthma because of thsl possibility of carbon

&oxide narcosis. However, chloral iydi.ate and irazquili-ers

cnn bP used because they apparently Cidepress respiratic.n

0 do not depr.iss respiration.

Figure 6
From: Allergy and Hypersensitivity. 2nd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer & Co. , Inc. 1964.

do not depress
respiration

dosage is included in the revised frame shown in Figure 6A. Figure
6A also shows a change in the sequence of frames. In the second edi-
tion, the frames were reversed. The frame providing practice pre-
ceded the frame presenting the linformation.

214..,
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Most, if not all, antigen molecules are thought to
have Ono more than two reactive sites Cithree or
mort reactive sites.

Antiboctv molecules are thought to have Ono more
than two rt e sites Othree or more reactive
sites.

three or more

reactive sites

no more than two

reactive sites
Figure 5A

From: lgnd HypersensItivly. 3rd Edition.
Chas. pfizer & Co. Inc. 1966.

decrease anxietybarbiturates .icarbon dioxide
depress respiration narcosis

chloral hydrate decreases

tranquilizer ---> deCr eases anxiety

Barbiturates, particularly in large doses, should not be
used in intractable asthma because of the possibility t.f
carbon dioxide narcosis. However, chloral hydrnte (in
doses of no more that 0.5 Gm., 4 times a day) and tran-
quilizers can be used bvcausn they apparently Odepress
respiration Ode not depress respiration.
Barbiturates that relieve anxiety caused hy difficulty in
breathing may, at the same time, cause respiratory
depression and possibly Oanoxia Oestrbon dioxide
narcosis.

do not depress
respiration

carbon dioxide
narcosis

Figure 6A
From: Allergy and Hypersensitivity. 3rd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer Ss Co., inc. 1966.
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Editorial faults are difficult to predict or classify, but a few exam-

ples will suggest their nature. In Figure 7, ..he fault is redundancy and
the remedy is removal of the word "artificially" from each sentence
as shown in Figure 7A.

Some editorial faults are amusing and cause one to wonder how
they escaped earlier notice. The first sentence ofa frame in a sequence
on the treatment of anaphylaxis shows this very nicely (see Figure 8).
The revised sentence appears in Figure 8A.

Check the correct statements belay:
pAnaphytactic sensitivity can be induced artifically

by injection of antigen.

0Anaphylactic sensitivity cannot oe induced artifi-
cially by injection of antigen.

OAtopic sensitivity can be induced artificially by
injection of antigen.

DAtopic sensitivity cannot be Induced artifi
by injection of nu* It,cn.

Lsoth types of ii-iiivity can Ik
by injection of antigen.

ONeither typo of sensitivity eau be induced artifically
by injection of antigen.

Anaphylactic sensitivity
can imr, Induced artifi-
cial L ctitAl of anti-

Atonic sensitivity can-
rip,t be induced artifi-
ciAlly by injection of
antigen.

Figure 7From: Allergy and gypersensitivity. 2nd Edition._
Chas. Pfizer & Co. Inc. 1964,.

If blood pressure has fallen to shock levels and does not
respond to injections into or above site of tourniquet. it
Is necessary to administer drugs intravenJuly.

Figure et
From: Allergy and Hniersensitivitv. 2nd Etiti

Chas. Pezer 8.4 Co.. Inc. 1964.

100 per cent oxygen should be usod only with --Itermirtent

breathing of ambient air in order to prevent r-espiratory
Odepression °stimulation and resulting Cianoxia
Ocarbon dioxide narcosis.

depression
carbc dioxide
narcosis

Figure 9
From: Allergy and Hyporsenzitivity. 2nd Ea .)n.

Cha.s. Pfizer 6 Co. Inc. 1964.
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Perhaps there is a pattern to editorial faults after all. This last ex-ample is typical of a group that fall under the heading "ambiguous

wording." It is the type of editorial fault that not only occurs mostfrequently but also is the most difficult to detect and to remedy. Com-
pare the versions in Figure 9 and 9A. This particular example is

Check the correct statements below:

0 Anaphylactic sensitivity can be induced by injectionof antigen.

0Anaphylactic sensitivity cannot be induced by
injection of antige.i.

C.Atopic sensitivity can be induced by injection of
antigen.

Atopic sensitivity cannot be induced by inject' m ofantigen.

OBoth typos of sensitivity ca:. be induced by injection
of antigen.

ONeither type of sensitivity can be induced by injec-
tion of antigen.

Anaphylactic sensi-
tivity can be induced
by injection of anti-
gen.

Atopie sensitivity
cannot :30 induced
by injection of anti-
gen.

Figure TA
From: Allergy and Hypersensitivity. 3rd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc. 1966.

al blood pressure has fallen to shock levels and does not
respond to injections above the tourniquet oi into the other
arm, it is necessary to administer drugs intravenously.

Figure 8A
From: Aliergy and flypersensiti7ity. 3rd Edition.

Chas_ Pfizer & Co., Inc. 1966.

It is important for the patient to breathe ambient air
intermittently during administration of 100 per Cent
oxygen, in order to prevent respiratory Odepression

°stimulation and resulting °anoxia Ocarbon
dioxide narcosis.

depression

carbon dioxide
narcosis

Figure 9A
From: Allergy and Hypersensitivity. 3rd Edition.

Chas. Pfizer & Co.. Inc. 1966.
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merely nonsensical, and in context the meaning of the sentence prob-
ably would be interpreted correctly. However, a badly worded frame
could be harmful if it caused a student undue difficulty, and it could
be dangerous if it caused a student to learn an incorrect fact or concept.

Exactly when in the revigion phase the review by subject matter,
programming, and editorial zaperts should take place can vary. If the
program is being written as a team effort, as suggested by Leon
Summit at the First Rochester Conference (2), the review may occur
before, during and after the student trials. If the program is being
written by an individual, a more limited review may be the only fea-
sible course. If students are more available than reviewers, the re-
views may best be scheduled after the entire program has been
written, but before student trials are completed.

If reviewers are more available than students, the reviews preced-
ing student tryouts will eliminate many faults that might distract the
student, and th-reby increase the value of the student trial.

Conclusion
Whatever the circumstance in which a self-instructioaal program is

w Len, extension of the testing and revision phase to include review
of the program by people with knowledge and experience in the sub-
ject mat ter being taught, in programming and in editing will improve
the quality of the completed program.

There is a familiar saying which goes something like this: if a little
is good, more is better. To follow this advice in the application of
medical treatment is to court disaster. To follow this advice in the
review and revision of programs is to court success.

References
1. Lysaught, J. P., and Williams, C. M. A Guide to Programmed Instruc-
tion. New York: John Wiley and Sons, DAC., 1963.
2. Summit, L. "Team Programm:mg in Medical Instruction." in Lysaught,
J. P. (Ed.) Programmed Instruction in Medical Education. Rochester, New
York: Rochester Clearinghouse, 1965. pp 77-86.



Mechanics of Frame Writing Using Formats
With Alternates

PRESTON LEA WILDS, M.D. and
VIRGINIA ZACHERT, Ph.D.*

IN RECENT YEARS techniques of writing frames for programmed ma-
terials have become much less rigid than they used to be. There was a
time when there seemed to be only two irreconcilable techniques, the
linear and the branching. These were defended by opposed learning
theories which seemed just as irreconcilable as the techniques them-
selves. Both methods led to the production of some programmed ma-
terials which were brilliantly successful, and some others which
proved to be wasted effort. In recent years more eclectic approaches
to frame writing have become fashionable, and an experienced pro-
grammed writer is assumed to be a master of several different tech-
niques and devices, which he should use in virtuoso fashion, match-
ing his methods to the needs of the moment.

For the student program writer, the need for versatility in using
unfamiliar, dissimilar formats is confusing. Because of his inexper-
ience he has a tendency to select one format which seems congenial
to him and use it to the exclusion of other formats which at times
might be more appropriate to his chosen subject matter and to the
objectives for his course. This paper is intended for the student who
has actually started to write frames, and who is looking for help in
selecting the formats which meet his needs.
*From the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecokegy, Medical College of Georgia.The research reported herein was supported by a grant from the U.S. Department ofHealth,Education. and Welfare, Office of Education (Contract No. OEM6-051145-1784).
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Programmed texts can give the appearance of great flexibility and
sophistication in the style of writing, using relatively simple means. In
case presentation programming, and in the programmed teaching of
didactic material, great flexibility can be achieved using a total of
five building blocks. These consist of three "question" formats and
two "answer" formats.

Here are the question formats:
I. Multiple choice
2. Completion
3. Branching

Here are the answer formats:
1. Linear_next frame
2. Branching (directory) branches

Question Formats
I. The first question format to be discussed is the question requir-

ing a multiple choice response.

The most common adeuocarcinoma found-in

women is cancer of which of these sites?

/ / Brain / / Cervix

/ / Tongue Ovary

/ / Lung Skin

Breast

(Check your answer, then turn to the next
page.)

Figure 1. Multiple choice question

A multiple choice question differs from a completion, "fill-in-the-
blank," type question in the help it gives the student. A multiple
choice question gives the student a built-in check list. It requires
discrimination rather than recall. A multiple choice question can be
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used most effectively in a programmed text when there is a need for
these special characteristics:

1. The student needs help in the form of a check list to answer
the question correctly.
2. The emphasis of the question is such that the student's at-
tention should be focused upon discrimination between items,
rather than on supplying of information himself.

II. The next question format to consider is the completion format.

The most common adenocarcinoma found in women

is cancer of the

(Write your answer, then turn to the next page.)

Figure 2. Completion question

The completion format is most commonly used in conventional
linz-ar programs designed to teach didactic material. When it is used
appropriately, it usually has these characteristics:

I. It should require the student to supply critical information.
2. It should have a high probability ofbeing completed correctly.
3. It requires previous preparation or prompting.
4. The prompting should precede the required response.

The sample question meets all the criteria ler a typical constructed
response question. It is a "tes*" question, however, rather than a
"teaching" question because the student must depend upon previous
information to answer the question correctly. It contains no prompts
to help the unprepared student come up with the right answer.

What is a prompt? Here are samples taken from a programmed
text called "What is a Macadamia?" (I)

These three frames illustrate thematic prompting. There are other
methods of prompting or cueing the student to come up with the
right answer, but for most adults thematic prompting is the least
irritating.

29.1.
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1. Pecans, cashews, almonds, and macadamias are

all_

2. Because macadamias are eaten mostly by

hula girls, surf boarders and beach-

combers, we can guess that they are

grown in

3. You have now learned that macadamias are

that are grown in

Figure 3. Frames from "What is a h.Acadamia?"
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As an illustration of thematic prompting in eliciting a correct re-sponse to the sample question, "The most common adenocarcinomain women is . . etc.," here is a not-very-inspired effort:

In self examination for cancer, women with

spectacular figures may be at a disadvantage

as compared with less-bosomy types. The

mosc common adenocarcinoma in womenoften

first noticed by the patient herself as a

small lump--is cancer of the ,..
Figure 4. Sample of Thematic Prompting

III. The third question format is branching. It is simply a combina-tion of a multiple choice question with a directory.

The most common adenocarcinoma found in women is

cancer of which of these sites?

1..77 Brain, page 3 E7 Cervix, page 7

El Tongue, page 4 Li OvarY, PaSe 8
E7 Lung, page 5 a Skin, page 9
L-7 Breast, page 6 i=7 None of the

above, page 10

(Check your 'Answer and turn to the page indicated.)

Figure 5. Branching citpann

OCIA
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The cancer which women fear most is cancer of

the

(Write your answer, then turn to the next page.)

Figure 6. Completion question
.0.6101.

The cancer which women fear most is cancer of

which one of these?

/ / Brain /-/ Cervix

1_J Tongue Ovary

Li Lung L./ Skin

.L7 Breast

(Check your answer, then turn 4-0 the next page.)

Figure 7. Multiple choice question

The cancer which women fear most

which one of these?

CI Brain, page 3a Tongue, page 4

El Lung, page 5

:a Breast, page 6

is cancer of

a Cervix, page 7a Ovary, page 8

117 Skin, page 9

.C7 None of the
above, page 10

(Check your answer, then turn to the page
indicated.)

Figure 8. Branching.question 294
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Characteristics of a question in this format are these:
I. It encourages debate and digression, and sets up a kind of
Socratic dialogue between the student and the text.
2. It limits debate to the options given in the question.
3. If often blunts the student's incentive to select the right an-
swer on his first try.
4. It is particularly effective as a method of eliciting the stu-
dent's op;nion.

The sample branching question, as given, is probably inappro-
priate for a group of previously prepared learners who would be ex-
pected to recognize or recall the correct answer without much effort.
For such a group, branches add little to the text except bulk and in-
convenience.

lf the question is chanaed to a highly debatable one, however, the
appropriateness of the question format may change accordingly.
Here is a new question prepared in three question formats:

One may assume that the learner will recognize that his answer to
this question (in all of the formats) is a matter of personal opinion
rather than scientific fact. He can express his opinion in any of the
thre,z. formats, but only the branching format permits Hs opinion to
differ from that of the programmer and still be accepted by the program.

BREAST

(Skin cancers are more common, but they usually
derive from squamous rather than glandular
elements, and hence are not adenocarcinoma.)

(Next frame)

The importance of early detection, etc....

Figure 9. Linear answer (in capitals)

234



300 Individualized Instruction in Medical EducationAnswer Formats
IV. Flexibility in programming can be achieved by combining thethree question formats with two answer formats, linear and branch-ing. Here is a sample linear answer to the question "The most com-mon adenocarcinoma found in women is . . . etc."

From the list below, select the response which
most nearly corresponds to your own, then turn
to the page indicated.

I-7 Brain, page 3

/7 Tongue, page 4

.C7 Lung, page 5

E7 Breast, page 6

Cervix, page 7

/-7 Ovary, page 8a Skin, page 9

None of the
above, page 10

Figure 10. Branching answer

The linear confirmation or answer has these characteristics:I. It prevents digression and defe.rs debate.2. It leads directly to the next question frame.It should be assumed that answers in this format often go unread.The student who is confident that he is correct will often proceed tothe next question frame without so much as a glance at the confirm-ing words in the answer. On the other hand, the student who is lessconfident of his own response usually checks it against the confirma-tion in the answer frame before proceeding to the next question. Ad-ditional secondary information, shown in parentheses in the sample,is likely to be read only by the student who is unsure of his answ.s orwho has made cm error. In general, linear answers rely on the erringstudent's ini:iai ve and ingenuity to discover the nature of his errors.They supply th c.orrect answer, but do not help the student diagnosehis own deficiercies.

29-6
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FINDINGS
/

1.
2.

3
4.

None felt
Abnormality found, see other
items
Unob_tructed
Not felt

(1)

(1)
(R)
(R)

5. cLd mastectomy scar on left,
right negative. No nodes (I)

6. Obstructed (S)
7. DTR's physiologic (R)
8. Well developed, mod. obese,

W.F. (R)
9. 2 cm ulcer on right lateral

wall (lower third) (I)10. No abnormalities noted (R)
11. 370, 80, 24, 110/80 (S)
12. Atrophic (I)
13. Well-formed (R)
14. Moist

(R)15. Midline (R)16. Atrophic (R)
17. Obese

(I)18. Undistended (R)
19. No abnormalities noted (I)20. Grade II changes, capillary

microaneurisms (R)21. Not noted
(R)22. 370, 80, 18
(R)23. Sounds normal (S)

24. 5'6", 170 lbs., 180/112 (R)
25. All present and equal (R)
26. Not enlarged

(I)27. Intact (R)
28. Unremarkable (R) (I)29. Supple (R)
30. Left drum perforated (R)

CODE
Imo INDICATED, required by present-

ing problem.
R ROUTINE, for screening or com-

pleteness of evaluation.
Ulm Probably USELESS but harmless

in this case.
Cog CONTRAINDICATED, not in

patient's interest.
Sas SPURIOUS, bogus answer.

Figure 11.

GENERAL PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Please check the parts below which
interest you, then look up the
results with the corresponding code
number in the column on the left.

General description
TPR
BP, hgt., wgt ,

Skin
Lymph nodes
Head and face

Ears
Eyes
Nose
Mouth and throat

Neck
Thyroid
Trachea
Vessels

Chest
Breasts and axillae
Heart
Lungs

Abdomen
LSK
Masses
Tenderness

Pelvic examination
Ext. genitalia
SUB glands
Vagina
Cervix
Uterus
Adnexa

Rectal
Sphincter
Masses

Extremities
Pulses

Reflexes
Neurological

8 ( )
22 ( )

24 ( )

14 ( )

26 ( )
13 ( )
30 ( )

20 ( )

3 ( )
28 ( )

29 ( )

4 ( )

15 ( )
18 ( )

28 ( )

5 ( )
28 ( )

19 ( )

17 ( )
4 ( )
21 ( )
10 ( )
2 ( )

16 ( )
4 ( )

9 ( )
12 ( )

19 ( )

26 ( )

10 ( )

27 ( )

1 ( )
13 ( )

25 ( )

7 ( )
10 ( )

DIRECTORY (your next step)

Diagnostic studies, page 281b
History, page 279b
Your diagnostic npinion, page

284b
Your plan of therapy, page 286b

Coded MUltfi/WCabice Page

291
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V. The other type of confirmation or answer frame is the branching.

This answer format has two important characteristics:
I. It provides for digression and debate.
2. It interposes an additional step between the student's re-

sponse and his confirmation, feedback, or remedial instruction.
This format should be used only when the need to give 1 student

an opportunity for digression and debate is sufficient to justify the
delay caused by the additional step. Furthermore, a branching
answer is appropriate only when it follows a completion-type ques-
tion. A multiple choice question leading to a branching answer
would be an obvious redundancy, involving unnecessary busy-work
for the student.

It should be replaced by a branching question, which combines the
question and the directory on one page. Branching questions and
branching answers can lead to subsequent frames in any format.

VI. Coded Multiple Choice pages can be prepared in a variety of
formats, depending on how many items are indicated and how much
commentary is desired on each item. Such pages should be looked on
as devices for presenting many branching frames on a single page,
eliminating unnecessary page-turning, and reducing the bulk and
inconvenience of the text. The programming principles for preparing
a page with many frames on it are the same as for preparing the
same frames on separate pages.

Conclusion
Great flexibility can be achieved in writing programmed texts by

using various combinations of five basic units. These consist of three
"question" formats and two "confirmation" formats. The choice of
a particular format to meet a given learning situation should be re-
lated to the outcome desired by the programmer, and is governed
by rather simple rules.

References
1. Jones, Pat. "What is a Macadamia ?" Programmed Instruction De-
partment, United Services Automobile Association, San Antonio, Texas:
1963. (22 pages)



Institutional Differences in
Students Using a Programmed Text

MARGARET H. PETERSON, M.D.,
FRED D. STRIDER, Ph.D.*

Defining the characteristics of the learners who are expected to use
programed materials and formulating the objectives of the program
are basic preliminary steps in all program writing. Once the program
has been written, field testing is essential. This field testing should
attempt to determine whether or not the description of the learners
was appropriate; whether or not the program is actually appropriate
to the learners for whom it was intended; whether changes need to be
made in the description of the learners to insure that the program
will be used appropriately or ifchanges must be made in the program
to make if conform better to the needs of the group for which it
was intended.

In addition, the field testing should aid in revision of those items
which may be ambiguous or unduly time consuming and, through
the use of pre- and post-tests, should indicate whether or not the ob-
jectives originally specified have, in fact, been achieved. The prob-
lems which can arise in each step of the process from defining the
learners to evaluating the results were evident in our recent experience
with preparing and testing a brief programed unit on the defense
mechanisms.
*Both of the University of Nebraska College of Medicine.
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Assumptions
The program was designed for sophomore medical students at the

Univi.srsity of Nebraska College of Medicine. It was constructed in
linear style presenting examples and definitions of some of the more
common ego defense mechanisms. It was assumed that, since the
undergraduate backgrounds of these students were more heavily
weighted with physical and biological science courses than with the
humanities or social sciences, their knowledge of the vocabulary of
dynamic psychiatry would be limited. It was also assumed that they
would have learned something of normal personality development
in their freshman psychiatry lectures but would not yet be familiar
with psychopathology. Because most of the students in the University
of Nebraska sophomore class are from Nebraska, or surrounding
states, it seemed appropriate to consider whether or not the same
material could also used in other parts of the country where stu-
dents might vary in their degree of psychiatric sophistication.

Participants in The Field Tests
Because of this likelihood that students in different parts of the

country would differ in their psychiatric sophistication, medical
students at several different schools were asked to participate in the
field testing. In additirm to the Nebraska students, for whom it was
specifically written, sophomore students at a state university medical
school in a neighboring state, sophomore students at three eastern
university medical schools and groups of junior students on clerkship
at an eastern metropolitan psychiatric hospital were asked to use the
programed text during the 1965-1966 school year. A group of Ne-
braska ministers enrolled in a seminary sponsored counselling course
were also asked to participate to assess the suitability of the materials
for groups other than that for which it was originally written.

Students in the University of Nebraska group represented only
one-half of the sophomore class. This class had previously been di-
vided into matched groups on the basis of their weighted grade
averages for the freshman year. One-half of the class used the pro-
gramed text and the other was inucted by an experienced senior
staff member using the lecture method. The two halves of the class
did not differ significantly on the pre- or post-tests. Only those who
used the program were compared with students from the other
institutions.
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Of the three eastern university groups originally contacted to par-
ticipate in the study, only one provided sufficient data in time to be
included in this report. The students from this university represented
the majority of the sophomore medical class. However, this group,
unlike the University of Nebraska sophomores, had previously had
some exposure to defense mechanisms. 'ULF: eastern metropolitan
psychiatric hospital was located in the same city as the eastern uni-
versity. The students who participated were junior clerks from 3
medical schools and were presumed to be familiar with the defense
mechanisms.

The data submitted by the other midwestern university was un-
usable because the tests and program were not administered in the
same way as in the other schools.

Ministers enrolled in the seminary counselling courses were pre-
sumed to have had minimal training in psychiatric nomenclature but
because of the nature of their counselling duties and the fact that
they had chosen to enroll in the course to learn more about human
behavior, it was anticipated that they would have done some reading
in the field.

Procedure
All of the students (and ministers) were asked to take a pre-test

consisting of definitions of fourteen of the most common defense
mechanisms to determine their knowledge before using the program.
In keeping wii the objectives of the program, the post-test following
completion of the program preseated behavioral examples cf defense
mechanisms to test whether or not the students were able to recog-
nize the mechanisms involved from a description of t tie behavior'.

On separate response sheets, students were asked co record their
responses to each item in the program, enter the correct response if
theirs did not agree with the one indicated on the program, and note
their comments on individual items as well as their reactions to the
entire program. They were also asked to record the amount of time
they used in completing the programed text.

Results
Comparison of the pre-test scores of the student groups for which

complete data. was available showed that these conformed to the ex-
pected predictions that the students would differ in their knowledge
of the defense mechanisms since their past backgrounds and ex-
perience in psychiatry differed.
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On the pre-test, those students who had already had lecture ma-terial on the defense mechanisms were significantly better than thosewho had not, (Table 1).

Table 1

Values of t for Mean Differences, Pre-test

Nebraska

Jr. Clerks

Eastern School

Ministers

Nebr.

11...10.

IMIMmE.M.

~4.1.0m

Clerks

6.0**
Eastern School

7.96**

.789

- - - -

Ministers

.51

5.79**

9.15**

** Significant at the .01 level

The differences between groups was less marked on the post-testwith the junior clerks still scoring significantly higher than the Ne-braska sophomores and the ministers, but the eastern universitysophomores no longer scored significantly higher than the Nebraskasophomores, (Table 2).
Table 2

Values of t for Mean Differences, Post-test

Nebr. Jr. Clerks Eastern School Ministers
Nebraska ---- 2,56** .85 .525
Jr. Clerks ---- ---- .36 6.74**
Easteim School ---- - - - - ---- 1.038
Ministers ---- --.. ...-- ----
** Significant at the .01 level

The time needed to complete the program varied widely, as is ex-pected in self-instructional devices, but the times reported by thestudents were only estimates and were therefore not tested for signifi-cance, (Table 3). Four of the 56 ministers reported needing 3 hoursor more to complete the program as contrasted with a maximumstudent time of 2 hours, 45 minutes reported by one student only.The information collected in this study does not show that theprogramed material is necessarily an effective teaching device except
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,
assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direc-
tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,
and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions
which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population
on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart-
ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?
And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employ-
ees benefit from improved trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality
trainers would benefit the greatest number or employees in the house-

in; v. c ! . _ - -
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what
and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum
available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec-
tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,
haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effec-
five. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the
staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He
felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what
makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
*11.111;r1rat. Alihgbire :sq,
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional trains

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technole

ogy, nursing, dieteks, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 )/ear job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of t'a skills being pert

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to win.

4. He supervises the utilities of al lust one person, at lust

part or ihe time.

5. lie is oftcn Rad in commnd iihin his own unit. (Ns

mqv nAt k trio ;n th cndlor hnoitnk 1
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Housekeeping: Medical Records:

1. Department Head 1. Department Head (Med.

1. Area Supervisors Rec, Lib)

3. Utility Men 1. .A2'tloilkka.r....tunt

4. Floor Maids Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys

Nursing: 4. Spedal Clerks

1. Director of Nurses Social Senke :

2. Supervisors
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Maintain a high level of peribrmance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain penformance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. ht, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a clear.cut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and cot%

reel him; when he's right, point out he's dght and support him;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gmdually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training."
We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-
tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan
the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the
indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for
refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-
ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall
training goal. Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a works
able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to check
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Genera
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. ,Fie is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. %ether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks. The trainer mild thian
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take action to improve performalice.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible perform.

nee. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program. The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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SCHEMA OF FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die,

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer, Analysis of a
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administratois,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training dirt*

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would help determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which departs

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 2) in which department!, would the greatest number of employs

ees benefit from improvai trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in the houses
A:Afar., is
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught,

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effect

tive as well as efficient, The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effect

tive, Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience,

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin, He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train," He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good

froinAr wAft,,," vat ii:i1 AWN AAIIIHMeNIAfrii NMI! tAAL.:
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional trains

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technols

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per.

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the acti)ities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often sund in command within his own unit. (This

Mit, lint kc friiP in tho ttrin11pr hncnitnk 1
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Housekeeping:

I. Department Head

2, Area Supervisors

3. Utility Men

4. Floor Maids

Nursing :

I. Director of Nurses

2. Supervisors
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Medical Records:

1. Department Head (Med.

Rec, Lib.)

2. !.kl'Ilpitpaal.tment

Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys

4. Special Clerks

Social Service :
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain performance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented, On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. 131, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance, This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a clearocut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong, When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior,

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training,"

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clearlat procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer, First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal, Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a works
able evaluationprocedure. He is taught what to check, when to check
and ha to check.

Using the job breakdown km, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Genera
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. He is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learted the tasks. The trainer mid ow g.A
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take action to improve performuce.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible performs

ace. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be cons

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handl?, in this program. The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die,

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments,

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved, The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer, Analysis of a
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i

gathered through personal interviews with hospital administraton,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direc.

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would help determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart.

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 1) in which department', would the greatest number of employ.

ees benefit from improvai trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatat number of employees in the houses
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what
and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum
available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec-
tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,
haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effec-
tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the
staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He
felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what
makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
fr.;,-..r "r V.% --L -1
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the
target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-
ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-
ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)
2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.
3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-
formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.
4. He supervises the acti -rifles of at least one person, at least
part of the time.
5. He is often se.:ond in command within his own unit. (This
may nnt hP *nl p. in thp ctrinlIpr hricnitnk 1
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Maintain a high level of peribrmance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain performance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. 131, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a clearpcut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong, When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training."

We selected three subuterminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara,

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear.eut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train

ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal. Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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periodic review is the recommended mode ofevaluationand we
felt that simple pidelines would help the student intentlize a works
able evaluation procedure. Ile is taught what to check, when to check
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown fotni, the trainer learns to cheek most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Genets
ally speaking, the most important tasks wouldbe the ones that affect
the patient's welfaremost directly. Ile is taughtto check on a regular
basis, that is dak, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
More often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has leamed the tasks. The ttruer met tbAn AtA
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

I . The trainee may be unaware of what is accept:11)1e perform-

ace. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be cone

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program. The program only recommends that the

traincr attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as diet

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with depaitments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments,

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocal)

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer, Analysis of a
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as its use appeared to diminish the differences between groups which
started with obviously different knowledge levels.

In addition to the information gained from the test scores, student
comments noted on their response sheets showed up some of the. .

strengths and many of the deficiencies of the program as it was
written. Because of the preponderance of favorable comments from
the students using the first version, a second edition revised on the
basis of the field testing replaced the sophomore lecture on defense
mechanisms the following year. Similarly, the psychiatrist at the
eastern school asked to continue participating in the field testing in
return for having the programed materials available to his students.
His comments and observations were invaluable in the revision.

Table 3

Estimated Time for Completion of Prugrams

Nebr. Jr. Clerks Eastern School Ministers

Range
(in minutes)

35-165 40-120 30-150 60-210

Moon
(in minutes)

80 70 70 105

Median
(in minutes)

75 75 65 100

Mode
(in minutes)

75 120 60 70

No. reporting 43 32 87 36

As noted, revisions were made in the program on the basis of the
1965-1966 field testing and a second field test using both freshman
and sophomore students from the eastern university and sophomores
from Nebraska was carried out during the 1966-1967 school year.
The information from this test is still being tabolated.

Summary
Four groups assumed to differ in their knowledge of psychiatric

nomenclature were selectcu to field test a brief programed unit on
the ego defense mechanisms. Preliminary testing indicated that
three of the groups differed significantly before using the program.
After the groups used the program, the differences between the per-
formances of th: groups was reduced. However, one group scored

803
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significantly higher than two of the others both before and after
the program.

Com ment
Any attempt to measure the success of a teaching method should

contain carefully constructed measuring instruments. Although field
testing involves more than collecting scores on pre- and post-tests
since the response errors and comments are sought as much as data
which can be subjected to statistical analysis, it becomes immediately
evident that there is a gross lack of adequate appraisal instruments
either for testing before administering the program or for later testing
of its effectiveness.

Except where it is possible to use sections of a widely given test
such as the National Board examinations, standard tests are un-
available. Even the National Board examinations are not the perfect
answer since regional variatior s in scores are evident. These regional
differences may be due to dissimilarities in the quality of the students
cr may result from lack of uniformity of emphasis in various parts
of the country. The National Board examinations, although care-
fully constructed, are not without ambiguous questions and contain
some on which experts in the field might reasonably disagree. Em-
phasis may vary from year to year in the National Board specialty
sections, especially in Psychiatry, which may one year be heavily
weighted in mental retardation and another year in pharmacology,
etc. For a programed text of limited scope. the National Board ex-
aminations may offer too few questions to be of value.

Ideally, the results of the pre-test should help the programer decide
on the suitability of his program for the group with which he intends
to use it and the post-test should guide his revision of items, sections
and review frames. In practice, he must question the reliability of the
test questions as thoroughly as he does the effectiveness of the pro-
gram items. Since there are no standard appraisal instruments avail-
able, especially in the psychiatry field, he must either construct his
own pre- and post-tests, subject to the same errors as the program
itself, or he must prevail on others, no less biased, to write them. Any-
one who attempts to construct fair examinations for students quickly
becomes aware of the difficulties in writing tests which elicit more in-
formation than, "What am I thinking?", or a simple regurgitation of
memorized "facts." As any teacher, the programer endeavors to de-
termine the reasons for his students missing what he considers im-
portant questions on an examination. It may be difficult to decide
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which of several factors is responsible when over one-third of thestudents miss the same question.
The problems may lie in the test itself, in the order of presentationof the material, or in the style of presentation. Any single questionmay be poorly written, ambiguous, or too complex. It may containelements of more than one correct answer. It may phrase a definitionin terms slightly different from what the students have previouslylearned.
In the post-test particularly, the programer hopes to find the prob-lems in the programed material itself and the questions should helpdiscover which areas were inadequately treated when originally ex-plored. But other inadequacies may be inherent in the program, suchas too-frequent repetition cf response, not forcing the student tothink in the face of stimuli, or insufficient re;nforcement in reviewframes. If many students fail to understand one section of the pro-gram, then it must be revised. The problem lies in pinpointing wherethe lack of understanding begins when the appraisal instruments areinadequate.

In his book, A Guide to Programed instruction, Lysaught (I) indi-cates that evaluation is not an easy process and that the methods offield testing may sometimes lack sufficient controls to satisfy thecareful researcher. Evaluation would be simplifiti if adequate ap-praisal instruments were available, but for the programer who con-fines his work to relatively limited areas, it seems unlikely that theseinstruments will be developed. Having written a programed unit, hemust return to the beginning, defining the learners and outlining be-havioral objectives. In constructing his pre- and post-test he mustnot only continue to keep the learners and objectives in mind, butfinds he must also appraise his tests as carefully as his programed text.
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Teaching Controversial Materials
by Means of Programmed Instruction

PRESTON LEA WILDS, M.D.* and
VIRGINIA ZACHERT, Ph.D.*

IN PREPARING programmed materials, how should one handle con-
troversial material? The beginning program writer is often led astray
by a commonly held misconception that linear programming styles,
which usually limit themselves to teaching the "right" answers, are
best suited for the handling of non-controversial subjects, and that
branching formats are needed to handle controversy.

Actually, the use of programmed instruction to teach subjects in-
volving controversy or debate follows the same principles as the use
of programmed instruction to teach non-controversial subjects, and
has little to do with distinctions between linear and branching pro-
gramming formats. The programmer must decide first of all on his
objectives. He must decide what outcome he desires in terms of
student behavior. Once he has made this decision, the appropriate
programming strategy is usually readily available.

Attitudes in Learning Controversial Material
I. Student Non-involvement

The student learns that the issue is controversial and can be safely
ignored until others resolve it by further study or msearch. He
feels no personal respcnsibility for further learning in this area
so long as the issue remains controversial.

From the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. Medical College of Georgia.
The research reported herein was supported by a grant from the U.S. Department of
Nealth.Eduestion, and Welfre Mice of Education (Contract No OEC24-051145-1784).
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II. Student Unilateral Involvement

1

FAPOLOqx j

CI Viewpoint f i Viewpoint I 1 Viewpoint I
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ir'------....___J
( Next Sub le..il

FIGURI, 1 . TEACHING NON-INVOLVEMENT (LINEAR)

A. The Teacher's Viewpoint
1. The student learns only the teacher's viewpoint in the con-

troversy but learns it with enough emotional learning in-
volvement to defend it vigorously.

2. The student learns the teacher's viewpoint in the contro-
versy with enough emotional involvement to defend it
vigorously and, in addition, learns enough of the opposing
viewpoints to be able to attack them effectively.

B. The Learner's Viewpoint

Apology
for

B & C

ViwpointA

Viewpoint I Viewpoint I
I

Viewpoint A
a ain

I Next Sub jectl
FIGURE 2. TEACHING UNILATERAL INVOLVEMENT (LINEAR)
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The student selects his own viewpoint in the controversy and
learns enough to defend it vigorously, ignoring the opposing
views.

HI. Student Multilateral Involvement
The studeLt learns the different sides of the controversy with so
much involvement that he seeks to resolve the controversy on
his own initiative through further study, inquiry, or research.

Of the attitudes described above, each is appropriate in its place.
Each can be achieved through the use of appropriate strategies.
Many teachers, however, have difficulty achieving compatibility be-
tween their objectives and their teaching methods.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

1 Viewpoint 1 I Viewpoint 1 1 Viewpoint 1
I

I Next Subject I

FIGURE 3. STUDENT'S UNILATERAL INVOLVHMENT (LINEAR)

Strategies for Teaching Controversial Materials
I. To Obtain Student's Non-involvement

The lecturer apologizes in advance. He informs the student that
the issue is controversial, unsettled ard must await the result of
further research. When this is tried in a lecture, the students lay
down their pencils till the lecturer gets back on solid ground.

t Teacher

oint AJ

Vie oint B

[ Viewpoint 11

Next Subject
FIGURE 4. MULTILATERAL INVOLVEMENT

TEACHER'S SEQUENCE (LINEAR)
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II. To Obtain Student's Unilateral InvolvementA. The Teacher's Viewpoint:

He makes an appropriate sales pitch, using the soft sell asnecessary. If he thinks that opposing viewpoints may carrysome weight, he is sure to acknowledge them, as he amplifiestheir deficiencies.
B. The Learner's Viewpoint:

In conventional teaching situations, the student who mastersthis approach is simply following the example of his teacherand beating him at his own game with an opposing view. Aone-sided programmed text can have the same effect as a one-sided teacher. They both tend to elicit strong opinions fromsome students, with a minimum enlightenment.

(BRANCHING)

Viewpoint

Viewpoint

Viewpoint

FIGURE 5. MULTILATERAL INVOLVEMENT
STUDENT'S SEQUENCE (BRANCHING)

III. To Obtain Student's Multilateral Involvem:ntA. The Teacher's Sequence:
The teacher can present, in any sequence he chooses, eachviewpoint of the controversy in an impartial manner, givingeach viewpoint his tnost persuasive sales pitch possible. Neitherbefore nor afterwards does he intimate that the issue is con-troversial. He simply presents all sides of the controversy aspersuasively as possible and then moves on to the next topic.Depending on how well he has held his student's attention, thegroup will range from non-involvement through s--Iveral differ-ent varieties of unilateral involvement to a few who, havingpaid careful attention to his entire presentation, are nowmultilaterally involved.
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B. The Learner's Sequence:
The student works through and learns all aspects of the con-
troversy in a sequence he chooses for himself. For the auton-
omous learner this is undoubtedly the best and most efficient
way. Superior students have always learned by this method,
in spite of the best efforts of teachers and programmers, and
doubtless will continue to do so. Programmed materials,
properly used, should enhance rather than limit the freedom
of students to learn best in their own way.

I Student I

I ViewpointBl IViewpoint

[ Try C

FIGURE 6. TEACHING MULTILATERAL INVOLVEMENT
TO STUDENT WITH UNILATERAL BIAS (BRANCHING ---B.LINEAR)
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Summary
Appropriate handling of controversial material in programmed

instruction formats, as well as in other types of teaching, requires that
the programmer decide in advance what outcome he desires in terms
of student behavior. The desired degree of student involvement can
be classified as follows:

1. Student non-involvement
2. Student unilateral involvement
3. Student multilateral involvement

Once the desired outcome has been determined, the controversial
.naterial should be developed to meet the behavioral objectives de-
termined by the programmer.
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Formulating Instructional Strategies:
A Program on the
Management of Mental Health
Problems as a Case Study

GEORGE L. GROPPER*

THE PROCEDURES that educators follow in devising instructional ex-
periences for the learner, whether in the school classroom or in the
training classroom have in recent years been dubbed a "technology."
A re citation of the procedures involved in that technology (e.g.,
specifying objectives, tryout and revision, etc.) often sounds like a
well rehearsed litany. But one of the key procedures has nothing like
technological certainty and is without doubt the step least understood
and most neglected. It is the "formulation of instructional strategies."

An instructional strategy needs to be formulated to determine the
kind of learning experience that will most efficiently and effectively
lead to satisfactory terminal performance. Instructional strategies
thus concern themselves with ways of taking the learner from an ini-
tial to a terminal capability. This requires the specification of the kind
of responses to be practiced, the stimulus contexts in which they are
practiced, and the kind of stimuli that are used to insure that they
can be correctly practiced. Typical decisions that are made include :
whether to use visual or verbal materials; whether to require recog-
nition or production responses; whether to have one type of response
early in learning and another type later; whether it is sufficient to re-
quire the learner to sta*e verbally what procedures he would follow
or to require him to practice the procedures themselves; whether to
Director, Instructional lissaak Program, American Institutes for Research, Pittsburgh,Pa.
WrIhe training Program was developed under the auspices of United Mental Health

Services of Allegheny County, Inc.
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practice describing situations to which he would react or to practice
reacting to those situations, etc. These decisions are highly complex
and the bases for making them are not well established.

This presentation attempts to share with you the rationale for
some of the strategy decisions we made in the development of an
actual training program. (1) The program has been designed for
teachers in the elementary grades and is intended to enhance their
skills in managing the social and emotional problems that occur in
the classroom. Three broad objectives were set forth for the training
program : (a) to enable teachers to identify behavior that constitutes
a problem, and based on an assessment of how serious the problem
is, to decide whether to lttempt to manage it in the classroom or
whether to refer a child with the problem for professional help ; (b)
to train teachers in management techniques based on behavioral
principles contingency management) so that.they can deal with
problems that are "manageable," and (c) to help teachers to gain
insight into their own attitudes toward children with behavior
problems.

By means of illustrative strategy decisions made concerning each of
the major goals of the training program, the presentation that follows
elaborates on some of the many considerations involved in the com-
plex business that is strategy formulation. It should be granted at the
outset, of course, that more than one kind of learning experience can
lead to the same kind of outcome. In advance of comparative results
testifying as to the wisdom of the several possible kinds of learning
experience, all that can be done is to provide a defensible rationale
for the particular kind of instructional strategy chosen. This paper
thus shares with the interested reader one set of rationales to be con-
sidered as a case study rather than as a universal prescription.

Before an instructional strategy could be developed for each of the
three major goals of the training program, the following types of
identifications had to be made:

a behavioral description of the specific criterion behaviors ex-
pected of teachers;

the types of skills underlying thosP behaviors;
an estimation of the current skill level of the population to be
trained;

the types of learning involved in acquiring a higher skill level;
the ychological processes underlying the types of learning

(e.g., discriminations, generalizations, and chains).

313
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Based on such considerations, differing strategies were formulated
for each of the three major training areas. Some of these considera-
tions will be touched on in the sections that follow.

Classifying Problem Behavior
On the basis of a Critical Incident investigation which was con-

ducted by means of interviews with 100 third-grade Pittsburgh teach-
ers, social and emotional problems frequently occurring in the class-
room were identified. The following thirteen major behavior cate-
gories were identified :

1. Attention to Classroom Activities
2. Physical Activity
3. Reaction to Tension
4. Appropriateness of Behavior
5. Mr ting Work Requirements
6. Interest in Work
7. Getting Along with Others
8. Consideration for Group Needs
9. Response to Teacher Requirements or Instructions

10. Degree of Independence
11. Regard. for School Rules and Conventions
12. Regard for General Rules and Conventions
13. Integrity

All children, whether normal or maladjusted, display problems in
each of these areas. The teacher has to learn to distinguish between
problem characteristics that are typical of normal children and the
problem characteristics that are only found in disturbed children.
For example, lack of attention to classroom activities may range
from the inattentiveness that a normal child exhibits (when he is
simply bored), to the more serious withdrawal that a disturbed child
exhibits. Or problems may crop up ranging from the restlessness that
normal children engage in (after prolonged periods of work) to the
hyperactivity that disturbed children typically exhibit.

These, then, are the types of social .9nd emotional problems a
teacher is likely to encounter in the classroom. What is she expected
to do about them? The first part of the training program sets this be-
havioral goal for her:

to decide whether an observed child behavior is a problem; and
if it is a problem

to ciassify its seriousness: (a) is the problem natural for the age,
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,
assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direc-
tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,
and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions
which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population
on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart-
ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?
And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employ-
ees benefit from improvoi trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality
trainers would benefit the greatest number or employees in thc house-
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what
and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum
available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec-
tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,
haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effec-
tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the
staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He
felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what
makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
#rni;t-star nfloarart, Nreke ci.. 11:11 Aft.ttleft 011eferftd, *.4 vom ossms
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the
target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-
ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-
ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)
2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.
3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-
formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.
4. He supervises the actilities of at least one person, at least
part of the time.
5. He is often se;ond in command within his own unit. (This
may nnt kf% trnew in filo crrinllpr hmnitnk 1
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Housekeeping:

1. Department Head
2. Area Supervisors
3. Utility Men
4. Floor Maids

Nursing.

1. Director of Nurses
2. Supervisors

r'lloa es r ryAs XT. i we

Medical Records:

1. Department Head (Med.
Rec. Lib.)

2. Ass't to the Department
Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys
4. Special Clerks

Social Service :
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Maintain a high level of peribrmance
Evaluate trainee's performance periodically
Motivate trainee to maintain performance standards
Retrain as needed

The Course Content
The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field
study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the
content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught
must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trainer
can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's
responses. But, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,
needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's
secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the
aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle
we specify a clear-cut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether
he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and cor-
rect him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;
occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for
Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring
about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-
tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan
the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the
indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for
refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-
ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall
training goal. Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and wefelt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a work-able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to checkand how to check.
Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most

often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener-
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. He is taught to check on a regularbasis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should checkmore often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is andhow recently he has learned the tasks. The tJa.ner 'Mulct than .A.A
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take action to improve performance.
The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.
1 . The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptlble perform-
ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-
volve telling him what's expected.
2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance
because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-
sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to
handle in this program. The program only recommends that the
trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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SCHEMA OF FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die-

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administratois,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direc
tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which departs
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec.

tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effect

tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

arget student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the actilities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often sec,ond in command within his own unit. (This
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Housekeeping:

1. Department Head

2. Area Supervisors

3. Utility Men

4. Floor Maids

Nursing:

I. Director of Nurses

2. Supervisors
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain performance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. fht, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a clear.cut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training,"

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer, First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal, Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode ofevaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a work-
able evaluation procedure, lie is taught what to check, when to check
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener-
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. He is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. whether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks, The tJa.npr Met thAn fl
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptable perform-

ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program. The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die-

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-
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part of growing up (NORMAL level); a,: or does it represent
some form of maladjustment still capable or classroom manage-
ment (PROBLEM level); (c) or is it so serious as to require out-
side referral (REFERABLE level).

To aid teachers in making decisions as to the severity or seriousness
of a given problem behavior, a set of multiple criteria was developed.
These include such variables as:

Intensity (how disruptive of a child's other activities is the prob-
lem behavior);

Appropriateness (is it a reasonable response for the situation);
Duration;
Frequency;

Recovery Time (how quickly forgotten is an episode);
Specificity/Generality (in how many types of situations does the

problem behavior occur);
Manageability;

Assessability of Circumstances (how easily can precipitating
situations be identified);
Deviation from Maturity Level of Class;

Contagion (how much of the rest of the class is affected by thc
behavior);

Number of Problems Exhibited;
Contact with Reality.
Judgments can he made as to the seriousness of a problem based

on the levels for each criterion that a problem behavior satisfies.
The first section of the training program thus is designed to fa-

miliarize teachers with the thirteen types of problems they are likely
to encounter in the classroom. It is also designed to teach them to
apply the above criteria io problems they will encounter in their
actual work. Their decision as to whether the problem behavior ob-
served is at the NORMAL level or at the PROBLEM level (and to
be managed in the classroom) or whether it is at the REFERABLE
level (and by definition to be referred to competent professionals)
would depend on their ability to apply decision criteria to actual
behavior. Given these requirements, what kind of learning experience
need be devised?

The first set of skills to be taught consists of "recognizing behaviors
as problems" and then classifying them at an appropriate seriousness
level. Both skills are taught at the same time but the instructional
strategy differs for each. To enable teachers to recognize that thirteen
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types of behaviors constitute "problems" often encountered in the
classroom appears to require nothing more comnlex, it would appear,
than giving them practice in observing such behavior (whether de-
scribed verbally in print, or presented realistically on video tape). For
this purpose, the teacher is exposed to verbally described examples of
each type of problem behavior. Because th- teacher will ultimately
have to recognize problem behavior in the flesh and not in print,
transfer from the learning situation to the classroom must be facili-
tated; that is, the type of recognition practice selected must make it
likely that the teacher will recognize problem behavior when they en-
counter it in the classroom. Accordingly, television tapes were pre-
pared in which multiple examples of each problem type are presented
in realistic fashion. Thus, the teacher can practice recognizing prob-
lems in as nearly similar a way as she is likely to encounter them in
the classroom. The chances of raccessful transfer to the classroom are
thereby increased. This then was the primary rationale for using the
television medium.

The multiple examples presented both in print and on tape a.so
exposed the viewer to the range of manifestations given problems
might have allowing for generalization across sometimes seemingly
disparate behaviors that nevertheless represent the same type of prob-
lem. Neithee program, however, required the teacher to list or pro-
duce the names of the problem types, that is to say, they would never
be asked "List thc types of problems you arc likely to encounter in
the classroom." Rather, programs merely required the teacher ob-
serving an instance of behavior to recognize whether or not the be-
havior constituted a problem.

The verbal programa had an additional goal. It was designed to aid
the learner to discriminate or distinguish between the three serious-
ness levels cited earlier, namely Normal, Problem, and Referable.
Since the criteria on which such discriminations are based are pri-
marily conceptual, a verbal treatment was considered appropriate.
But, in addition, since a teacher would, in the classroom, be expected
to encounter behavior at the various seriousness levels and make
judgments as to what those levels might be, the television tape, in ad-
dition to exposing the viewer to the different types of problems, also
presented these problems at various levels of seriousness. Thus,
teachers are given practice n discriminating between seriousness
levels on the basis of the examples presented in print and cri tape.
Examples have been prepared for both the visual and verbal pro-
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grams with the criteria applicable to each behavior problem built into
them. Thus, if "contagion" is an appropriate criterion for a particular
problem type, the example of the problem would have a "contagion"
element built into iL

Accompanying both visual and verbal programs arejob aids listing,
defining, and exemplifying criteria on which seriousness are to be
judged. The job aids are to be made available to teachers following
training, so that they can gain adequate practice using them. For this
reason, no attempt was made to require the learner to produce or de-
fine the criteria from memory during the training program. The prac-
tice drill that was provided concerned itself simply with matchrng be-
havior observed on tape or in print with descriptions in the job aid.
Descriptions of problems are provided at the various seriousness
levels. By making a match between an example in a learning exercise
and an example in the job aid, the learner can decide on the serious-
ness level of a given problem. With sufficient practice of this kind, it
should be possible to make accurate classifications later on in an ac-
tual classroom.

Of particular interest here is the absence of any attempt to require
the learner to define or list criteria as might be done in many pro-
grammed texts. In this program her only task is to apply the critria.
The decision to require only application af the criteria was based on
the recognition that the concepts underlying the criteria arc already
understood. Had they not been understood, a conventional program
requiring practice in defining them would have been prepared. Since
the underlying concepts were already understood, practice is anorded
only in applying them to actual examples. What the teacher has to
learn is what combination of criteria (concepts) results in what seri-
ousness-level classifiwtion. The job aid is designed to facilitate this
requisite practice in applying the "seriousness" criteria.

The instructional strategy developed :or recognizing md classify-
ing problem behavior can be summarized as follows: it was assumed
that, since the teacher would merely be required to recognize or iden-
tify a particular behavior as a problem, simple, but repetitive expo-
sure to examples of the problem types and the subsequent availability
of jobs listing them would suffice. The bulk of the practice a learner
engaged in was thus not concerned with the production of responses
indicating that X was a problem. Rather, when observing a prIblem
it was concerned with making judgments as to its level of seriousness.
But here, too, job aids were available for use in making these judg-
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ments. The job aids provide examples to assist ;he. learner in identify-
lg the seriousness level of the problem he is concerned with. Sample

problems at each level are used to facilitate the learner's task of classi-
fying a problem behavior at a given level of seriousness.

Managing Problem Behavior
The behavioral objectives for the management section of the pro-

gram include:
iecognizing types of problems as requiring a particular type of
management strategy ;

-implementing the management strategy appropriately ;
recognizing student behavior indicating that the management

strategy is, in fact, appropriately implemented.
To attain these objectives a programmed text and a programmed

visual presentation were prepared. In the programmed text, learners
identify verbally described problems and describe the management
strategy they would use. In the programmed video presentation, they
identify visually presented problems and write out what tikey would
do or say to manage them. Thus, as was provided in the section on
problem classification, both procedures give learners practice in the
actual behaviors they are expected to exhibit. But, unlike the "classi-
fication" training strategy, the strategy for training management
techniques calls for drill in defining concepts and stating principles.
Why thc difference?

The concepts taught in the "classification" section of the training
program primarily involve the criteria used to judge the seriousness
of problems. The various criteria (frequency, duration, manageabili-
ty, contagion, etc.) represent concepts teachers already understand.
Furthermore, the behavior expected of the teacher consists simply in
the recognition of one of three levels each criterion might satisfy.
Given these two conditions it was not unreasonable to expect that a
job aid offering examples serving as representative yardsticks would
accomplish the required training goal. The requirements of fix man-
agement section of the training program could not so easily be met.

The concepts and principles to be learned in the management sec-
tion (e.g., reinforcement, extinction, punishment, shaping, etc.) were
not already understood. Moreover, the teacher is expected to more
than simply recognize whether a given situation requires a particular
type of management approach. The behavior expected of her was the
full implementation of ail the complex procedures involved in each

3 1
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managemfmt strotegy. Thus, it was assumed that being able to carry
out the detailed and involved steps correctly in the great range of
situations she would encounter, required that the teacher gain a
generalized understanding of how and when to take them. For this
purpose, the conventional programmed text was judged appropriate.

The program is designed to teach the learner to distinguish both
problems of omission (e.g., failure to volunteer, to mingle, to pay at-
tention) and problems of commission (hyperacitvity, fighting, de-
pendency, lying, etc.). It also recommends management strategies for
each of these two major types of problems. For problems of omission
it teaches when and how to implement each of these four n-,-Inage-
ment procedures:

reinforcement fo- spontaneous instance of desired behavior
when it occurs;

reinforcing successively closer approximations until the desired
behavior is finally shaped;

using eliciting techniques to provide occasions so reinforcement
can be applied;

--self-control (self-eliciting) techniques for students willing to
improve.

For problems of commission it teaches when and how to implement
each of these five management procedures:

extinguishing misbehavior by withholding teacher attention;
extinguishing misbehavior by withholding peer attention;
precluding opportunities for misbehavior by altering the stimu-

lus situation;
self-control (self-precluding)
punishing serious or dangerous behavior.
Appropriately applying any one of the nine management tech-

niques requires the teacher to recognize situations calling for them
and the ability to carry out a variety of complex steps. Illustrative
examples in a job aid was not felt to be sufficient for this purpose. A
programmed text on the other hand did provide the opportunity to
teach the variety of discriminations and generalizations involved in
the complex chains that make up the procedures called for by the
managemer strategies being taught.

Gaining insight Into Attitudes Toward Problem Behavior
Brief mention should be made about efforts in the third training

area which, admittedly, is the most troublesome to handle. Since
41) rl
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Individualized Instruction in Medical Educationteacher attitudes can often cause as well as influence how well prob-

lems are managed, it was felt that the training program must deal in
some way with them.

In the three to six hours that is available for dealing with attitudes,
it is questionable whether measurable or lasting changes could be
made. A goal that was deemed more likely to be attainable, was that
of providing teachers with a "trouble shooting" routine by means of
which they could identify what their attitudes were. Attitude change
following t uch identification is possible, but not a stated goal of the
program. The possibility of such change is made more probable in
that the "trouble shooting" routines are available for continued ap-
plication later on in the classroom.The routines are called trouble shooting in the sense that electron-
ics personnel trouble shoot or diagnose problems in equipment. it
provides a way of identifying problems. In this section of the pro-
gram, programmed questions about the behavior of other teachers
presented on video tape and questionnaires concerning a teacher'sown behavior

systematically call attention to the types of teacher
reactions to problem behavior. Attributes of teacher reactions are
thus identified, so that teachers can determine whether they behave
in the same way, or in different ways, toward children with and with-
out problems. The concepts (i.e., the attributes of behavior) appear-
ing in the questions are already understood (e.g., fairness, severity of
punishment, looking for other problems, etc.). The purpose of the
methods chosen is, therefore, not to define the concepts but rather
to get the questions answered. Thus, questionnaires and not pro-
grammed texts were developed.

Conclusion
Although other forms of learning (e.g., identification, procedutal

learning) occur in each of thc three sections of the training program,
emphasis has been placed on concept learning. Some form ofconcept
learning is involved in all three sections. A discuss.on of each in-
stance has therefore provided an opportunity to describe a different
strategy decision for basically the same kind of learning. The con-
trasts can bc highly instructive in a discussion ofstrategy formulation.

Attributes of problem behavior provided the basis for classifying
the seriousness of a problem. A job aid was used to teach them. At-
tributes of problem behavior determine the management techniques
needed to deal with them. A programmed text was used to teach
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them. Attributes of teacher behavior indicate the "biased" reactionof teacher responses to problems. A questionnaire was used to iden-tify them. Thus, it is apparent that systematic decisions were made toteach attributes (i.e., concepts) in three different ways and rationalesfor each decision were given.

This presentation is offel.ed as a case study in the complex businessthat is strategy formulation. No brief is made for the correctness ofthe decisions taken or the soundness of rationales presented to sup-port them. What can be argued is that any trainer or educator isrequired to go through a similar process if he is to justify the programshe creates. Merely putting a programmed text together because pro-gramming is "in" does not mean that training objectives van be op-timally met. There are programs and there are programs. Merelyusing television because the equipment is av&iable or giving a lec-ture because that's the way it's aiways been doneis not an accept-able rationale. We need more justification than that. We need to ac-quire much greater sophistication than we now possess in formula-ting instructional strategies for the educational programs we prnduce.Our technology needs refinement.

3 r.



Pa rt VII

Programmer Training and
Development

One of the long-standing questions concerning the development
of self-instructional programs is, "How do we develop the people
to write the program?" As a special portion of the Third Roch-
ester Conference, the instructional staff of the University
discussed their work in programmer training, an activity which
dates back to January of 1961 marking Rochester as the first
institution to offer regular academic courses in programming
materials .for auto-instruction. Because the Conference meetings
were held in a workshop format, we have reproduced one paper
that was published shortly before the sessions, and have written
a second, Lysaught and Pierleoni, specially for this volume. The
context of the meetings covered generally all those areas dis-
cussed in the two papers.



Research on Programmer Training:
What Has Been &one; What Needs Doing*

JEROME P. LYSAUGHT, Ed.D.**
OPERATIONAL USE of programmed instruction has now passed its
ninth anniversary. Despite the steady growth in experience with pro-
grams and in related research concerning programmed instruction,
there have been all too few attempts at synthesis of the various areas
that comprise the domain of self-instruction. As a result, repetitious
studies have frequently been reported; and, conversely, unsubstan-
tiRted generalizgtions have sometimes been accepted. In an effort to
th_tmarcate and analyze one area that exists within tne domain, this
paper will review the research that has been done on the subject of
programmer training, suggest current beliefs that seem tenable, and
lport either work that is in progress or work that needs to be done

.n order to round out the knowledge needed for future decisions.
As a framework for approaching this subject, let me raise six

rhetorical questions that represent the concerns many of us have over
the training of programmers. Following each question, some dis-
cussion will be presented, and future needs will be suggested. Out of
this effort, other, a ld better, questions may be raised in the minds
of our readers; and we would appreciate any feedback, whether it
be additional questions to be explored, relevant research that has
not been mentioned, or comments and criticisms that come to mind.
1. Why is there any need to train programmers at all?

While this may seem a rather naive questicn, it is sometimes fruitful
Originally published in the NSPI Journal, Vol. 14, No. 5, May, 1967. Reproducedby permission.

**Associate Professor of Education and Research Associate in Medical Education,The University of Rochester.
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to see whether an area of research activity is worth the effort ex-
pended at all. For example, if there were sufficient numbers of pro-
grams and programmers available, or if adequate numbers were
being provided by incidental instruction, there would be no need for
training them at all and, therefore, little practicality in research direc-
ted at variables related to that training.

Little in the way of systematic research has been done in relation
to this question. Most efforts seem to accept as a given premise that
there are shortages of both programs and programmers, and that
the solution is to train more people Commonsense-wise, this seems
to be a comfortable position, but there is little in the way of hard
data to bolster an argument on either side.

In terms of the sheer availability of programs, for example, there
has certainly been a dramatic increase. In 1962, the Center for Pro-
grammed Instruction reported the existence of 122 programs. In a
single year, this figure climbed to 352 programs. In 1966, the last
year of the CPI survey, only 291 programs were recorded. Carl
He-lershot of Delta College, producer of the most complete bibliog-
raphy of programmed courses in this country, estimates that his
current revision includes approximately 2500 programs. What proper
conclusion should be drawn from these figures is a matter of con-
jecture, but there has been growth in the umber of self-instructional
sequences.

Similarly, the number of institutions offering courses in program-
ming and the number of individuals completing these courses have
risen sharply. While there were some be,innings in developing pro-
grammers as early as 1958, it is generaP- agreed that the first formal
collegiate course in programming took place at The University of
Rochester in January of '1961. Since that time, Rochester has
"graduated" approximately 550 individuals from the basic course.
The Center for Programmed Learning for Business at The University
of Michigan, with more frequent course offerings, has trained per-
haps twice as many persons. The United States Air Force has trained
hundreds of individuals over the years, as have other military services,
academic institutions, and private organizations. There really is no
Way of arriving at a figure for the number of educational program-
mers trained in this country; but the number undoubtedly exceeds
by several times the number of individuals actually working, full orpart time, as programmers.
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Everyday experience indicates that the present number of pro-
grams is insufficient to meet the needs of many learners, nor are there
enough available programmers to fill the positions offered by com-
panies seeking to hire them. Weekly correspondence received at The
Rochester Clearinghouse on Self-Instruction in Health Care Facili-
ties indicates a shortage of both instructional materials and per-
sonnel trained in producing them.

It is only fair to point out the evidence on the quality of existing

programs is somewhat ambivalent -so the fact that a program has
b..,en published and is available is no guarantee of its meeting the

needs of an organization interested in teaching the subject matter
treated by the program. We have on the one hand, see Figure 1, the

analysis of Hartley (1966) suggesting that early programs are over-
whelmingly as effective, or more effective, than traditional forms of
instruction.

N = 112

No significant difference between
program and conventional

instruction.
49%

Program
significantly

Less effective.
10%

Program significantly
more effective.

41%

Figure 1. Comparison of programmed and conventional in-
struction on general effectivene:,s (Achievement and
Efficiency).

In contrast, Komoski (1966) suggests that a majority of the com-
mercially published programs have serious developmental shortcom-

ings, markedly in the case of field testing, see Figure 2.

peN
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Only a minority of those programs surveyed met any minimum
standard of field testing, revision, and evaluation prior to their being
offered to the public. Such a situation seems prima facie evidence
that programs are needed; and, corollary to this, that trained indi-
viduals must be prepared to produce them.

Program tested
only once.

32%

Figure 2. Reported testing experience of 291 self-instructional
programs currently marketed in the United States.

2. What kind of studies are required to help us better
understand what is needed with regard to providing
programs and programmers?

First of all, simple descriptive reports and surveys would add to
our baseline data on how many programs exist, what areas they in-
clude, and what their objectives are. Similarly, information should
be collected in the numbers of programmers trained, their avail-
ability, and the demand for their services. One particular task, how-
ever, would seem to be most needed : this is to dcvelop a curriculum
guide in the various disciplines indicating what programs exist at the
various levels, and what portions of the curriculum are covered by
each existing program. Such guides would encourage teacher use of
programsand would enable publishen to better direct their efforts
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to avoid hopeless duplication of some areas and seek out manuscripts
for areas that currently 1;re not c9vered by any self-instructional
sequence'?

3. What are the methods by which people are trained as
programmers?

A rapid glance at the listings of media institutes or the announce-
ments of programming courses in the now defunct Progrwnmed
Insirucllon newsletter shows the geometric increase in the number of
institutions that offer training courses in programming. In the last
issue of this journal, Tracy (1967) summarized the commercial offer-
ings that are easily available; no summary has yet been done this
year for academic courses sponsored by colleges and universities.

In all these offerings, however, it is not easy to find detail. There
is one report on the programming workshop at the University of
Rochester (Lysaught. 1965) which lists its objectives, illutrates
several of the activities, and offers a copy of the daily schedule of the
course. In the same publication, there is a somewhat similar report
(Rummler, 1965) on the University of Michigan course in program-
t.ling. Beyond these two cases, a survey of the literature finds little
else in the way of tangible information on the content of program-
mer training workshops.

It would be a benefit to a great number of people if a survey and
data guide were prepared on vvhat kinds of training are taking place,
what the objectives of instruction are, and what specific activities
are included within the curriculum. For example, both Rochester
and Michigan stress actual involvement in programming sequences
to stated objectives; certain institutions in the past lwve seemingly
gone in the direction of more orientation and less mogramming ex-
perience. We need, however, a good descriptive rese-irch ::tudy to
determine the pararneter-: tnat are involved anc: what thc next steps
should be.

4. What are the trainees rea.Aions to programming courses?
One of the implied objectives or any programming course is to

meet the individual needs of the participants in terms of prepa -Mg
them to go back to their organization as programmers. It would
seem important, then, to develop base-line data on ho V the various
programming courses seem to meet the needs of t` c participants, and
how the various details of thc course seem related to the behavioral
outcomes planned fo; the ;:xperience.
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A review of the literature indicates that the only published reportsdeal with the University of Rochester program. Professors Riggsby

Table 1
Concerning the following kinds of learning, do you thinkthe course concentrated on:Factor Student Response (%)*Too LUC:. About Right Too MuchTheoretical

Information
Pract ical
Information
Actual
Programming
Required
Readings
Optional
Readings
Sample
Programs
Participant's
Own Program

5 91 4
2 91 7
6 88 7
4 88 8
6 82 12

10 82 9
7 89 4

*Elight discrepancies due to rounding errors

and Boyce of Troy State College have done similar work with re-act;onnaires, but reported their work informally. Thus, wc can onlyspeculate on the commentary of the last 272 individuals who havecompleted a single for,n of workshop experience hut the results inthis case arc encouraging. The participants were almost unanimousin feeling that they had g.:itien what they wanted out of the course,that their objectives had been reached, that they would take thecourse again if they had the decision to make again, and th:li theywould recommend it to other teachers and instructors. In Table 1there is a summary of their reactions to specific dimensions and con-tent of the programming course.
While these data indicate that we can achieve high ccrisensusamong students in pursuing one set of objectives, there should becomparative research studics involvingstudents in other programmingcourses Lo (let'. mine what their reactions might be. In short, we needsome forming of reactions so that wc can tell what significance iscontained in information like that presented in the table.
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5. What kinds of programs result from these training
courses?

One of the key results that we should be looking for in terms of
programmer training is whether, in fact, the participants are pro-
ducing programmed segmences by the end of their training. There are
a number of statements to the effect that specific instructional
methods resulted in desired program outcomes (Brink, 1963; Rumm-
ler, 1965), but again there is very little in the way of reported data.

In the course of developing information for a series of studies on
programmer selection, the staff at the University of Rochester has
done detailed examination of over 550 student-prepared programs
and evaluated them in terms of both internal and external criteria (for
the methodology, Lysaught, 1963). While this approach to analysis is
subject to some criticism (Rothkopf, 1963) a number of procedural
safeguards were employed to ensure that programs were classified
on the basis of independent and consistent judgment, and that there
were consensual factors that contributed to the specific classification
of the material. Figure 3 displays a schematic diagram of the results
we found.

71%
Generally Effective

N S 50

se,-1
(If

77:*.ra

Figure 3. Cumulative results of programmer training at the
University of Rochester.
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There is obviously a need for more substantial information on the
program quality that results from courses in programming. One such
effort is underway. With the support of a grant from the U. S. Office
of Education, the University of Rochester will study the programs of
approximately 75 teacher-programmers at the conclusion of their
workshop experience, field test the materials and derive modified
gain scores for each of them. This will establish some definitive infor-
mation. The limitation, of course, to this study is its lack of generaliz-
ability to other courses and other students; but it should provide a
stimulus to other organizations, academic and commercial, to sub-
ject theit own program teaching efforts to similar objective study.

6. What are the other effects of training in programming?
While there have been a number of observational commentaries on

the effects of programmer training for improving classroom instruc-
tion generally (with the implication that a teacher trained in pro-
gramming will he a better teacher whether he stays a ,....-ogrammer or
not), there are only two studies that our literature search unearthed
that bear directly on the matter. Wisenthal (1965) found in a study of
student teachers that prior training in programming correlated with
better teaching performance in the classroom and that students in the
programming course who had developed superior sequences showed
the best skill in classroom teaching. Despite cer tain methodological
shortcomings, this study indicates a promising area for exploration.

With the support of a grant from the U. S. Office of Education, the
University of Rochester programming group did a follow-up survey
on the first l 5 individuals that had "graduated" from the program-
ming workshop and compared them with control groups of teachers
who had received information on programmed learning but had no
involvement in the development of sequences.

The results of this ;tudy subsequently have been reported (Lysaught,
1967) and may be summarized as follows:

1. Classroorr teachers who have been trained in the program-
ming process make significantly greater us of programmed in-
structional materials than do teachers who have received only
cognitive and descriptive information about programs and pro-
gramming. (Significance is below the 0.01 level of confidence.)
2 Classroom teachers who have been trained in the program-
ming process make significantly greater use of programmed in-
structionu) material for both class and individual instruction
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than do teachers who have received descriptiye ation
about programs. (Significance is below the 0.001 Ic onfi.-
dence.)
3. Classroom teachers who have been trained in the program-
ming process mak e. s;gnificantly higher use of self-constructed
programs than their peers who have received descriptive infor-
mation about programming. (Significance is below the 0.001
level of confidence.)
4. While classroom teachers who have been trained in pro-
gramming make greater ucc of both commercial and otiler
teacher-prepared programs than do their peers who have not
been specifically trained, the difference is not statistically signi-
ficant, though it approaches it at the 0.05 level of confidence.
5. Classroom teachers who have been trained in the pfogram-
ming prorPss engage in significantly more professional activities
,utside the classroom that are related to in-service training and

public information about programmed instruction. (Significance
is below the 0.01 level of confidence.)
6. Classroom tachers who have been trained in the program-
ming process have significantly more favorable attitudes
towards programmed instruction than do teachers who have
received only cognitive and descriptive information about pro-
grams and programming. (Significance is below t1-1,- 0.01 level
of confidence.)

At the present time, a research g; op at Temple Uri.versity is pre-
paring to explore the wiestion of how programming skill affects class-
room teaching performance, ,nd their results should shed light on
the generalizability of the Wisenth Al and Lysaught findings.

In this area, then, although much remains to be done, there is more
obvious work being done ;11 planninf* v: Id execution cf research.

7. What are the possibilities for predicting programmer
success?

An important question to consider in terms of choosinff a pers
to be trained in programming is probability of
many cases, perhaps, an individua, . ish the experi '.--,:ely
for his own professional satisfaction , at leas"' a nC.. . I '-
stances, however, an institution send3 an indiv;.; . ;rainne with
the hope that he will return equipp:-.d to perform with some effec-
tiveness as an instructional programmer.
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Early survey work was done by Po lin, Morse, and Zenger (1962) to
determine criteria applied in selection for such training. A replication
of their survey with programmer-trainees (Lysaught, 1964) provided
some comparison and contrast to their findings. in 1963, a pilot study

Table 2

Factors Significantly Discriminating Between Highly and
Least Successful Auto-Instructional Programmers

Factor As Determined By
Intelligence Quotient
Critical Thinking Ability

Theoretical Values

Religious Values

Self-Lonfidence

Otis Quick-Scoring Test
Watson-Glaser Test
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey
Bernreuter Personality

(Brink) at General Telephone of California isolated factors of mental
and verbal ability that seemed to have significance in their internal
selection ii,dividuals for training.

Based t--lidiely on the work of these early analysts, a controlled
study was conducted at the University of Rochester (Lysaught, 1963)
and five indicators were found to be of actual statistical significance
while fouilcen others had t, be rejected as insuffi.cient indicators on
the basis of tne findings. Table 2 summarizes the five factots that
seemed truly to discriminate between highly successful and kast
successful programmers.

A simple revercal s. ddy was conducted (Lysailght and Pieileoni,
1966) to test the hypotheses of the earlier research. On a limited pilot
basis, three individuals who ranked high on all of the five factors were
compared with three individuals who ranked low on the same factors.
Their programs were administered to candom groups of learners who
met the definitions of thz, intended student population, and modified
gain scores were used as the criterion of success. Table 3 summarizes
the results found.

StH king differences emerge from this comparison. Obviously the
sample is too small for generalization, but we plan to follow -up on
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Table 3
Results of Program and Test Administration for the

Predicted Least and Predicted Most Successful
Programmers

Mean Scores
Program Pre-Test Post-Test Gain Score

Modified
Gain Score

Predicted Least
Successful
No. 1 2.3 4.0 1.7 9.5%
No. 2 6.1 12.2 43.1%
No. 3 11.5 14.6 3.1 36.5%

Prcdicted Most
Successful
No. 4 4.1 18.3 14.2 89.3%
No. 5 9.6 17.2 7.6 73.0%
No. 6 15.8 19.2 3.4 86.9%

this load with the support of a grant recently obtained from the U. S.
Office of Education. Similar studies, employing reversal techniques
to test the validity of predictive measures, should be corducted with
the graduates of other programming courses in order to provide
documentary evidence on the effects of vorying instructional ap-
proaches.

Summary
In this paper, we have attempted to provide a concise report on

the research done to date dealing with the development of program-
mersand to suggest in each of six critical areas what might be done
as next steps toward the collection of information that would perloir
improved future efforts.

I t is obvious from this rapid overview that little systematic research
has blen done in any portion of the field, and that in most cases we
are st iously lacking even the most fundamental base-line data that
are required to propose more serious, controlled research efforts. In
only two areas, those dealing with the transfer of programmer train-
ing to the classroom and the prediction of programmci success, have
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there been number of small studies that permit some reasonableform of comparison and questioning. In all other areas, we are work-ing with only sketchy dataand apparently with a large amount offaith or affirmation.

It would seem as a beginning that an organization s,,ch as iheNational Society for Programmed Instruction should sponsor theacquisitcion and systematic- ordering of information on programmertraining, available courses and approaches, etc. This could be fol-lowed by the encouragement of surveys and observational studies todetermine what the reactions of the trainees are to varying instruc-tional sequences, what rroducts are developed in terms of programs,and what other effects can be correlated to the specific training inself-instructional techniques.
Once these efforts have been starter.., we will have much greater op-portunities for determining the relative effectiveness of the sequencesproduced and perhaps could arrive at conclusive suggestions on theselection of programmer-trainees.
If this survey of research to date reveals far mcre that is requiredthan has been accomplished, it is only because this is so. It is sheerlypersonal opinion, but I suspect that a close examination of mostother areas of programmed instruction would reveal similar patternsbetween what has been done and what needs doing. Perhaps only inthe single area of uncontrolled, one-shot comparative studies thatshow the effectiveness of a single program have we had a surfeit ofreporting. In many other areas, glib generalizations too easily obtain,and more systematic research and conclusions arc lacking. The faultisn't in our stars, at all; it's in us, and it seems that we now should bemaking some more evident efforts to accumulate reliable informationon the learning methods that we have extolled for their measurable,testable qualities.
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The Training of Programmers for Lie
Health Professions

JEROME P. LYSAUGHT, Ed.D.*
and

ROBERT G. PIERLEONI,

OUR OBJECTIVE in this parer is to summarize our experiences in train-
ing programmers to develop self-instructional sequences for the sev-
eral fields of the health professions. Basic to our work in thic area, is
our belief that medical and para-medical programme- c.hould be
trained no differently from those in other subject matt( -ialties
at least through the initial stages of program writing.

While programming materials does include such indepencic::* vari-
ables as skill in writing, style and force of expression, an depth of
content knowledge (in this respect, it is no different from textbook
writing), there is nevertheless a recognizable process involved in the
de\ elopment of a good pri . am, and this involves teachable, learn-
able skills. These skills can he expressed in a series of steps (1), and
may be listed :n terms of behavioral objectives for the basic program-
ming course, as silo' .n in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Instructional Objectives for the Basic Course in

Programming Materials for Self-Instruction
1. Each learner will demonstrate a knowledge of the basic
understandings and origins of programmed instruction by :

a. Tracing the historical development of programmed instruc-
tion.

b. Explaining the basic formulation of reinfoicement theory
as it applies to programming.

*.'oilege of Education .s.nd School of Medicine an' %:--itistry, The University of Rochc. Ler.
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c. Demonstrating a knowledge and understanding of speci-
fied major research studies.

d. Listing and commenting upon the characteristics of pro-
grammed materials.

e. Discussing the characteristics and utilization of teaching
machines with programmed materials.

2. Each learner will construct four short sequences of pro-
grammed material in varying paradigms according to objectives
provided by the instructional staff.
3. Each learner will select an appropriate unit of material from
his own subject-matter and grade-level field for programming.
4. Each learner will define those students for whom the mate-
rial is to be prepared in terms of ability, achievement, and back-
ground.
5. Each learner will construct a set of behavioral objectives that
specify what his students will do as a result of completing the
self-instructional program.
6. Each learner will choose an appropriate paradigm for con-
structing a sequence in light of his students and his objectives.
7. Each learner will order and construct a programmed se-
que,e for his selected unit using developed techniques and
appi oaches.
8. Each learner will conduct initial field tests of his instruciion-
al sequence and make initial revisions in light of the responses
made by the students.

The last seven objectives all require an explicit "product" which
can be analyzed and evaluated ; the first objective is measurzd in
terms of a carefully validated and reliable paper and pencil examina-
tion. The re ally important poim, however, is that the neophyte pro-
grammer actually gets a good deal of experience in doing, rather than
talking about or considering.

At the end of the 15 session course, the participants have a self-
made teaching program of approximately one hour's duration that
has been developmentally tested and edited so that it can profitably
be used in their own teaching when they go back to their institutions.
Perhaps it may be of some value to discuss briefly who 'hese partici-
pants are, what they have produced, and some observations on their
applications of their materials.

3,3 7.
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The Health Programmers
Since 1961, our programmed instruction anit at The University of

Rochester has been involved in the training of some 165 individuals
from the health fields as programmers. Of this number, 15 have been
from medicine, 110 from nursing, and 40 from the para-medical spe-
cialties. The latter grouping include medical technologists, hospital
and nursing administrators, public health personnel, and students.
The preponderance of nurses is due in large part to three special pro-
gramming workshops that have been held for nurse educators under
the :laspices a I support of the Public Health Service.

In order to 1te these figures to some base, we could say that
health personnel ht constituted approximately 21 per cent of the
total enrollment the basic programming workshops to date and
that l 4 per cent of the participants have been nurses. Perhaps a more
meaningful point in relation to this group of programmers, however,
is that one out of five, almost exactly 20 per cent, have continued or
returned for the advanced workshop in programming materials for
self-instruction. As a point of fact, al.aost 75 per cent of the medical
educators who attended the basic workshop went on to the advanced.
The smallest percentage of returnees is within the nursing ranks
understandably so since there were so many in the basic course com-
paratively and the entrance to the advanced workshop is strictly
limited in numbers.

While we have no strict analy;is in hand concerning the institu-
tional relationships of these individuals, it would seem that most of
the physicians came from schools of medicine, and that the greatest
percentage of nurses came from diploma schools of nursing, followed
by individual,' from collegiate schools of nursing.

Programs That Were Produced
The 14 medical educators represented a wide spectrum of clinical

,pecialties as a matter of ct, there is a pronounced skew in our
distribution since we have had only one or two pre-clinical instructors
in ;.he programming workshops. Similarly, the nurses and para-
medical personnel represented a wide spectrum of interests, and
included persons in more represenative numbers f:om the basic
sciences.

In order to give a brief but panoramic view of some of the pro-
grams that have been constructed in the short period of the work-
shops, let us list some representative sequences :
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A. Medical Education
I. Electro-Convulsive Therapy
2. Endocrine Changes in Menstruation
3. Atrophy: Manifestations and Causes
4, Resuscitation
5. Defenses Against Anxicty
6. Radio logic Treatment of Cancer

B. Dental Education
I. Dental Examinations and Classifications
2. The Detection and Correction of Food Impaction
3. An Introduction to Ritter Dental Units
4. Patient Anxiety and Pain

C. Nursing Education
I. Medical Terminology
2. Care of the Tracheostomy Patient
3. How to Give a Hypodermic Injection
4. The Actions and Uses of Salicylates
5. The Tuberculin Test
6. Calculation of Drug Dosages

D. Para-Medical Education
I. Clinical Hematology E eterminations
2. Classification of Congenital Limb Deficiencies
3. Analysis of Urine
4. Nursing ServiceUse of Nonprofessional Personnel
5. Chemical Agents in Food-Borne Disease
6. The Stomach and Small Intestine

Effectiveness of Trainee Programs
As can be seen from the final objective specified in Figure I, the

participants in the programming workshop carry their project only to
the point of initial testing and rtvision by the end of the basic experi-
ence. We have received a host of letters from these individuals telling
us that the revised sequences actually did perform effectively with
their own students, and, most importantly, that the individual intend-
ed to develop additional units over time in his own teaching area.

In these cases., we are not concerned with the strict, controlled eval-
uation of the program under conditions that might be more demand-
ing tl-Lan necessary. The teachers have been introduced to basic forms
of evaluation, including thc modified gain score, and they can do a
very reasonable job of assessing thc instructional worth of their pro-
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gram. Indeed, it is this logical importance of the teaching sequence
that may be at least as important as the statistical measure or signifi-
cance under cor trolled situations.

it might be useful, however, to summarize briefly two projects, one
in medicine ano onc in nursing, that stemmed directly from the pro-
gramming workshops because the results found in their study should
roughly parallel our expectations for other teacher-made programs.

Medical Education. Beginning with the earliest experience in the
programming courses in 1961, an extensive project was begun in the
clinical teaching of cancer by means of programs. Two of the pro-
grammed units which have been completed and developmentally
tested are: Polyps of the Colon and Rectum, and Cancer of the Colon
and Rectum. In the course of writing, field testing, and revising, both
programs have gone through two rewritings.

Just to illustrate how effective these units were at the point com-
parable to the level of development at the conclusion of the work-
shop, the stud( nts taking the first developmental test edition of the
Pegyps program achieved an average modified gain score of 50 per
cent. Students taking the other program on Cancer achieved a modi-
fied gain score of 67 per cent. Since a rule of thumb suggests that 50
or more per cent in M.G.S. is satisfactory instruction, we can see that
both of these programs could have been made operational at the end
of initial testingand that with further refincment and rewriting
could be made even more effective.

Nursing Education. In a similar kind of development, programmed
units in cancer nursing were begun roughly in the same period of
time. One was an Introduction to Radiation Therapy; the second was
An Introdoction to Cancer Nursing. While no calculation was made
in terms of modified gain scores, a comparison between achievement
scores of qtucnts taught by the program and those taught by con-
ventional lecture showed significantly higher scores for the former.

The author of the programmed units stated, "Our experience with
the use of two pi ogrammed units in a college nursing program has
been very positive. The programs taught effectively, the material was
appropriate to the students, and the students found the method
acceptable.

Reactions to Programs and Workshops
As suggested in the report on the nursing programs, we have gen-

erally found a favorable reaction among program users to the ma-
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terial. This has occasioned student requests for other programs from
the Rochestzr Clearinghouse, and has encouraged other faculty
members to become invcOved in the programming of short instruc-
tional sequence cor use in their teaching.

We have been concerned also about the attitude of the workshop
participants, particularly whether they feel the course objectives and
content have been well-designed for their purposes. For all of the
courses since 1961, we have collected anonymous evaluations returns
that encourage the students to criticize, comment, and suggest im-
provements in format and approach. Because of the anonymity, we
cannot specify the reactions of many doctors and nurses and other
health groupings, but we do have data from four groups of trainees,
all of whom are health professionals. Three of the group consist of
the nurses in the workshops supported by the Public Health Service;
the fourth group included personnel from the United States Army
Medical Service. Table 1 displays the reactions of some 110 individu-
als over a three year period.

Table 1

Reactions to the Basic Programming Workshop
Among Nursing and Paramedical Students

Question Percentage of Affirmative Responses
1965 1966 1967

1. Die you get from this course
that 1,',,ch you came to obtain? 100% 95% 100%

Would you take this co$Irtie
ir you had ft to do over? 100% 100% 97%

J. Would you recommend this
course to others? 100% 100% 100%

Individual trainees frequcntly mentbned their feeling of gaining
practical experience in classroom management, and pragmatic aid in
programming over and above the discussions of theory that usually
abound in "education" classes. Many cited the vaiue of the workshop
in helping them to improve their teaching generally through better
understanding of the learning process.

Most of thc respondents felt confident in selecting and utilizing
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programmed materialsas well as constructing short units of self-instruction. Negative comments were generally restricted to the de-manding pace of the course, and to a small minority of problemsrelated :o selecting a manageable unit of material to program overthe duration of the course.

Implications of the Workshops
Two generalizations clearly emerge from out experience in usingprograms for health education and in training individual health edu-cators to construrt self-instructional materials:1. The co, imercial development of health programs, whileincreasing, will be insufficient to meet demands for teachingmaterials in the near future, and very likely for several years tocome.

2. The training of medical and para-medical educators as pro-grammers for their own instructional materials is both feasible,and productive of high quality results.We are not trying to imply that programming is a simple task orthat the training of health educators in this process is any sort ofpanacea. The development of a program is a demanding and lengthytask. But health educators do produce good, effective, and efficientsequences. Indeed, the best hope of commercial development maywell lie in the subsidization and encouragement of teacher-made pro-grams since the general experience in research to date has shown thatmedicll programs are perhaps the most effective single group of indi-vkluanzed instructional materials.For several reasons, then, we encourage medical and health edu-cators to take the time to become at least minimally engaged in pro-gram writing. We feel this is best achieved by participation in a pro-grammin.g course where construction of materials is stressed and re-.quired, and where the participants leave with a "product" to be usedwith their own students in their own teaching.

ReferencesI. Lysaught, J. P.and Williams, C. M. A Guide to Programmed Instruc-tion. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1963.
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college-level instruction. (Publication currently suspended.)

Journals

Audio-Visual Communication Review. Washington, D. C.: Department
of Audio-Visual Instruction, National Education Associat;on.
Articles and reviews of publications of interest to those using programmed
instruction. 1o1. 14, No. 1, Spring 1966 was devoted to programming.
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Audio-Visual Instruction. Washington, D. C.: Department of Audio-Visual
Instruction National Education Association.
A wide range of articles with information regarding educational media,
materials, techniques, and instructional developments.
Bulletin of the Clearinghouse cni Self-Instructional Materials for Health
Care Facilities. Rochester, N. Y.: Rochester Clearinghouse, The Univer-
sity of Rochester.
Published periodically by the Clearinghouse. Contains geaeral article!,
reviews of prflgram texts and critiques of research.
Contemporary Psychology. Wash ingtoii, D. C. : American Psychological
Association.
The publication of the American Psychological Association. Contains a
wide range of articles including those dealing with programmed instruction.
Educational Technology. Saddle, Brook, N. J.: Educational News Service.
(Formerly published under title: Teaching Aids News.)
Articles on ncw materials and techniques oriented to schools, indutry, and
higher education.
Journal of the National Society for Programmed Instruction. San Antonio,
Texas: NSPI, Trinity University.
Reports the use and development of programmed instruction in business,
industry, the governmental services and all levels of education.
Journal of Progranimed Instruction. Ncw York : Instilute of Educational
Technology, Teachers College, Columbia University. (Publication sus-
pended June 1966)
Published from Winter, 1 (Volumes I-V). Includes a
number of controlled and ,ve sti_.:.s. Cumulative indexes w.tre in-
cluded in the last issue of each volume.
Programmed Learning. Journal of thc Association Programmed Learning,
John Annett, (Ed.), 11 New Fetter Lane, London E.C.Y., England: Sweet
and Maxwell.
Articles, reports, and abstracts dealing with programmed instruction and
allied fieds.
Training in Business and Industry. 33 W. 60 St., New York: Gellert-Wolf-
man Publishing Corp.
Articles on training practices, techniquin, materials and equipment. In-
cludes articles on programmed instruction.
Programmed Learning News. 27 Torrington Square, London, C.W. 1,
England: Association for Programmed Instruction (PIP).
Newsletter of the Association for Programmed Instruction.

Articles on Medical Self-Instruction

Allender, Jerome S.: The programming of instructional materials for
medical education. J. Med. Educ. 39:346-354 (April )1964.
A report of early programming activities in medicine and a discussion of
the varied kinds of learning that might be affected by future programs.
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Allender, Jerome S., Bernstein, Lionel M., and Miller, George E.: Differ-
ential achievement and differential cost in programmed instructioi and
conventional instruction in internal medicine. J. Med. Educ. 40:825-831
(September) 1965.
Results and analysis of comparing standard texts, lectures, programmed
texts, and teaching machines to teach renal function and renal failure at
three medical schools.
Annett, J.: Teaching machines. .14red. Biol. Illus. 13:38-43, (January) 1963.
An account of the basics of a::tomate learning, some examples of ma-
chines and the programs useti ,1-3, them.

Benschoter, R. A., Eaton, Tv 7 and Smith, P.: Use of videotape to pro-
vide individual instruction it, tchniques of psychotherapy. J. Med. Educ.
40:1159-61 (December) 1965
Describes the use of videc--,.tdes of psycotherapy sessions to instruct
psychiatric residents.
Bridgman, Charles: A lectu response device: a preliminary report on a
key aspect of a co-ordinateci teaching program in anatomy J. Med. Ethic.
39:132-139 (February) 196z
Report of a classroom con -11 inicator system adapted for use in teaching
anatomy at Thc University of Kansas Medical Center. Employing stimu-
lus, response, and feedback techniques, the system enhances the individual
learning of the students while freeing the teacher from many manual
classroom tasKs.
Brown, Murray C.: Electronics and medic:0 -,..ation. J. Med. Educ. 38:
270-281 (April) 1963.
A discussion on the implications of computer technology for the future of
medical education with emphasis on the probable changes in educational

Can undergraduate or postgraduate medical education benefit from pro-
grammed instruction? Pfizer Spectrum 10:88-95 (Sept.-Oct.) 1962.
A brief introduction to the use of programs for medical education; thr.
article includes a short sequence on EKG demonstrating how a program
teaches.
Cheris, Barbara H.: On comparing programming and other teaching
methods. J. Med. Educ. 39:304-310 (March) 1964.
A brief review of the literature and a discussion of certain research studies
in programmed instruction covering the period 1958-1963.
Cheris, Barbara H., and Cheris, David N.: Programmed instruction versus
a textual presentation of radiology. J. Med. Educ. 39:311-318 (March)
1964.
Report of a controlled study of 46 medical students, one half of whom used
a progrz,mmed text in radiology. Significant differences were recorded on
post-tests and retention tests, th the program students demonstrating
greater achievement.
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Decker, J. H.: Teaching methods used in armed forces. Amer. J. Vet. Res.26: Suppl: 1593-8 (Nov.) 1965.
Outlines the types of courses and teaching procedures used for medicaltraining. Describes the use of programmed instruction as a learning tool.
Demone, Harold W., and Spiegel, Allen D. : Evaluation ofan automatedteaching machine program for continuing education of physicians. Boston:Med. Foundation, 1963.
Use of a iirogram and teaching machine for practitioners; learning wasachieved, but difficulties in time and motivation were observed in alimited study situation.
Dryer, Bernard V.: Thinking men and thinking machines in medicine. J.Med. Edu.:. 38:82-89 (Feb.) 1963.
A discussion of aspects of computer technology for medical education,with particular emphasis on learning and thinking. A reflection of possiblepromises and problems to come with increased machine efficiency.
Eaton, M. T., Strough, L. C. and Marty, R. B.: Programmed instructionin basic psychopathology. J. Med. Educ. 39:86-89 (January) 1964.Report of a pilot study using 20 students. Results in terms of achieveinentand efficiency were encouraging to further exploration of programmingin medical education.
Editorial. J.A.M.A. 188:461, May 4, 1964.
Describes programmed instruction and suggests its use for medical teaching.
Elder, S. T., Meekstroth, G. R., Nice, C. M., Jr., and Meyers, P. H.: Acomparison of a linear program in radiation with traditional lecture pre-sentation of the same material. J. Med. Educ. 39:1078-1082 (December)1964.
A brief report on two experiments using a program with 36 medicalstudents and 16 technicians. The program performed as well as the conven-tional lecture for the medical students, its intended population. Results in-dicated modifications would be required for the technicians.
Entwisle, George and Entwis'ie, D. R.. The use of a digital computer as ateaching machine. J. Med. Educ. 39:802-812 (October) 1963.A brief report on the use of a program combined with a computer to teachdiagnosis. Possibilities are indicated for a high degree of individual adap-tation coupled with an effective simulator hy the storage facilities affordedby the computer.
Fass, M. L., and Sherman, C. D., Jr.; Self-histruction for the medicalstudent: developments in cancer teaching. NSPI Jour. VII :5-10, (January)1968.
Describes the objectives, procedures, and evaluations of programs beingdevc1uped on cancer.
Felson, B., Spitz, H. B., and Weinstein, A.: Programmed learning in radi-ology; a preliminary evaluation (abstract) J. Med. Educ. 38:786 (Septem-ber) 1963.
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Report of a limited study on matched halves of a junior class in radiology;
learning was achieved but retention of the program was not as great as that
of a lecture. Questions for further research are raised.
Feurzeig, W., Munter, P., and Swets, J.: Computer-aided teaching in
medical diagnosis. J. Med. Educ. 39:746-754 (August) 1964.
A description of a computer teaching program designed to assist in the
instruction of medical diagnosis. A sample computer run is included as
one illustration of the system.
Fonkalsrud, E. W., et al.: Computer-assisted instruction in undergradu-
ate surgical education. Surgery. 62-:14I-7, July, 1967.

ports on use of IBM 10f0 typewriter terminal connected by telephone
omputer. Program is designed to supplement the 4th year clerkship in

surgery,
Froelich, R. E.: Programmed medical interviewing: a teaching technic.
Southern Med. J. 59:281-3, (March) 1966.
Emphasizes the difficulties in teaching medical interviewing. The use cf:
p-ogrammeo ;nstruction is suggested to help solve the chrilculties described.
Garcia, E. N., Hull, E. W., Ibsen, K. H., and Paseman, F.: Effectiveness of
programmed instruction in the biochemistry program (abstract). J. Med.
Educ. 42:277 (March) 1967.
Describes a study in which programmed instruction is compared to lecture.
Thc effectiveness of programmed instruction was demonstrated in Post-
tests immediately after presentation of the material nn ic t-1,-)nth ,!er
in essay questions on a fir,I r'
Gildenberg, Robert F.: Stolleni ictentioll of a programmed instruction
course in immunohematology, J. Med. Edw.. 42:62-68 (January) 1967.
Presentation of data collected while testing a program instruction course.
Also, included are comments made by the students and recommendations
fo:- more effective administration of programs.
Graves, G. 0. and Ingersol, R. W.: Comparison of :earning attitudes. J.
Med. Educ. 39:100-111 (February) 1964.
Report of a study of two groups of medical students taught anatomy by
traditional methods and by experimental approaches emphasizing self-
learning and self-direction. On traditional examinations, there was no
significant difference in achievement. On examination to test critical
thinking, however, the experimental group wa.s significantly superior.
Green, E. J., Weiss, R. J., and Nice, P. 0.: Experimental use of a pro-
grammed text in a medical school course. J. Med. Educ. 37:767-775
(Aug.) 1962.
Report of a controlled study using a programmed text in parasitology.
Both achievement and efficiency were demonstrably higher among students
using the program.
Green, Edward J., and Weiss, Robert J.: Programmed instruction: for
what, for whom, and how? J. Med. Educ. 38:264-269 (April) 1963.
An early discussion of the problems, promises, and inherent possibilities
of programmed instruction in connection with medical education.
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Greenhill, Leslie P.: Communications research and the teaching-learningprocess. J. Med. Educ. 38 :495-502 (tune) 1963.
A review of research over a fifteen year period. Of particular interest is thediscussion on the increased emphasis of developments related to self-instruction and individualized learning. Applications of the research tomedical education are suggested.
Grisell, J. L., Beckett, P. G. S., and Gudobba, R.: Teaching diagnosticstrategies with a computer (abstract). J. Med. Educ. 42:275 (March) 1967.Describes a computer program to teach differential diagnosis to beginningpsychiatric residents. A conversational mode is used to answer questionsand to evaluate suggested diagnoses. An approach adaptable any medi-cal discipline.
Hall, V. a : Systematic use of immediate feedback in teaching physiologyto medical students. J. Med. Educ. 39:1101-1106 (December) 1964.A discussion of the importance and utility of rapid feedback in learningsituations. A comparison of programmed instruction with conventionalteaching in body fluid metabolism with improved results for the feedback(experimental) group.
Ham. 1'. 1' . The t '11-* t.I rearch in the teaching-leariiiiig proces Two Lxiicrimental NiltJAcs. New Engl. J. Med. 271:
1042-1046 (November) 1964.
Two experimental programs are discussed both designed to increase theself-instructional aspects of medical educal. 11 Emphasizes the increasing-ly important role of individual learning 7nedicine.
Harless, William G.: Development of a ci .er-assisted instruction pro-gram in a medical center environment. J Educ. 42:139-145 (Febru-ary) 1967.
A discussion of "vocal programming" as_ a rr-ans to simplify and ex7:endthe use of computer-assisted programmec ins,-uction in the University ofOklahoma Medical Center. A sample compii:er teaching sequenc: is in-cludee in the article.
Harris, J. W., Horrigan. D. L., Ginther, J. -A.._ und Ham, T. H.: Pilot studyin teaching hematology with emphasis or :.,;-,,if-education by the students.J. Med. Educ. 37:719-736 (August) 1962.
Report of early trials of self-instructional nratterials in hematology. Whilenot a rrogram per se, the teaching matclirOs were developed through aprocess similar to that employed in progracfrming.
Hawkridge, David G., arid Mitchell, DaviirfS.: Use of a programmed textduring a course in genetics for medical sturisnts. J. Med. Educ. 42:163-169(February) 1967.
Discussion and results of the use of a prog-ammed text on genetics withmedical students at The University of Rhocbsia. Achievement scores wereat an acceptable level, wad scores were nrrre homogeneous at the end ofinstruction than at the beginning. Student -eactions were favorable.
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Huber, John Franklin: Programmed large group presentations (abstract).
I. Med. Educ. 38:791 (September) 1963.
Report on an experimental approach using the concepts of programmed
learmng in television and film presentation.
Huber, J. F.: Programmed motion picture films. Med. Biol. Illus. 16:226-8,
October, 1966.
Reports on an experimental film on "Mechanisms of the Intrinsic Muscles
of the Larynx" using principles of programmed instruction.

Jason, Hilliard: Programmed instruction: new ilottle of rediscovered wine.
Gan. Med. Assn. Jour. 92:711-716 (April 3) 1965.
An introductory paper on programmed instruction which seeks to relate
its f:rocesses and potential to the larger field of teaching and leariiit,

Kirsch, A. D.: A medical training program using a computer as a teaL,
aid. Meth. Inform. Med. 2:138-143 (October) 1963.
A Jiscussion of the development of a computer-assisted instructional pro-
gram on diagnosis that would permit III to ten iiiedicai students to work
siiiiultaneously, but individually, through a preseria1ig problem. There is
hope that the system will have research possibilities in learning as well as
instructional capability.
Lindberg, D. A.: A computer in medicine. Missouri Med. 61 : 282-284
(April) 1964.
Announcement of t;.e acquisition of a computer for the University of
Missouri Medical Center designed for aiding both the practice and teach-
ing of medicine. Thre is a brief discussion of computers and medical edu-
cation generally.
Lysaught, Jerome P.: Programmed instruction: a new departure in medi-
cal education. New Phys. 13:101-107 (April) 1964.
An orientation to programming in medical education, with a review of
early research studies from 1962 to 1964.

Lysaught, Jerome P.: Programmed instruction for medical education:
learner reactions to large-scale use. New Phys. 4:156-160 (June) 1965.
A presentation and analysis of reactions of more than 5,500 physicians
and medical students to a programmed review of Allergy and Hypersensi-
tivity.
Lysaught, J. P.: Self-instruction for the health professions: trends and
problems. Med. Times. 95: 1025 (October) 1967.
Reviews the growth of programming done specifically for the health field.
Concludes that the growth indicates that problems are being solved and
conditions will improve. Outlines the work of the Rochester Clearinghouse.

Lysaught, Jerome P.: Self-instructional medical programs; a survey. New
Phys. 13:52-55 (May) 1964.
A bibliographical listing of available and experimental programs in medi-
cal and paramedical fields.
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Lysaught, Jerome P.: Self-instructional programs for continuing educa-tion. Med. Times. 93:978-989 (September) 1965.A consideration of the implications of programmed learning for continu-ation education, with a number of examples of self-instructional sequencesdesigned for various learning outcomes.
Lysaught, Jeromo P.: The question: how to keep up? Partial answer: self-administered programmed instruction. Resident Phys. 12:135-160 (May)1966.
A general article on the implications of programmed instruction for con-tinuing education. Several sample programming sequences are shown toillustrate the varied capabilities of this self-instructional system.
Lysaught, Jerome P., and Jason, Hilliard: Programmed instruction inmedical education: report of the Rochester conference: J. Med. Educ. 40:474-481 (May) 1965.
A brief summary of the papers and topics dealt with in the First RochesterConference on Programmed Instruction in Medical Education.
Lysaught, Jerome P., Sherman, Charles D., Jr. and Williams, Clarence M.:Progra imed learning: potential value for medical instruction. JAMA189:803-807 (September 14) 1964.
A review of research together with a discussion of implications of pro-gramming for future medical education.
Lysaught, J. P., Sherman, C. D., Jr., and Williams, C. M.: Utilization ofprogrammed instruction in medical education. J. Med. Educ. 39:769-773,1964.
Describes a survey of 90 schools and colleges of medicine in the U. S. ontheir utilization of programmed material.
Martin, Donald S.: reaching materials: CDC resources, J. Med. Educ. 39:32-38 (SeptemLer) 1964.
Presentation on the kinds of teaching materials and aids that have beendeveloped at the Communicable Disease Center with a plea for coopera-tive approaches in the future that would upgrade instruction on infectiousdiseases in the medical schools.
Meckstroth, G. R., Elder, S. T., Meyers, P. H., and Nice, C. M., Jr.: Pro-gramed instruction in radiology at Tulane University School of Medicine.(Offset, prepublication.) Available from authors.A report of programming activities at Tulane with sample items from pro-grams used to illustrate points in development.
Miller, G. E., Allender, J. S., and Wolf, A. V.: Differential achievementwith programmed text, teaching machine, and conventional instruction inphysiology. J. Med. Educ. 40:817-824 (Sept.) 1965.A discussion of branching programs for medical education, followed by thepresentation and analysis of results using a program in body fluid metabo-lism at three medical schools. Self-instructional materials proved them-selves to be both effective and efficient in terms of student learning.
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Manning, P. R., Abrahamson, S. and Dennis, D. A.: Experimental study
comparing four modes of instruction: programmed text book, lecture-
dt!monstration, text book, lecture-workshop (abstract). Jour. Med. Ed.
42:871 (September) 1967.
Participants of 17th annual West Coast Counties Regional Postgraduate
Institute (148 subjects) were randomly assigned to four groups, each given
one mode of instruction on the spatial analysis of the electrocardiogram.
Preliminary analysis of results shows no significant difference in performance.
Mathis, J. L., et. al.: An experiment in programmed teaching of psychiatry.
Amer. J. Psychiat. 122:937-40 (February) 1966.
Describes a study whose object was to determine whether programmed in-
struction could teach basic psychiatry more rapidly and effectively.
Netsky, M. G., Banghart, F. W., and Hain, J. D.: Seminar versus lecture,
and prediction of performance by medical students. J. Med. Educ. 39:
112-119 (February) 1964.
Report of a controlled experiment comparing teacher-controlled and stu-
dent-c.introlled learning modalities for medical students. While the results
are not definitive, they indicate promising possibilities for further research.
Owen, S. G.: A comparison of programmed instruction with conventional
lectures in the teaching of final-year medical students. J. Med. Educ. 40:
1058-1062 (November) 1965.
A series of tabular comparisons are presentea on the teaching of electro-
cardiography to British medical students by means of a teaching machine
program and a special lecture series.
Owen, S. G., Hall, R., Anderson, J., rind Smart, G. A.: An experimental
comparison of programmed instruction by teaching machine with con-
ventional lecturing in the teaching of electrocardiography to final year
medical students. London: Postgrad. Med. J. 41:201-206 (April) 1965.
An initial report and discussion on their research reported on in the Second
Rochester Conference.
Owen, S. G., Hall, R., and Waller, I. : Use of a teaching machine in med-
ical education; preliminary experience with a programme in electrocardio-
graphy. London: Postgrad. Med. J. 59-65 (February) 1964.
Report on early field test experience with a branching program of 604
frames designed to teach ECG interpretation.
Peterson, M. H., Eaton, M. T., and Strider, F. D.: Use of programmed in-
struction in teaching the defense mechanisms (abstract). Jour. Med. Educ.
42:874-5 (September) 1967.

ne Sophomore class in basic psychiatry was divided into two matched
sections to compare programmed instruction with lecture illustrated by
transparencies. Results showed no significant difference in performance.
Peterson, Oster L.: Teaching diagnostic skills. New. Engl. J. Med. 271 :
1046-1C47 (November) 1964.
A discussion of the cooperative program in teaching hematology that
places emphasis on the individualized, self-learning of the medical student.
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Pzogrammed learning in medical education, Post-grad. Med. 1. 40:447(August) 1964.
A short discussion of the applications of programmed instruction to medi-cal education, including a consideration of the varieties of programmingmodalities and their probable effectiveness with medical !earners,Reynolds, R.: The incidence of research activity into programmed instruc-tion. Med. Biol. Illus. 16 :250-1, Oct., 1966.Reports the results of a questionnaire circulated to American colleges anduniversities in 1963-1964. Results indicate that half the institutions are in-volved in research and about 80% of others plan to research programmedinstruction.

Reynolds, Robert L.: A teaching tool for the health professions. NSPIJournal 2:7-10 (December) 1963.
Some general observations on programming in medicine, followed by adescription of the project at the Communicable Disease Center.Ross, S. E.: Programmed instruction and medical edmation. JAMA. 182:938-39 (December) 1962.
An early discussion of the essential principles of programmed instruction,and the possible utility of the approach tc, medical instruction.Sherman C. D., Jr. : Programmed instruction and the medical school.Spectrum. March-April, 1963.Sho presentation of the reasons for developing programs for ,:ancerteaiing and the procedures being followed in the project.Snelbecker, G. E., et. al.: Teaching machines and psychiatric patients.Dis. Nerv. Syst. 27:591-5, S...ptember 1966.Describes two ex oeriments using programmed material to teach mentalpatients.

Spiegel, Allen D.: Evaluation of an automated teaching machine progmmfor continuing education of physicians. Mass. Gen. Pract. News. 13 :12-14(March) 1964.
A report of the reactions of 78 physirians who participated in a teachingmachine course in the review of diabetes.
Swets, J. A. and Feurzeig, W.: Computer-aided instruction. Science. 150:572-6 (October 29) 1965.
Presents programs used in a computer in what is termed the "Socratic Sys-tem." A brief description of programmer roles is included.Terry, L. L.: The crisis in health communications. Hospitals. 38:49-51(June) 1964.
Suggestion for greater use of skilled educational "middlemen" to workwith technology, information theory, and other advances in the handlingof the tremendous advances in knowledge coming out of research.Warner, Homer R.: Medical diagnosis using a digital computer. JAMA.181:293-322 (July) 1961.
Proceedings of the 3rd IBM Medical Symposium, includes a short dis-cussion on the use of a computer to teach the diagnosis of congenitalheart disease.
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Weinshelbaum, A.: The use of a small, desk top analogue computer in
nuclear medicine education. J. Nucl. Med. 5:58-68 (January) 1964.
Report cf the use of small computer to instruct learners on hypothetical
problems invciving radioactive decay. Designed to teach concepts as well
as specific problem-solving techniques.

Weiss, Robert L. and Darby, Dean W.: Continuing education outside thedental school setting. Jour. Am. Dental Assoc. 70:1488-96 (June) 1965.
Discusses problems of information explosion. Suggests investigation of
programmed instruction to provide comprehensive, well-organized con-tinuing education.

Weiss, Robert J., and Green, E. J.: The applicability of programmed in-struction in a medical school curriculum. J. Med. Educ. 37:760-766(August) 1962.
A discussion of the possibilities for programmed instruction in medicaleducation, and a brief description of the Dartmouth project intended totest those possibilities.

Weller, John M., Greene, James A., and *Geis, George L.: Programmed
instructional material for a medical school laboratory course. J. Med.
Educ. 42:697-705 (July) 1967.
A report on the use of a program and photomicrographs to teach recog-nition of abmaimal urine specimens. Effectiveness was considered to beamply demonstrated.

Wilds, Preston L., and Zachert, Virginia: Case-oriented programmed in-stmction in teaching of clinical problem-solving (abstract). J. Med.
Educ. 42:267-8 (March) 1967.
Reports on the use of programmed instruction compared to conventional
instruction to improve skill in diagnosis of neoplastic diseases of a specific
organ system. There were no significant differences the first year. Signifi-
cantly higher knowledge of therapeutics and diagnostic procedures wereachieved by the second year programmec instruction group.
Wilds, Preston L., and Za-hert, Virginia: Evaluation of a programmed
text in six medical schools. Jour. Med. Educ. 42:219-224 (March) 1967.
Reports on a cross-validation study of a linear program on gynecologic
oncology using sophomore, junior and senior medical students. Achieve-
ment of the experimental (programmed instruction) group wa's at least as
good as that of the control (conventional instruction) group.
Wilds, Preston L., and Zachert, Virginia: Preparation of objectives for
programmed instruction in undergraduate clinical teaching (abstract). J.
Med. Educ. 42:268 (March) 1967.
Describes the problems encountered in determining operational objectives.
First attempts produced objectives for students that were not met by
faculty members. To make objectives acceptable for faculty, criteria were
defined in relative rather than absolute terms.
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Ackerman, J. H., and Gilbert, T. F.: Routine Epidemiological Investigationof Food-Borne Disease. Atlanta, Georgia: USPHS Communicable DiseaseCenter, 1963.
Linear, mathetics program.
Aikawa, J.: Diagnostic Aids in the Clinical Evaluation of Thyroid Function.Denver, Colorado: University of Colorado School of Medicine.
Linear program for medical students.
Aikawa, J.: Metabolic Acidosis and Alkalosis. Denver, Colorado: Uni-versity of Colorado School of Medicine.
Linear program for medical students.
Aikawa, J.: Potassium Metabolism. Denver, Colorado: University ofColorado School of Medicine.
Linear program for medical students.
Aikawa, J.: Regulation of pH.. Denver, Colo.: Univ. of Colorado Schoolof Medicine.
Linear program for medical students.
Allergy and Hypersensitivity, Third Edition, Revised. Developed jointly byPfizer Spectrum and Basic Systems, Inc., New York: Chas. Pfizer & Co.,Inc., 1966.
Linear program. A Spanish edition has been prepared for Pfizer Spainby Dr. Luis Daufi.
Aythir, C. K., Powell, B. A. and Zachert, V.: Gynecologfc Endocrinology
(mimeo). Augusta: Medical College of Georgia.
Two linear text books.
Berlyne, G. M.: A Course in Renal Disease. Oxford: Blackwell Scientific
Publications Ltd., 1966.
Branching program.
Bernstein, L. M., AHender, J. S., Elstein, A. S., and Epstein, It. B.: RenalFunction and Renal Failure: A Programmed Text. Baltimore: Williams andWilkins, 1965.
Branching program.
BSI and Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Ltd., staff: Rheumatoid Arthritis. Ards-ley, New York: Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Ltd., Merck, Sharp & Dohmenow has copyright, 1966.
Linear program for physicians. Appeared in S installments in G.P., Jan.1966-Aug. 1966.

Caccamo, Leonard P., Kessler, Edward, and Azneer, J. Leonard: Resuscita-tion. Philadelphia, Pa.: F. A. Davis Co., 1967.
Linear program for medical and paramedil personnel. Illustrated withphotographs.
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Campbell, Colin: Anemias in Pregnancy. (Field test edition.) Ann Arbor,
Mich.: The University of Michigan Medical Center, 1965.
Offset.
Linear program.
Carnell, P. H., and Reusch, R. N.: Molecular Equilibrium. Phi!adelphia:
W. B. Saunders Company, 1963.
Linear program.
Carne 11, P. H., and Reusch, R. N.: Thermockemistry and Kinetics. Phila-
delphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1965.
Linear program.
Chairside Psychology in Patient Education. San Francisco: Dental Health
Center.
Intrinsic program for the practicing dentist.
Cheris, David N., and Cheris, Barbara N.: Basic Physics and Principles of
Diagnostic Radiology. Chicago: Year Book Medical Publishers, 1964.
Linear program for medical students and residents in radiology.
Christensen, Ha Ivor N.: Body !;luids and the Acid Base Balance. Philadel-
phia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1964.
Linear program.
Christensen, Ha Ivor N., and Palmer, Graham A.: Enzyme Kinetics. Phila-
delphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1966.
Linear program fur students.
Christensen, 1-ia Ivor, N.: pH and Dissociation. Philadelphia: W. B. Saun-
ders Company, 1963.
Linear p:ogram.
Cohen, J., Johnson, P., and Stolurow, L. M.: Anatomy of the Trigeminal
Nerve. Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois, 1965.
Linear program. (Field test edition, offset.)
Current Concepts of Thyroid Disease. Developed jointly by Pfizer Spectrum
and Basic Systems, Inc., New York: Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., 1965.
Linear program.
Electrocardiography: The Arrythndas. Developed jointly by Warner-Chil-
cott Laboratorim and Basic Systems, Inc., New York: Warner-Chilcott
Laboratories, 1964.
Linear program.
ElectrocardlographyA Spatial Vector Approach to Electrocardiography.
Developed jointly by Warner-Chilcott Laboratories and Basic Systems,
Inc., New York: Warner-Chilcott Laborztories, 1965.
Linear program for physicians. Published in installments, and as a com-
panion volume to the preceding program on the Arrhythmic's.

Endocrinology: Diagnosis and Treatment of Gynaecological Disease. De-
veloped jointly by The Crooket Laboratories Limited and Cambridge
Consultants (Training) Limited. Basingstoke, Hampshire: The Crookes
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Laboratories Limited, 1965.
Linear program in five booklets.
Felson, B., Weinstein, A., and Spitz, H.: Principles of Chest Roentgenology.
Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1965.
Linear program.
Foy, J. M.: The Mechanism of Urine Formation, Second Edition. Bradford,
England: The Bradford Institute of Technology, 1965.
Branching program. (Field test edition, offset.)
Fulcher, Jane M.: How to Use Index Medicus. Washington, D. C.: Medical
Library, Washington Hospital Center, 1967.
A linear program for medical students and others needing information on
using the Index.
Gillespie, Allen (ed.): Diagnosis and Treatment : Gynecological Diseases.
Hampshire, England: Cambridge Consultants (Training) Ltd.
Linear program prepared for the Crookes Laborwories Ltd.
Harris, J. W. and Horrigan, D. L.: Case Development Problems in Hema-
tology. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1963.
A series of self-instruction problems in a basically linear format.
Howard, John W.: Using the Health Sciences Library: Part I, The Card
Catalog. Morgantown, West Va.: Medical Center Library, The University
of West Virginia, 1964.
Branching program.
Howard, J. W.: Using the Health Sciences Library: The Dental Index.
Morgantown: West Virginia University, 1966.
An intrinsic program in two volumes.
Immunohematology : Principles and Prac 'ice. Developed by Basic Systems,
Inc. for Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. New York: Ortho Pharmaceutical
Corp., 1965.
Linear program.
Ingram, L. M., and Mowbray, R.. M.: A Teaching Method and Refresher
Course in the Affective Disorders. London: Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.,
1964.
Linear program.
Jet Injector Operation, Model K3 ; Jet Injector Daily Maintenance, Model
K 3 Jet Injector Operation, Professional Model : Jet Injector Maintenance
and Repair, Professional Model. Atlanta, Georgia: USPHS Communicable
Disease Center, 1965-1967.
Series of linear, mathetics programs.
Kahn, Julius B.: Autonomic Pharmacology: The Muscarinics and Adrener-
gks. London, England: W. B. Saunders Ltd., 1966.
Linear program for medical students.
Kessler, Edwin d, Leonard P. Caccamo, and J. Leonard Azneer. Diabetic
Acidosis. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Co., 1967.
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A revised publication of a linear program for physicians, 350 items pluscase problems.
Lactation A Programmed Review. Cincinnati: Richardson-Merrell, Inc.,1967.
A modified branching program for physicians prepared by the William S.Merrell Company.
A succinct review of only 19 pages.
Meckstroth, G. R., Elder, S. T., Nice, C. M., Jr. and Meyers, P. H.: AProgrammed Introduction to Radiation Protection. New Orleans: TulaneUniversity School of Medicine, 1964.Linear program.
Methods of Conception Control. Developed by Basic Systems, Inc. forOrtho Pharmaceutical Corp. New York: Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.,1965.
Linear program.
Nice, Charles M.: Cardiovascular Roentgenology: A Validated Program.New York, N. Y.; Harper & Row, 1967.Linear program iHustrated with x-ray photographs for medical students.Nice, Phillip 0., et al.: Medical Parasitology. New York : Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963.
Linear program.
Owen, S. G.: Electrocardiography. Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown & Co.,1966.
Branching program. (Filmed version of program for use with the Grundy-tutor teaching machine is also available, see below)
Owen, S. G.: Principles of Electrocardiography. Ashford, Middlesex,England: International Tutor Machines, Ltd.Branching program.
Physician's Liabilityfor Battery, Negligence, and Acts of Others. Developedjointly by Educational Design, Inc., and Pfizer Specirum, 1966.Linear program.
Primary Arterial Hypertension. Developed by Basic Systems, Inc. forA.A.G.P. and Merck, Sharp and Dohme. Published serially in GP, July1964-March 1965.
Also obtainable directly from Merck, Sharp and Dohme, West Point, Pa.Linear program. (Out of Print.)
Programmed Instruction in the Use of ICDA. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Com-mission on Professional and Hospital Activities, 1963.A lengthy !inear program designed to teach the International Classificationof Diseases.

Raymond, M. J., and Robertson, J. P. S.: Programmed Series on Psychi-atry. Manchester, England: Geigy Pharmaceutical Co., 1965-66.Four volumes in six parts. Linear program.,
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Reinecke, R. D., and Herm, R. S.: Refraction. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1965.
Linear program using a three dimensional viewer for frame presentation.
Reinecke, R. D., and Miller, David: Strabismus: A Programmed Text.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1966.
Linear program.
Richardson, Fred MacD.: The Physiology of Menstruation. Philadelphia:
The Pennsylvania Hospital, 1964.
Linear program. Field test edition currently out of print.
Rondell, Paul: Diffusion and Osmosis. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan,
1963.
Linear program. Also available in a Spanish edition translated by Luis
Daufi, of thz-.. University of Barcelona School of Medicine.
Sackheim, George L.: A Programmed Approach to the Circulatory System.
Champaign, Illinois: Stipes, 1963.
Linear program.
Sidman, R. L., and Sidman, J.: Neuroanatomy. Boston: Little, Brown &
Co., 1965.
Linear program. (Volume 2 is in preparation.)
Sierra-Franco, M. H., and Krosnick, A.: Diabetes Control: A Review
Course. New York: U.S. Industries, Inc., 1963.
Branching program (for Auto-Tutor teaching machine).
Swearingen, R. N.: Early Detection of Oral Cancer using Exfoliative Cytolo-
gy. Washington, D. C.: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare.
An intrinsic program prepared for research and developmental purposes.
Swearingen, R. N.: Reducing Radiation Hazards in the Dental Office.
Washington, D. C.: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare.
Intrinsic program for dentists.
Thomas, M. D.: Clinical Anatomy of the Eye and Bony Orbit. Augusta,
Georgia: Medical College of Georgia, 1967 (Second Ed.).
Linear program for fourth-year medical students.
Training Unit for Nosologists, Books I and II. Washington, D. C.: Public
Health Service Publication No. 155-1, 1966,
Linear programs designed to teach the description of diseases most fre-
quently reported on death certificates.
Truelson, Stanley D., Jr.: How to Search the Medical Literature. Roches-
ter, New York: University of Rochester Medical Library, 1964.
Linear program. (Currently out of print.)
Urology. Developed jointly by Warner-Chilcott Laboratories and Basic
Systems, Inc. New York: Warner-Chilcott Laboratories, 1965.
Linear program.
Stoller, John M., and Greene, James A., Jr.: Examination of the Urine.
few York: Appleton-Century-Croits, 1966.

..tnear program, includes color transparencies and slide viewer.
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Wilds, P. L.: Three Aspects of Abnormal Vaginal Bleeding. Augusta,
Georgia: 013-GYN Dept., Medical College of Georgia, 196 /.
Linear program for third-year medical students.

Wilds, P. L. and Zachert, V.: Applications ofGynecologic Oncology. Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.: Charles C. Thomas, 1967.
B-lnching program for third-year medical students. Evaluated for three
years at the Medical College of Georgia data available.
Wilds, P. L., and Zachert, V.: Essentials ofGynecologic Oncology. Augusta,
Georgia: Medical College of Georgia (2nd Edition, 1967).
Linear program.
Wilds, P. L., and Zachert, V.: Workshop Workbooks: Book I and Book II
"Programmed Instruction in Teaching Patient Management." Augusta,
Georgia: OB-GYN Dept., Medical College of Georgia, 1967.
Self-teaching texts for prospective writers of problem solving materials.

Winters, Robert W., Engel, Knud and Dell, Ralph B.: Acid-Base Physiology
in Medicine. Westlake, Ohio: The London Company, 1967.
A comprehensive program for physicians covering relevant background
and the four major disturbances of acid-base equilibrium encountered in
clinical medicine.
Wolf, A. V., and Crowder, N. A.: An Introduction to Body Fluid Metabo-
lism. Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins Co., 1964.
Branching program.
Wray and Anderson, C.: Six Allergic Children. Augusta, Georgia: Respira-
tory Center-Medical College of Georgia.
Branching program for fourth year medical students.

Articles on Para-Medical Self-Instruction

Becker, M. and Mihelcic, M.: Programming a motor skill. J. Nurs. Educ.
5:25 (Aug.) 1966.
Describes development of a program designed to teach injection techniques
step by step, and outlines its use.
Bitzer, Marilyn: Self-directed inquiry in clinical nursing instruction by
means of the PLATO simulated laboratory. University of Illinois Coordi-
nated. Science Laboratory Report R-184, 1963.
A comparative study of medical-surgical nursing instruction taught by
means of a specially created computer-assisted program. Post-test results
favored those students taught by the program and the teaching machine.

Buckby, E., Carpenter, L., and Howells, C.: Programme writing. Nurs.
Time. March 11, 1966. 62:326.
Shows how a small group of inexperienced nurses wrote a series of pro-
grams.
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Carter, E. J., Moore, A. N., and Gregory, C. L.: Can teaching machines
help in training employees? J. Amer. Diet. Ass. 44:271-276 (April) 1964.
A report on the controlled study of a program on hygiene and sanitation
used with 68 unskilled food handlers. A significant increase in learning and
retention was achieved by the program group.
Chidester, F. H.: Programmed instruction: past, present, and future. Jour.
Am. Diabetic Assoc. Nov. 1967, 51:41.3-9.
Describes programmed instruction and the learni theories behind it.
Makes recommendations for its use.
Cleino, B. : Teaching machines and programmed learning. J. Nurs. Educ.
3:13 (Jan.) 1964.
Defines programmed instruction and suggests criteria for choosing a
program.
Craytor, Josephine K., and Lysaught, Jerome P.: Programmed instruction
in nursing education : A trial use. Nursing Research. 13 :323-326 (Fall) 1964.
Report of a controlled study using programmed materials in radiation
therapy for nursing students. 81 subjects participated. Effective and effi-
cient learning results were achieved. Some evidence of reduced range in
achievement was reported.
Editorial: Programmed instruction project in rehabilitation nursing. Nurs.
Res. Winter, 1964. p. 64.
Brief announcement of the project.
Editorial: Teaching diabetic self-care. New Eng. Jour. Med. Jan 19, 1967,
276 :182.
Reports on the use of the "teaching machine" in various settings for dis-
seminating information to diabetic patients.
Feldman, Herman: Programmed instruction: What it is, how hospitals
cail use it. The Modern Hospital. 99:75-79 (October) 1962.
An orientation article for the hospital administrator on the use of pro-
grammed instruction.
Geis, G. L. and Anderson, M. C.: Programmed instruction in nursing
education. Nurs. Outlook.
Part I: Aug., 1963, p. 592.
Basic principles and features of programmed instructior.
Part II : Sept., 1963, p. 662.
Covers application of principles, procedures and problems of r- agrammed
instruction.
Hector, W. E.: For and against programmed instruction. ;sirs. Time. Jan.
17, 1964, p. 85.
Presents the pros and cons of programmed instruction for nurses' training.
Hector, W. E.: Making a programme. Nursing Times. 60: (June 5, 12, 1.9)
1964.
A series of articles suggesting a method for developing and constructing
programs for use in nursing education.
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Hector, W. E.: Programmed learning. A new teaching method. Mt. Nurs.
Rev. Jan. 17, 1964, p. 85.
Presents the pros and cons of programmed instruction for nurses' training.
Hinsvark, Inez G.: Programming procedural skills in the operating room.
Hospital Topics. 41:55-58 (August) 1963.
Report of beginning efforts to program manual skills in nursing education.
Hull, E. J. and Isaacs, 13. J.: Two years experience of programmed teach-
ing. Nurs. Times.
Part 1: 62-333 (March 11) 1966.
Presents the fundamentals of linear programs.
Part 2: 62-373 (March 18) 1966.
Discusses branching programs and the role of the teacher in programmed
instruction.
Job, Florence K.: Programmed instruction a tool for staff education de-
partments (mimeograph). Charleston: U.S. Naval Hospital, 1965.
Outlines a project to complete a series of programs starting with one in the
care of patients with myocardial infarction. Includes the task analysis, ob-
jectives, content outline and the rationale and validation of the myocardial
infarction program.
Klaiman, R. R.: Programmed instruction can we use it? Canad. Nurse.
63-44 (July) 1967.
Presents the fundamentals of programming and asserts its value as a
learning tool if used properly.
Koehler, Margaret L.: Programmed instruction potential users in nursing.
Hospital Topics. 41 :48-50 (August) 1963.
An introductory discussion to a series of reports (see Hinsvark and Seedor)
on programs utilized for nursing instruction.
Lancet: The teaching machine in medical education. Mar. 28, 1964, 1:706.
A report of developments in programmed instruction since 1957 with em-
phasis on a study then being conducted by Owen and his colleagues.
Lindabury, V. A.: A lock at programmed learning. Canad. Nurs. 60:676
(July) 1964.
An editorial commentary on programmed instruction and its use in
nurses' training.
McDonald, G.: A new dimension in health education. Nurs. Outlook. No.
12:46, June, 1964.
Discusses the use of programmed instruction to improve the presentation
of material on diabetes both for patients and medical personnel.
MacDonald, Glen W., and Kaufman, Mildred B. : Teaching machines for
patients with diabetes. J. Amer. Diet. Ass. 42:209-213 (March) 1963.
A report of an early experiment on the use of programs and devices for the
self-education of patients.
MacDonald, Mary E. (ed.): Programmed Instruction for Nursing. Boston:
Massachusetts League for Nursing, 1963.
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Proceedings of the Institute on Programmed Instruction for Nursing held
in November, 1963. Three papers plus excerpts from group discussions.
McRae, R. K. : Illustrations in programmed learning: a new linear teach-
ing machine. Med. Biol. Illus. 16:252-7, October, 1966.
Methods of presenting programmed instruction are surveyed. A detailed
description of the Lamson Emperical Tutor, a machine for use with linear
programs, is included.
Mechner, F. : Learning by doing through programmed instruction. Am.
Jour. Nursing. (May) 1965, p. 98.
Describes programmed instruction and gives several examples one in
physiology; indicates some of its uses.
Moore, A. N. and Klachko, H. W.: Problems in producing programs for
auto-instruction. Jour. Am. Diabetic Assoc. Nov. 1967, 51:420-5.
Covers writing aspects, advantages, and experimental projects in pro-
grammed instruction.
Nice, C. M., Jr.: Education and training in radiology. South Med. Jour.
59:214-6 (Feb.; 1966.
The author calls attention to new technics of teaching and the "teaching
machine" as a means of furthering the growth of knowledge in a given field.
Podshadley, D. W. : Programmed Instruction: highlights of its use in teach-
ing public health. Am. J. Publ. Hlth. 55:887 (June) 1965.
A study was undertaken in the use of programmed instruction for dental
and dental hygiene students. The results are presented, strengths and weak-
nesses indicated, and future possibilities discussed.
Polony, Louis J.: Programmed instruction and automated education for
hospitals and other medical personnel. Hosp. Progr. 46:83-87 (February)
1965.
An introductory article for the hospital administrator on the utilization of
programmed materials.
Porter, P.: Programmed instruction: a challenge for nursing. Nurs. Forum.
5 :40, 1966.
Discusses programming and emphasizes its place in nursing education if
used intelligently.
Raine, N. L.: An experiment in programmed learning (Parts 1 and 2).
Nursing Times. Vol. 62, No. 22, 23 (June) 1966.
A progress report on the first stages of planning and writing a program for
nurses on disturbances of body fluid and electrolytes.
Roe, A. K.: The use of learning experiences (LEG) in the asso4.iate de-
gree nursing program (mimeo). Fort Lauderdale, Fla.: Junior College of
Broward County, 1968.
A description with examples of this self-directed approach to teaching
various units of information to nursing students.
Schutt, B. G. (ed.): Why programmed instruction? Am. Jour. Nurs.
Sept., 1965, p. 69.
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Short commentary on need for a learning medium such as programmed
instruction in nurses' training.
Seedor, Marie M.: Programmed instruction for a unit on asepsis. Hospital
Topics. 41:50-5 (August) 1963.
Report on the development of a programmed unit for community college
nursing students.
Seedor, M.: Programmed learnime adds dimension to nursing curriculum.
Hospitals. 40:71 (Sept. 1) 1966.
Describes and evaluates a programmed learning experience with first
year nursing students.
Self-teaching in the hospital. Lancet. 1:1055-56 (May) 1965.
A report and brief description of self-instructional developments for
health education in the United States and Britain. Abbreviated discussion
of early experimental results with suggestions for future applications.
Shindell, S.: Programmed instruction and its usefulness for the health
professions. Am. J. Pub. Health. 54:982-990 (June) 1964.
A general discussion of the possibilities for improving health profession
teaching through an enlargement of self-instructional approaches. Gives a
discursive view of the developing field of programmed instruction in the
health professions.
Skiff, Anna W.,: Programmed instruction and patient teaching. Amer. J.
Public Health. 55:409-415 (March) 1965.
A discussion of results obtained in the use of self-instructional materials
for patient management of health problems.
Spiegel, Allen D.: Patient and physician education. Medical Care. 3:46.-51
(January-March) 1965.
Further analysis of the use of programs for both physician and patient on
aspects of diabetes management.
Spiegel, A. D.: Programmed instructional materials fot patient education.
Jour. Med. Ed. 42:958-962 (Oct.) 1967.
Reviews studies showing effectiveness ald acceptance of programmed
materials when used dirActly with patients or when used for reviewing
information used by megiMal personnel when dealing with patients.
Spiegel, A.: Teaching.diabetic patients through automation. Hosp. Topics.
42:55 (Aug.) 1964.
Presents an experiment using the Autotutor Mark II to provide pro-
grammed instruction for diabetic patients and non-diabetic persons.
Spiegel, Allen D.: The teaching machine. Postgrad. Med. 39:4: A84-A90
(April) 1966.
An apalysis of reactions and results in the use of a self-instructional pro-
gram designed for practitioners.
Turner, F.: More programmed teaching needed. Nurs. Times. 63:62.
(Jan. 13) 1967.
Points out need for programs and suggests a programming unit for each
ANTC to develop necessary programs.
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Wilkinson, P. M.: Programmed learning: progress report. Nurs. Times.63:219 (Feb. 17) 1967.
Describes the search for information on programmed instruction andreports on material gathered to date.
Wilkinson, P. M.: Programmed learning. Tools for the task. Green, M. D.:We cannot afford to wait. Nurs. Times. June 25, 1965, 61:879.Reactions of two nursing instructors to programmed instruction; bothenthusiastic.
Yeakel, Allen; A Study of Effectiveness of Programmed Instruction inRespiratory Resuscitation for 1 I th and 12th Graders. Morgantown: WestVirginia University Medical Center, 1967. A report of the study with acopy of the field test edition of A Program ofInstruction in Mouth-to-Mouth(or nose) Resuscitation.

Programmed Units in Para-Medical Fields
Amebiasis : Laboratory Diagnosis. (Introduction and three parts.) Atlanta,Georgia: USPHS Communicable Disease Center, 1964. (PHS PublicationNo. 1187).
Linear program.
Anatomy and Physiology. Bristol, Eng. : Bristol Tutor Group, 1967.A series of 21 programs for student nurses.
Anderson, Ruth M., and Silver, Eva: Ward management for quality pa-tient care. American Journal of Nursing. 66:567-590 (March) 1966.Linear program.
Anderson, Maja C.: Basic Patient Care. (Vol. I of a programmed coursein nursing fundamentals.) Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders Co., 1965.Linear program.
Anderson, Ruth M., and Silver, Eva: Ward management for qualitypatient care. American Journal of Nursing. 66:567-590 (March) 1966.Linear program.
Anthony, Catherine Parker: Basic Concepts Anatomy and Physiology.St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Co., 1966.
Linear programmed manual for nursing students.
Anti-Inflammatory Agents. New York: Xerox Corp., 1964.Linear program for pharmacists, consisting of three units: inflammation,inflammatory diseases, and current anti-inflammatory therapy.
Basic Concepts ofHuman Anatomy and Physiology. Developed jointly byBolt, 13eranek, and Newman and Wyeth Laboratories. Philadelphia:Wyeth Laboratories, 1964.
Linear program consisting of nine units in five volumes.
Biologicals and Immunology. New York: Xerox Corp., 1964.Linear program for pharmacists.
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administratois,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direct

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would help determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which departs

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 2) in which department!, would the greatest number of employs

ees benefit from improt4d trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in the house.

ltitnniin rintinrinimit etitingit, al.1II1 r.i,
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught,

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec,

tive as well as efficient, The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effect

tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest ot youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train," He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good

troinAr f AI 1 I nrtri.n81664 1AAL.al.
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional trains

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol,

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per.

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the actilities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often suond in command within his own unit. (This

may nnt hi% triu n tIi trinlIpr hnoitnk 1
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Housekeeping:

1. Department Head

2. Area Supervisors

3. Utility Men

4. Floor Maids

Nursing:

I. Director of Nurses

2. Supervisors

1 rihnona Ithirrat

Medical Records:

1. Department Head (Med.

Rec. Lib)

2, A2'lloillkikaltnnt

Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys

4, Special Clerks

Social Senke :

1 nfirtAI4Winsi4 1.1An #1
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain performance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: I) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. Blit, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a cleaKut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal, Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode ofevaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a works
able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to check
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to cheek most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient'swelfare most directly. 'He is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks, The tsa.ner met
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible perform

nee. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program. The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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SCHEMA OF FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die,

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a

_ I _I _ ...II IAA LitEnntnn n rintinh
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direct

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart.

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 2) in which department!, would the greatest number of employ.

ees benefit from improvai trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in the house,
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effect

tive as well as efficient, The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effect

tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience,

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train," He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

I. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional trains

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol,

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per.

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the utilities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often seond in command within his own unit. (This

may tint k triip n th qmnlIcir hnoitnk 1
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Housekeeping:

1. Department Head

2, Area Supervisors

3. Utility Men

4. Floor Maids

Nursing:

I. Director of Nurses

2. Supervisors

1 Mtn omit Minion

Medical Records:

1. Department Head (Med,

Rec. Lib.)

2. the

Head

3, Special Medical Secretarys

4. Special Clerks

Social Service :
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain pformance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. But, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a cleamut procedure, The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him ; when he's right, point out he's right and support him ;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior,

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear,cut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal, Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a works
able evaluation procedure. lie is taught what to check, when to check
and how to check.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Geners
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient'swelfare most directly. He is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
mare often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks. The t..ra.ner met f1in grifi
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

L The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptible perform.

ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con .

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program. The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die,

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
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gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,

assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direct

tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,

and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions

which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population

on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart.

ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?

And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employ.

ees benefit from improvai trainers?

Most of the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality

trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in the house',
itAnnsivin tinAttritviark4 rEftifteti
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what

and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum

available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effeca

tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,

haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effect

tive, Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the

staff, with little or no training experience,

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He

felt that a trainer must know "how to train," He explained that what

makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good

friinnr nit nfharr Vas Li 1,:ri Attivi A fili141,1141011,1144 MAW nrin:n4rtral tA^L.:
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the

target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-

ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-

ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)

2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.

3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-

formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.

4. He supervises the acti)ities of at least one person, at least

part of the time.

5. He is often suond in command within his own unit. (This

may nAt ho fro ;n thA Qms,111pr hnoitnk 1
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Housekeeping: Medical Records:

1. Department Head 1. Department Head (Med.

2. Area Supervisors Rec. Lib.)

3. Utility Men 2. .i.E'tloiligaLii.tment

4. Floor Maids Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys

Nursing: 4. Special Clerks

I. Director of Nurses Social Service :

2. Supervisors

1 ritntina Mirror% 1 newt r8ri4nvk 4 1.1An pi
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Maintain a high level of performance

Evaluate trainee's performance periodically

Motivate trainee to maintain penrormance standards

Retrain as needed

The Course Content

The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented, On the basis of the field

study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the

content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught

must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trairer

can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's

responses. fht, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,

needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's

secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the

aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle

we specify a cleamut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether

he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and core

reel him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;

occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for

Training,"

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring

about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-

tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan

the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clearicut procedure for determining the

indoctrination training needs of a new employee, Preparation for

refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-

ing needs are usually fewer, First, the trainer must state the overall

training goal, Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode ofevaluation and we
felt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a worka
able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to check
and how to cheek.

Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check most
often on those tasks or functions which are most important. Genera
ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affect
the patient's welfare most directly. 'He is taught to check on a regular
basis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should check
more often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is and
how recently he has learned the tasks. The tsn.npr miicf flitan gofi
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take action to improve performance.

The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.

I . The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptable perform.

ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-

volve telling him what's expected.

2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance

because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-

sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to

handle in this program. The program only recommends that the

trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die,

tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and

social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart

indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other

than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from

14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary

Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-

ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
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Programmed Instruction to Train Employees to Train Others 235

gathered through personal interviews with hospital administrators,
assistant administrators, directors of nursing service, training direc-
tors, and many supervisory personnel from administrative, technical,
and professional departments. Basically we asked two questions
which we felt would he:p determine the potential target population
on the basis of two factors, urgency and numbers. 1) Which depart-
ments do you think have the most critical need for qualified trainers?
And 2) in which department:, would the greatest number of employ-
ees benefit from improved trainers?

most or the supervisors we spoke to agreed that better quality
trainers would benefit the greatest number of employees in thc house-

sin in; VI elAs r111 94 VIA Alb Or% A :"*.«... -a 1 _ --A I. to_ I.
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ate his trainee regularly and after each training phase determine what
and when new tasks should be taught.

In the nursing department, the supervisor felt that the minimum
available training time makes it imperative that the trainer be effec-
tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,
haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effec-
tive. Indeed the trainer may be the newest or youngest member of the
staff, with little or no training experience.

A laboratory supervisor looked at the other side of the coin. He
felt that a trainer must know "how to train." He explained that what
makes a technician competent does not necessarily make him a good
#rririmor "C nfiesssro 'Vel,* La. 14.:"
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Our analysis revealed the following general description of the
target student:

1. He is a high school graduate. (He may have additional train-
ing in such specialized areas as secretarial, laboratory technol-
ogy, nursing, dietetics, social work, bookkeeping, etc.)
2. He has a minimum of 1 year job related experience.
3. He is actively performing at least some of the skills being per-
formed by the person or persons he is responsible to train.
4. He supervises the activities of at least one person, at least
part of the time.
5. He is often second in command within his own unit. (This
ty,wu nnt Iv% triip in tho cm:111cm. hncnitnic
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Housekeeping:

1. Department Head
2. Area Supervisors
3. Utility Men
4. Floor Maids

Nursing .-

I. Director of Nurses
2. Supervisors

Medical Records:

1. Department Head (Med.
Rec. Lib.)

2. Ass't to the Department
Head

3. Special Medical Secretarys
4. Special Clerks

Social Service :

1 rch....n, ... Ira" eq..% 14 1.1 A A Al
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Maintain a high level of peribrmance
Evaluate trainee's performance periodically
Motivate trainee to maintaln performance standards
Retrain as needed

The Course Content
The next step was to determine what specific concepts would be

taught and how they would be presented. On the basis of the field
study, we established the following criteria to help us determine the
content of the course: 1) The basic training principles to be taught
must be based on modern industrial training psychology. They must
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reactions are appropriate to the information transmitted. The trainer
can then change his own behavior in accordance with the trainee's
responses. But, conversely, the student, who is hesitantly performing,
needs to know whether or not his actions are appropriate before he's
secure enough to go on, or can adjust his performance. This is the
aspect of feedback which we decided to stress. To apply this principle
we specify a clear-cut procedure. The trainer should tell him whether
he's right or wrong. When he's wrong, point out his mistake and cor-
rect him; when he's right, point out he's right and support him;
occasionally praise his appropriate behavior.

Withdrawing support gradually implies letting the trainee work
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greater impact by teaching "How to Train" before "Preparation for
Training."

We selected three sub-terminal behaviors we wanted to bring
about in a trainer who must be able to make appropriate prepara-
tions for training: he must be able to determine training needs, plan
the order of training and prepare his trainee for training.

The program prescribes a clear-cut procedure for determining the
indoctrination training needs of a new employee. Preparation for
refresher training applies the same basic rules, but the resultant train-
ing needs are usually fewer. First, the trainer must state the overall
training goal. Generally, the goal is determined by the trainee's job
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A periodic review is the recommended mode of evaluation and wefelt that simple guidelines would help the student internalize a work-able evaluation procedure. He is taught what to check, when to checkand how to check.
Using the job breakdown form, the trainer learns to check mostoften on those tasks or functions which are most important. Gener-ally speaking, the most important tasks would be the ones that affectthe patient's welfare most directly. He is taught to check on a regularbasis, that is daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Whether he should checkmore often or less often depends on how reliable the trainee is andhow recently he has learned the tasks. The t_ra.ner n'inct th.zr.
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take action to improve performance.
The trainer is taught to classify causes of poor performance into

three groups.
1. The trainee may be unaware of what is acceptable perform-
ance. Clearly, improving the trainee's performance would in-
volve telling him what's expected.
2. The trainee may be unwilling to meet acceptable performance
because of personal or interpersonal problems. This can be con-
sidered a problem of motivation and would be too difficult to
handle in this program. The program only recommends that the
trainer attempt to motivate his trainee by explaining the need or
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SCHEMA OF FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSFIIPS
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nursing department and other supporting departments such as die-
tary, technical medical services, housekeeping, medical records, and
social service. A few examples were taken from the top of the chart
indicating that the strongest relationships are with departments other
than nursing. A final analysis shows that examples were selected from
14 different departments.

Language and Vocabulary
Another objective was to communicate easily, yet keep the reader

involved. The choice of language used and the selection of the vocab-
ulary were left to the discretion of the programmer. Analysis of a
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and when new tasks should be taught.
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tive as well as efficient. The time factor usually results in minimum,
haphazard training by multiple trainers who are not the most effec-
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